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THE BLACK & WHITE SELECTION FROM SYCO
mulator H is a music system designed to
incorporate the requirements of today's
professionals in a compact, ergonomic package.

To describe it simply as a sampling keyboard belies the
power of its facilities and the scope of it's application...

17 seconds of audio may be sampled, assigned
to the keyboard in a variety of ways and processed by
the Ell's full compliment of VCA's, filters, envelope
generators and sophisticated modulation circuits.

8 track MIDI recorder features full auto -
correct facilities and allows the recording, editing and
arranging of complete compositions.

8 discrete outputs, a feature often overlooked
when considering the usefulness of multitrack
sequencers, make it possible to mix. equalise and effect
each of the eight tracks individually and mix straight to
two track.

E - MORE THAN A
SAMPLING KEYBOARD

SMPTE synchronisation, in any of the 3
standards, makes the EII part of the multitrack or video
recorder. The sequencer follows the tape machine as it
fast forwards or rewinds, taking only a few seconds to
calculate it's position.

Hard disk, to be made available shortly, allows
the equivalent of many disks to be stored and recalled
at the touch of a button. The speed of disk functions is
greatly increased, offering considerable advantages for
live and studio users.

Sound Designer, a programme for the EIV
Apple Macintosh, offers very detailed examination of
the sounds and parameters in the Ell. Fast Fourier
analysis, Waveform editing and mixing, and some
unique sound generation algorithms are all possible.

The Sound Library for the Ell now extends to
over 120 professionally sampled sounds, and the
manufacturers are increasing this number on a
continuing basis.

The Ell is more than a sampling keyboard. It is a
creative musical environment, designed specifically
with professionals in mind, incorporating features
required by professional users.

Syco.We are
Syco, 20 Conduit Place, London W2.
Telephone 01-724 2451 Telex 22278 Syco G.
Fax No. 01-262 6081
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Comment
Is there a future for live electronic music?

October 1985 Volume 5

_Newsdesk
...Featuring a full report on musical activities

at the Personal Computer World show.
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Communiqué

If you've got a view to air on hi -tech music,
equipment, or anyone else's view, this is the

place to air it.
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ss DSD2
A modest newcomer to the sampling arena is

Boss' DSD2 pedal. Paul White finds out if it's
capable of more intelligent iterations than

`hangover'.

Inaha DX5
Merely two DX7s in a box, or a valid addition

to the Yamaha range of FM digital keyboards?
Simon Trask takes the mid -price algorithm

through its paces, and comes to mixed
conclusions.

Number 8

ntron Software
Trish McGrath investigates a software

package for the Commodore 64 dedicated to
the delicate art of rhythm programming. I t

sounds better than you'd think.

ophet 2000
An exclusive preview of Sequential's attempt

at combining an analogue polysynth with a
digital sampling keyboard. It could turn

the market on its head yet again,
says Dan Goldstein.

fousic System
Software 54
A software package for the CBM64 sets out to
utilise the SID chip but involves MIDI along

the way. Simon Trask investigates the
consequences, now that Island Logic have

given way to Firebird.



Bit 99 Polysynth
The very latest from Chase has a lot to live up
to in following the Bit One synth and Bit 01

exp 'an it cut it? Tim Goodyer
thinks it can.

Jansen & Barbieri a *lir
A prolonged period of silence from two ex -

Japan members may have lead some to believe
they've said all they have to say. Dan Goldstein
and Tim Goodyer discover this is not the case.

Shriekback 410
Tim Goodyer talks to Carl Marsh, guitarist
with E& MM's idiosyncratic cover artists,
about Oil and Gold, rock and roll, and the

Jupiter 8 versus the DX7 .

Michael Nyman 76
An ex -music critic turns prolific avant garde
composer and finds himself in demand from

the Time Outfraternity. Dan Goldstein talks
to the man everyone calls a systems music

composer- wrongly.

UK Electronica
I t was once the UK's biggest celebration of live

electronic music, but it didn't fare too well in
1985. Dan Goldstein reports.

OutTakes 88
More music from signed and unsigned bands
alike. Tim Goodyer and Dan Goldstein take a

closer look at what's on offer this month.

BBC Radiophonic
Workshop

Plenty has changed since E&MM last
ventured into the hallowed chambers of Maida
Vale. Simon Trask reports from the studio that

started it all, but now seems aloof from the
modern music scene.

Roland SDE2500
Delay

Following last month's excursion into the
world of digital reverb, Paul 'Poodle' White

puts the latest Roland DDL through its paces
and assesses the results.

TechTalk
Part 2 of an in-depth interview with] ohn

Chowning, inventor of FM digital synthesis.
Simon Trask gets in a few more questions than

he did last month.

BeeBMIDI Monitor
E&MM's latest piece of MIDI software is a

program that intercepts MIDI communication
between instruments and displays it on a

computer monitor for all to see. Introduction
byJay Chapman.
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sequenc.:..r.

A Gallery of Misfits
Following last month's list of synthesis

casualties, David Ellis delves deeper into the
archives and finds yet more mysterious

products of human ingenuity. Some of them
are quite spectacular.

Checklist
sm

411111 OPIK

The price guide to end all price guides. This
time, we return to drum machines and
electronic drum kits, and find a lot has

changed in three months.
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"Let me be your master"
I am a 6 voice, programmable, touch sensitive synthesizer
designed to be a powerful synthesizer and a MIDI Contoller
Keyboard. If you choose me as your Master Keyboard:
I promise to transmit and recive all MIDI information
accurately. I promise to let you program a Split point
anywhere you want, giving you two separate three voice
synths. I promise to let you transpose voices above the
Split anywhere you want. I promise to come with 75 solid
presets and a tape of 75 more. I promise to give you
another 24 patches of Doubled or Split combinations.
I promise to respond and transmit your touch and velocity.
I promise to let you use my velocity to control my Pulse
Width, LFO's Rate, my VCF and VCA differently for each
voice. I promise to let you program my Modulation Wheel
Amount for each voice. I promise to let you transmit or
receive a Release Pedal, Pitch Bending, Program Change
and all Modulation functions. I can even let you choose
Omni On, Omni Off, or receive and transmit on any of the
16 MIDI Channels, and as a special feature, I can also
transmit on two separate MIDI Channels simultaneously.

BUY BY PHONE

RING 0611-236 6T94
You can even revberse the charges.

7 day moneyback guarantee.

I promise to offer you some unique sounds, both digital
and analogue. I promise to offer you a tight, slightly
weighted keyboard feel. I promise to let you set up three
sets of 30 voices each in any order you want, so you can step
through them, that's called 'Chaining'. I promise to let you
program me completely, including Noise for effects,
variations and Detunings. / am called the CHASE BIT 99
Programmable Synthesizer. I can give you more features
than most other keyboards can. I work well with MIDI
keyboards, and especially well with expanders that receive
touch sensitivity such as my "SLAVE" the CHASE BIT 01
Synthesizer Module. My younger brother was voted
Professional Keyboard of
1985 -lam even better.
I am a completely
programmable MIDI
Master Keyboard.
I NEED TO FEEL
YOUR TOUCH AND
I WILL RESPOND.

CHASE cl)

SYNTHESIZER
£699
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"Let me be your slave"
I am a 6 voice, programmable, touch sensitive synthesizer,
designed to be controlled by any keyboard with MIDI, a
computer, a guitar with MIDI, a MIDI sequencer and most
of tomorrow's MIDI products. If you choose me as your
Slave: I promise to be compatible with the orders I receive
from MIDI. I promise to let you add a Split point to your
keyboard, even if it has none, and let you transpose the
sound to the right of the Split. I promise to come with 75
solid presets and a cassette of 75 more. I promise to give
you an additional 24 patches of Split or Doubled sound
combinations. I promise to respond to your touch and your
velocity. I promise to let you program your touch to control
my pulse width, my LFO's rates, my VCF and VCA

differently for each voice. I promise to let you choose
whether or not to receive Program Changes, Release Pedal
Pitch Bending and Modulation functions. I promise to offer
some unique sounds, sometimes digital, sometimes analogue,
with a variety that will compliment what you already own.
lam called the CHASE BIT 01 Synthesizer Module. I can add
more features to your keyboard than any other keyboard
could add. I work well with all MIDI keyboards, but I respond
best to those itansmitting velocity like the DX7*, CHASE BIT 99,
and many others. I can even let you choose OMNI ON,
ONMI OFF, or receive on any of the 16 MIDI Channels.
I want to be your slave, your ultimate Synthesizer Module.
WE NEED EACH OTHER

CHASE BIT TECHNOLOGY
/et (cored

DX7 is a registered trademark of YAMAHA.

LONDON "a 01-387 7626/
22 Chalton Street. Off Euston Road. London NW1.

MANCHESTER 23' 061-236 6794/5
58 Oldham Street, Off Piccadilly, Manchester M4 1LE

BIRMINGHAM SI 021-236 8146
10 Priory Queensway. Birmingham 84 68S

 Opening Hours Mon -Sat inc. 10.00am-5.30pm

CHASE ct
f7--J

SYNTH MODULE
£499

LIFETIME GUARANTEE
PARTS & LABOURPick up a leaflet giving full details of theChase Guarantee & Pay as you Play plan.



efore the euphoria that
Bsurrounded the end of
August's British Music
Fair had died down, those
involved in the 'pure'

electronic music arena were dragged
down to Earth with a jolt. The
reason? The failure and possible
demise of Britain's only electronic
music festival, UK Electronica.

Electronica was the brainchild of
Dennis and Jeanette Emsley, co -
proprietors of INKEY$ cassette mag-
azine. In the first two years of its
existence, it was a pleasurable,
friendly, and commercially viable
(though not necessarily profitable)
affair. It acted as a launchpad for a
number of the electronic music
world's most talented composers,
and it presented a broad cross-section
of musical styles and approaches.

As our report on page 86 details,
all that went out of the window at
Sheffield in 1985. Some of the music
was still pleasurable, true enough.
And the enthusiasm of everybody
who took part - especially seeing as it
was a small miracle the show ever
took place at all - was never in
question. They deserved better.

But truth to tell, this year's bill
lacked the two things you need to
pull in a big enough audience: a
wide-ranging list of performers, and a

Keeping
Music Live

big, big name at the top of it. So we
weren't too surprised when the tak-
ings at the door of UK Electronica
'85 fell some £2000 below target - or
when the people behind the scenes
started arguing with each other,
telling stories, and generally doing
their best to forget the happy,
friendly atmosphere that was so pre-
valent in the earlier years.

So much for what went wrong.
What's important now is that we find
out whether there really is room for
an event that specialises in music
that involves new technology.

At E&MM, we think there is.
There's no reason why the hi -tech
arena shouldn't have a healthy cal-
endar of concerts in the same way as
any other form of music. The prob-
lem is that 'hi -tech' now encompas-
ses just about every musical style you
can think of, such has been the
success of the synth, the drum mach-
ine and the computer. But that could
be a blessing in disguise, because the
more styles you can embrace, the
bigger your potential audience. It's
impossible to please all of the people
all of the time, but get the balance
right, and you'll have no problems
getting people through the turn-
stiles.

Turning back to the British Music
Fair, it's become obvious that the

main reason for its success was that it
put musicians - not the gear they
play - first. Sure, the object of the
exercise was to sell more synths,
sequencers, drum kits, panpipes and
so on to more people. But the soft -
sell approach of giving people time to
play those instruments, and the
opportunity to watch professionals
doing the same, worked a treat.

If the BMF has that area cornered,
what we need is a show that puts
music first, and musicians second.
That way, the event would attract
plenty of people who've never
touched a music keyboard in their
lives, but have more records than you
could keep in your living room and
your bedroom put together. And at
the same time, displays from the
relevant musical instrument manu-
facturers could keep the musician
fraternity occupied in much the same
way as similar demos have at previous
UK Electronicas.

That, simply, is the gap that UK
Electronica's successor (retitled, re-
located, and restructured) could
easily fill. There's no question that
the gap exists, but just how large it is
is anybody's guess.

So if you have a view on the
subject of live hi -tech music and the
way it could be promoted, drop us a
line. The future is in your hands.
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Designed and Manufactured in JAPAN from high

Professional Keyboard Stands 15- elole" f Mb
strength lightweight aluminium tubing for strength 15- "4and rigidity. The Hi -Tech modular construction 4

04"

allows total freedom of adjustment for MAXIMUM
versatility. Ideal for keyboards, sequencers,
expanders, computers etc.
LIGHT - STRONG - VERSTILE.

Single Tier Stand £79
Double Tier Stand £99
3 Tier Stand (as shown) £149
4 Tier Stand £165

Available now from:
AXE MUSIC - IPSWICH (0473) 54996
AXE MUSIC - COLCHESTER (0206) 65652
CAMBRIDGE ROCK - CAMBRIDGE (0223) 316091
MUSIC VILLAGE - CHADWELL HEATH 01-599 4228
HONKY TONK MUSIC - SOUTHEND (0702) 553647
and all good keyboard stores soon.

wt.

Distributed in the UK by: KEY -TECH MUSICAL LTD.
Trade enquiries to: BRIAN BUTCHER. Tel: 01-310 4034

LONDON  BRISTOL LONDON BRISTOL  LONDON  BRISTOL  LONDON  BRISTOL  LONDON  BRISTOL  LONDON  BRISTOL  LONDON  BRISTOL  LONDON

The London Rock Shops

This is the Mirage digital sampling keyboard from Ensoniq
* Up to 16 samples across keyboard
* Built - in 3.5" disk for sample/sequence storage
* Velocity -sensitive, multi -split keyboard
* 8 -voice polyphonic with full MIDI specification
* Expandable memory built-in sequencer with ext. triggering
* Disk library of sample sounds
* Upgradeable, disk -based software operating system
* Interface to Apple II computer
* The first digital sampling keyboard with built-in synth to combine and edit sound samples at a sensible price... only £1695!!

Sounds too good to be true! Come on down and check it out.
THIS IS WHERE YOU CAN BUY IT:

CINNIMPUMNISLI

46 CHALK FARM RD. LONDON NW1. ^ 01.267.5381
Watch out for details of In-store demos coming soon to London and Bnstol.
See Melody Maker for dates Why not see it at the British Music Fair, London
Olympia 2 August 2-4?

---Jig. Rock 'n' Roland

VI31
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7. UNION STREET. BRISTOL.p 0272.276.944
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Two From EMAS
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Loughborough
Learning
Just when the debate on hi -tech musk
education is beginning to hot up (see'
Communique), Loughborough Univer6
sity are organising two weekend computer
music workshops for the autumn. 'Music on
the BBC Microcomputer' will take place
from October 25-27, while 'Writing Music
Software for the BBC Microcomputer' will
go from November 29 to December I.

Both events will be run under the
tutorship of author and composer of
computer music Kevin Jones, and are
intended for music teachers who wish to
develop an understanding of what is still a
relatively new musical form. Fee for each is
£70, which includes board and lodging and
so on. More from The Centre for
Extension Studies (PR), Loughborough
University. Loughborough, Leics LEI I
3TU (0509) 263171 ext 213,  Tg

1101111114

Apologies to Roland for stating in last month's
Checklist that the Juno 106 had been deleted -
it's apparently very much alive and well. The
offending culprit has been subjected to four
hours worth of Motorhead outtakes... 

t

Sunday, September 29 sees another in the EMAS series of
electro-acoustic music concerts at the Almeida theatre,
London, including a work by Steve Reich for flute and tape.
Following this, on Saturday October 27, is a further concert
at St John's Smith Square, in celebration of Barry
Anderson's 50th birthday. This music will include a
selection of Barry Anderson's own work, as well as a
Stockhausen piece, 'Solo', for melody instrument and
feedback. More from EMAS, 10 Stratford Place, London WIN
9AE 01-499 2576.  Tg

C -C -C -Commodore
What's this? Feargal Sharkey giving a CBM64-based sampling
package the thumbs up? Well, that's what it looks like. The package

v*..':% in question is the Microvox Digital Sampler, a disk -based system that: offers eight user -variable sampling rates up to 42kHz, reversing of
samples, a 2000 -note real- and step -time sequencer, two 24dB/oct
filters, and comprehensive MIDI implementation. It all sounds too
good to be true, especially when you consider the expected price is
just {229. More information as soon as we can gather it.  Tg

Electro Activity
In the wake of this year's UK Electronica debacle, at least one promoter is doing its
bit to ensure that the sort of music the Sheffield event acted as a showcase for
continues to get an airing in its absence, should it fail to be staged in 1986.

Tonal Productions are the promoters involved, and they're staging a concert of
electronic music at the Caribbean Association Hall, Ipswich on October 26.
Featured artists are Ian Boddy (a rousing success at this year's UK Electronica, see
report for details) and Paul Nagle, and the event is due to get under way at 8pm.
Tickets are £3 each, 12 for UB40/NUS cardholders, and can be bought in advance or
on the door.

As before, timing will be strictly controlled so that concert -goers from The
Smoke have plenty of time after the show finishes to catch the last London -bound
train.

If the gig is successful, Tonal hope to transfer their activities to the London area, a
move that would obviously increase an electronic music show's potential audience.
More from Tonal Productions, 226 Arkwrighl, Harlow, Essex.  Di

One Man's View of the PCW Show

-.Alpha to Amiga
With all the fuss that's being made over Atari's ST range of home micros,
it's been easy to forget that another company, Commodore, has been

- working on a new downmarket I6 -bit machine, too. It's called the
Amiga, and although it's still somewhat shrouded in wraps of mystery
and intrigue as far as Commodore themselves are concerned, that didn't
stop Bristol company Metacomco (who designed the Tripos operating
system for the machine) from demonstrating it at the Personal Computer
World show at Olympia earlier in the month.

Sadly, these demonstrations were by invitation only, and very much
behind the closed doors of a demonstration room adjacent to the hacks'
watering hole on Olympia 2's balcony (know it well - Ed.).

The half-hour demo your Consulting Editor witnessed confirmed two
things about the Amiga: a) the graphics are mind-blowing; and b) the
sound is pretty good, too. But one thing that bemused said reporter was a
certain well-turned phrase used by Metacomco demonstrator Tim King:
'the Amiga is Fairlight data -compatible'. Funnily enough, that same
phrase appeared in the frankly eulogistic review of the Amiga by mega -
hack Guy Kewney in a recent issue of 'PCW'. Which makes me suspect
that somebody at Commodore has cottoned onto the fact that because
the Amiga produces sound by sampling techniques, it shares something
in common with the Aussie flagship, and therefore decided to churn out
some suitably -worded press releases. Not particularly bright, if you ask

me.
But returning to the Amiga itself On the sound side, there are two 16 -

bit DACs, each taking two channels of DMA-ed waveforms from the
8

Amiga's standard 256K of memory. Listening to the sound demo left me
in no doubt that this is quality sampling. Exactly how high the quality is
more difficult to say, because there are conflicting rumours around. For
instance, Metacomco's demonstrator gave a bandwidth figure of 15kHz.
'Byte', on the other hand, in an excellent preview of the Amiga in their
August '85 issue, mentioned that the output filter 'begins to attenuate
frequencies between S.SkHz and 7.5kHz and effectively eliminates any
higher frequencies'. To confuse things further, the Amiga doesn't seem to >



IMPORTANT
NEWS

for all DX7 owners
Imagine a new ROM cartridge for the DX7 designed to
function in an entirely different way from existing DX
ROMS by Yamaha and Itsibashi. Having a Zero
Insertion Force (ZIF) socket into which you plug an
eprom containing 64 new sounds. Eproms available
that will allow you to build up banks of sound to use
with the existing cartridge, being possible to
customize your own eproms, and if you owned a BBC
computer and eprom blower, you could be provided
with the program to do this yourself.

Sounds good? Well you can buy this unique
cartridge now, for as little as £45.50.

Eproms containing 64 sounds are available at
£14.50 each. Write or telephone for sample list of
sounds.

10 Mosley Street
Newcastle -
Upon -Tyne
NE1 1DE

0632-324175

THE

JORETH
MUSIC COMPOSER

SYSTEM
UN RIVALLED SOPHISTICATION

IN MIDI BASED SOFTWARE
FOR THE COMMODORE 64

AND NOW THE NEW
TONE EDITOR

fortheCASIO CZ Series
FOR MORE DETAILS PHONE

0386 831615
JORETH MUSIC
PO BOX 20
EVESHAM
WORC'S WR11 5EG

Project Electronic Music
71 Salisbury Road,
Hounslow, Middx TW4 7NW.
Telephone 01-570 4444

Come and 'ave a look at some of our stuff
Keyboards
Roland JX8P/PG800, Juno
106, HP100, EPS°.
Yamaha DX7, DX21, KX5,
PF10.
Korg DW6000, Poly 800
Ensoniq Mirage- Ensoniq
Mirage.
Roland Sh101 w/handgrip -
special £219
Amps
Carlsbro Combos and PAs.
Session Lead & Bass Combos.
Marshall Amps, Cabs &
Combos.
Vox Lead & Bass Combos &
PAs.
Roland Cubes, Jazz Chorus.
Custom Sound Combos.
Guitars
Aria Heritage, Wildcat,
TA30 etc.
Westone Thunder 1 & Thunder
Jets.
Tokai TST50, TTE60, SD40,
50 etc.
Ibanez Roadstar Guitars &
Basses.
Yamaha SE300, SG200,

SG1000.
Roland GR700 Guitar Synth
set-up.
Effects & Studio Units
Full Range of Boss Effects.
Boss BCB 6 Carrying Case.
Roland SRV 2000 Digital
Reverb.
Yamaha RX21 Drum Machine.
Lightweight Multi -Keyboard
Stand.
Quickfolds & Extensions.
Boss BX800 8 Channel Mixer.
Shure Prologue Microphones.
Roland SDE 1000/3000
Delays.
Boss Micro Rack-full range.
Roland TF606/TB303 - £149.
Roland TR707 - Yes -
In Stock.
DR110 Doctor Rhythm.
Stage Lighting
Ask about our range of Stage
and Effects lighting controllers
and lanterns, plus stands &
accessories.
Full servicing facilities for
Amps, Keyboards, Effects
Units etc. etc.

M4

SLOUGH

A4

HEATHROW AIRPORT

AHAVES

,-3I
M4

Green Lane

Here's a map so you can find us easy.
Don't forget, there's a free car park right
outside the door.

_A

Another thing that's easy is the
phone number. 01-570 4444.

We open 9.30 to 6.00 Tuesday to
Saturday-later by appointment.

After that, talk to us on the
Ansaphone. 01-570 4444.

r
AccessNisa/HP/Mail Order/Export.

We do the lot.

L
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have an onboard ADC, so it's hard to see how samples are going to get
into it Guy Kewney talked about 'feeding the Fairlight waveforms in
through the MIDI interface'. Which is nonsense, of course. Just because
the Amiga chucks out sound samples, doesn't mean it has anything to do
with a Fairlight

In fact, it's double nonsense, because the Amiga doesn't even have a
MIDI interface as such. What it does have is an RS232 interface that can
be operated at speeds up to and including the MIDI rate (like the Hinton
MIDIC unit, in fact). So in theory, you could make up a connector to
convert the D -type RS232 to a couple of five -pin DI Ns and get yourself a
MIDI'd Amiga. Well, not quite. The trouble is that the RS232 standard
doesn't incorporate optoisolators as part of its spec, so you'd have to add
those on as well.

Still, the sounds emanating from the Amiga were darn good.
Metacomco had a whole disk's worth of different samples ranging from
assorted percussion to 'power chord', 'banjo', 'pipe organ', 'sax' - you
know, all the stock -in -trade stuff- and aside from a few wobbly loopings,
most sounded as if some trouble had been taken in assembling them.

The software running these sounds simply configures the Amiga
keyboard in the totally unimaginative form of a music keyboard so that
you could play them. Shame that they hadn't got some sequencing
routines together for the show.

Various mutterings were being made behind the scenes about the
nature of the sampling used in the Amiga. Seems it may use a sort of data
compression technique - sampling rapidly when there's lots of waveform
activity, less when there's little and then make use of tables to
reconstruct the output Very interesting, and doubtless there'll be more
said on that in the not -too -distant future.

But it was the graphics that really stunned - especially in conjunction

with the sound. Two examples of the Amiga's amazing animation
capabilities were provided courtesy of demos by the names of `Robocity'
and `Boing'. The former showed a street corner scene on some imaginary
planet much imbued with a German expressionist flavour (you know, lots
of angularity and shadows) and populated by robots out walking their
robot dogs. I kid you not. Fantastic stuff and that was in the low -
resolution graphics mode. But 'Boing' was simply sensational. This was
state-of-the-art 3-D animation of a revolving ball bouncing off the floor
and against walls, complete with earth -shuddering thuds from the sound
effects department (probably detuned toms).

The only dampener on all this is that the Amiga isn't due to appear in
the UK until next April at the earliest. That's because: a) the machine
has to be converted to UK video standards, etc; and b) Commodore have
got loads of C I 28s to get rid of first

But if you just keep on reminding yourself how good it'll be to have a
machine that can simultaneously read a disk, play four channels of
sound, and show I 6 -colour, low-res, bit -plane graphics and eight sprites
with virtually no slowing down of the 68000 processor, that wait isn't
going to seem quite so bad.

Sorry about the way this piece has also turned into a eulogy to the
Amiga. It just goes to show what effect an amazing micro has on the
average disenchanted hack... 

. ;-,Watcha Tosh
. :4!

Toshiba's stand put its message across
the none too subtle `Watcha Tosh,

Gotta Toshiba?' slogan of thatirrexcru-
'44ciadng TV advert. Their theme was the

'home of the future, which, in the eyes
of this beholder, went pretty rapidly
from the fairly sublime (digital TVs) to
the exceedingly ridiculous (micro -
controlled food mixers and cat flaps).

Frankly, I can think of better ways of
spending my dotage. But somewhere in
between there was an object which
intrigued because it bore the initials
`FM'. Surprise, surprise, this was actually
an FM synth unit ('capable of 60 instru-
ments') that plugged into the cartridge
socket of their MSX micro. Not only
that, but they also had quite a reason-
able -looking four -octave keyboard that
connected to the FM unit in the manner
of Yamaha's YK keyboards. No MIDI,
though. Curiously, the screen display
was remarkably similar to the less -
attractive side of the CX5I4 - you know,
the rinky-dink rhythm 'n' chords 'n' bass
stuff.

The sound this little arrangement
produced was passable enough (and in
stereo), but try as I might, I couldn't get
the preset to budge from 'STRO4'. All of
which begs the question: have Yamaha
granted a licence to Toshiba for the use
of their FM chips? I wonder. 

.(417%14;

f there was one external factor that led me to spend so long thinking about (and
riting about) the Commodore Amiga, it was the comparatively uneventful debut of
e Atari ST. Though if the PCW show belonged to anybody in particular, it was Atari

nd their ever-expanding boss, Jack 'The Macbasher' Tramiel. Aforesaid cigar -fancier
as in a suitably expansive mood, calling the PCW show 'the best launch I've had'.
According to press releases, over 50 software companies were plying their wares for
e 520ST, and most of them seemed to be exhibiting something or other at the show.
, lots of software companies, lots of STs, lots of people huddled over STs, and lots of

larm systems eagerly awaiting the hungry hordes that were about to descend upon
lympia.
Sad to say, though, most of the software seemed fairly lacklustre, or at least, rather

tuck in the spreadsheet tradition of business applications. There were a few games,
t with the exception of an excellent Mac -like chess program, these looked intriguing

ather than stunning. And so far, no MIDI or other music software has proved
orthcoming.

When questioned by Tony ('I don't want to push you too strongly on this, but...')
astable for Channel 4's micro spot, Database, Tramiel said about the Amiga, 'I
lieve it's a very nice machine' (true). And when asked to compare the Amiga's
aphics with those on the ST, said, 'I would say it's about 10% better' (untrue - more

ike several hundred percent). But as the man said, the Amiga is selling in the States for
uble the price of the ST package. Or as he put it, 'we produce computers for the
asses, Commodore produce them for the classes'. Very quotable, that.
But I'm left wondering whether Tramiel and I have the same picture of who 'the
asses' are. After all, £749 (the price of the 520ST's starter package) is a long way up

rom the Spectrum, surely the UK's current micro for the masses... 

/MI1111111111111111(111111i111111111111
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Afte rtouch
Music was much in evidence at the show, and most of it reflected an
increasing quality and standard. Hybrid Technology's Chris Jordan
was doing valiant work on the Acorn stand, demonstrating the Music
500 complete with new keyboard, though competition with
neighbouring sound sources detracted from its real potential.
Firebird Software (an offshoot of British Telecom) were showing
off their recent acquisition of beleaguered Island Logic's C64 version
of 'The Music System', complete with DX7 in MIDI'd tow.
Commodore were giving prominent place to their clip -on
keyboard for the C64, with much banner waving on 'music and
micros', so there's every hope that they'll take the musical side of the
Amiga seriously when it appears next year. And Music Sales were
also on the Commodore stand, showing off an I I -channel FM synth
unit (£100) and a four -octave mini -keyboard (£69) for the C64 and
C128. And strange to relate, neither had anything to do with the Big
Y to which E&MM is supposed to be biased. Well, at least all this
activity means I'll still be earning a penny or two from writing for this
magazine in the months to come. What a relief.  D(
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AKAI
AX80 Fantastic synth 8 voice
Touch sensitive + Midi L875
5612 Digital Sampling Unit.
Midi Controlled 6 voice 12 bit
Rack Mount L799
Many sampled sounds from L49 for 20

ORLS131110

TAURUS
CAB'S IN

THE

STOCK

NEW

NOW

CASIO MAGIC
CZ101 L345
CZ 1000 L495
CZ 5000 L895
CT 610 L345
CT 6000 L645
SZI Sequencer L249

01Wrillekli
DX L799
DSX L799

3EQUEllibil
CiqCIBEI inc
MAX E399
Six Traks E575
Drum Traks E699
Tom E699
Miltitrack £975
Phrophet IV and
Remote Control
S.H El 150

* R E

MAIN DEALER

VERY LATEST
PRODUCTS
ON PERMANENT
DEMONSTRATION

SEE US AT

THE NORTHERN
MUSIC SHOW
4th, 5th & 6th Oct

VICTORIA HOTEL
SHEFFIELD

MIRAGE
The fantastic sound sampling Ensoniq Mirage on demonstration at all our ruses.
A must for everybody in the recording or live music business - at an
incredible price of £1695.00 inc. VAT

RX2I
Digital rhythm
programmer with P.C.M.
voice generator (256k bit
wave ROM x 2) and 9 voices.
AVAILABLE NOW!

Much less than you could
imagine

DX5
Digital programmable algorithm synthesizer - 64 performance memory,
64 internal voice memory, 64 external voice memory and 64 external
performance memory. An altogether incredible machine. £2595

inc VAT

DX2I
The incredible DX2I digital promgrammable algorithm synthesizer with 128
pre-programmed voices built in, 32 RAM voice memory and 32 RAM
performance memory.
At the unbeatable price of

TRY ONE TODAY!
E699
inc. VAT

REV 7
Digital reverberator, 30 instantly available pre-set effects, a further 60 effects
programs can be easily created and stored in the memory, then recalled at the
touch of a button and can also
be selected by MIDI from a
synthesizer.
Unbelievable quality at an
unbelievable price!
Contact our Mansfield
store for further details.

()YAMAHA
QX 1 L2165 QX 7 L459
TX 816 L3635 TX 7 L649
TX 216 L1645 RX I I LP.O.A.
KX 88 L I 199 RX 15 LP.O.A.

'SIMMONQ, FANTASTIC
J NEW KITS

(All with new floating playing surface)
SDS200 2 Pads, Stand and
Controller L359
SDS400 4 Tom Pads, Stand and
Controller L549
SDS800 4 Drum Kit. Stands and
Controller L629
SDS9 5 Drum Kit. Stands,
Controller with memory and program
plus Digital delay L1199
SDS7 (Hard pads)
SPECIAL PRICE L1699

tY:71111r 111IkE '
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DYNAMIX MIXERS
6 - 2 L189

12 - 2 L279
16 - 2 L395
16 - 8 - 2 E1099

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME
INSTANT CREDIT
(Subject to status, written quotations on request)

11I

OPENING TIMES:
Mon -Fri 9.30am-6.00pm
Saturday 9.30am-5.30pm

RolandNEW
WE DESIGN THE FUTURE P

NRODUCTS

MKB 1000
SRV 2000
SDE 2500
MKS 80
MKS 30
MKS 10
Plus full range of Roland and
Boss Keyboards and Effects.
JX8P L1230
PG 200 L175
IUNO 106 L775
TR 707 P.O.A.

L779
L1199
L549

L1579
L769
L799

Visit our store at Mansfield
where we stock professional
equipment that you can only
normally read about, all

on permanent

demonstration

RECORDING
PACKAGES
FOSTEX Model 80 Recorder plus
450 Mixer inc cabling L 1999

FOSTEX A80 Recorder plus
350 Mixer plus 3060 Meter Bridge
inc cabling L1749

FOSTEX Model 80 Mixer plus
TASCAM M216 (16 - 4 - 8 - 2)
Mixer inc cabling L2299

FOSTEX B16 plus Soundtracks
16 - 8 - 16 mixer inc cabling .... L5599

FOSTEX BI6 plus AHB System 8,
16 - 8 - 16 inc cabling L5499

TASCAM 38 plus 2 DX4D Noise
Reduction Units plus
MC216 16 - 4 - 8 - 2 Mixer L3395

PORTASTUDIOS
FOSTEX X15 L279
FOSTEX 250 L649
TASCAM Porta one C399
TASCAM 244 Portastudio

(Best Price) L P.O.A.
TASCAM 246 (New model Portastudio
4 track 6 channel new inproved mixer
section) L999
FOSTEX MN I5 Mini Mixer/
Compressor for XIS (45
FOSTEX 8070 Power supply

L26.50
TASCAM Power supply unit C25

THE TASCAM 388
"STUDIO 8"
Compact 8 track unit
running on 7" reel 1/4" tape.
Features include real time
counter. SMPTE compatibility.
Locate functions. DRX on/off
and much more. if you're
looking for a complete 8 track
system come and see the
"Studio 8" L2750

TOA
TOA Cordless Guitar Transmitter
and Receiver. L499
Complete with all cables and
Lapel Microphone.
(GPO Approved)



ROCK CITY
10 MOSLEY ST., NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE NE1 ME. st 0632-324175

YAMAHA HIGHER THAN HIGH TECH STORE!
YAMAHA DX21
New Digital
Polysynth

£699

YAMAHA PF1 0
76 Note 10 Preset
Piano

YAMAHA CX5 MUSIC

COMPUTER PACKAGE
Complete with
Keyboard and
Two ROMS
Amazing Price

£499

YAMAHA MT44D
New multitrack cassette
recorder. Available as

either part or full package
which includes

mixer/patchbay/rack etc

From £389

YAMAHA RX21
New Digital Drums

YAMAHA DX5
Monster Digital
Polysynth

BEST DEAL

Yamaha PF15 88 note weighted action piano BEST DEAL
Yamaha TX216 rack expander (DX7) BEST DEAL
Yamaha TX1 single expander module BEST DEAL
Yamaha QX7 digital multi sequencer recorder BEST DEAL
Yamaha KX88 mother keyboard (88 note) BEST DEAL
Yamaha TX816 expander (FM tone generator system)

BEST DEAL
TX7 midi DX7 FM expander BEST DEAL
Yamaha D1500 digital delay 16 mem/midi £299
Yamaha R1000 digital reverb unbeatable £399
Yamaha KX1 remote keyboard £449
Yamaha KX5 remote keyboard £199
Yamaha S250X super compact 250W 2 x 8" + Horn +
HF £380
Yamaha S1OX super compact speaker £69
Yamaha M406 stereo six mixer £799
Yamaha MQ1202 stereo twelve mixer with LED £995
Yamaha MQ802 stereo eight mixer with LED £734

YAMAHA POWER AMPS STOCKS OF AL MODELS AT
LOWEST PRICES- PHONE FOR DETAILS

Yamaha S4115 HII full range keyboard/PA cabs in stock
Yamaha Q2031 31 BANO graphic eq stereo LOW PRICE
Yamaha GC2020 2 channel comp/limiter LOW PRICE
Yamaha SQ1031 31 band mono graphic eq LOW PRICE
Yamaha SG 3000 guitar, top of the range guitar at the
amazing price of £499 yes £499
Yamaha SG450 guitar, white. Great guitar £245
Yamaha SG1000 guitar, most colours £299
Yamaha SE 700E guitar strat/shape/lock/trem £385
Yamaha SJ 550HR guitar sunburst (teletype) £299
Yamaha SA 2100 guitar semi acc thin (Blonde) £399
Yamaha SG 1300T guitar only SG model with trem £399
Yamaha 200 guitar, all colours £179
Yamaha SE 200 guitar, strat type £99
Yamaha SE 300 guitar, strat type W/T £119

YAMAHA SYSTEM DRUMS . . IN STOCK
Yamaha recording custom series BEST DEAL
Yamaha Tour custom series BEST DEAL
Yamaha Stage custom series BEST DEAL

50% OFF YAMAHA 2000 SERIES - DONT MISS OUT

YAMAHA TX7
MIDI DX7 FM Ex ander

BEST DEAL

YAMAHA DX7
Digital Polysynth

BEST DEAL

YAMAHA RX11
Digital
Drums
Amazing
Price

£599

YAMAHA RX15
Digital Drums Amazing Price

BEST DEAL

IMPORTANT
NEWS

For all DX7 owners
Imagine a new ROM cartridge for
the DX7 designed to function in
an entirely different way from
existing DX ROMS by Yamaha
and Itsibashi. Having a Zero
Insertion Force (ZIF) socket into
which you plug an eprom
containing 64 new sounds.
Eproms available that will allow
you to build up banks of sound to
use with the existing cartridge,
being possible to customize your
own eproms, and if you owned a
BBC computer and eprom
blower, you could be provided
with the program to do this
yourself.

Sounds good? Well you can
buy this unique cartridge now, for
as little as £45.50.

Eproms containing 64 sounds
are available at £14.50 each.

Write or telephone for sample
list of sounds.

PHONE

ROCK CITY
FOR VERY BEST

YAMAHA PRICES
0632-324175



10 MOSLEY ST., NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE NE1 1DE. 0632-324175

Roland8c BOBS DEALS
Roland JX 8P poly synth BEST DEAL
Roland PG200 programmer BEST DEAL
Roland Juno 106 poly synth BEST DEAL
Roland MKB30 midi mother keyboard £590
Roland MKB1000 midi mother keyboard £990
Roland MK530 19" poly synth module BEST DEAL
Roland MKS80 19" poly synth module BEST DEAL
Roland MKS80 19" poly synth module £1489
Roland KKS10 19" piano synth module £599
Roland AXW remote keyboard £390
Roland MSQ 100 digital recorder BEST DEAL
Roland MSQ 700 digital recorder BEST DEAL
Roland GR700-707 guitar synth £1790
Roland TK707 digital drumo BEST AWARD
Roland TK777 midi dual composer BEST AWARD
Roland S101 mono synths (blue) AMAZING PRICE
Roland TK606 drum machine AMAZING PRICE
Roland new digital drum system PHONE FOR DETAILS
Roland SDE1000 digital delay
Roland SDE2500 digital delay
Roland SDE 3000 digital delay
Roland SKV 2000 digital reverb

BEST DEAL
BEST DEAL

BEST PRICE
BEST PRICE

Al I RCM A/4n AT RFST POSRIRLE PRICES

AaL /Boo  le
New and used boogies
in stock. We can supply
all models. For
information on this
amazing amplifier
please telephone or write.emiemmam
AK

.,pvici Immo
AX80 8 VOICE TOUCH
SENSITIVE POLYSYNTH

PHONE FOR
BEST PRICES

S612 MIDI
DIGITAL SAMPLER

MG1212 12 CHANNEL
MIXER/RECORDER

THIS AMAZING
DIGITAL SAMPLING

EYBOARD IS IN STOCK NOW!
ONLY £1695 IT SOUNDS SO TRUE

YOU'VE GOT TO HEAR IT TO BELIEVE IT!

BOSS MICRO RACK SERIES!! ALL MODELS IN

STOCK AMAZING QUALITY, AMAZING PRICES

Boss DSD2 digital sampler delay
Boss CE2 chorus pedals
Boss CE3 chorus pedals (stereo)
Boss BF2 flange pedal
Boss CS2 compressor pedal
Boss DD2 digital delay pedal
Boss DF2 dist feedback pedal
Boss DM3 delay pedal
Boss DS1 distortion pedal
Boss GE7 graphic pedal
Boss 0C2 octave pedal
Boss OD1 overdrive pedal
Boss BX600 mixer
Boss BX400 mixer
Boss BX800 mixer
Boss DE200 rack mounting dig delay
Boss CE300 rack mounting chorus...
Boss play bus and h/phones
Boss TU12 tuner
Boss TU12H tuner

CALL ROCK CITY FOR BEST
PRICES ON

Fostex 0 YAMAHA AHB
TASCAM

04: RAM) DYNACORD

TASCAM PORTA ONE
FOUR TRACK PORTA STUDIO

£399

PROMARK 8>4 DESKS
ONCE ONLY PRICE

£399

(SIMMONS)
WE MAIL ORDER THIS SUPERB RANGE

OF EQUIPMENT!
PLEASE PHONE FOR PRICES

WE ARE NOW SOLE NORTHERN
AGENTS FOR SIMMONS



Write to E&MM, Alexani er House, 1 Milton
Road, Cambridge CB4 1 UY .

Gos
En

el According to Fair Dos

Dear E&MM,
In the beginning there were modular synth-

esisers, and only a few, very well educated
people could use them.

Then there was the MiniMoog and a few
similar machines that common people could
play. Everyone? Well no, not everybody dared
to learn about voltage control and the like.

So then there were preset synths, and
everybody could use them. No news so far, eh?

But synths became more numerous, more
capable and programmable, so they suited both
the know-hows and the children.

So look what's happened now. Patch mem-
ories come from the factory full of hit -making
sounds. You hear them every day on records
and on the radio: Prophet bass, DX per-
cussion, Casio organ, Fairlight orchestral
'bleu' or milk bottles.

What I want to know is this. How many
'I'm -a -musician -not -a -programmer' types
really know that the DX7 is programmable?
You've heard about Sequential's people find-
ing so many of the Prophet 5s returned for
servicing with the original sounds in their
memories. Well, I know that most DXs are
used as preset keyboards, too.

And now we have the preset philosophy
taken further still, with synths like the JX8P
and DW6000 coming out with patch names
printed on the front panel. And even worse -
the Casio CZs with their uneditable presets. All
these examples are excellent instruments, and I
know that they're programmable.

The preset design is, of course, a selling
trick. When Nigel's mum goes to buy him a
Christmas toy, it has to sound good to her
before it has a chance of soundinggood to him.
And it's only right that the beginner should
have a couple of sounds to start off with,
especially on a synth with digital memory
access. But manufacturers should do more to
encourage users to learn about programming
- which is not difficult -by not printing any
preset names on the panels and pointing out
that the instruments they're designing are
programmable synths.

My advice? Go modular!
Erik Gronberg Sweden

Dear E&MM,
I am writing to let you know my thoughts on

the British Music Fair, which I attended last
week.

On the whole I found it informative, well-
orgarted and fun. It was a little crowded, but
that just proves how many people there are
around nowadays taking part in musical
activities. Most of the large manufacturers
were there with plenty of instruments for you to
try out, and loads of leaflets to carry away for
reading later. The demonstrations were excel-
lent, and there was a good selection of
cancertslclinics to attend. The 'Synthesiser
Extravaganza' concert I attended was both
interesting and enjoyable to listen to. Yet
although the musicianship was good, the
audience seemed a little reticent to show their
appreciation - something I've noticed at other
synthesiser concerts. Why is this?

No matter. I found most of the people on the
stands friendly and helpful, though the 'hard -
sell' of some representatives was all too
apparent. I know these people have to make a
living somehow, but there were better ways of
doing it - like running competitions and
issuing vouchers for buying equipment at a
lower price after the show. Definitely a good
idea, that.

Olympia 2 was an excellent choice of venue,
and personally, I hope it remains the BMF's
home for years to come.

If ! have a major criticism, it's that there just
weren't enough 'personalities' around. I can
understand the bigger names would attract
their own fans and not necessarily musicians
interested in music rather than haircuts, but
there are lots of well-known musicians and
producers who many of us are just dying to talk
to. Maybe, after the success of this year's show,
next year's will attract more star names.

The only other criticism is that some of the
more complicated gear - PPG, Matrix 12 -
really needs someone permanently on hand to
deal with queries from would-be players. It's
all very well for a novice going up to one and
playing about with it for half an hour, but it's
the demonstrators, not the punters, who've

Preset printing on the Roland JX8P
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spent months with the equipment and know
how to get the best from it.

But that's only a handful of minus points set
against a barrow -load of praise. The Fair was
a success, flying in the face of those who
doubted its viability. I'm looking forward to
next year's already.

$ Byhurst
Caterham

Problem Corner
Dear Auntie E&MM,

1 holy a problem will( the new -10(0k may
mine. l grove np howl, in the Mad /ruin
because I was useless at II.

Does this mean that I will have to tam el my
(miler al the neu,sagents and wad !do
national Alas -Waal instead?

Perplexed
England

\i ui. Mein

No DX, No Comment
Dear E&MM,

I feel compelled to reply to fellow
Mancunian Wayne Blackmore.

As a very proud owner of the excellent
Yamaha DX9, I feel it must be said that Mr
Blackmore is talking through his anus. He
compares his Juno 106 to the DX9. It is

painfully obvious that either he is completely
unfamiliar with the DX, or he has an awful
ear when it comes to assessing a synth
sonically, or, most probably, he is an extremely
boring and single-minded composer.

The Juno 106 is alright for people incap-
able of programming polysynths, but anybody
with an ounce of imagination would quickly
become sick of those heavily chorused synth
sweeps that became a terrible cliché around the
time Depeche Mode had just made it big. All
things considered, I reckon it's not unfair to
say that the Juno 106 and its predecessors (the
6 and 60) are capable of producing about 50
completely different sounds. Compare this
with the hundreds of exciting and innovative
sounds the DX9 is capable of..No contest.

If it's fatter sounds Mr Blackmore is after,
then I strongly suggest he listens to a DX
through a chorus unit - Boss make a very good
one. And still on the subject of choruses, listen
to just how thin your beloved Juno sounds
without the built-in delay circuit that's sup-
posed to make up for its lack of oscillators.

As for the ridiculous comments on this
excellent magazine's apparent bias towards
Yamaha instruments, I can only say this much.
E&MM tells the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the bloody truth! So long live FM
synthesis, whether it be by Yamaha, Synclavier
or the goddam Zlatna Panega.

Mike Walsh
Manchester

Further Education
Dear E&MM,

As a music leacher in the secondary sector of
education, I was very interested to read about
the use of computers in music education in
your magazine. We at Nailsea School are
currently attempting to set up an electronic
keyboard laboratory for practical and 'aca-
demic' music studies. After spending an
enjoyable 24 hours making music from Rach-
inaninoff to Rap to help raise money for the
hardware, we now have to decide which

E&MM OCTOBER 1985



Watt Keyboard
Options:

With the vast range of keyboards available on the
Market, it must be extremely difficult making a choice.
However, when it comes to a keyboard amplifier or
combo there is only one Brand - CARLSBRO!

Only Carlsbro are able to offer the wide range of
power, channels and features needed to match the
vast selection of keyboards currently available.
Whether it's 45 or 150 watts, 3 or 5 channels, combo
or separate amplifier and speakers, Carlsbro have a
model for you!

Carlsbro, a company of extensive experience - 24
years in fact -a company which has had the time and
development resources to refine the ultimate in
keyboard amplification and P.A.
Give your keyboard a chance - Choose a CARLSBRO!

Main Features from a selection of the Range:
KEYBOARD 150 HEAD AND COMBO
 6 Band Graphic Equaliser
 9 Inputs on 5 channels
 Reverb and Effects switching on Channels 1-4
 Tape/Aux input on Channel 5
 150 watts RMS Output
 Electronic remote FSE2 Footswitch with LED status

indicator for Reverb switching

COMBO ONLY
 Ported cabinet with 15" Loudspeaker, plus two

bullet tweeters giving wide frequency response

CAILS13110

PROCAB 1 x 15 RH 200
 200 watts RMS
 15" Loudspeaker plus two Radial Horns
 Available in 4 or 8 ohms impedance

COBRA 90 KEYBOARD HEAD AND COMBO
 3 separate controllable channels
 Reverb Effects switching on all channels
 Master Reverb, Attack and Volume controls
 19" Accutronic Reverb
 90 watts RMS Output

COMBO & 1 x 15 1H 100w ENCLOSURE
 15" 100 watt Loudspeaker plus bullet tweeter

HORNET 45 COMBO
 2 channels with 4 inputs
 Reverb with channel switching
 Headphone socket
 Master Reverb and Volume controls
 45 watt RMS Output

All models except Hornet come complete with heavy
duty vinyl covers and footswitches.
Guaranteed for two years.

MMMMM
Carlsbro Sales Limited. Cross Drive,
Kirkby-in-Ashfield, Notts. NG17 7LD, England.
Please send me full details of the Carlsbro range
(or Tel: (0623) 753902)

Name

Address

Tel:



equipment is best for the job..
I would like to set one record straight.

Personally, I don't consider these 'new instru-
ments' (music computer hardware packages)
are beyond the ken of the music teaching
profession. On the contrary, many teachers are
now switched on to the applications of com-
puters in music education. It is the hi -tech
music industry that has failed, as yet, to come
up with a cheap music system that can be used
to educate the young.

The BBC B is a case in point. A comprehen-
sive computer with three Mickey Mouse sound
channels - the musically trained don't have a
monopoly on good taste. The Yamaha CX5 is
another: an overpriced micro with superb
sound but many practical limitations in the
classroom situation. The Acorn 500 yet
another. Ws a music programmer's delight
that doesn't have a music keyboard.

So many opportunities have been missed.
We all know that sending information from a
keyboard to a computer takes time and bytes,
but wouldn't it be good if, for instance, the
CX5 could be controlled by eight keyboards
using MIDI Thrus, with each keyboard
assigned to one of the channels? Were this
possible, 16 pupils (two per keyboard) could
compose as a group or as individuals. They
would also have the facility to manipulate
sound through the computer's syrah'esiser voice
channels. And yes, I did speak to Yamaha
about such a modification to the CX5, but they
didn't seem very, interested. This isn't really
surprising when you consider that Yamaha
have come up with a product that is far ahead
of its rivals in terms of voicing quality and
software design. The CX5, however, has too
many drawbacks to capture a healthy slice of
the education market. This is a great pity, as
many teachers are eagerly waiting to go to
their Parent Teachers Associations with a
computer package that could revolutionise
music education in the classroom. The only
problem is that there isn't yet one available.

Whilst Readingand Lancaster Universities
undertake research into the development of
music software, there exists a need for better
information from you, the press, a display of
active interest by the teaching profession and,
most importantly, an attitude shown by the hi -
tech manufacturers that's less 'we know what's
best for you' and more 'we want to know what's
best for you'.

Nick Houghton
Bristol

Walk O,i
Dear E&MM;

I am writing; Ibis feller in response la my
nit
hits/, la IMP: thanks /or giving me Ile'

'Prat is/ Ike In' Alia. 11

reliantly gyp 'e me a good laugh. I had one
main objeclaw in writing my original tenet.
and 'hal was lo gel some inharling reaction
onto Ibis letters page. the firs/ thing I rind
ei,ery month. and 1.sl.specl a list of olher people
do the mune thing.

.1-nyway. returning to the subject of my .11 ay'
leiter (the pointlessness 01 sumpling).1 110W
haVi' the agreement ol Nettronium's Michel
Magi'''. So intuit so that Nem-anima intend
In print a note on their nest album to the effect
that they have not used Ilse Fairlight
(Phi/ Collins did the mime on 'No Jacket
Requited' - Ed.) I am certain that the album
will still be la 'thistle.

I'm also generally unimpressed by digital

synl uses, as guile r ear V. It t (testi l u er l re
warmth and depth o/ analogue .mahesis.
prediction is dial analogue synths will have a
massive rei,is,al in a couple 01 yea is 1.tom now.
when people realise that digital equipment
cannot reallv of/er them any mote than
analogue. lust look at this year's 'K Liler-
lronica. Tbere7ve saw a good cross-section of
both digital and analogue equipment. but the
best Oct was definitely Wavestar, who used
only analogue .sytah.s.

Finally. I do like 'Zoohmk., with The eAcep-
lion ()I the cello samples.

Paul Walker
London

Sampling Amusement
Dear E&MM,

I've been watching the current sampling
debate with amused interest. If I may say so, it
strikes me that it's being conducted at a rather
basic level.

Surely there are no intrinsically 'good' or
`bad' ways of producing sound for a musical
purpose. It seems that there's a sort of 'philo-
sopher's stone' mentality in music: the idea that
a particular sound or technique is a magical
ingredient necessary for success. At the mom-
ent, sampling is regarded as just such a magic
ingredient, so logically, the debate on sam-
pling should really be widened out into the
larger debate of sounds versus music.

Just flicking through the pages of a good
magazine like E&MM reveals the crux of the
matter to lie in how sound is used creatively.
Many musicians remark (Tears for Fears,
E&MM Jan '85) on how easy it is to fall into
the trap of being bedazzled by the wealth of
technology available, instead of sitting down
and thinking precisely how to use the necessary
amount of technology in the most effective
way. Whilst TFF are aware of this danger, it's
pretty evident that many people are not.

On the other hand, popular music actively
encourages the use of the cliché. Why else
would so many musicians use synthesisers with
vast sound capabilities, yet still end up sound-
ing remarkably similar to each other? Part of
the reason for this is the preset trap, the
remainder lies in production techniques. Not
only do people choose a particular producer
for a particular sound, but there are passing
fashions for specific sounds, and certain
unwritten laws governing such matters as, for
example, the type of reverb used for a snare
drum.

It's easy to sit back and criticise, but these
things tend to arise not only through lack of
imagination, but also through economic pres-
sures - you play safe in the studio because
studio time is expensive - and through the
desire to record a musical idea without spend-
ing too much time knocking the technology into
shape.

All this relates to sampling because sam-
pling is simply a way of making sounds. Using
samples may be the latest gimmick, and
therefore desirable in the gimmicky world of
pop, but it's also an alternative to building up
a sound from scratch, and to editing an
existing synth patch. Choosing an appropriate
sound to sample, treating it, and using it in the
right musical context are matters that require
taste. They can be done very well, or equally,
they can be done extremely badly.

True, there are good samples and there are
bad ones, but although good ones are obviously
preferable, it's also still true that a good
musician can do more with a bad sample than

Learn
Rock Piano
with John Jarvis

John Jarvis, one of Rock n' Roll's
all-time greats with credits which
include Rod Stewart, Ringo Starr,
Diana Ross, Crystal Gale, Art
Garfunkel and Leo Sayer, has
created a Rock Piano series for
Hotlicks that will have you learning
and playing hot from the very first
tape. You don't even have to read
music!
The full course consists o16 hour-
long cassette lessons and includes:
rhythm patterns, 12 bar blues,
transposing, soloing, chord
studies, ear training, rock notation,
minor keys, blue notes, rock
ballads, improvising, advanced
stylings from jazz, blues and
country, tips on studio work etc.,
etc.

Each Hotlicks cassette lesson is
available individually at £8.95 ,,vat

at
,tf:,

or £52 per complete 6 tape course
from good music stores.
MP =MI =II MIN MI.

Yes! I want to learn those Hot Licks.
Please send me full details and the name of my nearest stockist.

Name

Address

labtek

a bad one can do with a good sample. Some
years ago, someone wrote to E&MM saying
they'd been reading the magazine and had
come to the conclusion that some musicians
have a physical block, some a mental block,
and some a wooden block. If this means that
some can't play, some don't know what to play
and some haven't got good enough instru-
ments to play, then there's a lot of truth in it.
But it isn't the whole truth, and it's even less
true now than it was in 1982.

Happily, good instruments are becoming
more affordable and more widely available
and, in the current trend towards cheaper
sampling, we can see yet another technique
that was once the preserve of the few becoming
the possible means of many.

It's inevitable that such an increase in
availability is going to lead to more rubbish.
But if sampling is a viable musical propo-
sition, then at least more people now have the
means to utilise it more effectively. If it isn't
musically viable, real musicians won't use it.

So where's the problem?
Andrew Redhead

Cheshire

Learn
Rock Guitar
wit Arlen Roth

You can learn the secrets of Rock Guitar
from Arlen Roth, one of America's finest
performers and teachers on this special
Hotlicks course of 6 one -hour cassette
lessons.
Here's just some of what you get,
Rock chord work, power chords, flat 5ths,

hammer-ons and pull -offs,
blue scales, pentatonic

scales, string
bending

techniques, proper
vibrato, "flash guitar",

speed techniques and much
more. The course is packed

with licks in the style of the
Who, Chuck Berry, Allman Bros,

Van Haien, Hendrix. Page and others.
Definitely no music reading required!
OTHER HOTLICKS GUITAR COURSES AVAILABLE (each
Consisting o16 one -hour tapes) Beginner's guitar, Lead

guitar, Acoustic lead, Advanced lead
Blues guitar, Rhythm & Blues Nashville
Jazz/Rock Fusion, Jazz Guitar.

Middlewich Road,
international Norihwich, Cheshire CW9 7DX

Tel. (0606) 48684 F MM 10
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THE FANTASTIC
CASIO CZ 5000 IN STOCK

ALL
FOR

ONLY

£895.00

 Fully
programmable

digital synthesiser with
full midi capability

 5 octave 16 note polyphonic
full-sized keyboard
 Built-in 8 channel sequencer
 On board 64 voice memory
expandable with RAM cartridge on
tape aump

Casio CZ101 Midi synth
Casio CZ1000 Midi synth
Casio CT6000 Midi synth
Casio MT400V Keyboard

ALL CASIOS IN STOCK AT

only £345.00
only £499.00

low price
only £199.00

LOW PRICES

YAMAHA CX5 PACKAGE DEAL

CX5 Computer
YK101 Keyboard
2 ROM Packs
rrp £606
ABC Price only
£499.00
ALL NEW SOFTWARE
IN STOCK CALL TO
ARRANGE AN APPOINTMENT FOR A
DEMONSTRATION.

vC

-40P2,
SC\000

ccp
099

00

02,\A'a
SGASO

tcp
F.559

00

402:03
C,13001

<V0
£.5Sq

00

Home Recoidev & SO&
Processors
New Yamaha Rev 7 New £1100.00
Yamaha R1000 digital reverb £449.00
Yamaha GP1031 31 Band EQ £179.99
Yamaha GQ2031 2 x 31 Band EQ £339.00
Yamaha GX2020 compressor/limiter stereo £199.00
Yamaha MT44D 4 channel cassette £339.00
Yamaha RM602 6 channel mixer f225.00
PB35B New Rack/patch bay £129.99
SDE 1000 digital delay £399.99
NEW Roland SDE 2500 Digital delay & Midi New
Roland SDE3000 digital delay £699.00
New Roland SRV2000 digital reverb midi £1199.00
NEW!!
Boss ROD10 Delay Micro -rack
Boss RCL10 Compressor/limiter Micro -rack
Boss RGE10 Equaliser Micro -rack
Boss RBF19 Flanger Micro -rack
Boss DD2 Delay
Boss DSD2 - Sampler
Tascam Portaone
Tascam 244 Portastudio
NEW!! Tascam 246 6 into 4 Portastudio
NEW!! Tascam 388 8 track Rec System
Fostex X15 4 track
Fostex 250 4 track

In stock
In stock
In stock
in stock
In stock
£175.00
f399.00

699.00
in stock
In stock
£279.00
£650.00

ALL FOSTER AND ACCESSIT ACCESSORIES IN STOCK

Qreat SelecOn 06 Main
Machines atZo/e1:Wes
Neb Roland TR727 Great Latin Sounds £499.00
Roland TR707 £499.00
Roland TR606 low price
Roland TB303 Bassline £129.00
Korg DDM110 low price
Korg DDM110 low price
Yamaha RX21 NEW
Yamaha RX15
Yamaha RX11
Sequential TOM
Boss DR110 Dr Rhythm

New Roland Electronic Drums in stock.
Yamaha OX1
Yamaha QX7
Roland MSQ 700
Roland MSQ 100
Roland JSO 60

low price
£449.00
C899.00
£699.00
f129.00

£2250.00
f 449.00

low price
E399.00
£129.00

121-153011i The Mirage
only £1695.00

Up to 30% off Korg, Roland, Casio, Yamana, Sequential
Boss, Tokai, Aria, Westone, Peavey, Carlsbro, Tascam etc.
- send for one of our Free info packs with derails of

our prices and 7 -day money Pack guarantee.

NEW OXFORD BRANCH

NOW OPEN
44 St. Clements, Oxford
Tel: 0865 725221

for the modern musician
324-326 Farnham Rd. Slough
Tel: 0753 822754

Roland JX6P

rrp £1400

ABC
Price
£1100.00
6 voice programmable poly synth

WE MATCH OR BEAT ANY GENUINE
ADVERTISED PRICE
-YOU CANT BUY BETTER!

Roland SH101
Roland Juno 106
Roland EP50 midi piano
Roland HS60 NEW
Yamaha PF10 electronic
Yamaha PF15 electronic
Yamaha DX7
Yamaha DX21 New
Korg Poly 800
Korg DW6000
Siel DK800
Oscar Synth & Midi
Sequential Max to clear
Sequential multi-trak
Ensoniq Mirage

only £199.00
low price

£575.00
£845.00

piano £499.00
piano £935.00

f1299.99
only £699.00

NEW LOW PRICE
New ridiculously low price

£599.00
£499.00
C399.99

£1099.00
- Call to arrange a Demo

Remote
keyboard

rrp £399
ABC Price £199.00

fantastic SavIngs on 44/board
Controller & Expanders
Roland MKB 1000 mother keyboard low -price!
Roland MKB 300 mother keyboard low -price!
Roland MKS10 Midi piano module s/s £695.00
Yamaha KX88 mother keyboard £1195.00
Yamaha TX7 DX7 expander C625.00
Korg RK100 remote keyboard £399.00
Korg EX800 Expander £299.00

Yamaha D1500 Midi Digital Delay

Fantastic features include
 16 memories + pass for instant

recall via Midi
 6 Preprogrammed memories
 Full range of effects
 Max delay 1.23 se
 Frequency response 20Hz to 18KHz
RRP £699 ABC Price £299.00

14-16 High St. Addlestone
ry Tel 093240139/54877

56 Surbiton Rd. Kingston
Tel 01-546 9877
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f you were a businessman and you
were in charge of a band that had been
together for seven years and just made the
big time, what would you do? You could get
the wheels of marketing rolling and milk the
hit album for singles of dubious worth. You
could withdraw the band from the public eye
in the hope that as soon as they returned
after the lull, their followers' appetites would
be capable of gobbling up just about any old
rubbish. Or you could despatch them to the
nearest recording studio to record the first
eight songs that come into their heads,
thereby avoiding the enforced lull by filling
it with musical foam rubber.

But if you were Japan, you'd do none of
these things. You'd split up instead, on the
grounds that you could no longer work
together under the strain that old -
established group compromises and new-
found commercial pressures have brought
about. The split wouldn't make commercial
sense, of course, but it would ensure at least
a brief period of critical credibility, and give
you the chance to take a much -needed
artistic breather, time to sort yourselves out.

That, in a nutshell, is precisely what
Japan did getting on for 21/2 years ago, much
to the disappointment of their followers and
the dismay of the businessmen who thought
they controlled them. Singer David Sylvian
travelled the globe, surrounded himself with
a host of immensely talented musicians, and
produced Brilliant Trees, 1984's most
inspiring long -player. It didn't sell
particularly well, but it gained him a lot of
respect; the follow-up is due in a month or
so. Bass player Mick Karn made a
spectacularly unsuccessful solo LP called
Titles (it sounded good, but the weeklies
E&MM OCTOBER 1985

couldn't understand it, and neither could
the public), then joined forces with Bauhaus
frontman Pete Murphy to produce an album
under the title Dalis Car. That wasn't too
successful, either.

Meanwhile, the two 'quiet men' that
made up the Japan quartet, drummer Steve
Jansen and keyboardist Richard Barbieri,
announced their intention to form a band
together. An album release looked
imminent, but it wasn't forthcoming. Now,
in the autumn of 1985, the duo hope they'll
be able to go into the studio to record it.
Why the delay?

Jansen: 'First of all, we had problems
getting released from our existing recording
contract. Some people at Virgin wanted us
to stay but the powers that be didn't. Then
we changed management a few times, but
the main problem has been connected with
our decision not to do any demos. We're not
used to doing them, and for us it takes some
of the enjoyment away from recording music
if you've already done it once before - so
much of what we've created in the past has
come about simply as a result of working on
something in the studio. We were asking a
lot of the record companies, to sign us up
without any demos whatsoever, so it's taken
time to convince people.'

'We think we're just about there now',
affirms Barbieri. 'But we can't start recording
until the end of November, because Steve is
going off to tour Japan with Yukihiro
Takahashi. Once we've started it, it should
be scheduled for release in about February or
March - probably March.'

Is there much material written?
Barbieri: 'Yeah. We've continued writing

and experimenting with new material ever
since Japan split, but the longer you have
material kicking around, the more likely you
are to throw it away and do something new.
We've probably written quite a lot of stuff
that'll never appear in any form, simply

because we're fed up with it now.
'The more you write, the more your

Akitudes to writing change. I think the
material we were writing a year or two ago
was probably a bit too personal. If we had
contributions from other musicians, other
opinions from people, then it could work.
But we've been doing all the
instrumentation ourselves, and you get a hit
bored, just hearing yourself play all the time;
things become too predictable.

'We're definitely going to employ other
musicians when we start recording this
album. We'd like to try and get a balance
between very experienced musicians and
quite naive people.'

Jansen: 'It's been a frustrating last couple
of years. I've been doing bits and pieces to
keep me occupied, like the David Sylvian
albums, Propaganda concerts, and going on
tour with 1ppu Do, which we both did just
after Japan split up.'

It seems surprising, though, that two
founder members of a band as well known
and as well respected as Japan should come
up against such a solid brick wall when it
comes to looking for an outlet for their
future activities. Jansen and Barbieri
acknowledge that without the charisma and
notoriety of Sylvian or Kam, they
automatically stood a slimmer chance of
gaining record company approval. But they
also admit to being surprised by the lack of
reaction they've managed to inspire in
people.

Barbieri: 'I think if we'd formed a group
with maybe two or three other musicians,
made a few demos of some pop songs, and
played them to people, those people would
have sat up and taken notice. But that's not
the way we want to work. We've been
through that 'band' thing before, and it all
seems a hit childish now.

'We don't really want that responsibility
any more. There are things that we wanr to
do, like filmscores for example, that would
be difficult to arrange if we were tied to a
band. This way, there'd be no problem.
We've got no responsibilities to anyone else
- other than to each other.'

Jansen: 'It would have been very easy for
us to have formed a band and set ourselves
up as a sort of Japan splinter group. And we

9



D knew we'd be giving ourselves a hard time by
doing what we've done - but it'll be worth
it.

'In a way, what we've got now together is
the way it should have been in Japan. I think
if we'd had that element of flexibility in the
band, things would have gone a lot better.
But there was no way we could have gone off
and done other things while the band was
still going. There was so much internal
pressure within the band for everybody to
stay in it. The philosophy was one of "if you
give your best elsewhere, we won't have the
best in Japan". We had this idea that if
anybody did anything else outside the group,
it would be diluting the force of Japan.

'But that's one of the things we want to
get away from now, which is why I'm able to
go off and tour if I want to, and Richard can
do what he wants.'

'But while we're doing the album',
interjects Barbieri, 'we'll both be totally
committed to that, for as long as it takes and
as much as it demands. Then when it's
done, we can go off and do what we want to
do again.'

Jansen: 'We trust each other. We've been
working together for the best part of ten
years now, and we know we can work
together. We've worked alongside each
other in studios for months on end in the
past, and we know it works. The one thing
we have in common, if anything, is that we
both want to write our own material. We
want to play it together and share it, and
that's as far as it goes. We live our own lives
totally separately, and as long as we can feel
that musical bond, that's enough.'

it's difficult, even if you weigh up
their musical contribution to Japan and
analyse it carefully, to know what to expect
from the duo's forthcoming release. In fact,
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Jansen and Barbieri themselves find
comparisons between what they're writing
now and what Japan created in their later
years ridden with problems. There are going
to be similarities, obviously, but how far will
they extend? Will the music be recognisably
that of one-half of Japan?

Barbieri (after a long pause): 'I think it's
more normal...no (pauses again), I don't
mean normal. I think it'll be more
structured, it'll make more sense. Japan, in
the end, did come over as a whole and it was
great, but there were always a lot of
conflicting things going on that didn't really
have a place in the songs. I think this will be
a little bit more planned, a bit more

20

coherent.'
Jansen: 'It'll definitely differ in that the

main structural fault with Japan's music was
the relationship between the bass and the
drums. That's going to disappear now. I
think the influences will show, and you'll

diversity of styles inherent in Japan should
be able to apply themselves to such a novel
discipline. What is surprising is that they're
having the same problems getting the LP
distributed in the UK that beset them when
they were looking for a new record deal.

probably be able to recognise its origin, but I
wouldn't say it'll be along the same lines as
what we did with Japan.

'We'd like to experiment with things like
arrangement, which we did to a certain
extent with Japan, but maybe not far
enough. We could go about it in a
conventional way, just asking a guitarist to
come in and play a specific riff, but you'd
play back a tape of something like that after
a week and it might not be very interesting
any more. So we think we'll be better off just
asking a guitarist to do what seems right for
the song, without having to worry about the
chords or what we might think about it.
Getting a performance from people is the
main thing.'

Barbieri agrees. 'The idea is to give other
musicians a sort of controlled freedom, so
that they feel completely uninhibited about
what they do, while we retain control over
what we eventually use.'

And production?
Jansen: 'We'll probably at least co-

produce the album. Ideally we'd have a good
engineer and a good producer to work
alongside us, to help make those sorts of
decisions and add their own input. But we
won't be using a producer in the sense of
somebody who comes in and works with a
band who don't really know what they're
doing. We don't need that form of direction
because we're experienced enough and
confident enough to get along fine without
it - but it will still be nice to have some form
of outside influence.'

That turns out to be precisely the way
Jansen and Barbieri worked to produce a
second, more off -beat project that's already
seen the light of day in Japan, but hasn't yet
found its way into the High Street record
stores of the duo's home country. That
project is an album of 'ambient' music titled
Worlds in a Small Room, composed as a
soundtrack to a video of NASA space
shuttle missions. It isn't too surprising that
two musicians capable of coming up with the

Barbieri: 'We'd always wanted to do an
album of ambient music, but it's difficult to
do under a normal contract. Record
companies just think they'll lose money on
it, which I suppose they probably will. But
then Victor in Japan, which is our label over
there, asked us to do this NASA soundtrack
last autumn. It's part of a series of video
albums that they've put out. Steve was in
Japan at the time and I was here in London,
but we got together in a hotel room in
Tokyo and ended up recording the album
over there - it took about eight days. And
we've surprised ourselves because we're both
quite pleased with it, even though we
wanted longer to record it.'

Jansen: 'We had to work fast because the
album had to be out before the end of 1984,
so we got a Japanese engineer to come in and
help us out. He'd worked with any number
of Japanese artists, and he just came in with
his own black box of tricks and his own
setup of keyboards. We used him mainly as a
programmer. We instructed him to set up
sounds we knew would work, but which we
didn't have time to program ourselves.'

Barbieri: 'When Japan was still going I
used to spend a lot of time programming
synths. But for the ambient album, we both
wanted to spend more time on composition
and arrangement, so it was great to have
someone working on sounds.'

The disc comprises instrumental sections
written and arranged either by Jansen or by
Barbieri (only one piece resulted from a
Pooling of creative resources), with both
contributing performances to each other's
pieces. There are no other musicians
involved (Jansen says they'd have preferred
to have other people participating, but
again, time was against them), and only one
of the pieces has any form of vocal, provided
by Jansen.

'We actually wanted the whole album to
be instrumental', explains the drummer
turned keyboardist turned singer. 'But the
record company wanted something they
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could release as a single, and something that
would make the album distinct from the
soundtrack itself. In the end we talked them
out of issuing a single, but the track still had
to he included on the album.

'Nobody wants to distribute it in Britain
because nobody thinks they're going to make
any money out of it. But once we've signed a
contract for the more accessible LP, we
should have no problems.'

Both Jansen and Barbieri see the
difficulties they've encountered as
symptomatic of an industry that's becoming
increasingly conservative - to the detriment
of artists attempting to do anything out of
the ordinary. Barbieri is particularly critical
of current A&R attitudes...

'All the record companies are interested
in now is young bands that stand a chance of
making it really big, all over the world. So
they want bands that have a good visual
image and make music that's easily
marketable. That's what makes it so difficult
to get people interested in something that's a
little odd, let alone anything really new. I'd
say the situation is worse now than it was
just a few years ago. It seems like we're hack
to the days when producers totally
controlled what a band did.'

But surely Japan succeeded in sidestepping
that commercialism, by making inventive
music and making it successfully?

Jansen: 'Yeah, but I think the teetge
girls who bought our records would have
bought them if we'd been making heavy rt
metal. It was a case of people buying ou
stuff because of our image. But I suppose
was OK really, because at least it meant
people did listen to our music; they gave it a
spin, which they wouldn't have done if we
hadn't looked the way we did.'

ne of the things that
characterised Japan's approach to
instrumentation was a studied catholicis
anAN" ling determination to creater

sounds attl!ere new, and to combine
instruments r,tinn diverse sources in the ho
of presenting their public with a previously
Untried, untested pot polo-ri of musical styles.
They succeeded with a consistency few of
their contemporaries could have matched,
even if they'd applied themselves with the
same dedication. But while Jansen and
Barbieri remember their Japan days with
affection, they're both anxious to point Out
the flaws in the hand's veneer of
compatibility and cohesion.

Barbieri: 'It was like a very claustrophobic
little unit, constantly striving for perfection.
We used to spend hours programming new
sounds on synthesisers, trying to think of
rhythm patterns that hadn't been used
before. And I think a lot of the sounds we
used still haven't been matched to this day.
Even when we took hold of something very
traditional like ancient Chinese music or
African music, it was the way we used it, or
the way we combined it with other things,
that made it stand out from what other
people had been doing.'

And that attitude of refusing to accept
conventional musical formulae persists, as
the instrumentation of Jansen's and
E&MM OCTOBER 1985

Barbieri's new album should show.
Barbieri: 'We're definitely going to work

just as hard on the sounds this time as we've
ever done. We're more interested in acoustic
sounds now; we were in the days of Tin
Drum (Japan's last long-playing studio
excursion), but we used synthesisers to try
and recreate them. But I'm getting
increasingly annoyed with synthesisers,
especially modern ones, and the way people
use them. I think it's essential to know what
you're trying to achieve musically before you
approach a computer or a synthesiser, hut a
lot of people these days just use whato er's
inside the machine when they get their
hands on it; it might sound great and
exciting to them, but it makes their records
hell to listen to!'
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Ano t for the first time, the
keyboar st's partner agrees wholeheartedly.
'I think the latOst technology is in its
element when ibu want to save time and
budget. But in*e end, the results simply
aren't as good. Everybody seems to be using
the same Fairlight samples and the same
preset rhythm patterns, and the records
they're making arc just unlistenable. It
completely defeats the object of doing
something creative in the first place.

'Some people use tech well - most
people don't. But we haven issed it out
of hand. We're going to keep own to a
minimum on this new album, u g it only
when it ser'es a purpose, not whSn it's just
trying to sound like the real thing and tailing
miserably.'

Ba ieri: 'We're still very mu into
elect is sounds that are comp etely new,
hut it comes more and more difficult to
treat em. I've still got the keyboards I've
alway, d - I've stuck with them and I
don't really feel the need to change, because
up till now they've always given me what
I've wanted. In fact, I like the idea of going
back to even older synths. I've got an old
Roland System 700 modular system which is
great; there are sounds there that you've just
never heard before, and which you're not
likely
instr
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t ar again. But that's the- t of
t people seem to have ft :tten;
shed their old synths to ne side

ay's are more convenient, more

instruments that let you hear how
progressing as you alter their
nd I don't like trying to program a
t's just based on mathematics -
e off from the start. We did use a
e ambient album, but we found
double it up with a sound from a

o get it to sound really good. I
the digital sound: it's close to the
but it doesn't really satisfy, and all

ds have that same digital quality to
fact, there's nothing lately that's

caught my attention at all. I suppose that's
mostly because I haven't looked out for
anything - I don't feel I need it.' -

And it seems neither Barbieri nor Jansen
needs much in the way of modern chart
music as a source of entertainment, let alone
inspiration. Jansen confesses to listening
mainly to 'classical piano music and Laurie
Anderson's Mister Heartbreak', while
Barbieri finds the application of technology
by men like Stevie Wonder, Thomas Dolby
and The Blue Nile to he his synthetic limit.

'I just can't listen to the radio any more',
he continues. 'If a good album comes out,
you're bound to hear it sooner or later, and I
think I'm passed the tinge where I'll turn on
the radio :Ind Iistrn out for a particular
favourite son; nine times out of ten, the
records arc rubbish anyway.'

Yet again, we I ind Jansen in complete
agreement. 'I find it very difficult to ignore
any music that might he going on in a room.
I can't have a radio on in a room and not
listen to it; I find myself listening out for
things like the structure and the
arrangement. So in many ways, I think
having music blaring out at you is more
offensive than silence - it's certainly less
productive.'

Unlikely though it may seem, janSbn and
Barbieri quite fancy their chances of working
in an almost total vacuum, attempting to
produce music that is almost entirely
unconventional, and working with a line-up
that's completely flexible and utterly
unmarketable - and coming up with a hit
single in spite of everything. Why should
they succeed where Japan's more glamorous,
better -publicised ex -members have failed?

Jansen (talking about his brother,
remember): 'David makes very beautiful
music. He's made an album and it's won him
a lot of friends, and his new one is just as
good, maybe better. But it's never going to
be really big, because it's too self-centred,
too melancholy. I think there's a limit to
how much of that people will listen to, and
how many people will even try listening to it
in the first place. I don't think we could ever
make music like that; ours is more like' \ to
he brighter, a bit more "up".

'As for Mick, I think his stuff is just tool
avant garde. That probably doesn't bother
him very much because so many people still
respect him for being a great bass player, but
out of the four of us, he's probably the one
least likely to make it big again.

'It would he nice to go through the whole
success thing again: to sell a lot of records
and get all the fan mail. Apart from
anything else, we need some amount of
success to convince whoever takes us on that
they've made a good decision. But in
addition to that, it's nice to knot' that
people appreciate what you're doing, and
really, people buying your records is the only
pat on the hack you ever get.'

If the hack -patting duly arrives come next
March, Jansen and Barbieri will tour the
world (Wavel is the greatest inspiration of
all' - Jansen) and play in front of half -crazed
teenage audiences, make a phenomenally
successful follow-up album, and then, just
when the going is really good, they may
even split up - just to prove that lightning
can strike twice in the same place.

It sounds unlikely, but it could happen.
All they need to start with is the record
deal. 
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Akai (UK) Limited -Electronic Music Division, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Silver Jubilee Way Parkway Hounslow Middlesex TW4 6NF. Telephone:01-897 6388 Telex: 892555 AKAIUK G. Stockists:
Bruce Miller 363 Union Street, Aberdeen, Scotland. Cambridge Rock 8 Bu Heigh St Cambridge, Cambs. Music Land 148-152 North Road, Cardiff, S. Wales. Future Music 10 Baddow Road, Chelmsford, Essex. Peter
Bonner Musical 12a Grove Road, Eastbourne, E. Sussex. Gordon Simpson Ltd 6 Stafford Street, Edinburgh Scotland. Kingfisher Music Co 20 Kings Road, Fleet Hampshire. McCormacks Music 29-33 Bath Street,

Scotland. Hesseys Music Centre 62 Stanley Street_
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Freedman 627-631 High Street Leytonstone, London Ell London Rock Shops 26 Chalk Farm Road, London NW1. Turnkey 14 Percy Street. London Wl. Syco Systems 20 Conduit Place, London, W2. Chromatix
12 Oak Road, Ealing Broadway Centre, London W5. Rod Argent Keyboards 20 Denmark Street, London WC2. Gig Sounds Ltd 86-88 Mitcham Lane, London SW16. E& S Electronics 2 Upper Fant Road, Maid'
Kent. Al Music Centre 88 Oxford Street Manchester. Rock City Music Ltd 10 Moseley Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Carlsbro Sound Centres 182-184 Chesterfield Road, North Mansfield, Notts. Monkey Business
66 Victoria Road, Romford, Essex. John Holmes Music 21-23 Faringdon Road, Swindon, Wilts.
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AL MOS T
A Free Sample

It may not quite be a Fairlight in a pedal, but at
exactly £200, Boss' new DSD2 delay unit is the
closest thing to free sampling we're likely to see

for a while. Paul White
part from its highish price, the
Fairlight CMI has one major
disadvantage: it's too big. People
with beautifully restored Tudor
castles or Georgian mansions

have no difficulty in dedicating entire hallways
to the Computer Musical Instrument,

but in the average suburban semi,
housing such a £30,000 wonder

-machine can be a problem.
Luckily, the Boss wing

of the Roland Corporation
have come up with

what is essentially a
similar device,

except that it is
housed in a
footpedal case

that looks
from the

outside

like all the
other Boss pedals. But

poetic licence must end
somewhere, so I might as well say right

now that, truth to tell, the new Boss DSD2 is
more or less a pedal version of the company's
well -established DE200 rack -mounted
sampling delay unit. The pedal lacks the rack
box's modulation facilities, and as with the
DE200, there's no way you can control the
pitch of the stored sound in a musically
meaningful way: all you can do is change the
pitch by using the delay time control (well, I
suppose it could be musical). Still, there are
plenty of wondrous things you can do with
the DSD2 if you go out and buy one, make
sure you look at the manual, and read this
review before you do either.

As Boss fans will know already, all the
company's pedals feature FET switching for
quiet operation, and the battery is located
beneath the pedal for ease of changing. I
reckon it would be worth using a mains
adaptor whenever possible with this
particular pedal, though, as digital circuitry of

this kind eats up batteries faster than a
Sinclair C5 (though with much more useful
results).

There are only four knobs and one LED on
the pedal (which is just as well, as there isn't
room for much else), so operation is very
straightforward. First comes the E.Level
control, which you use to adjust the balance
between the dry and delayed components of
the signal. F.Back (yes, you've guessed) is the
feedback control, which sets up the length of
time the echoes take to die away. With this
control at maximum, the delay line can be
made to oscillate. Delay Time...now that's a
tough one: it gives continuous control
between minimum and maximum delay time
and works in conjunction with the Mode
control, which isn't actually a pot at all but a
four -position switch. Its first two positions
select 200m5 or 800mS maximum delay time
respectively. The third position is designated
Rec/Play, and allows new sounds to be
recorded as old ones are replayed - this
makes it suitable for rhythm sync effects. In
this mode, the stored sound is retriggered
either by supplying a trigger pulse or by
pressing the pedal when a new sound is
recorded. If a single burst of sound is
recorded in this way, the mode can then be
switched to play only, so that you can trigger
the stored sound by pulse or pedal without
fear of erasing it accidentally. Employ a high
level of feedback when you sample a sound,
and you can layer subsequent sounds over the
first if the mood takes you. And should you
hold the pedal down continuously when the
unit is in Play mode, the stored sound is
looped continuously until you release the
pedal - logical and eminently useful.

No battery backup is provided, so any
stored sounds are lost as soon as the power
disappears (this happens as soon as you
remove the output jack). Last and by every
means least is the LED; this tells you if the
delay is active or bypassed - and if the
battery is past its best.

That just about wraps up the DSD2's
controls and what they do. How do you put
them to use? Well, if you know what you're
doing (and it isn't complicated), you can coax
the pedal into doing all kinds of things.

First off, straight echo. The DSD2 gives up
to 800m5 of delay, and its 7kHz bandwidth
means that the sound quality is respectably
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Performance 'As a
straight echo

machine, the DSD2
produces a cleaner,

brighter sound than its
bandwidth would lead

you to expect.'
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bright, even if it isn't up to the standard of an
expensive rack -mount unit. But there are
two more modes of operation that could be
of great interest both live and in the studio;
these are Rhythm Sync and, as befits the
pedal's title (DSD stands for 'digital sampling
delay'), Sampling.

Rhythm Sync is what you get when you use
the pedal in its Rec/Play mode and
synchronise the echoes to an external trigger
pulse, in this case connected via an additional
jack socket on the side of the pedal.

In Sampling mode, you can trigger a short
burst of sound stored in the unit's memory,
again using an external trigger pulse of some
kind. Look no further than the Trigger Outs
on a drum machine for a typical source of
such a pulse.

As a straight echo machine the DSD2 does
a fine job, producing a brighter, cleaner
sound than its bandwidth would lead you to
expect, and with a very low level of
background noise. In this respect, the new
device is very similar to Boss' excellent DD2
delay pedal, but the triggered options add
greatly to the flexibility of the DSD2.

Rhythm sync is particularly effective if you

use a drum machine with a programmable
trigger output, as you can program the
echoes to occur on whichever beats you
choose. Lots of contemporary rhythmic
sounds can be set up in this way, with guitar
and bass sounding very impressive under test.

As a sampler, the DSD2 is also at its most
impressive when driven from a drum
machine, as the standard percussive sounds
may then be replaced or supplemented by a
sound of your own choosing. Not only can
you store the sound of a crate of Newcastle
Brown falling off the back of a lorry, you can
also change its pitch up or down by varying
the setting of the delay time control. And
don't forget that the position of said control
when the sound is recorded also has an effect
on the stored pitch.

The only tricky thing about using this kind
of unit to sample a sound is timing. You have
to press the pedal or supply the trigger pulse
at exactly the right moment if you're going
to stand a chance of capturing the whole
sound, from the beginning, without chopping
anything off or recording any dead time.
With a bit of practice, you can train your
right foot into reacting in the correct way at
the correct time, but luckily for readers of
this esteemed publication, this
correspondent has succeeded in sidestepping
the problem altogether by designing a simple
sound trigger circuit. For further details of
this, turn to the November '84 edition of
that other esteemed publication, Home
Studio Recording.

Rhythm sync is one of those things that
you really have to try for yourself before you
realise how useful it can be, but the benefits
of sampling are more obvious. All the

common Paul Hardcastle effects are easily
produced, and you can just about store two
complete words (if they're short enough) in
the 800mS sampling time. The possibility of
adding the sound of breaking bottles to a
drum machine is quite appealing (or should
that have read 'appalling'?), and it's always a
source of constant wonderment when some
hitherto mundane kitchen utensil turns out
to give a really amazing drum sound.

Cheap and (triggering problem aside) easy
to use, the DSD2 is the most innovative FX
pedal I've seen for a long time. It puts
sampling within reach of almost everybody,
and adds a useful, decent -quality digital echo
into the bargain. Next month: Boss put the
workings of an entire Solid State Logic
mixing desk into a I U -high rack -mounting
box... 

DATAFILE
Boss DSD2

Sampling Delay Pedal
Specification 12 -bit PCM sampling;
sampling time 200-800mS, delay time
50-800mS; frequency response 40Hz-
7kHz (sampling/delay), 10Hz-60kHz
(direct)
Controls E Level; Feedback; Delay
Time; Mode
Interfacing Input & Output jacks;
Trigger In jack
Dimensions 70(W) X 55(H) X 125(D)mm
Weight 450g (0.991b)
RRP £200 including VAT
More from Roland UK, Great West
Trading Estate, 983 Great West Road,
Brentford, Middx. 21t 01-568 4578

5-7 CHESTER ROAD, NORTHWICH, CHESHIRE
TELEPHONE 0606 782522

OPEN 10-6 CLOSED WEDS- BOTH BRANCHES( LATE NIGHT THURSDAYS

WE ARE NOW CLEAR
LEADERS IN THE NORTH
WEST IN THE KEYBOARD
MARKET IN NEW AND
SECONDHAND

NEWIES
Samplers

MIRAGE - AKAI S612
SEQUENTIAL PROPHET 2000

Roland
JX8P - TR707 - SDE2500
HS60 - Juno 106 - DSD2

DDR30 Digital Drums

Casio
CZ5000 - SZ1 -CZ101

CZ1000

Yamaha
DX21 - RX21 - DX5 - DX7

C LAV I NOVAS

Korg
DW6000 - DW8000

(early November) - SQD1

SECONDHAND KEYBOARDS
Does your local shop have such goodies?

Mini Moog D (2 of) £POA
Polymoog Synth (inc Moog flight case, etc.) £699
Rhodes 88 note £699
Yamaha CS01 £69
Yamaha CS5 £99
ARP Axe £149
ARP Odyssey £299
ARP Prod GX £149
Octave Kitten £99
Octave Cat £149
Moog Rogue £129
Moog Prodigy I £150
Moog Prodigy II £199
Moog Opus 3 £345
Yamaha SK20 £299
SCi 64 Sequencer £125
SCI PRO 1 £235

FOSTEX X-15
Special Price

£249
(Inc. delivery)

TAMA SWINGSTAR
One only, midnight blue

£345

NEW SHOP HOURS
10am-6pm

SIX DAYS A WEEK
Late night - Northwich - Thursdays

Late night - Bolton - Tuesdays

FiGigai MEET
gagMOARM

(ABOVE JAMM STUDIOS)
END OF GT. MOOR ST.

BOLTON, LANCS.
TELEPHONE -

0204 397893

TO CLEAR
Yamaha SK10 £199
Yamaha CP20 Piano £345
Yamaha CE20 FM Preset Keyboard £345
Wurlitzer EP20 £399
Roland TB606 £139
Roland TB303 £139
Roland GR700 £1250
Roland G707 £499
Roland G808 £550
Roland MKS30 Planet S module £699
Roland SH101 (blue/red, inc MGS1) £250
Korg EPS1 Piano/strings £699
Korg CX3 £499
Korg DDM110 £225
Korg DDM220 £169
Korg Poly 800 £399?
Siel DK80 £499
Sequential Sixtraks £599
Sequential Multitrak £POA
Sequential Tom £POA
Sequential T8 £3999

MIXERS/RACK FX
Seck 12:2 £479
Seck 18:8:2 £POA
Starsound In Stock
Ibanez GE1502 graphic £169
Ibanez UE5OR (chorus/an. delay/comp combined in
one mains unit) £199
Ibanez UE303B (comp/chorus/auto wah combined
in one box) £199
Ibanez HD1000 £299
Ibanez DM2000 £299
Racks with wheels £99
Korg SOD 1000/2000 In Stock

BASS PEDALS
Schepers RB100 MIDI here at last £399
Korg MKB MIDI xdem £299
EKO K2 self generating £239



The Fifth
Dimension

No doubt about it, the new DX5 fills a yawning gap in
Yamaha's FM polysynth line-up. But does it have enough
accessible facilities to steer musicians away from buying a

modular DX7-based system from the same company?
Simon Trask

Acouple of months back, I finished
my review of the budget DX2I
poly by saying that Yamaha had
scarcely put a foot wrong, in
terms of hi -tech product

planning, since they produced their first
range of programmable FM synths in 1983.
That range comprised the DX9 (the model
the 21 replaces), the ubiquitous DX7, and
the DXI, a handbuilt, prestige machine with
a suitably prestige price -tag: just under
t 10,000. What was missing then was
something that bridged the gap between the
accessibility of the 7 and the higher
performance (in all respects) of the flagship
machine. It remained missing until a month or
so ago, when Britain received its first bulk
shipment of a new polysynth called, logically
enough, the DX5.
26

The 5 turns out to be the essence of a
DXI in most important areas - though it
lacks some flashy front panel displays, a
weighted keyboard, and that holiest of synth
player's performing grails, polyphonic
aftertouch. Working down from the DXI,
the newcomer's sub -E3000 RRP makes it
look incredibly good value for money. But it's
more realistic to judge its economic worth in
relation to the DX7. In fact, the DX5 is
essentially two DX7s combined in one
instrument, something that wouldn't bode
too well for its value for money rating if it
didn't have sundry other goodies to boast as
well.

First of these sundries is sturdiness,
something the DX7 has a little of but the
DX5 has in abundance. Being this big and
heavy (just look at the pictures) doesn't do

much for the synth's portability, but it does
mean it'll take a few studio or gigging knocks
before throwing in the towel and losing half
its memory.

Turn the thing on, and the DX5's sound
quality is instantly recognisable as FM. The
structural similarities between this synth and
its Yamaha brethren mean that anybody
who's ever played with an older machine will
feel comfortable with the DX5 almost
straight away.

Appearance -wise, the DX5 looks familiar
too. Really, it's a tasteful combination of a
number of elements from other Yamaha
keyboards (mainly the DX7 and DX1), and
succeeds in looking rugged, modern and
professional all at once. Something old,
something borrowed, something blue (or
purple, or green).
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The DX5's keyboard has a six -and -a -
quarter -octave (E -to -G) span, and is capable
of responding to attack velocity and channel
aftertouch. Whilst its action won't appeal to
anyone who likes a firm touch response, it
has a light, smooth travel most of the office
staff found rather pleasant to play. And with
twice the synthetic capability of the DX7,
you'll not be surprised to learn that the DX5
has a full 32 notes' worth of polyphony -
which must be something of a record in the
synth world.

You'll also not be surprised to learn that,
with two FM tone generators at its disposal,
the 5 features Dual and Split modes of
operation - which still leaves you with 16 -
note polyphony for Dual playing and 16 notes
either side of a split (splitpoint is fully
variable).

The voice memory is divided into two
'channels' (A and B), each of which has four
banks of eight voices. In Single mode, both
FM tone generators are dedicated to the
same voice, giving the above -mentioned 32 -
note polyphony. In Dual and Split modes,
each generator is dedicated to a different
voice, one selected from channel A's
memory and the other from channel B's - so
each voice has the I 6 -note capacity of the
DX7.

As the DX5's voice parameters are the
same as the DX7's, there seems little point in
going over what must be familiar territory to
a lot of you reading this review. Taking each
voice channel individually, the sonic
capabilities of the DX5 are neither more nor
less than the DX7 - though in the natural
way of things, the new machine's factory
sounds reflect the increased experience
Yamaha's programmers have accumulated in
working with FM.

There's a particularly attractive selection
of keyboard sounds (pianos, electric pianos
and electric grands included), while strings
and brass also come across strongly. There's
the usual array of delicate struck and plucked
voices (including an effective jazz guitar -type
sound), some 'standard' percussion sounds
such as snare, cymbal and tom toms that
come out with varying success, and the usual
array of effects such as bombs dropping,
(electronic) birds tweeting, and even the
sound of traffic (a bit of a disappointment,
this one, as a couple of car horns don't really
constitute a traffic jam worthy of inclusion in
a Renault car commercial).

In terms of pure sonic capability, the DX5
is the equivalent of two DX7s. And where it
scores is in the facilities it provides on top of
that basic capability. First off, it has 64
onboard performance memories and the
ability to read 64 more off cartridge.
Performance memories were a feature of the
DXI, but have more recently and noticeably
made an appearance on the DX2I poly. But
whereas each of the 2 I 's performance
memories is limited to storing voice position
pointers and voice mode, and performance
controllers are voice -programmable, the 5
includes performance controller function
parameters in its performance memory -a
much more flexible approach. Another nice
feature of the 5's performance memories is
that they can access voices from both the
internal and cartridge voice memories,
something that makes their application
possibilities splendidly open-ended. And even
though they aren't voice -specific, the 5's
performance memory parameters are
E&MM OCTOBER 1985
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programmable for each voice channel. So in
Split and Dual modes each voice has its own
controller allocations. This means you can
program the sustain pedal or pitchbend, for
instance, to be functional on one voice but
not the other.

Together with sustain and pitchbend,
there are parameters governing portamento,
modulation, breath control and aftertouch.
Also included is a useful 'output level
attenuate' function which allows you to
balance voice levels in Split and Dual modes
(some voices are inherently louder than
others). You can also accomplish this using an
A/B balance slider on the front panel, but it's
obviously convenient to be able to preset
levels. And that's the thing that characterises
the DX5 most of all: convenience.

A further useful performance memory
function comes under the auspices of MIDI,
and goes by the name of 'source select'. It
allows you to define either the DX5's
keyboard or an incoming MIDI channel as the
controlling source for each voice channel
(the Oberheim Matrix 12 operates
something similar). This is particularly handy
in Dual mode, where you can have two
voices spread over the entire keyboard, with
one controlled from a MIDI sequencer while
you play the other from the keyboard.

One of the 'improvements' an upmarket
synth should have over its cheaper brethren
is in front panel accessibility -a consideration
that's increased in significance since digital
control made parameter access a maze
rather than a motorway. The DX5's bid for
easy access takes the form of a larger LCD (2
rows by 40 characters - and backlit,
thankfully) and a healthy array of buttons in
various groupings across the lower half of the
front panel. Generally speaking, these
buttons operate at two levels: voice and
performance memory selection at one level,
edit and function parameter selection at the
other. Again, it's an approach that'll be
familiar to every DX owner. Each button has
a small built-in red LED to indicate when it's
activated, but these only function at the
voice/performance memory level.

At the other level, every edit parameter is
given its own button, and each of the six
operators has its own select and on/off
buttons (again with their own LEDs). The
increased size of the LCD allows all the edit

parameters to be accessed from just five
displays - with each display cramming in up to
12 parameters in PPG fashion. This easy
access and the ability to view a number of
parameters at once makes voice editing an
appreciably less laborious task than it is on
the other DXs. And that has to be good
news.

Spread across the upper half of the panel
are the algorithm, EG and keyboard level
scaling diagrams carried over from the DX7,
and a Function Job table that effectively 'maps
onto' an array of performance/function
buttons further down the panel. Quite what
lies behind Yamaha's fascination with 'Jobs'
(they've previously made an appearance on
the company's QX I and QX7 sequencers)
I'm at a loss to explain. In the present
context, they're merely function parameters,
with up to three of them assigned to each
button in the aforementioned array. Cross-
referencing between the table, buttons and
LCD can be a bit confusing at first (especially
when you have to deal with 'subjobs' as well,
which you have to if you're mucking about
with the MIDI functions), but you soon get
used to it.

Edit and Function value changes are made
using the evergreen data slider and ±
selectors, and the 5 follows the DX2I in
making individual Edit buttons double as
incrementor buttons.

The DX5 has two cartridge ports on the
right of its front panel, one for each of voice
channels A and B. These can take 64 -voice
ROMs and 32 -voice RAMs a la the DX7, and
slot A can also take ROM and RAM
Performance cartridges. Obviously, if you're
accessing a Performance cartridge you can't
access sounds from voice cartridge A - not
serious, but a separate Performance
cartridge slot would have given total
flexibility.

Neatly, Yamaha have provided a
comprehensive set of memory management
commands for shunting your voice and
performance data around and between the
internal and external memories.

The 5 comes complete with two ROM
voice cartridges and one ROM performance
cartridge, giving you 128 voices and 64
performance memories. Of course, as there
are 64 voice and 64 performance memories
on board the 5, you have a 'best case'
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GUITARS & BASSES

FENDER Standard Strat, locking tress........ . ....... £299

FENDER Gold Elite Tele, inc. case £485
FENDER Master Series Espirit, inc. case £399
FENDER '57 Vintage Precision Bass, inc case E299

FENDER '62 Vintage Precision Bass, inc case £299
FENDER Squier Popular Strat £199
FENDER Squier Strat, Humbucker, Tram £189
FENDER Squier '62 Vintage Strat £199
FENDER Squier '57 Vintage Precision Bass £149
FENDER Squier '62 Vintage Precision Bass £149

* YAMAHA
YAMAHA SG3000.S. Black £599
YAMAHA SG13007, Ivory, Tremelo £349
YAMAHA SG1000S, Black E289

YAMAHA SG500, &hand. Cherry £159
YAMAHA SE300, White £149
YAMAHA SE200, Black £129
YAMAHA BB3000 Bass, Black £445
YAMAHA BB1600, Dark Cherry or Black £265
YAMAHA BB1000 Black 0265
YAMAHA BB400, Cherry or Black £175
YAMAHA 88300, Jet Black or Red £145

ARIA RS Wildcat, White or Black E189
ARIA RS Knight Warrior, Black £279
ARIA Knight Warrior, White £279
ARIA Cardinal CS Deluxe, Black £199
ARIA TA30 Semi Acoustic. Walnut £185
ARIA ZZ Standard SB, Black £185
ARIA RS lzuma III. Black 1259
ARIA SB600 Bass, Black £235
ARIA SB-11 Fretless, Sunburst 0229
ARIA RSB Special, Black 0285
ARIA RSB Standard. Tobacco £135
ARIA RSB Deluxe, Black 0259
ARLA RSB DX -11, Black £269
AMA SB BG-1 Black 'n' Gold E299

ARIA SB Elite. Opal blue £325

.1.113arlaZ
BANEZ AM -205, S/Acoustc, Tobacco £299

BANEZ AM -100 S/Acoustic, Natural £285
BANEZ AM -50 S/Acoustic, tobacco £239
BANEZ AS -80 Semi Acoustic, Cherry 11285

BANEZ AS -80 Semi Acoustic, Natural £285
BANEZ MC -924, Active Bass 0075
BANEZ MC -824 Passive. Walnut £299
BANEZ RS -950, Blue £245
BANEZ RB-850, Black £245
BANEZ RB-820, Silver £199
BANEZ RB-750, Black 0025
BANEZ RB-650, Black C165

BANEZ RB-630, Black £145'

Large selection always available Les Pauls, S.G.'s and
335 style guitars.
TST-40 50 & 70 models, Jazz & P. Basses
Original series Talbo guitars only £199

Westane
WESTONE Spectrum ST Guitars .........
WESTONE Spectrum MX Guitars. ......... .
WESTONE Spectrum DX Guitars... ......
WESTONE Spectrum GT Guitars
WESTONE Spectrum SX Guitars.. ..................
WESTONE Spectrum LX Guitars ................... .

WESTONE Spectrum FX Guitars ..................
WESTONE Spectrum STB Basses
WESTONE Spectrum DXB Basses ..................
WESTONE Spectrum GTB Basses ..............
WESTONE Spectrum LX Basses... ........ .......
WESTONE Super Headless Basses .... ...........

£119
£139
£156
£179
£189
£204
E239

£135
£159
£196
£339
Eggs

AMPLIFICATION

NEW MAIN AGENT FOR S.E. ESSEX
Phone for Amazing Introductory Offers.
AUDITION 12 watt, 1 x8 Lead Combo
BACKSTAGE 35 watt, 1 x 10 Lead Combo
STUDIO PRO. 40 watts, 1 x12 Lead Combo
BANDIT 65 watt, Lead 1 x12 Lead Combo
SPECIAL 130 watt, Lead 1 012 Lead Combo
RENOWN 400 2x 12 Lead Combo
CLASSIC 65 watt, 2 x 12 Lead Combo
HERITAGE 130 watt, 2 x12 Lead Combo
ENCORE 65 All Valve, 1 x 12 Lead Combo
BASIC 40 watt, 1x 12 Bass Combo
TKO 65 watt, 1 015 Bass Combo.
TNT 130 watt, 1 x15 Bass Combo
COMBO 300 watt, 1 715 Bass Combo
MK -IV 300 watt, Bass head
CENTURION 130 watt, Bass head
CENTURY 100 watt Bass head
215 Black Widow, 2 x 15 Cabin
1810 Black Widow 1.18 plus x 10 Cab

KEYBOARD OMBOS
KB100 65 watt, 1 0 15 plus Horn
KB300 130 watt, 1 015 phis Hom
KB400 300 watt Mixer Top

467)toiude

of6adiale

Main Agents for SE Essex
Huge Selectkin in Stock

Phone for New Lor Prices

NEW MARSHALL INTEGRATED
BASS SYSTEMS

MARSHALL 3510 100 bass head Phone

MARSHALL 3540 400 bass head Phone
MARSHALL 5522 200 bass combo ........ . ..... Phone
MARSHALL 1550 250 1 x 15 cab... ............... Phone
MARSHALL 1510 200 4x 10 cab.. ......... ......... Phone
MARSHALL 1533 300 1015,2010 ...... ...... Phone

4212E1102
CARLSBRO Hornet 45 keyboard combo £168
CARLSBRO Hornet 45 lead combo ..... ............ _1149
CARLSBRO Hornet 45 bass combo .......... ............. £130
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 keyboard000190 £24a
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 lead combo. £199
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 bass combo C199

CARLSBRO Sherwood 90. solo artist combo £259
CARLSBRO Stingray 150 keyboard combo £3135

CARLSBRO Stingray 150 lead combo £325
CARLSBRO Stingray 150 pro lead combo £465
CARLSBRO Stingray 150 bass combo...... ..... S312
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 keyboard top £159

CARLSBRO Cobra 90 bass top.. £119
CARLSBRO Stingray 150 keyboard top E237

CARLSBRO Stingray 150 lead top £217

CARLSBRO Stingray 150 bass top £179
CARLSBRO Pro cab 200015 ................. ..... 45

CARLSBRO 100 watt 1015 ................... ..... £105
CARLSBRO 100 watt keyboard cab ..... ........ £115

5[5510r1
SESSIONETTE 75 1 012 combo E225

SESSIONETTE 75 2 x10 combo 1255

SESSIONETTE 1004 x10 bass combo £919
SESSIONETTE 1001 x15 bass mato

HI-TEC

PA EQUIPMENT

KULOS
KUDOS 251 100 WATT PA Cabs/Monitors each C75

KUDOS 251 100 watt PA Cabs/Monitors pair 0139
KUDOS 351 200 watt PA Speakers pair 0249
KUDOS 655 320 watt PA Speakers pair 0425
KUDOS 668 600 watt PA Speakers pair £525
KUDOS MX 6400 PA Mixer Amp inc digital echo 0545

KUDOS PA stands pair £75

raynor
TRAYNOR 12/201 12/2 Pro mixer £485
TRAYNOR 6400 40 watt mixer amp £297
TRAYNOR 4200 70 watt mixer amp £159
TRAYNOR PS 600 300 stereo slave C399
TRAYNOR CS 115H cabs pair T369
TRAYNOR CS 1012H cabs 0075
TRAYNOR CS 120H cabs pair 12119

TRAYNOR CS 112-H cabs pair 0176

e {11
WEM Songbird 150w PA cabs...... ... . C185

WEM Songbird 200 watt PA cabs £199
WEM Songbird 300 watt PA cabs ....... ........... E249

WEM Songbird 600w PA cabs ..... .............. ........... C399

WEM PA stands pair T89

CARLSBRO Cobra 90 PA top reverb £169
CARLSBRO Marlin 150 PA top.... ...... ...........
CARLSBRO Marlin 300 PA top .......... .......... ..........1229
CARLSBRO X-90 Slave or PA top ..
CARLSBRO X-150 slave or PA top... ..... ..... .....
CARLSBRO 5300 stereo slave £289
CARLSBRO 5600 stereo Slave.

XR-400 100 watt, 4 channel top, reverb
XR-500 130 watt, 5 channel top reverb
XR-600B 300 watt 6 channel top reverb
Speakers, bins monitors & horns Phone

EFFECTS & MICS

030SS
BOSS CS -2 compressor C59

BOSS DF-2 distortion/feedback £56
BOSS DD -2 digital delay £135
BOSS DSD-2 digital delay & sampling 0159
BOSS DS -1 distortion £49
BOSS GE -7 7 band graphic £72
BOSS HC -2 hand clap £46
BOSS PC -2 percussion synth £45
BOSS OC-2 octaver T55

BOSS PH -1R phaser with resonance C75

BOSS PH -2 super phaser ...... £79
BOSS SO -1 super overdrive C54

BOSS TW-1 touch wall C59

BOSS VB-2 vibrato
BOSS NF -1 noise gate £44

BOSS OD -1 overdrive £49

BOSS HM -2 heavy metal
BOSS TU-12 chromtic tuner £45

BOSS BCB-8 effects pedal case E59

BOSS PSM-5 effects power supply £62
BOSS PSA-220 or ASA-200 A/C adaptor 014
BOSS DR -110 Doctor Rhythm 0126

MICROPHONES
Over 100 in stock, AMAZING PRICES

SENNHEISER -AKG- BEYER
AUDIO-TECHNICA - EVANS- JVC

KEYBOARDS

11 -_)Roland
JX8P TOUCH

SENSITIVE POLYSYNTH

ROLAND JX-8P synthesier New Low Price
ROLAND PG 800 programmer New Low Price

New Low Price
New Low Price
New Low Price

ROLAND Juno 106, synthesiser .........
ROLAND MSO 700 digital recorder....
ROLAND MSO 100 digital recorder . ..

ROLAND BARGAIN BOX
ROLAND MKB 300 mother keyboard ....... £599
ROLAND MSK 10 piano expander... £499
ROLAND MSK 30 poly synth .............. £545
ROLAND AXIS remote MIDI keyboard £375
ROLAND PR 800 dig piano recorder.. ...... £299
ROLAND PR 300 rhythm plus rec 1239
ROLAND HP 300 piano with stand ........... £669
ROLAND SH 101 synthesiser ................_ 1219
ROLAND MC 202 micro camp synth £149
ROLAND CR8000 programable r/unit C339

ROLAND SPV 355 pitch voltage synth.... ..... £399
ROLAND SBF 325 stereo flanger £269
ROLAND PG 200 programmer ...... ..... 149

ROLAND GR 300 guitar synth ........... ........... £449

ROLAND EP 50 MIDI piano__..._..._..._.....New Low Price
ROLAND HP 20 pianos .......... ..... New Low Price
ROLAND TR707 & 727. New Low Price
ROLAND JC amplification ........... .......... New Low Price
ROLAND digital ethos & reverb.... ..... New Low Price

1171.30SS EFFECTS

BOSS MICRO RACK SERIES
RDD 10 digital delay 0155
RCL 10 compressor limiter 0110
FIBF 10 Sanger 0110
RPH 10 phaser £110
RGE 10 graphic ED £110
BOSS 6X800 8 channel mixer inc headphones £246
BOSS 6X600 8 channel mixer inc headphones 0135
BOSS 13%400 4 channel mixer inc headphones 09

CASIO

CASIO CZ 5000 synth Phone 'eV fain

CASIO CZ 1000 synth Phone Yr' fain
CASIO CZ101 synth Phone 'n' fain
CASIO CT6000 full see keyboard MIDI Best Dea
CASIO C7410V new model stereo.. Best Dea
CASIO C7610 stereo model full size Ms Best Dea
CASIO CK500 keyboard & cassette deck Best Dea
CASIO CK100 programmable, pkis AM/FM .. Best Dea
CASIO 10( 101 keyboard, cas & radio Best De
CASIO MT -100 768 variable acc/rrients Best De
CASIO MT 800 with stereo speakers Best Dea
CASIO MT 400V with stereo speakers Best De
CASIO SZ 1 4 track sequencer 1800n notes Best Dee

0 YAMAHA
YAMAHA DX -5 synthesizer .......... ........ Phone faint
YAMAHA DX -7 synthesizer Phone' faint
YAMAHA DX -21 synthesizer Phone 'n' faint
YAMAHA CP-70B electric  rand £2499

300-302 London Road, Hadleigh, Essex, SS7 2DD. Tel: Southend (0702)5



OLOGYA

KEYBOARDS
YAMAHA CP-30 stage piano £499
YAMAHA PF-15 piano C675
YAMAHA PF-10 piano CASS

YAMAHA KX-88 mother keyboard £1189

YAMAHA TX -7 MIDI expander ..... C589
YAMAHA OX -7 multitracks seq £439
YAMAHA TX7/0.X7 package EMS

co

YAMAHA CX-5 music computer F299
YK10 full size keyboard £139
YK101 Mini keyboard C49

YRM music computer software ROM ...............
YRM 102 FM voicing software ROM ................ ..C213

YRM 103 DX7 voicing software ROM . ....... 1328

alai;
1101.111.11114111

. .

YAMAHA New Model MT44D 4 tr cassette .......... E375
YAMAHA new model RM602 Etch moor 0235
YAMAHA new model RB356 rackip-bay E139
YAMAHA new model MT system, as above ...............£725
YAMAHA MS10. 20w amp/speaker monitors ..............199
YAMAHA GC2020 St compressor ...................£229........
YAMAHA R1000 digital reverb, rack mounted ..... ......£399
YAMAHA D-1500 dig delay. 16 moms, MIDI ........

KORG®

KORG DW 6000 synthesizer Phone 'n' faint
KORG DW8000 new model Phone
KORG poly 800 polysynth New Low Price
KORG poly 6, synthesizer CA99

KORG MPK-130 MIDI bass pedals 1299
KORG 80. symphonic piano 1499
KORG RX-100 remote MIDI keyboard C329
KORG a-800 MIDI exp rnodule £299
KORG KMS-30 MIDI syncronizer box 0125

KORG SOD -1 polyphonic digital MIDI recorder, Metes
30.000 notes per quick disk
KORG GR-1 new gated reverb 1208

aEouEnvaLCRCUNTI inc
NEW MAIN DEALER FOR SE ESSEX

KEYBOARDS

SEQUENTIAL Multitraks £799
SEQUENTIAL Sixtraks £595
SEQUENTIAL Max C595
SEQUENTIAL Druintralts 0399
SEQUENTIAL Tom £499

SOUND SAMPLING SENSATIONS

1111111111111111111111114

SEQUENTIAL PROPHET 2000
DIGITAL SAMPLING KEYBOARD

ARRIVING SOON

ENSONIQ MIRAGE
ON DEMONSTRATION NOW

am    mossitemis

AKAI S612 rackmounted digital sampler with disk

VESTA FIRE VF -420 dig delay with smapling 6285
KORG SDO-2000 4 seconds samphng .. Phone
KORG SOD -1000 2 second sampling ........... 0299
BOSS DSD digital sampling pedal .......... ......... C159

SIEL DI< 60 arriving soon C599
SIEL DK 80 amazing synth Phone
SIEL Expander 80 module sequencer 17.345

SIEL CMK 49 keyboard £125
MIDI Interlace unit £79

SIEL Software for Commodore, Disk or Cassette
available POA

OTHER KEYBOARDS
AKAI AX -80 8 voice polysynth £799
CHASE BIT ONE Dg/analogue synth C695
ROLAND SH101 synth s/hand £159
ROLAND SH-3A synth, s/hand £139
ROLAND SH 100 synth, sihand £139
ROLAND JP -6 synth, sMand 01395

ROLAND EP 30 piano, s/hand £149
..£135

2135

YAMAHA CS01, synth, new E89
EKO P-15 synth, s/hand C95
JEN SX 1000 synthesizer C95
RHODES MkII, stage 73 piano, ammo 0445
HOHNER Clavinet D6, k/bd, s/hand

HOME RECORDING
TASCAM 38 8 track reel to reel £1699
TASCAM 22-4 4 -track reel-to-reel C745
TASCAM 244, Portastudio 4tr cases 0585
TASCAM 246 Portastudio, new model C975
TASCAM 225 syncset m/track case C189
TASCAM Pala one 4 tr case £389
TASCAM 234 syncset 4tr cassette ............................£525
TASCAM MX -80 Syncset stereo Meet 0239
TASCAM PE -40 Syncset st pre amp... ............ £175
TASCAM Flight case for Syncset system ............_ _.£99

I

HOME RECORDING
£399
£349

£825
£1299
Phone

DRUM MACHINES

1111 404444044

TASCAM 144 Portastudio, s/hand
TASCAM Porta-one s/hand
FOSTER X-

FOSTE 250 multitrack..
FOSTER A8 8h reel to reel
FOSTER A80, 8tr reel-to-reel
CLARION XD -5 4tr cass deck
CLARION XA-5 mastering unit

£485
£775 BOXIBMEMIIIIIN

CLARION Trolley console for above units £125
CLARION Remote controller £29
CLARION System as above
CUTEC MR808 8tr video sass

£1299
Phone

cutec MR402 Mk114tr cass £415
ROLAND 10707 digital drums PhoneCUTEC MX1200, 12 into 2 stereo mixer C325
ROLAND TR727 digital latin percus...... PhoneCUTEC GS2 00 St Graphic, sianalysis £199
ROLAND TR606 drumatix ........

.

...E149CUTEC AE400 reverbianalOg pre delay C129
.........

ROLAND TB303 bassline sequencer £149CUTEC CD425 d/delay with sub delay £299
ROLAND CR8000 Programmable riunit £339CUTEC GE -2010 10 band sr graphic

CUTEC TFE-1531 15 band St/31 band mono
£98

£249
CUTEC SL 200 stereo compression/limiter £279 ROLAND DR -110 Doctor Rhythm £125

ARIA R-504 4 back cassette C399
SEQUENTIAL new model tom ..............
SEQUENTIAL Drum Treks chgrtal

...... £499
£699ARIA SO -520 St graphic spec/analysis

ARIA SO -522 stereo graphic
£189
£149

YAMAHA RX15 digital. 15 voices 0399ARIA AR -525 stereo reverb
ARIA DEX 100173 dig delay, LEd time/out

£185
£225 YAMAHA 0X21 digital, 9..........................._.Phone

VESTA FIRE MR1, rack mounted 4tr sass £599 KORG DDM-110 digital drums ...... ..............
KORG DDM-220 digital latin percusston

£199
£148VESTA FIRE VF -420 dig delay with sampling £285

KORG P5S-50 digital super sectionVESTA FIRE RV -3 new model stereo reverb £199 .........................5346
HAMMOND DPM-48 digital 1399VESTA FIRE RV -2 st reverb

VESTA FIRE SF -010 Dual Flanges/Chorus
VESTA FIRE SL020 dual compressor limiter

C229
£175
£259 ELECTRONIC DRUMS

VESTA FIRE TC-810 2 channel aural exciter £185 MULTI-KLONE 5 -drum outfits in. stand, pads, 8 case

YAMAHA New Model MT44D, 41r cassette ...............0375 only

.....YAMAHA New Model RM602 6ch ....................£239 MULTI-KLONE control module can be played using its
YAMAHA New Model RB-35B rack/p bay £139
YAMAHA New Model MT system, as above. ....£725
YAMAHA MS10, 20w amp/speaker monitors.. E99
YAMAHA GC2020 St compressor limiter 1229
YAMAHA R1000 digital reverb, rack mounted 0399
YAMAHA D-1550 dig delay, 16 mans, MIDI.
IBANEZ HD1000 dig harmonizer & echo C325
IBANEZ DM -2000 digital echo, LED OW 1285
IBANEZ DM -1100, 3.6 second dig delay C275
EVANS MDD-1500 dig delay with sub delay 0225
EVANS MDD-100 dig delay. LEd r/out £199
EVANS EP -250 analog with reverb 0165
EVANS AE -250R. analog with revert, £145
EVANS AE -250 analog delay £145
EVANSAE-250 analog delay £135
EVANS EP -100 analog delay £99
KORG SDD-2000 4 second sampling Phone
KORG SCO 1000, 2 second sampling £299
ROLAND SDE-1000. 4 memories Phone
ROLAND SDE-2500, 64 memories Phone
ROLAND SRV2000, digital reverb Phone
BOSS DE200 digital echo Phone
BOSS DSD digital sampling pedal £159
BOSS RDD 10 digital delay, Mitni rack series £175
BOSS RCL 10 comp limiter, m/rack ser C110
BOSS RBF-10 flange, mini rack series £110
BOSS RP1-1-10 Phaser mini rack series C110
BOSS RGE 10 graphic act mini rack series £110
BOSS 9X800 Bch mixer inc hfishones 0246
BOSS 9X600 6ch mixer, inc hipbones C135
BOSS 8X400 4ch mixer inc hipbones £89
ACCESSIT Compressor unit £49
ACCESSIT Noise gate £49
ACCESSIT Dual sweep Eq £49
ACCESSIT 15+15 power amp 0.54
ACCESSIT Stereo Reverb . ............... E129
ACCESSIT 4 -way PSU ................................................E31

STEREO MIXERS
STARSOUND Dynamix 16 into 2 studio E359
STARSOUND Dynamix 12 into 2 studio 0259
STARSOUND Dynamix 6 into 2 studio £175
MIR 12/8/2 studio mixer 1395
MTR 6/4/2 studio mixer 1225
CUTEC 12/1200X. 12 channel graphic £335
CUTEC Miner case for above 132
TRAYNOR 12/201, 12 channel graphic 0465
PRO MARK MX -38/42 ideal for 8 Lack use £445
SECK 12/2 studio mixer 6375
SECK 12/2 studio mixer . . . .C539
SECK 18/8/2 studio mixer .£1495

BOSS BX-800 8 channel inc h/phones ...C246
BOSS BX-600 6 channel inc typhoons ......................£135
STUDIOMASTER 6 into 2 mixer 1285

TAP BUTTONS 0195
KLONE-KIT II 5 drum outfit red or white C275
KLONE DUAL PERCUSSION SYNTH Twin pads f185
SIMMONS SOS -95 drum outfe £1199
SIMMONS SOS -8 5 drum outfit £699
PEARL DRX1 5 drum kit with stands E799
TAMA TECHSTAR 5 drum outfit no stands 0699
TAMA Monster 5 drum outfit Inc stands £799
ROLAND DOR 30 digital drums with MIDI Phone
ULTIMATE PERCUSSION UPS kit inc stands 1445
ULTIMATE PERCUSSION new model one up drum
synth C119

r
ORDER FORM

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
AND FREE DELIVERY

(UK Mainland)

NAMF

ADDRESS

PHONE NO

ITEM(S)
REQUIRED

SAME DAY DESPATCH
Southend (0702) 553647

ACCESS/VISA No.

Cheque enclosed 0 HP Form Required  Tick
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situation of instantaneous access to 192
voices or 128 performance memories - and
that's before you need to get into RAM
cartridges.

One happy consequence of the
compatibility in voice structure that exists
between the DXI, 5 and 7 is that ROM and
RAM voice cartridges are compatible across
all three instruments. Thus, if you've already
built up a voice library for your DX7, you can
use it on the DX5 and even combine your
voices using the 5's Dual and Split modes.
This is going to be good news in studios -
keyboard players can bring in their own DX7
sounds and take advantage of the DX5's
facilities just by plugging in their cartridges.
And for anyone considering trading in their
DX7 for a DX5, the knowledge that you
don't have to lose your valuable DX7 voice
library in the process must make the trade-in
a more attractive proposition. (Another
possibly happy consequence for DX7 owners
is that the DX5 voice ROMs will work with
the DX7, but that's a different story.)

A glance at the DX5's rear panel reveals
sockets for portamento, sustain, modulation
and volume sockets; stereo audio outs and a
mix (mono) output (on both phono jacks and
XLRs); and one each of MIDI In, Out and
Thru. Breath controller input and stereo
headphone output (the latter with its own
volume control) are to be found in front of
the pitchbend and modulation wheels.
Conspicuous by its absence is a cassette
socket - because when it comes to storage,
the 5 is cartridge and MIDI only.

MIDIwise, the DX5 can be set to receive
on all channels (ie. Omni on) or on any of the
16 channels individually, and separate
transmit and receive channels can be set, too.
The two onboard voice channels (let's not get
confused here) can also be set to receive on
different MIDI channels, which is useful if
you're in Dual mode, say, and want to run
one voice only off a sequencer. There's also a
master MIDI on/off parameter.

The DX5 is also capable of transmitting
and receiving MIDI mode changes - but it
won't magically transform itself into a
multitimbral synth if you send it Omni
off/Mono codes, I'm afraid.

Yamaha have also given the DX5 the
ability to send MIDI Start, Stop and Continue
codes for sequencer and drum machine
control -a nice feature which makes a lot of
sense and deserves to become a more
common feature on synths in general. We
shall see whether the 5 is going to set a
precedent here. The facility would have been
more usable, though, if Yamaha had provided
dedicated front -panel buttons for
instantaneous access, rather than burying
30

selection among the general Function
parameters.

Anyway, MIDI System Exclusive facilities
allow you to dump single voice and
performance data, all voices in channel A, all
voices in channel B, and all internal
performance data over MIDI. The
aforementioned compatibility of voice data
suggests that in addition to MIDI transfer
from DX5 to DX5, you should be able to
transfer between DX5 and DX7. And a quick
test with office DX7 MIDI'd up to guest DX5
revealed that it does work. Single -voice data
and 32 -voice data (A and B in the case of the
DX5) were successfully transferred in both
directions. But more interestingly, perhaps,
any DX7 voice editing or voice storage
program should logically work with the DX5
as well.

What's lacking on the MIDI front? Well,
separate MIDI transmit channels for each
voice channel would have been a good idea,
and instead of grouping MIDI data into basic
and other event data for MIDI
communication on/off, it would be preferable
to have individual on/off functions for the
various parameters. And seeing as Yamaha
obviously realise the value of making
performance parameters programmable, it's
a shame they haven't extended that
programmability to the DX5's performance -
oriented MIDI settings. Now that really
would be comprehensive.

The DX5 is probably the last variation on
what is by now a well-worn formula.
Certainly it offers nothing strikingly new to
the marketplace, and when you consider that
it's essentially the DX1 in a slightly different
guise, you get some idea of just how old its
design priorities are. When the DX I first
came out, split and dual keyboard modes
were a bit more unusual than they are now,
for instance, but more recently Oberheim,
working in the same 'upmarket' price
category as the DX5, have shown more
imagination with the zone system
incorporated into their Xpander and Matrix
12.

Which is not to say that Yamaha aren't
capable of applying imagination to this area
themselves. Their KX88 controller keyboard
(reviewed in E&MM May '85) implemented
some of the most inventive MIDI control
facilities currently on offer, and I can't help
wishing that some of the KX88's MIDI
control flexibility had rubbed off on the DX5.

But whatever you do, don't underestimate
the DX5. There's the sheer sonic power of
two DX7s in one instrument, the ease with
which you can access a large array of voices,
the (relative) ease with which you can edit
voices, and the particular control the

performance memories provide. The DX5 is
a joy to play and a joy to use in the broadest
sense.

Overall, the convenience of its design
format means it's probably preferable to
either a DX7+DX7 or a DX7+TX7
combination, at least so long as money isn't
your most important consideration.

Yet the crux of the matter is whether it's
really worth having this sort of FM sound
potential. Fact is, you've got to be infatuated
with FM to want to spend three grand on the
DX5, especially if you already have a 7
kicking around. Because no matter how
attractive the proposition sounds, having the
synthetic abilities of two DX7s isn't going to
make too much difference to your final sound
unless you're a confident and experienced
FM programmer.

If you aren't, and you want some
expansion in the sound department over and
above what a DX7 can provide, you're
better off looking for an analogue add-on. 

DATAFILE
Yamaha DX5
FM Polysynth

Keyboard 76 -note E -to -G; attack velocity
and aftertouch
Sound source FM tone generator; 6
operators x A -B; 32 algorithms
Voicing Single, Dual and Split modes; 32 -
note polyphonic (Single), 16 -note polyphonic
(Dual), 16+16 -note polyphonic (Split); 1 -
note monophonic (Single and Dual); 1+ 1 -
note monophonic (Split)
Memory 64 -voice onboard RAM, arranged
in two channels of 4 banks x 8 voices; 64
onboard performance memories, arranged as
8 banks of 8 performance combinations
Preset voices 7 ROM groups: Brass,
String, Keyboard & Percussive, complex,
Split, Synth, Effect
Display 40 -character x 2 -line LCD
Interfacing Stereo outputs (phono and
XLR); mix output (phono and XLR); stereo
headphone out; breath controller in;
portamento, sustain, modulation and volume
pedal inputs; MIDI In, Out and Thru; two
cartridge slots, both taking 64 -voice ROM
and 32 -voice RAM cartridges, slot A also
takes 64 -performance ROM and RAM
cartridges
Dimensions 1259(W) x 113(H) x
441(D)mm
Weight 18kg (39.71bs)
Price RRP £2999 including VAT
More from Yamaha MI, Mount Avenue,
Bletchley, Milton Keynes, Bucks MK1 IJE

(0908) 690202
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YAMAHA DX -21
Just released, the DX -21 is Yamaha's latest FM digital syntheziser, and it

more than lives up to the standards set by the DX -7. The DX -21 isa

dual channel polyphonic instrument, but sells for half the price of the

DX -7. Also available shortly the RX-21 drum machine.

AKAI S612 SAMPLER
At little over a thousand pounds, the S-612 sampler isa remarkable

piece of equipment. Complete with disc drive, this six voice

polyphonic rack mounted 12 -bit sampler is incredibly quick and easy

to use, and with an 16kHz (max) bandwidth, the quality of the

samples is well within professional specifications. Can be driven by

any MIDI keyboard, and will accept velocity information.

5-612 rrp £1195.

ENSONIQ MIRAGE
The most talked about instrument this year. The Mirage isa match for

all other sampling keyboards on the market. Complete with five

octave touch sensitive keyboard and disc drive, the Mirage is one of

that rare breed or classic" instruments.

Mirage no £1695.

SIMMONS SDS-9

411111111111114t1

Electronic drummers

just don't have the

problems that

keyboard players suffer

when choosing

equipment. Simmons

are so far ahead that

their kits are the only

ones worth

considering.

CHROMATIX is one of

Simmons' biggest

retailers, so come and

try the powerful new

SDS-9.

SDS-9 rrp £1199.

CHROMATIX is the main West LONDON
agent for the following companies:
YAMAHA

for synthesizers, digital sequencers, music Computers, rhythm units, reverb units,

electronic pianos, tape machines, mixers, signal processors, NS monitors, MIDI utilities,

domestic keyboards, hi -tech headphones, and hardware/software accessories.

ROLAND

for synthesizers, sequencers, reverb units, signal processors, MIDI utilities, electronic

percussion, and accessories.

BOSS

New micro -rack system available now.

PPG

Wave 2.3 now in stock.

KORG

for synthesizers, reverb units, signal processors, MIDI utilities, and rhythm units.

ENSONIQ

for sampling keyboards and accessories.

SEQUENTIAL

for synthesizers, samplers, rhythm units.

CASIO

for CZ synthesizers, SZ sequencer, software, domestic keyboards, and accessories.

SIMMONS

for the best in electronic percussion.

AKA1

for advanced multi -track recording, synthesizers and MIDI utilities.

DRAWMER

quality British rack mounted signal processors.

LEXICON

for arguably the best reverbs around.

BEL

new range of digital delays now available.

OSC

for OSCAR synthesizers and the new "Black Box" professional system.

CHROMATIX is the UK's only major music retailer specialising in electronic

instruments and signal processors. What does this mean to you?

SPECIALIST KNOWLEDGE

We sell technology through understanding and commitment to the products
we stock.

SPECIFIC BUYING

All our buying power concentrated on one area means lower prices matched
by the guarantee of a highly respected company.

OWNER MANAGEMENT

Unique amongst retailers of music technology, Chromatix is run by the owners,

the people who care. David Crombie (author of many books on music
technology) and Howard Brain.

Oak Road Ealing Broadway Centre London W5 3SS Telephone 01-567 3623
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shriek
BACK in ANGER

They make scintillating, emotive music with high technology,
produce stunning videos, and get more life out of a live performance
than almost everybody else. Yet major popular success seems as far
away from Shriekback now as it's ever been. Is that a good thing?

Tim Goodyer

must confess to having found
Shriekback something of an enigma for quite
a while now. With their schizophrenic

musical personality, split between hard funk
and ambient grace, sombre visual image and
anarchic stage excursions, they've been a
constant source of mystery and bemusement.
The band was formed in 1982 by Barry
Andrews, once keyboardsman with XTC
and later a participant in Robert Fripp's
League of Gentlemen. He gathered around

him Dave Allen (no, not that one), once
bassist with Gang of Four, singer/manager
Linda Neville and guitarist Carl Marsh, who
now shares singing duties with Andrews.
The other original member was drummer
Brian Neville, who later left to join Pigbag.

None of the band's initial line-up wanted
to feel hemmed in by a 'group' format, so
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their desire was to avoid commitment within
the band and maintain as much flexibility as
possible. It was on this basis that a low -
budget arrangement with Y Records, with
Arista distributing, resulted in the release of
a series of singles in '82 and '83.

Carl Marsh, slightly hungover but looking
rather more handsome than his stage and
video appearances would indicate,
remembers the band's formative months
clearly.

'From the start it was never conceived as a
long-term group, because that was the last
thing most of us wanted at the time. We'd
all been in groups that had ended up either
disappointingly or acrimoniously on their
collapse, so everybody wanted something
that was not necessarily short-term, but
uncommitted in its way of working. But it
gelled and gained its own momentum, and
the more it gelled the easier it was to work
and the better it worked.'

The venture finally resulted in the release
of an album, Care, on Y Records in March
'83. But the association with Y was doomed
to failure, as both label and band attempted
to expand, with the latter lacking the
necessary financial resources necessary.
Consequently Jam Science, Shriekback's
second long -player, was beglm on Y Records
but completed and released on the Arista
label in July 1984.

Now, I was never all that impressed with
the Andrews contribution to XTC, so when
Jam Science touched the critical
consciousness and met with a positive
response, I was pleasantly surprised. In
particular, a slower number by the name of
'Hand on My Heart' was strangely
compelling. Still, there were some niggling
doubts, the feeling that there was some
promise as yet unfulfilled, that the music
lacked an intangible 'something' that would
give it maturity and total acceptability.

That something duly arrived in the shape
of Album Number 3, Oil and Gold,
Following Linda Neville's departure and the
introduction of drummer Martin Barker, the
disc brought together previously
unreconciled elements, producing a
satisfying balance of mood, melody and
sounds. Truly, Shriekback's moment had
come, and a chat with Mr Andrews was in
order. Or so I thought. Sadly, but typically
of things journalistic and musical, the arrival
of the appointed hour was not accompanied
by the arrival of Mr Andrews. But all was
not lost, as Carl Marsh, slightly hungover
but looking rather more handsome than his
stage and video appearances would indicate,
stepped in to save the day.

Oil and Gold sees the aforementioned
schizophrenia more prevalent than before,
with songs that range from traditional,
guitar -based chaotic funk to subtle,
atmospheric pieces in which technology
comes to the fore. The cryptic sleevenotes
attribute production to the absent Barry
Andrews, but intriguingly, Hans Zimmer's
name appears in conjunction with some of
the playing and engineering credits, and is
also on the receiving end of some 'special
thanks'.

'We first met Hans Zimmer when we were
doing 'Mercy Dash' (a single released in
September '84). He came to bail us out after

Hugh Padgham failed to produce the single.
He originally came as an engineer and
Fairlight programmer and, from that, we
decided to work with him on this album.

'It started off on a co -production basis at
Lillie Yard Studios, with Hans fairly much in
charge of the production of the initial
rhythm tracks. Then things became rather
frictional between him and Barry, probably
because they both do the same sort of thing,
and it just didn't work out. We ended up
wasting too much time discussing things, so
Barry took over as producer for the last
stretch of the album. Then Gavin Mack illop
came in to do the mix.

'Hans did a lot of the setting up of sounds
at Lillie Yard. He's quite good at that kind of
thing and was very good with the Fairlight.
You can do quite a lot with it without
getting into all the very subtle things like
diving inside it and altering all the
harmonics. With just a few basic sounds,
you can mix them up a bit and then get the
control page and mess around with them.
It's not really as difficult as all the Fairlight
programmers like to make out so that they
can keep earning £150 a day for doing it.
Hans actually knows what he's doing, so he
holds it all together while we plug things in
and twiddle a few knobs!

'The studio itself is also very good for that.
Not only has it got every bit of equipment
that you could possibly want, but it's all
linked up together all the time. There are
some very extreme keyboard associations
going on there -a Fairlight, a DX1, a couple
of Jupiters and a DX rack all MIDI'd up
together.'

Despite the technical adventure of Oil and
Gold, its overall sound remains realistic and
approachable, evidence that the musicians
behind it maintain a healthy respect for
things acoustic.

`I think the album's quite good in that
respect because, although there are a lot of
rich sounds layered together, it doesn't
sound particularly hi -tech. The sounds are
very diverse. At one point you've got all
those keyboards MIDI'd up together in a big
splurge, and at another you've got Martin's
drum track on 'Faded Flowers', which is just
him playing the sticks on the rim of the

tag! / dr' NONfrkote
drum miked-up very close.'

But involvement with state-of-the-art
equipment doesn't ensure unequivocal
endearment to it, nor does it preclude the
use of older technology that's proven itself
capable of accomplishing the tasks assigned
to it.

'The DX keyboards generally I find a bit
inscrutable. A lot of people use the presets
because they don't know how to program
sounds of their own. Personally speaking, 1
really don't like a lot of those preset sounds
in isolation. Again, Hans is good at
programming the DXs.

'Alternatively, the JP8 is a good, solid,
dependable friend, because it's got a few
sounds that it does really well. It always

seems to be the case that if you can't quite
get what you want elsewhere, you end up
going back to the Jupiter and finding it.'

nd it all works. The album
derives its dancefloorstrength from tracks
such as 'Everything That Rises Must
Converge' and 'Fish Below The Ice' (the
current single release, and receiving °

deserved airplay attention), while the
contemporary answer to Jam Science's 'Hand
On My Heart' is a delicate piece titled 'This
Big Hush'. This relies on the sound, rather
than melody, for its success, with synth
layering behind Andrews' ethereal vocal
that has almost vocal properties itself.

'On 'This Big Hush' we've used a lot of
Fairlight and DX1 MIDI'd together',
explains Marsh. 'It's also one of the few
tracks where we've used drum machine as
opposed to drums.'

And the vocals?
'This time it's mostly Barry's vocals that

are the quiet, stylised ones. I get to do all
what he terms the 'cock -rock' ones. I'd
never actually done any singing before
Shriekback, so as far as I'm concerned, it's
always getting better. Previously, if I was at
all worried about a vocal I'd stylise it so that
I could hide behind the stylisation. I suppose
it's from playing'live, where you can't get
away with that so much, that I went into
this album with the attitude that I was going
to shout my head off and see how it came out
- and it seemed to work alright.'

Nonetheless, if there is a musical barrier.
that stands between Shriekback and
massive, world -dominating success, it's the
part the voices play. Marsh and Andrews
deliver their message competently enough,
but their ranges are restricted, and there's
not much room for changes in colour or
style.

Things have improved, though, even if
the evolution of the band's sound isn't really
restricted to specific areas. It's an overall
development of the ingredients that were
the band right from its inception, something
Marsh is keen to draw attention to.

'This album is the first we've done with a
major company budget and a bit of
promotion behind it - and also, from our
end, with a bit of thought behind it. And it's
the first time we've had Martin playing
drums as a full-time member. The trouble is
that record companies tend to get a bit
worried when there are never any demos or
anything; it's never there until we go into
the studio and make it up, so they have to
give you all this money for you to go into the
studio, and all they can dogs hope there's a
record there at the end of it. They're pretty
happy now, but they'd be a lot happier with
a hit single!

'There are a number of diverse angles to
the music. There's the very heavy bass and
drums funk, and there's the light, almost
ambient stuff. They all come out of exactly
the same writing process, and we've had
some songs that have been quite poppy, so a
hit single will probably turn up sooner or
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later. We haven't really tried to sit down
and write a single but I don't see that there's
anything wrong with that method of writing
if it works for you.

'During the process of writing the rhythm
tracks for the album, various things emerged
and subsequently became songs, and each
time it went: "That sounds as if it might be a
single...or that does...or that does!".
'Nemesis' (the last single) was one of the
first suggested, I suppose because it sounds in
some ways like a pop record with power
chords and such, but the words in it made
people a little unhappy with it. Practically
everything received consideration at one
time or another and I gave up trying to be
objective about it, but 'Nemesis' was the one
that was chosen in the end.

'In retrospect, 'Malaria' or 'Fish Below the
Ice' might have made better singles because
they have quite a nice blend of recognisable
Shriekback elements and poppiness about

them. 'Nemesis' is actually doing quite well
in America and also on European cable
stations - it's only Britain that hates us!

'Lyrically we take what naturally happens:
it's not trying to sell you anything and it's
not a Redskins manifesto or a Billy Bragg
song. The words also have to work with the
music, and fit in with the atmosphere and
pace of the song. Either Barry or myself will
say "I want that one", and the track takes
shape after that. The lyrics have to work as
another overdub on the music, in a similar
way to an instrumental overdub.'

at in addition to their
instrumental diversity, their recording
dexterity and their lyrical intellect,
Shriekback have earned themselves a

reputation as a live band in the true sense of
the term, though not all of that liveliness
lies in the medium of music. At a time when
a whole generation of bands and solo
musicians is losing sleep over the problems
of live performance and their attendant
sequencer/backing tape dilemmas, not to
mention the delicate subject of drum
machines and drummers, they're amongst a
handful of artists who take to the stage with
an energy and aggression generally believed
to have become extinct around the same
time as the diplodocus.

On the surface of it, it's difficult to see
how they could have avoided frequently
encountered technical problems like the
ones mentioned in the last paragraph,
considering the wealth of technology and
modem programming techniques they've
chosen to employ. But Carl Marsh, slightly
hungover but looking rather more handsome
than his stage and video appearances would
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indicate, has the answer.
'Up to now the policy has been always to

treat the studio as a completely separate
thing to live work. We don't attempt to
emulate what we've done there at all - we
just strip it down as far as possible and then
rebuild it.'

More in keeping with the way so many
technology -laden acts go about performing
is the way Shriekback take on additional
musicians to help them out whenever they
take the stage, to fill the cracks left by the
absence of multitracked indulgences.

'On the last live dates we did, there were
the four of us plus Lu (a mysterious 'floating'
Shriekbacker) to play guitar when I was
singing and keyboards when Barry was
singing. This time we thought we'd expand

it a bit and take an extra keyboard player as
well as Lu, so we'd have everything covered
and could reproduce a bit more of that rich
texture (cue tone of heavy irony) for which
we're so rightly famed...

'So what we've settled for personnel -wise
is Barry with his Jupiter, Steve Halliwell
with a DX7 - and they swap around a bit -
and then Lu and me with guitars, Dave and
Martin on bass and drums, and two women
hacking singers.

'At one time we did have quite ambitious
plans to take all the keyboards on tour with
us, but we've ended up with the Jupiter -
again! In the end we didn't take that as far as
we wanted to, partly because of the expense
and partly because the rehearsals told us it
wasn't really the essence of what we do live.

'Because the album's been done with
Martin playing most of the drums, it's been a
lot easier to reproduce live. Obviously it
doesn't sound a lot like the record, but we're
not really too worried about that anyway -
people have got the album, so they know
what that sounds like already.

'In the past the problems haven't been
reproducing sounds, but trying to get
everything flowing and working
rhythmically. We fiddled about with drum
machines at rehearsals but didn't like them,
and we've tried backing tapes live before and
didn't like them either - so we sacked them!'

More than anything else, Shriekback's
live reputation has grown up around
energetic stage antics to accompany what
becomes even more energetic music. Their
live performances have raised more than a
few eyebrows before now, and the trend
seems set to continue unabated.

'The live performances are pretty chaotic;
our Tube performance seemed to have
baffled everyone. It certainly lost one of the
cameramen: there were about 15 seconds of
him wandering around behind the stage
filming the backdrop and wondering where
we'd gone!

'There's also some pretty memorable
footage somewhere of a festival in Belgium
last summer. It was energy to the exclusion
of everything else. It was good; actually,
because I wasn't looking forward to it and all
these horrible bands like The Fixx were on,
and New Order were headlining. But we
were in the right mood for it so we charged
on and blitzed the place, destroying half the
PA in the process. We got a bit told off for
that but we also got brilliant reviews - much
better than any of the other bands - so we
felt completely justified.

'It was nice to see that it does work on
that scale. It's no bullshit: just five guys
wearing black clothes playing a fairly
standard set of instruments.'

Sounds like live music to me. More than
most, Shriekback are capable of producing
fascinating, dynamic music that refreshes
and invigorates; of using technology in as
human a way as logistics - and record
company budgets - will permit.

I wish them well. I hope they keep their
hacks turned on the commercial pressures
that have robbed both artists and their
audiences of good music and good
entertainment. And at the same time, it's
worth hoping their style, their attitudes and
their music are accepted by a broader, more
appreciative following. 
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THE BEAT
GOES ON...
At last, a home computer forms the basis of

drum software that could rival budget dedicated
machines - with sounds that more than match its

programming facilities. The computer is the
Commodore 64, the software is the Syntron

Digidrum. Trish McGrath
Question: How do you combine
the flexibility of computer
control with a wide range of
good drum sounds, without
building a dedicated machine
and without letting a micro's

infernal sound chip get so much as a look in?
Answer: you do something along the lines of
what a Dutch software house, Syntron, have
done with their new Commodore -based
Digidrum package.

In essence, the Digidrum software
programs the computer to process a pattern
of data bytes which, on being received by the
hardware connected to the user port, are
converted (with the aid of some DACs) to
produce analogue drum sounds, which are in
turn easily manipulated to form patterns and
songs in the normal drum machine run of
things. If you wanted to be trendy, you'd call
this 'number -crunching'. An obvious
advantage of working this way is the almost

limitless number of sounds that can be
produced by the unit - the first set of 40
sampled sounds is available now - coupled
with the ease of saving sound sets and
programs to disk. So let the story begin...

The Digidrum package contains a
computer interface which connects neatly (it
measures a pocket -sized 7cm x I Ocm) to the
user port of the Commodore 64, software
on either disk or cassette, and a strangely -
worded user's manual that reverts to its
original Dutch every so often.

The hardware boasts a couple of outputs:
audio and trigger (wot, no Sync?). The
former, pretty self-explanatory and of
quarter -inch jack type, is directly connectable
to a PA, mixer, delay, hifi or even the Audio
In on your monitor. Less useful is the Trigger
Out, emitting as it does one upgoing pulse
flank per pattern step, but owners of
analogue sequencers and some non -MIDI
drum units will probably sit up and take note.

COPYRIGHT OCS,TRON C.C.C. HOLLAND
SYNTRON DIGIORUM LOADING NOM
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Sadly, there's no tape sync, or indeed any
means of getting the software to obey an
external clock. Other necessities in the
hardware line include a CBM64, disk drive or
cassette, TV/monitor and amplification.

Loading the program first time
automatically introduces the standard set of
drum sounds and demo patterns, and takes a
couple of minutes. However, once you've
built up libraries of your own, the 'bare
essentials' can be booted up in the shape of a
Quickloader program, whence you load your
customised sound set and songs.

From the main menu, the first option
presented is Program Rhythm
Patterns, and no less than 50 different
programs can be stored in the computer's
memory at any one time. Believe it or not,
this option presents you with the 38 -step
pattern grid from which the eight available
percussion sounds can be selected and
programmed. The instruments are
abbreviated to read 'COHDSGFB' at all
times (regardless of the sound set you've
loaded in), and relate to a standard drum kit
comprising Closed Hi -hat, Open Hi -hat, Hi -
hat, Drum (small torn), Snare drum, Grand
tom, Floor torn, and Bass drum. Before you
go raving about the number of sounds
available, I ought to point out that only three
sounds can be triggered at one time - this
arrangement allows the bass drum a channel
all its own, the metallic sounds another, and
the remainder fighting it out for third place.
Again, this assignment relates also to the
corresponding sounds in other sound sets.

Programming is carried out in step time
only by moving the cursor to the required
step and pressing the character relating to
the instrument you want to sound. F I places
the end of measure bar at any step, and you
can listen to the pattern at any stage of its
production by pressing F7. Quite why a
simple looping feature isn't available is
beyond me, as the way things stand now, you
need to enter Song mode to hear the pattern
repeated.

Plus points include the option to scroll the
cursor automatically to the next beat during
programming, or to move backwards and
forwards four steps at a time. There's also
'Home', which brings the cursor to the start
of the pattern. You can erase patterns
completely, copy them to other memory
numbers, and vary tempo freely from over a
64 -step range. If you want to erase all
instruments on a specific step you press
Delete, while pressing Shift and an
appropriate letter removes a particular
instrument one step at a time. But if, as I do,
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THE FIRST PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL SAMPLING SYSTEM FOR THE COMMODORE 64
SYSTEM SPECIFICATION

Sample recording
User definable trigger level, trigger delay, input filter level
(bandwidth 4- 15KHz), and sample rate (4-33KHz).
Real time bar graph display of input level with clipping
indicator.
Sample editing
Mix, reverse, loop or delete any part of the sampled sounds.
The full 40K sample memory displayed on one screen,
complete with two sets of start/finish pointers and the edit
cursor.
Select any section of memory for the storage/playback of
samples.
Sample playback
Via Microsound 64 keyboard. Envelope/LFO control of
amplitude, LFO rate controlled in real time by the keyboards
slider control.
Programmable output filter level and looping on/off function.
Samples played back over the full 4 octave range with no
distortion.
Split keyboard facility allows all the aformentioned functions
to be programmed for EACH half of the split.
Via QWERTY keyboard. All the above except LFO modulation.
Via MIDI. As QWERTY but with programmable MIDI channel
allocation.

System described above (excluding
keyboard) ONLY £195 inc. VAT and P&P

7 days money -back guarantee
Dealer enquiries welcome

Sample storage
The 40k sample area can be saved directly onto disk along
with all the user defined variables set up in the program
(eg. envelope levels, filter levels etc.) This allows the sounds
to be loaded and played back exactly as they were set up
originally. Files may be deleted if necessary.
A catalogue o1 the sound files on the current data disk' is also
displayed.
Hardware
A robust, compact unit measuring just 230 x 120 x 35mm.
Built in MIDI interface for the reception transmission of MIDI
data.
Pre/de-emphasis circuits to eliminate quantitisation noise.
Programmable 24dB anti-aliasing (distortion) low-pass filter,
bandwidth variable between 4 and 15KHz.
Digitally controlled output amplifier for real time envelope
LFO modulation.
Input amplifier with adjustable input level, suitable for mic or
line signals.
Output volume control and power on off switch.
Power supplied either by battery or optional AC adaptor.
Connection via COMMODORE 64 cartridge port.

Microsound 64 keyboard and SiD-based
polysynth software (still the best
available) NOW ONLY £99 inc. VAT
and P&P

Microsound Ltd., PO Box 14, Petersfield, Hants. GU32 1HS. Tel: 0730 87403

tY4
88 OXFORD ST., MANCHESTER

Tel: 061-236 0340
All Prices INCLUDE VAT at current rate Phone with ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD

No. for fast Mail Order. All sales carry the Al Workshop Warranty.

GOOD PRICES AND EVEN BETTER FOR CASH - CASH TALKS AT Al

le e Geo ti
GO444t

0 C4,11 9tIF
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NEW SALES ROOM NOW OPEN FOR AN EVEN BETTER CHOICE
TEAC

TASCAM
THE PORTA-ONE
MINI STUDIO 4 TRACK
PORTABLE

£425
INCLUDING POST & PACKING
FREE TAPE AND MAINS
ADAPTOR.

A MULTITRACK PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
RECORDER, 4 VU METERS, DBX, PUNCH IN,
PUNCH OUT

NEW & S/H GOODIES FOR SALE
KORG POLY 800 SYNTH C???  KORG DW6000 SYNTH C699  KORG
DDM110 DRUM MACHINE £???  KOG SAS20 K'BOARD £299  CRUMAR
STRATUS £299  CASIOTONE CT410V £295  CASIO CZ101 £345  CASIO
100P SYNTH £175  CASIO 610 £395  SEQUENTIAL PRO 1 £350  MOOG
SOURCE £399  SEQUENTIAL SIXTRAK £675  ROLAND JUNO 60
(6 months old) £585  TRACE ELLIOT 4x 10 CABINET £265 IP CARLSEIRO
.5800 POWER AMP 2299  FOSTEX X15 £199 

ENSONIQ MIRAGE
Digital Sampling Keyboar.

£169

A I S612
Sampler

)441only

£895 co
0 YAM

FO THE FOSTEX RECORDS ANYWHERE.
IT HAS SOFT TOUCH KEYS, A FOUR

PERSONAL MULTITRACK TPITCCHKCHON4gLATTLEERY PACK,

REMOTE PUNCH IN, DOLBY NOISE'REMIOFIVS,

15
HEADPHONE MONITORING AND MANY MORE

CARRYING CASE
FEATURES, ORDER ONE NOW AND GET A FREE

ONLY

HI -TECH DEALER

£259
FREE CARRYING CASE

DRUM MACHINES
WE CARRY A LARGE RANGE OF DRUM MACHINES IN STOCK. CALL IN
FOR A DEMONSTRATION OR PHONE FOR PRICES. ROLAND TR707
STILL SOME TR909's LEFT AT SPECIAL PRICES. BOSS DR110, KORG
DDM110 & DOM220 (SPECIAL PRICE FOR 2) SOUNDMASTER SR88.
DRUMULATOR, SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS TOM. AND A SELECTION OF
SECONDHAND DRUM MACHINES.

WE SELL A WIDE RANGE OF MICROPHONES  EFFECTS  PEDALS  MIXERS  PERCUSSION  DRUM MACHINES  S/H GOODIES

11_.?Roland CASH) KORG
ALL PRICES SHOWN ARE OUR NORMAL SELLING PRICE LOWER PRICES ARE POSSIBLE ON
CERTAIN LINES WE HAVE OVER 5000 SQ. FEET ON 4 FLOORS CRAMMED FULL WITH GEAR

WE WILL GIVE YOU THE BEST DEALS THE BEST PRICES & THE BEST WARRANTY REPAIR SERVICE

INSTANT CREDIT HIRE PURCHASE PART EXCHANGE
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D you tend to build up rhythm patterns
instrument by instrument, you'll miss the
facility to remove a voice from an entire
pattern at a single stroke.

More serious is the fact that you can't
actually play a sound without the software
remembering it as part of a pattern. What
that means is that you can't 'rehearse' a part
in any way without having to go back and
delete your attempts at producing a rhythm
track. A simple 'Record on/off function
would have done the trick, though ideally,
there'd be some means of playing over the
top of a pattern as it's replaying - but maybe
that smells too much of real-time
programming...

For all the flexibility provided by the
software, the Commodore is sadly incapable
of maintaining the screen display while
processing a sound. Thus, the monitor
presents you with a blank screen once a
pattern is playing back. Even during
programming, the screen blinks on and off as
you input steps, hence a Mute option that
allows you to enter beats silently. But even
the most basic of dedicated drum machines
indicates beats as they go by, and this visual
guide is a good indication of where to begin
editing. By comparison, 625 grey lines aren't
terribly helpful.

When you select Compose Songs
from the main menu, you're presented with a
five -column screen comprising 100 steps of
patterns (remember you can program up to
50 different patterns), and you can instruct
each pattern to repeat any number of times
(from 0-99) on each step. Since each pattern
can have any number of beats (up to 38
steps), the time signature can change in the
course of a song. And as if that wasn't
enough, you've got no less than I 0 songs to
fill with your rhythmic meanderings, and a
disk drive eagerly waiting to devour the
entire proceedings courtesy of a Save
Patterns & Songs menu option.

Options include playing a song repeatedly
(albeit with a short pause inbetween), setting
the tempo, commencing playback from a
particular step in the song, copying a section
to another location within the song, deleting
and inserting bars, and erasing a complete
song.

However, using some of these features
introduced a slight bug during the review
period, in that any space left after the end -of -
song stop -bar mysteriously filled with a
multitude of white lines. And simply moving
the cursor around the unoccupied screen
area resulted in white stop -bars being
scattered wherever I ventured. Odd, to say
the least, but you can easily redraw the song
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screen via a quick retreat to the main menu.
Once playback of a song is underway, the

screen display is jettisoned again, leaving you
pretty much in the dark as to exactly which
pattern or measure is currently playing. So if
you do want to assemble up to 50 patterns,
repeated up to 99 times each, in up to 100
different steps, you'll want all your wits
about you if you're to follow the order of
things.

If the programming side could do with
some attention on the part of Syntron's
software writers, the Digidrum's sounds
tempt you to forget all that and accept the
package as it.is. As already intimated, the
software supplied with the basic package
comes complete with a set of 50 varied
patterns, I 0 songs, the Standard Set of eight
drum sounds, and a further Glass sound set.
All of which should give you something from
which to start building up your own libraries
from, pending the arrival of further sound
sets currently 'in the pipeline'.

There's no need to wait, though. The
software as it stands encourages you to
customise your own sets of sounds, for
besides letting you store eight instruments in
one go, it also enables you to store and load
back each percussion sound individually. This
makes it relatively easy to store, say, a
rimshot sound from one set and reload it in
place of the floor tom in another set. Take
care to apply a little forethought to the
operation though, as in the above example,
you have to save the rimshot with the floor
torn prefix F / for it to be loaded to that
particular position. Which could mean a bit of
disk -swapping if you're not too organised
(who is? - Ed). I suppose there's a reason for
doing things this way, but it does stand in the
way of complete flexibility.

And so to the sounds themselves. The
Standard Set supplied were surprisingly
clean, with the top marks going to the bass
drum (like an untreated, undamped acoustic
kit sound), the snare and the metallic voices -
though I thought twice about using too many
torn rolls. The Glass set supplies you with a
good selection of tinkly agogo-type sounds,
some of which are aggressively metallic, and
an alternative bass drum that was more
moaern and better defined than the Standard
ono.

Our test disk included two more sound
sets. The first batch, Syn Drums, weren't
quite what the Doctor ordered, though the
toms found more favour than those of the
Standard set. But the Latin Selected were
right down our street; closely-miked,
startlingly realistic cowbell and timbale, a
cabala that had even the Publisher shaking all

over (though that may have been caused by
something else), and a repeat performance of
the Glass set's excellent bass drum.

So there shouldn't be any complaints from
the aural receptors, and whereas you tend to
reach the boredom threshold fairly quickly
when confronted by a dedicated drum
machine that has no voice replacement
possibilities, the prospect of lots of
alternative sets coming out in the near future
should keep the appetite whetted for a much
healthier period of time.

If there's one sound feature I'd like to see
in the next version, it's some kind of Help
page or 'Description of Current Sound Set'.
Because no matter which instrument is
allocated to one of the eight instrument
parts, the program grid retains the Standard
Set abbreviations mentioned earlier. You
need a good ear and a good memory to
remember what's what.

Finally, the main menu will Di splay
Di rectory, Erase a
Patterns + Songs, and Set
Tempo at your command, and allows the
loading and saving of patterns, songs and
sounds to standard formatted disks. Loading
times from Commodore's 1541 disk drive
aren't desperately slow (patterns/songs take
around 12 seconds, a sound set around 90),
so you could quite easily manage to reload at
a gig so long as the atmosphere was fairly
relaxed.

Some better file management wouldn't go
amiss, though - like a facility to rename disk
files and a prompt to let you know if a file
name exists already, or to remind you that
you haven't saved the current memory.
Meanwhile, you can opt for a cassette -based
Digidrum if a disk drive hasn't yet made it
onto your equipment list. I didn't encounter
one on my travels, but I'd have reservations
about the feasibility of using cassettes and
staying out of mental institutions
simultaneously.

The Digidrum is a flexible, if at times
frustrating, percussion module for a very
popular home computer. And it seems that
just for a change, the press blurb is spot on:
'the Digidrum is for down-market
applications, but with an upmarket sound'.
Keep saving if you want something along the
lines of an Emulator SPI2. But think twice
before buying a cheap dedicated drum box
without giving Syntron's software a trial
run. 
Prices t45f6r hardware and starter software,
£16 for each sound sample set (40 percussion
sounds), both inclusive of VAT. More from
Syndromic Music, 35A Grove Avenue, London
NIO 2AS 'Zt 01-883 1335
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After a first half that dealt mainly with John
Chowning's background and the story behind the
development of FM synthesis and Yamaha's
involvement with it, it seemed worthwhile to ask
him what his present tasks included, and what he
thought the future had in store for both the
academic and the commercial music fields.
How did you get together with Dave Bristow?

I first met David just over a year ago
through Gary Leuenberger, who I'd known
for a couple of years in the context of the
.GS1. David and Gary had already worked
together on the sounds for the DX products.
Anyway, David was visiting California and
Gary brought him to see me at Stanford, so I
gave him a tour of the lab and showed him
some of the work we were doing.

Then at the last ICMC in Paris (see report,
E&MM February '85), David was demon-
strating some of the Yamaha gear. I told him
that I was coming to IRCAM on sabbatical
for six or seven months from February of this
year, and that I wanted to work on a piece
which would use Yamaha FM equipment. So
we talked about the idea of collaborating, and
of him helping me learn about the Yamaha
gear, which I had never really had much
42

The second part of our interview with John
Chowning, inventor of FM synthesis and father of

the Yamaha DX instruments that use those
principles. Questionmaster Simon Trask

PhotographerJerry Uwins

hands-on experience with. Happily it's
worked out well, and Yamaha have kindly
provided us with the gear and provided him
with the time to work with me.

We also discussed the possibility of he and I
working on an FM tutorial that would cover
both the theory and the practice of FM. This
is now well under way, and should be
available before the end of the year. Unlike
the original paper that I wrote, we're doing
this for people who are musicians - in a sense,
for myself, remembering how I learned and
understood with very minimal knowledge of
mathematics. We're also doing this bearing
in mind that you can also use instruments
such as a DX7 as a very effective means of
pedagogy - that is, teaching people not only

`People who feared
technology felt that
it could only create
universal sounds -

but they didn't
understand the
power of digital

technology.'

about FM but also about acoustics and some
aspects of psychoacoustics, which are very
important to understand. We hope this will
be a great aid for those who want to program
FM sounds.
What led you to the idea of writing a piece which
would make use of the new Yamaha equipment?

I realised that the GS1 was an instrument
with a keyboard which felt comfortable to
pianists, and that the sounds could respond to
gesture in a way that was natural to pianists.
Consequently I felt that some pieces from the
`art music' world could be done with these
instruments, and that maybe some really
skilled, virtuoso pianists could think about
playing these keyboards now. The sounds will
obviously not be the same, but what they do
with gesture could be captured and effectively
used. So I thought about a piece using GS1-
like keyboards with maybe a computer

connected so that I could have some kind of
control over the timbres under the pianists'
fingers. So I proposed this and asked Yamaha
if they'd let me have some of this equipment
so that I could write the piece for three or four
keyboard players. And then about this time
the DX7 came out, which was really based on
the DX1 and had one of these good keyboards
but a better synthesis algorithm than the
GS1. It was more sophisticated, and the
timbres were more varied and
sible.
You were used to working with very powerful
computer systems. Didn't you find the DX7 a bit
of a come -down?

In raw synthesis power that's true, but
remember there's some things you can't get at
except in real time of the sort that you have
on the DX7. At Stanford we have a very
powerful digital synthesiser controlled by a
PDP10 computer, with absolutely arbitrary
control over, for instance, the number of
operators, the number of envelope segments,
independent segments for frequency and
amplitude, and independent frequency of
each operator. It's real-time computation,
and it could be performed in real time,
though we don't have it set up for that
because it's used in a time-sharing, lab
context.

When I first had experience of the KX88
controlling the DX7 or TX816, I called that
real-time squared, because it's another
dimension which is not exclusive but com-
plimentary to the kind of experience that I've
had. It's a bounded system, simpler than what
we can do, but it's very well defined, so you
tend to explore it in a more extensive way.
And there's a kind of control over the
synthesis and programming of the synthesis
that you don't have unless you have a
dedicated, unique system. So I've learnt a lot,
and I think it's another qualitative experi-
ence - as I said, real time squared.

So at IRCAM I'm working on a piece for
three KX88/TX816 combinations that'll be
played by three pianists. DaVO and I have
been working hard at getting the best piano
sounds we can out of the TX816, and we've
done rather well, I think. Some of the tones
we've produced are appropriate for classical >
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> music, and I feel this has an interesting
future. In the past, those who feared
technology felt that although some interes-
ting sounds might be produced, there would
only be universal sounds. But they didn't
understand the power of digital technology,
and the fact that sounds can be particular-
ised. We can imagine a future where each
'piano' can be particularised to the require-
ments of the individual player. The techno-
logy humanises itself, in a way, when it's
understood and used in thoughtful ways. And
the more powerful the technology becomes,
the more flexible it becomes.

Anyway, we're using the DX7 to develop
these piano sounds with a couple of algor-
ithms. I'm asking good pianists to play this
piece, and part of the concept of the piece is
that as performers they make contact with a
world that's very familiar to them, and yet
they also make contact with a world that is
not familiar to them - but the force of their
learning and control in virtuoso gesture is
effective. It's not a piano piece, but at a
certain point in the piece I wanted to have
the best possible piano sounds I could get.
We've used a spectrum analyser a bit to get a
feel for the spectral aspects of real piano
tones, but mainly it's a matter of using your
ears. David is a very skilled player, and as I'm
not a pianist, his ability has been of very great
value. He's worked on some of the high
tones, though of course there's been a great
deal of sharing of ideas.

The critical thing was finding an algorithm
44

talk
for producing the very rich bass tones of the
piano. So I've used an algorithm which has
three operators in a cascade - 16 or 17, I

think - and ratios which gave me a large
bandwidth but with a lot of energy around the
fundamental. The key scaling ability of the
DX7 is also of great importance - the fact that
you can fade out one operator's effect on the
carrier wave and fade in another with perhaps
a different ratio to the carrier.
What about the fact that performance of these
instruments is rooted in the chromatic scale?

I would like to have control over that.
There's a lot of interest within the 'art music'
world in microtonality, and in inharmonic
spectra coupled to alternative tuning systems
(which I used in a piece of mine called 'Stria',
composed in 1977). I hope that we can
develop systems where the user has control
over the division of the frequency space, and
I think it would be interesting in the
commercial music world, as well, to have the
option of not using tempered tuning. A lot of
musicians working with old music would love
to be able to play with these quite remarkable
harpsichord tones in, say, mean -tone tem-
perament. And other musics have other
kinds of tuning - Balinese music, for
instance. There are lots of reasons to make
the frequency divisions finer and available to
the user.

Companies like Roland and Yamaha know
that, but it's a question of how much extra

`Dave Bristow and I
have been working
hard at getting the
best grand piano

sounds we can out
of the TX816, and
we've done rather

well, I think.'

computation they can allow in in affordable
instrument. As soon as multipliers become
less expensive, for instance, there's a whole
world of signal processing that can be realised
digitally, and that will be very exciting.

During the years of developing FM,
Yamaha were working in a whole different
area, namely that of large-scale integrated
circuits. This is extraordinarily important,
because it's there that we find the power of
the implementation. The DX7 has two FM
chips, one of which does all the envelope
generation and the other all the operator
computation. It's through this implemen-
tation in VLSI that these instruments can be
relatively inexpensive, and yet still be very
powerful. Gradually we will have greater
control over more and more musically -
important dimensioni, and frequency control
is one of them.

There are other aspects of FM implemen-
tation that I think and hope will be realised:
the simulation of resonance structures, for

example. These are very appropriate for
many categories of timbre, like vocal tones
(with sung vowels), bassoon tones and some
string tones. These have very strong resonant
characteristics which can be nicely done with
FM - but obviously it'll take more compu-
tation to achieve that.
You work primarily in the `serious/academic'
music world. What, in your view, is the state of
that world at the moment?

Well, I think that MIDI is going to change
it enormously, and that's much to the good.
Ten years ago we had no choice, if we wanted
powerful real-time sound generation, but to
design and build our own devices. But had
there been something on the market we
certainly would have purchased it. Why have
a unique device if it's always posing problems
of maintenance, and which you can't take
anywhere because it's big and heavy? So I
think the development of MIDI -based instru-
ments, which are modular and have a
standard format for control, will be of great
importance to 'serious' music.

At the last ICMC at Paris, there was a
whole session devoted to MIDI control for
the first time. Why? Because this idea of
control is of enormous importance to all of us.
It means we can construct a system of
arbitrary components out of elements, in the
same way that when I first began my work
with computers, I used a big commercial
machine which I designed by controlling
modules of programs. The great virtue of
these MIDI -based devices is that they are
powerful yet affordable. So it's better to use a
device like the 4X at IRCAM to do that
which is unique to its capability, and use
MIDI -compatibility and commercial devices
to do what it can't do better. So if you want to
do massive FM, get a TX816.
So what do you see as the limitations of MIDI?

Well, in the initial stages people were
saying that MIDI wasn't fast enough, because
if you tried to put, say, five DXs in series there
would be problems concerning simultaneity.
But already the industry is solving that
through the introduction of MIDI branching
units, and there are MIDI processors appear-
ing to tackle all sorts of requirements and
problems without the actual standard itself
having to be changed. And I think that's very
healthy, because it allows people to really
understand what's of value in MIDI before
the whole standard changes, so consequently
any changes will be made with a good deal of
forethought. Certainly a new standard will
ry to maintain compatibility with the >

`Everyone at
IRCAM, Stanford
and so on realises

that if you're going
to work on

something now, it's
got to have MIDI.'
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GUITARS
Fender Squier popular strat £199
Fender Squier tele £199
Fender Squier precision bass £199
Fender Squier jazz bass £199
Feneer Stratocaster new model - latest
trem etc £325
One only: USA precision special Lake
Placid blue - active £400
One only: Fender vintage strat inc. tweed
case £595
Tokai: All the favourite guitars & banes -
many colours £219
Washburn tour series
Washburn force series
New HM Series
Washburn headless guitars and basses,
plus the only DOUBLE NECK BANTAM
HEADLESS THIS COUNTRY WILL EVER
SEE £792
Also Weston, Hondo, Ibanez, Yamaha

* ARIA STAR DEALER *
Ma Knight Warrior, one only £279
Finest guitar service available, resprays,
ref rets, custom builds, finest parts
available by ESP, Schecter, Seymour
Duncan, EMG, Fender, Gibson, Schaler,
Senior.

TREM SYSTEMS
Kahler from £89
Washburn Wonderbar £197

PERSONAL STUDIO
HEADSETS
Tom Scholtz Rockmar X100 £275
Boss Playbus inc phones £130
Anon hot watt £99
JHS Rock Box £129

MICROPHONES
AKG D321
AKG D80
AKG D12
Audio Technica Pro 1
Audio Technica Pro 2
Audio Technica Pro 3
Audio Technica Pro 4
Audio Technica ATM21
Audio Technica ATM41
Shure Prologue 10H
Shure Prologue 12H
Shure Prologue 14L
Shure 517
Shure 518
Shure 545
Shure SM57
Shure SM58
Shure SM78
Shure PE range -from
Sennheiser MD427
Sennheiser MD431
Sennheiser MD421
Sennheiser MD429
Sennheiser MD441
Sennheiser MD918

HEADPHONES
Sennheiser HD222 £40.99
HOT LICKS TAPES IN STOCK £8.95

£113.85
£36.22

£168.17
£29.00
£24.00
£43.00
£59.00
£79.00
£96.00
£25.75
£37.10
£4328
£37.82
£45.85

£111.87
£117.15
£151.09
£144.58

£55.00
£79.93

£129.95
£120.64
£99.94

£185.99
£64.40

AMPS
Carlsbro Scorpion Lead £109
Carlsbro Hornet 45 lead £162
Carlsbro Hornet 45 bass £151

Carlsbro Hornet 45 keyboard £182
Carlsbro Cobra 90 twin head £238
Carlsbro Cobra 90 bass £216
Carlsbro Cobra 90 keyboard £275
Carlsbro Stringray 150 lead £353
Carlsbro Stingray 150 bass £339
Carlsbro Stingray 150 keyboard £418
Carlsbro Cobra 90 4 ch PA amp £186

Carlsbro Marlin 150 6ch PA amp £268
Carlsbro Marlin 300 6ch PA amp £358
Carlsbro 1 x 12 PA cabs - pair £221

Carlsbro 2x 12 PA cabs - pair £328
Carlsbro Taurus 2 x 8 200wt - pair £435
Carlsbro Taurus 1 x 15 150wt - pair £442
Peavey Audition £83
Peavey Backstage Plus £129
Peavey Studio Pro 40 £175
Peavey Bandit 65 £229
Peavey Special 130 £290
Peavey Renoun 400 £359

Peavey TKO 65 bass £206
Peavey TNT 130 bass £283
Peavey combo 300 bass £429
Peavey Musican 300 head £421

Peavey MkIV bass 300 head £382

Plenty of cabs always available
Peavey keyboard combos

all models in stock.

Marshall 12wt lead combo £80
Marshall 12wt bass combo £87
Marshall 12wt kbd combo £87
Marshall 20wt lead combo £115
Marshall 20wt bass combo £115
Marshall 20wt kbd combo £115
Marshall 30wt lead combo £155
Marshall 30wt bass combo £155
Marshall 50wt sp/ch lead combo £258
Marshall 75wt sp/chlead combo £276
Marshall valve 100wt Master vol hd £360
Marshall valve 100wt lead hd £360
Marshall valve 100wt Super bass hd £360
Marshall valve 50wt lead combos -
from £304
Marshall valve 100st lead combos -
from £409

MARSHALL
INTEGRATED BASS
New 100wt combo £370
New 200wt combo £435
New 100wt head £251
New 200wt head £285
New 400wt head £394
1x 15 250wt cab £162
2 x 15 200wt cab £262
Roland JC50 Prices
Roland JC120 in
Roland cubes store
Roland bolts

POWER AMPS
HH 800

Peavey Deca
Carlsbro S300 + S600

all
available

from stock

KEYBOARDS
Roland Juno 106
Roland JX8P
Roland SH101
Roland MKB1000
Roland piano module
Roland Synth module
Roland HP70 piano plus
Roland HP60 piano plus
Roland HP30 piano plus
Korg Trident II
Korg super section
Yamaha PF10 piano
Yamaha PF15 piano
Yamaha DX7 FM synth
Yamaha 6100 organ/synth
Yamaha PS55 organ
Yamaha PS35 organ

Yamaha MK100 organ/synth
Casio CZ101 synth
Casio CZ1000 synth
Casio CZ5000 synth
Casio 4 -channel sequencer
Casio CT6000
Casio CT610
Casio CT310s
Casio MT100
Casio PT1
Yamaha DX21
Yamaha FIX21

KEYBOARD
ACCESSORIES
Single x stand £25
Double x stand £35
Roland KS2 stands in stock Ultimate
support systems 3 tier A -frame £225
Mainframe single stand £79
Mainframe double stand £99
Mainframe triple stand £149
Roland PG200 programmers
Roland PG800 programmers
Roland JS060 sequencers
Roland MIDI thru units
MIDI cables -keyboard cases
IN FACT EVERYTHING

HOME RECORDING
Tascam Porta One £429
Tascam 244 Portastudio £695
Tostex X15 multitracker £279
(includes free carry case)
Fostex 250 4 -track £695
Plus: punch in/out switches, cables, tapes,
cleaners, cases, racks, effects, head
demag. kits and advice, + self powered
monitors by Fostex, Teac & Boss

MIXERS
Seck 12:2 £575
Dynamix 6:2 £199
Dynamix 12:2 £278
Dynamix 16:2 £389
RSD Studiomaster 6:4 In Stock
RSD Studiomaster 16:4 Price in-store
Boss BX400 £95
Boss BX600 £144

SIMMONS
SDS200 2 pad set £359.99

£770
£1299

£199
£1100

£695

E649£499

£399
£199
£999
£299

£495
£999

£1250

SDS400 4 pad set £549.99 ,
SDS1 Single pad £199
SDS7 Ex -demo £1499
SDS8 black one only £560
SDS9 New 5 pad kit £1199
E -Prom blower one only £299_

DRUMS AND
PERCUSSION

- Ludwig modular 5 shells £799
Ludwig big beat 5 shells £699
Premier Royale 5 pc inc. stds £349
Traksystem II 5pc inc. stds £399
Pearl Export 5pc inc. stands £425
Many other kits in stock from £249

£825 LP Cabassas, Vibraslaps, Cowbells etc
£495
£395
£249
£289
£495
£895
POA
£645
£345
£199
£129
£29

£699
£250

Natal congas inc std £299
Natal bongoes £89
Amdek Perc synth kit £29
Amdek elec metronome kit £8.95

PEDALS AND
EFFECTS
Boss DM3 delay £99
Boss CE3 stereo chorus £82
Boss CS2 compressor £66
Boss OD1 overdrive £53
Boss DF2 feedbacker £75
Boss CE2 chorus £82
Boss DD2 digital delay £161
Boss SD1 super overdrive £57
Boss TW1 touch wah £67
Boss HM2 heavy metal £54
Boss Phir phaser £74
Boss 0C2 octaver £59
Boss GE7 equaliser £82
Boss BF2 flanger £87
Boss PH2 super phaser £87
Boss VB2 vibrato £65
Boss DS1 distortion £54
Boss PSM5 power supply £68
Tokai metaldriver £36
Tokai flanger £51
Tokai chorus £52
Tokai delay £80
Washburn delay £99
Washburn stereo chorus £57
Washburn flanger £55
Washburn phaser £45
Washburn compressor £45
Washburn stack -in -a -box £49
Boss RDD10 digital delay £175
Boss RCL10 comp/limiter £110
Boss RGE10 equaliser £110
Boss RBF10 flanger £110
Boss RPH10 phaser £110
Boss RADIO adaptor £20
Accessit eq £57.45
Accessit compressor £57.45
Accessit reverb £145.47
Great British spring reverb £229.95
Fostex stereo reverb £344.95
Yamaha R1000 digital reverb £560
Yamaha M1500 digital delay £295
Peavey DEP800 digital delay £252
Peavey DEP1300 digital delay £498
Ibanez new model harmonizer £549
Accessit noise gate £57.45

Everything available by Mail order - AccessNisa holders Phone for
instant despatch. Hire facilities also available please phone for details

Okh1}4,I:S.
.IsOfkkIAR:INkaI93~WiI,4(ASH9S

213-215 Kilburn High Road, London NW6. Tel: 01-6243900
48 High Street, Chatham, Kent. Tel: Medway 44068



talk
present standard, because nobody will want
to make obsolete all this gear which is
appearing now, and that's one of MIDI's
greatest strengths.

I think that the value of the research
centres, such as the one we have at Stanford,
is that they can provide those methods and
tools which can only be realised, explored
and developed on large computer systems,
but which can finally be implemented in
more practical ways. This is, after all, what
happened in the case of FM. And at
Stanford, for instance, one of my colleagues
who's a wizard at signal processing, Julius
Smith, has a new idea for digital reverber-
ation which maybe in the future will have a
very great effect on what we can do in room
simulation with affordable devices.

On the other hand, everyone in the world
of IRCAM, Cornell, Stanford, UCSD and
MIT and so forth realises that if you're going
to work with anything today, it's got to have
MIDI. Otherwise you're cutting yourself off
from a whole development which can be
done for you. So although I don't think we'll
move just to MIDI -controlled devices, every-
thing we want to do that concerns music
production had better include MIDI.

As soon as I get back to Stanford we'll set

up a MIDI studio. It's been a wonderful
experience for me seeing the first MIDI studio
at IRCAM - the first one in an academic
context that I know of. The 4X at IRCAM,
which is DiGiugno's very powerful signal
processing device, has MIDI In and Out as
well, and that's important.

One area where we no longer compete is
digital reverberation: we can't do better in
the lab than they can do now with commer-
cial products. So the 4X shouldn't spend a
single tick of its power trying to do
reverberation any more, because it can be
done more effectively, at less cost and with
more reliability by commercially available
devices. MIDI is the answer, and if it's
control you're after, MIDI should saturate
your thinking.
That just about concludes what John Chowning
had to say during the all -too -brief time I spoke
with him. Considering we had little more than an
hour, he managed to pack an awful lot in - and
almost all of it was well worth hearing. It was
certainly refreshing, meeting someone from an
academic background who was so obviously
capable of putting his own work into a realistic
perspective, and seeing beyond the confines of
the non-commercial arena. There should be
more people like DrJohn Chowning...

DON'T MISS OUT!
We are offering vast stocks of demonstration, s/h and new equipment at lower prices than ever before.
If you are interested in any of the items listed we strongly advise that you contact us now.

Roland JX8P, PG800, Juno 106, JX3P, PG200, SH101, MKB1000, MKB300,
MKS10, MKS30, MKS80, TR707, TR727, TR909, SDE1000, SDE2500,
SDE3000, SRV2000, DDR30, HP100/50, MSQ100, MSQ700.

Yamaha DX7, DX5, TX7, QX7, QX1, TX816, TX216, TF1, KX88, CX5M, RX11,
RX15, RX21, PF10, PF15, MT440, R1000, REV -7, D1500.

Korg DW6000, Poly 800, EX800, DDM110, DDM220, SDD1000, SDD2000,
MPK130, KMS30.

Recording Equipment Tascam-38-8, 80-8, M50, 388, 246, Porta One, 244, Fostex-X15, A8, 350,
Soundtracks 16-8-16, Allen and Heath 16-8-2, Sech 18-8-2.

Electronic Drums Simmons-SDS7, SDS8, SDS9, SDS Series 1000, SDS1, SDS64, SDSEPB,
Tama-Techstar 5 Drum, Techstar 2 Drum, Techstar Sequencer, Ultimate
Percussion -UPS, UPK2X.

Ensoniq Mirage Sampling Keyboard.

Casio _ CZ5000, CZ1000, CZ101, SZ1

Eddie Moors Music
679 Christchurch Road, Boscombe, Bournemouth. Tel: 0202-35135

302 509



ADVERTISEMENT

THE KORG DW6000
A BREAKTHROUGH IN DIGITAL

WAVEFORM TECHNOLOGY. \,\\\

It was in April's What Key-
board magazine that the
British music public heard

about the Korg DW6000
for the first time.

"Korg have gone the
whole hog and produced a
best -of -both -worlds, have-
your -cake -and -eat -it instru-
ment ... all the sounds have
that characteristic sparkle
and clarity that we've come
to associate with only one
kind of instrument. And yet
when you come to alter one
of the sounds or even set
up a new one from scratch,
the control panel is cosily
familiar."

So how does Korg
manage to achieve the quality
of digital sounds coupled with
such ease of use? Quite
simply, whereas on a tradition-
al system the starting point is
normally a couple of basic
waveforms-for example saw
tooth or square waves, Korg
have replaced them with eight
highly complex waveforms.
As What Keyboard went on
to state:

"If you listen to these
`raw' without any further

processing they clearly
bear no resemblance to
conventional synthesizer
oscillator sounds; they're
much more suggestive of
real naturally occuring
sounds?'

The DW6000 has two
oscillators per note, so you can
combine one waveform with
another giving 64 possible
waveform combinations just
to start with. Apart from these,
the control panel on the
DW6000 is very understand-
able. It only takes a minute to
understand, with familiar
VCF, VCF EG and EG etc.,
together with programmable
portamento, chorus and noise
generator, plus two modes of
poly and unison mode for
some very powerful lead
sounds.

Also familiar from the Poly
800 are the six stage envelope
generators. As Electronic
Sound Maker pointed out:

"This feature alone on
the Poly 800 produces
effects unobtainable on
anybody else's instruments,
and on the DW6000 in
conjunction with the digital

sounds it's a powerful
combination indeed:"

Sixty-four good programs
should be more than enough
for most needs and full Midi
facilities mean you can link it
to anything else you can beg
or borrow.

Dominic Milano summed
it up in Keyboard magazine*:

"The digital waveforms
set the DW apart from the
other instruments in this
price range ... it has
a marked influence on the
sound of the instrument
giving it that combination
of digital crispness and
analog warmth that a lot of
people are striving for."

And as Dave Foister said
in Electronic Sound Maker:

"The DW6000, the first
of a new hybrid of instru-
ments; an instrument
which brings controllable
programmable digital
sound within the reach of
anyone who understands
the basics of conventional
synthesizers, and for that,
the DW6000 has quite
simply no competition:"
Korg (UK) Limited, 32-34 Gordon House Road,
LONDON NW5 1NE Tel: 01-267 51 51
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Music Maker Publications
Simply more
to
read

ELECTRONICS &
MUSIC MAKER

The world's biggest music technology magazine
- for the modern keyboard player and

synth programmer.

HOME STUDIO

IVIerittion's
STEVE
ROTHERY
wILKO
JOVANSON

GUITARIST
Britain's only specialist guitar -playing magazine

- for electric and acoustic players, guitarists
and bassists

RHYTHM
For the modern drummer and drum machine user.

The perfect beat that completes an unbeatable
music family

ORGANIST TODAY
The home organ and keyboard player is exclusively

catered for in this new monthly

ON SALE AT
RECORDING ALL LEADING

The magazine that takes the mystery out of NEWSAGENTSrecording at home - from 4 tracks to 24.

For further details of direct subscriptions
ring Cheryl on 0223 313722 or drop her a line at:

Music Maker Publications, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 1 UY
(Tel 0223 313722)
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MIDI CONTROLLED
DIGITAL SAMPLER
AND DELAY LINE

The MCS-1 will take any sound, store it and play it back from a
keyboard (either MIDI or Iv/octave). Pitch bend or vibrato can be
added and infinite sustain is possible thanks to a sophisticated,
looping system.
All the usual delay line features (Vibrato, Phasing, Flanging,
ADT, Echo) are available with delays of up to 32 secs. A special
interface enables sampled sounds to be stored digitally on a
floppy disc via a BBC microcomputer.
The MCS-1 gives you many of the effects created by top
professional units but the MCS-1 doesn't come with a 5 -figure
price tag. And, if you're prepared to invest your time, it's almost
cheap!

SPECIFICATION:

Memory size: Variable from 8 bytes to 64K bytes.
Storage time at 32 KHz sampling rate: 2 seconds.
Storage time at 8 KHz sampling rate: 8 seconds
Longest replay time (for special effects): 32 seconds.
Converters, ADC & DAC: 8 -bit companding.

Write or phone now to place
an order.
Powertran Cybernetics Limited,
Portway Industrial Estate,
Andover, Hants, SP10 3EM.
Telephone: 0264 64455

Thanks to bulk component
purchases and increased
production capacity the
MCS-1 is now available
ready built, complete at the
incredible price of

£649
inc. VAT with a Kit Option
available at

£499 Inc VAT

DEMONSTRATION
TAPE AVAILABLE

£2.90 INC. VAT

Dynamic range: 72 dB.
Audio Bandwidth: Variable from 12 KHz to 300 Hz.
Internal 4 pole tracking filters for anti-aliasing and recovery.
Programmable wide range sinewave sweep generator.
MIDI control range: 5 octaves.
+1 V/octave control range: 2 octave with optional transpose of a

further 5 octaves.

POWERTRAN ,
VISA

AccessNisa cardholders
Save time - order by phone



sequential

potential
just when it seemed the sampling keyboard contest was a

one-horse race, the prophet people come up with an
instrument that combines a polyphonic synth with a

midi -controlled sampler. we've had a sneak preview of the
prophet 2000, and we like what we see. impressions 11

goldsteinIpolaroids michael ntanni photographi(

In the world of sound -sampling,
nothing, and nobody, is safe. A year ago,
you had to look hard to find something
that could store external sounds within
digital memory and let you control the
pitch of that sound from a keyboard, but
which cost less than £10,000. Now, there's a
mass of manufacturers queuing up to offer
precisely that, the latest of them being the
pioneer of the programmable polysynth,
Sequential Circuits.

It's from Sequential's San Jose, California
home that the design of the new Prophet
2000 keyboard originates, and it's there
that the £2000 instrument will be made
(production should be in full swing by the
time you read this). But given the prowess
with which Sequential have produced
analogue synthesisers in the past (Prophet 5
and T8, Pro One), it isn't surprising that they
should be clinging to that technology even
now. In fact, their obstinacy is a blessing in
disguise, for the 'synth' bit of the Prophet
2000 is the biggest single factor that
separates the American newcomer from its
immediate competition - present and, as
far as we know, future.

To begin with, Sequential's design people
have recognised that the worst thing
keyboard players can have when they
switch on an instrument is a machine with
no sound in it. Thus, the new Prophet (I
make it the fifth SCI keyboard to bear the
name) comes equipped with a selection of
basic analogue synth sounds, stored away
in ROM away from prying programmers'
imaginations. The sounds are generated
using six fairly straightforward analogue
waveforms, and you can edit them using a
reasonably comprehensive array of familiar
user -adjustable synth parameters. These
include two ADSR envelope sections (one
for the filter, the other for the amplifier)
that include a footswitch-activated second
release time parameter, and a single LFO
with six variable parameters, viz rate, initial
amount, velocity amount, amplitude, filter
and vibrato.

Some of the preset sounds aren't bad at
all, with the piano -type voices standing out
as belying their humble synthetic origins. In
general, the ROM voices sound fairly
modern but very un-Sequential. Those who
dreamed of a sampling keyboard that had a
Prophet 5's synth voicing circuitry built in
are in for something of a rude awakening
50

when they power up the 2000 - but the
dealers should love it for its instant
'demonstratability'.

The synth section on its own would
scarcely be worth two grand, though, so
the sampling end of things has to be good,
too. And it is, even though the model we
took a peek at was a pre -production
prototype with a lot of software still to be
written and more than a few question
marks hovering over things like MIDI spec
and compatibility.

For the spec -hungry, the Prophet 2000
gives the user a handy (and as yet
unmatched) degree of control over
parameters such as sample length and
bandwidth, sampling rate, input level and
so on. The maximum sample time is a highly
respectable eight seconds (compared with
the Mirage's four), this at a bandwidth of
8kHz. If you value quality over quantity,
you can store, say, a three -second sample
with a frequency response of 20kHz. The
sampling rate is also variable, though you

def,r
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have to select from three preset values
rather than adjust the rate continuously.
The Ensoniq scores here, but its highest rate
is nothing like the fastest of the Prophet's
trio: 15kHz, 31kHz and 41kHz.

Sampling on the 2000 seems a simple
enough exercise, aided by the machine's
front panel LEDs doubling as peak level
indicators, and the alphanumeric display
volunteering information on things like
threshold and pitch. Knowing just what sort
of sample rate, threshold level and input
level you need is a matter of trial and error,
but that's true of all sampling instruments,
really. Still, there's no doubt the new
Prophet could do with having a bit more in
the way of data display. In the age of the
multi -character LCD and the full -colour
CRT, the 2000's complement of red LEDs
seems decidedly mean - not to mention
limited in the amount of information it can
provide at any one time. Plans are afoot for
the writing of MIDI -based sampling/editing
software for various home computers both
in Europe and in the States, but that isn't
going to materialise for a while, and not
everybody has a micro...

Soundwise, and replaying samples taken
from the line output of a fairly dodgy
cassette recorder, the Prophet held its head
well above water. And sampling a digital
brass sound from a certain Far Eastern FM
polysynth reviewed elsewhere this issue,
you had to listen hard to notice the
difference.

If you're at all interested in sustaining
your sound samples, looping has got to be
high on your list of sample -manipulation
functions, and the Prophet 2000 is well
equipped in this department. It offers not
one but two looping facilities for each
sample, so there are a total of four
user -selectable loop points to be
considered: sustain start, sustain end,
release start and release end. So even
without the envelope controls of the
Prophet's synth section, you can take quite
major decisions on how your sample is
going to behave over time - and act on
them without encountering too much
operational hassle.

But the Prophet 2000 is likely to win most
of its supporters on account of the sheer
number of possibilities thrown up by the
combination of synth and sampler. Sadly,
we scarcely scratched the surface of what
might be possible in the afternoon (nay,
less) that the new machine was in our

grubby paws, so objective comment on
those possibilities will have to wait.

One thing is certain. Sequential have
made sure you can use your creations to
really 'perform' with by including a number
of scintillating 'performance' options. Not
only does the 2000's five -octave keyboard
have a weighted action and
velocity -sensitivity (routable to both filter
and amplitude envelopes), but it's splittable
at any point you see fit, and you can
configure its eight -note polyphony to
perform any number of split/layer
operations, all transferable/receivable over
MIDI. Especially neat is a mapping function
that allows you to arrange two layered
samples so that the first is audible under
normal playing pressure, while the second
comes into play as soon as you strike the
keys with greater velocity.

None of these performance
configurations would be much use if you
had to set them up each time you powered
up the Prophet 2000, but like most of the
machine's variable parameters, their values
are all storable to disk, courtesy of a built-in
3.5" micro floppy disk drive. And unlike the
Mirage, which forces you to buy
ready -formatted disks at vast extra
expense, the 2000's operating system does
the formatting itself, so all you need buy is
standard, unformatted blank disks.
Sequential will also be offering an
extensive library of factory samples, for the
lazy, the curious and the pressured.

When can you expect to see the Prophet
at your friendly neighbourhood music
store? The beginning of October, say
Sequential, though the initial shipment
isn't going to be a big one, as everybody
expects demand for the synth/sampler to
outstrip supply comfortably for at least the
first six months of its availability. They're
probably right, though we're going to
make sure we get our hands on a
production model for a fortnight or so
before we commit ourselves to heaps of
unmitigated praise. By that time, the
internal software should be complete, and
there's talk that its capabilities will include
transmission and reception of sample data
over MIDI, a user -variable MIDI baud rate,
and multi-timbrality a la Sequential's recent
polysynths.

One to watch, definitely. 
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FIRST CAME THE REVOLUTIONARY CZ -101. THEN THE FULL-SIZE
BRILLIANCE WITH THE CZ -5000-A GIANT STEP FORWARD

5 OCTAVES OF FULL-SIZE KEYS. BUILT-IN 8-TRACK DIGITAL
A MAXIMUM OF 6,800 EVENTS. TAPE DUMP FOR TONE

CARTRIDGE OPTION HELP YOU BUILD A SOUND LIBRAR1),

CASIO CZ -5000'S STATE-OF-THE-ART DIGITAL/ANALOGUE TECHNO!
OF PARAMETER DATA GIVES PRECISE CONTROL OF TIMBRE

TONE/MIX KEY SPLIT FOR TWO-INSTRUMENT EFFECT. STEREO
SEQUENCER + MIDI + MULTIPLE KEYBOARDS CAN EVEN
RRP ONLY f955. illticAjlIAA, HEAR THE TRUTH AT YOUR

CASIO ELECTRONICS CO. LTD., UNIT 6,1000 NORTH CIRCULAR



E CZ -1000. NOW CASIO SYNTHESIZERS ACHIEVE NEW
32 PRE-SET VOICES, 32 PROGRAMMABLE MEMORIES,
SEQUENCER, REAL-TIME OR STEP -TIME INPUT STORING

* AND SEQUENCER INFORMATION PLUS RAM

THE BRILLIANT NEW CASIO CZ -5000
LOGY PROVIDES TOTAL FLEXIBILITY. DIGITAL PROGRAMMING
VOLUME, PITCH FOR SPARKLING SOUND CREATION.
CHORUS, ENSEMBLE EFFECTS. NOISE/RING MODULATION

' CREATE A FULL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA OF SOUNDS.
' CASIO MUSIC DEALER OR CONTACT KEYBOARD SALES,
! ROAD, LONDON NW2 7JD. TEL: 01-450 9131.
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Exclusive
The Commodore 64 version of Island Logic's Music System

benefits from MIDI and a superior internal sound chip. But is it
a sequencer for the serious musician, or an interesting toy for

the computer buff? Simon Trask
Bland Logic's first foray into the world
of music software was a version of The
Music System for the BBC Micro
(reviewed in E&MM December '84),
which used the Beeb's internal sound

chip to produce all its musical cavortings.
Nothing particularly new (or attractive)
about that, you might think. But what was
mildly wonderful about The Music System
were the graphics techniques it employed -
all the icon, window and pull -down menu
paraphernalia that look like being de rigeur on
the new generation of 16 -bit micros, but
programmed on an eight -bit micro. The only
thing missing was a mouse.

There still aren't any mice in sight now
that the package has been adapted for use
with the Commodore 64, but the software
writers have affirmed their ability to work
wonders with an eight -bit micro. The 64
version follows its predecessor in making use
of the host computer's internal sound chip,
but this in itself is an improvement, as the 64
uses the superior SID chip. What makes the
package much more attractive to pro and
semi -pro users is its new-found compatibility
with MIDI, though apart from this digital link
with the outside musical world, the new
system should be familiar to anyone who's
encountered the BBC version.

The Music System (or TMS, as the manual
calls it and as I shall call it from now on)
consists of six software modules, all of which
have to be called up from an icon -driven
control screen. Whenever a new module is
selected, it's loaded from disk with a typical
loading time of about 25 seconds, though a
further I 0 seconds is taken up each time you

return to the control screen. This isn't too
much of an irritation, but what it does entail
is a fair bit of disk -swapping once you've got a
few music files saved on your own disk.

The six Commodore TMS modules are the
Editor, Keyboard, Synthesiser, Linker,
Printer and MIDI. The first five of these are
dedicated to the internal sound chip, but the
good news is that music files generated from
MIDI input (ie. in the MIDI module) can be
translated into internal TMS music files for
use by the other modules in the system.
Likewise, internal TMS music files can be
translated into MIDI music files for
performance on professional synths and that
sort of thing.

Time to look at those modules individually.
The Editor is a step -time sequencer which
allows you to work within the context of a
traditional music score display with treble
and bass clefs, entering a maximum of three
monophonic parts (the SID chip has three
voices, remember). A vertical white band -
which the manual calls the 'note cursor' -
indicates the current step, and you enter
your music by sliding a note up and down the
staves to the correct position and selecting
the required note value.

Just by way of a contrast, the Keyboard
module is a real-time sequencer which
presents you with an on -screen music
keyboard diagram, and allows you to enter
notes from the Commodore's QWERTY
keyboard. In a fit of quite unprecedented
honesty, the manual points out that this
method of input is capable of handling only a
limited resolution and speed. But once
you've saved an internal TMS music file
created in this module, you can transfer it to
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the Editor module for further, much more
detailed work.

So, the Editor, Keyboard and MIDI
modules represent the three possible ways of
entering music into TMS. Of the remaining
modules, the Synthesiser allows you to set up
'patches' for the SID chip which you can then
use in the music -creation modules, the
Printer allows you to print out your musical
efforts - complete with lyrics if you're doing
a Leiber as well as a Stoller - and the Linker
lets you string together up to 26 different
music files.

It's worth paying some attention to one
particular feature that's common to all the
modules: the command line. This is where
the pop-up menu concept comes into its
own. Four such menus (Files, Values,
Commands and Info) may be selected from
each screen by pressing one of the 64's
function keys, and although the name and
overall function of each menu remains the
same, the actual content changes according
to which module you're in. When you select
one of the menus, a window 'pops up' on a
portion of the screen, giving the relevant list
of options. If the number of options exceeds
the window's display capabilities, you can
scroll through the menu. A second window
overwrites the first if you select an
appropriate option, to present further
information and allow further action to be
taken.

This method of operation applies to all the
pop-up (or 'pull -down') menus, and it's both
quick and easy. I found it particularly helpful
for the way it gave the presentation some
kind of visual continuity, instead of
transporting me to a dedicated menu screen
as is traditionally the case.

As you might expect, Files is responsible
for disk access, and allows you to Catalogue,
Load, Save, Delete and Rename files. Values
presents you with a list of parameters such as
key signature, time signature, tempo and
resolution. Commands presents a set of
macro -level operations which allow you to
manipulate the material currently being
accessed - the music you've input in the
Editor or the sound parameters in the
Synthesiser module, for instance. Last of all,
Info provides some general hints on things
like available note storage space, current
note allocation for each voice, and other

111111111111111111
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global voice information.
TMS uses six file types. There are music

files, sound files, MIDI files, Linker files,
Notepad files and Text files. The first four
are pretty self-explanatory, and of the other
two, Notepad files store sections of music in
the internal (non -MIDI) data format which
can then be used in 'cut and paste' operations
on music in the Editor, while Text files are
used to store lyrics, and are created and used
by the Printer module.

Now that we've got an overview of the
system, let's look at the constituent modules
in more detail, starting with the Editor, as

this is where most of the work gets done
(and don't I know it - Ed). The facilities it
offers can seem a bit overwhelming at first,
but this is a sure sign that the module gives
you a fair degree of flexibility when it comes
to manipulating notes. And what you don't
have to do is memorise a set of commands
before you can do anything. Why? Because
nowhere is TMS' emphasis on good visuals
more apparent than in the Editor. Before you
know where you are, you're putting notes on
the Voice Monitor window display of treble
and bass clefs, inserting and deleting to your
heart's content. As mentioned earlier, you
move a note up and down a vertical 'note
cursor' bar, and you can listen to the note at
any stage before choosing a note value and
moving to the next step. Thus each step is a
note, rather than a duration.

The attributes of a step are note pitch,
duration and envelope. The envelope can be
any one of a set of 15, which you define in the
Synthesiser module and save to disk as a
sound file. So you can easily have an envelope
(and in TMS, an 'envelope' includes waveform
and filter definitions as well as the standard
ADSR) for each note, should you wish.

A note sequence can be stepped through
in either direction at any time, and once an
entered note has been arrived at in this
scrolling fashion, it can be altered just as if
you were entering a new note - and needless
to say, steps can be inserted and deleted at
will.

The Voice Monitor window can display
only one voice at a time, but you can flip
instantly between the three voices at any
time, and the voices are always aligned. The
display is commendably clear, but the lack of
any beaming of notes might make things less

clear if you've got a lot of smaller note values
flying around.

Key signature, time signature and tempo
are global parameters entered via the Values
menu. Key signature can be any available key,
while the time signature can range from 2/ 16
to 16/2, and the tempo from grave to
prestissimo. Any note can be redefined across
the complete range from double flat to
double sharp, and notes can be tied and given
triplet status. It's also possible to define
repeat sections and first- and second -time
repeat sections for each voice.

A further feature is the 'loop section', of
which there can be up to 20 in each voice,
with each section selectable from the Values
menu. A loop section repeats for the
duration of the longest voice (or indefinitely
if it's the only voice or if all the voices are
loop sections), which makes it rather handy if
you want a repeating bass line to improvise
over, say.

And there's still more. You can set two
markers in each voice to define what are
called 'macros'. Put simply, these are
functions which can act over many notes in a
voice instead of one note. Thus, you can
transpose by a fixed amount all the notes in a
section (this is like a key change, though
there's effectively only one key signature per
voice), assign the same envelope number to
all the notes, or even delete whole sections
at a stroke.

There's yet more flexibility to be found if
you delve into the workings of the notepad
files. Again, you use the markers to define a
section of an individual voice to be acted on.
In this case, you can copy or move any
section of between I -999 notes to a spare
area of memory, whence it can be saved to
disk as a notepad file, or copied, or moved
into another voice. There can only be one
notepad file in memory at a time, but this
doesn't pose any particular problems as long
as you remember that the limitation is there.

What's really nice about the 'notepad'
approach is that it's so open-ended - you can
use it in the way that best suits you. One
possible use is to append whole music files to
one another, so that you can 'build up' files
created in the MIDI module which can't in
themselves be added to.

I've dwelt on the Editor module because it
really is the 'nerve centre' of TMS - even

though the MIDI module can be used
successfully in a stand-alone capacity.

As an alternative, the Keyboard module
isn't exactly my favourite way of entering
music, but it does provide anyone who
doesn't go the MIDI route with the
opportunity to play in something
approximating real time. As with the Editor,
you can enter three voices monophonically
over a four -octave range, and a rough guide
to space used/available is provided by three
horizontal bars on the screen. The currently -

selected voice can be displayed in the Voice
Monitor window in both Record and
Playback modes, while a third mode with the
unfortunate name of Tinkle allows you to
play the keyboard without having to record
or playback anything at all. Music and sound
files can be loaded into the Keyboard
module, but only music files can be saved, and
your real-time doodlings can't be saved as
notepad files - you have to load them into
the Editor as music files and then save them
into the notepad area first.

The Printer allows your parts to be
printed out in a format identical to the on-
screen stave arrangement. There are
limitations, of course -a music file with more
than 255 bars in Voice I won't get printed,
while bars must be aligned across the voices
and all non -empty voices selected if you want
to see your lyrics. It would have been nice if
the module had allowed you to 'tidy up' the
score a bit - put in beams for notes where
applicable, and add performance indications.

The main point to bear in mind here is that
the Printer module is designed down to the
limitations of the SID chip. If you're only
dealing with SID, that's hardly a problem. But
if you're thinking of using the
it's worth remembering that the Printer isn't
going to be very co-operative if you ask it to
print out your glorious six -track polyphonic
ramblings.

the Linker module is a handy way of
including tempo, key and time signature
changes in to a piece. Internal music files can
be loaded in any order and then chained
together in any order as a sequence. Up to
26 music files can be loaded at any one time
(depending on memory available), and
sequences can have up to 100 links. The
loaded music files can be saved as a Linker file
together with the performance sequence, so
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I> that the complete file effectively becomes a
single composition. What a pity, then, that
Linker files can't be transferred to the MIDI
module for performance...

The Synthesiser module is where you get
to play around with the parameters of the
SID chip and create sets of sound patches.
These Island Logic people never seem to do
things by halves, so the Synthesiser ends up
being the most sophisticated editor available
for the SID chip. It even manages, through
some cunning software manipulation, to
include features which aren't normally
available from the chip itself.

You can either load a music file and alter
envelope parameters in real time as the
sequence plays, or try out your sounds with
reference to a single pitch which you can
determine. In the former case you can,
obviously, hear a particular sound in context
and take full advantage of the
aforementioned loop sections for isolating
particular parts of a sequence - though you
can't actually set up loops in the Synthesiser
module itself, which is a pity.

A 'circuit' of windows provides ready
access to the various SID chip parameters,
and a graphic approach is used wherever
possible, hence the display of ADSR
parameters as a block graph which reshapes
itself as you alter the parameters. Various
macro -type commands are provided for
broader control of variables, and as well as
SID's standard parameters, Island Logic have
implemented a couple of extra features in
software. These are two dynamic response
envelopes, one of which is a three -stage pitch
envelope with a pulse -width sweep option,
while the other is a filter sweep which takes
the currently -assigned filter type and varies
the filter cutoff according to a user -defined
sweep 'envelope'.

So for anyone wanting to grapple with the
SID chip, this module should provide more
than enough in the way of facilities.

But as I've said, what's going to matter
most to the pro or semi -pro user is TMS'
newly -realised MIDI capability. Before going
on to discuss this in detail, there's the small
matter of a MIDI interface, without which
you won't get very far. Island Logic don't
actually market their own interface, which in
itself is no bad thing - there are already
plenty of the things in existence, all of them
incompatible with each other. TMS is
compatible with Passport and SIEL CBM64
interfaces, and the makers don't guarantee
the package will work with any other MIDI
interfaces (and you thought MIDI was
supposed to be a standard?). So if you want
to hook up your Jellinghaus or Joreth
interface to TMS, you're out on your own.

To the software. Basically, what you get is
a real-time sequencer with six polyphonic
tracks and a total storage capacity
approaching 3000 events. It records most
standard MIDI performance information:
patch changes, sustain on/off, mod wheel,
attack velocity, pressure and so on. Pitch -
bend information wouldn't reproduce on our
test copy, it also cut off all subsequent
recorded data (a bug in the software,
perhaps). Facilities you don't get are MIDI
channel assignment (hard luck if your
inputting keyboard is a DX7 or Poly 800),
sequence looping, data filtering or edit punch
in/out. That sounds like a long list, but
remember there are a few dedicated
sequencers - costing four times as much as
this software and interface combined - that
E&MM OCTOBER 1985

don't offer these facilities, either.
On the plus side, you can pause recording

simply by pressing the space bar, alter the
tempo of your recordings, delete either
specific tracks or the whole lot of them at
once, record to a metronome pulse
generated by the 64's sound chip (remember,
SID takes a break while you give your synth a
workout) and select tracks for playback
individually. And as with the other input
modules, you can call up the Voice Monitor
window for a display of the currently -
selected voice (here in Record and Playback
modes).

The MIDI module doesn't provide you
with any editing facilities, but you have to

balance this against the facility to convert
MIDI files to internal music files for
subsequent use in the other modules
(followed by conversion back to MIDI files, if
you so wish). There are some sacrifices,
though, mainly connected with the fact that
the rest of TMS' modules were designed to
work purely with the SID chip, not for MIDI
applications. So for instance, any file you
transfer across to the internal system has to
be not more than three -voice polyphonic.
The system allows you to assign up to three
MIDI tracks to a file for conversion, and these
should all be monophonic, even though the
MIDI tracks can in themselves be polyphonic.
Actually, if you assign polyphonic tracks for
conversion the system will go ahead and
convert them anyway, but any chords will be
resolved into rapid staccato arpeggios - so
rapid that you can hardly hear them, in fact.

But once you've got over the
disappointment of your multi -keyboard sonic
attack being reduced to a mere three-part
whimper, it's also worth bearing in mind that
any MIDI performance parameters apart
from patch changes are irretrievably lost in
the conversion process. Patch changes are
exempt from this torture because as long as
they're in the range 0- I S, they're converted
to corresponding SID chip envelope changes
(and reconverted to the original MIDI patch
changes on conversion back).

Potentially more serious than these
transfer limitations is the fact that you can't
use the facilities within TMS as an add-on for
a dedicated MIDI sequencer. The MIDI
module doesn't respond to MIDI Start, Stop
and Continue codes (or, presumably, MIDI
timing bytes), which means you can't
synchronise it with another sequencer of any
description. A lost opportunity, I'd say,
though there s nothing to stop you copying
parts manually from another sequencer if you
want to do some detailed editing or print out
your music, for example.

On the whole, the system struck me as

being quite robust, and any operator errors
(including those involving disk access) are
trapped with informative error messages.
The 90 -page user manual is as clear and as
thorough as its length would suggest, with
plenty of diagrams relating to what you
actually see on the screen. But like any good
book, it would benefit from a detailed
contents page and an index - seeing as ours
was a draft copy, maybe the final version will
include these.

The Music System's wealth of facilities and

e

Soe

astonishing ease of use make it an odds-on
bet for anyone looking for an introductory
music package that doesn't have to be
dedicated to MIDI. If you fit into that
category, TMS is the package to go for; no ifs,
no buts.

On the other hand, there can't be too
many computer -oriented musicians
nowadays who are willing to make do with
music software based around a computer's
internal sound -chip - the proliferation of
MIDI -dedicated software has put paid to that.
So even with its MIDI capability (and don't
forget you'll need to purchase the requisite
interface, at maybe three times the cost of
the software itself), TMS may not be such an
attractive proposition to pro players who
value voicing flexibility above all else. In fact,
the MIDI module is usable as a stand-alone
feature, but any interaction with the rest of
the system is designed within the limitations
of the SID chip, which, as we've discovered,
are really quite serious. The reason that's
been done is simply that the poor
Commodore doesn't have enough memory
to cope with presenting this sort of visual
display and processing 16 -odd channels of
MIDI data simultaneously. A pity, but there
you go.

But remember this: The Music System is
undoubtedly a model for the next generation
of music software written for 16 -bit
machines such as the Atari ST and the
Commodore Amiga. Its price is low enough
for anybody interested in music software
development to go and get it, just for the
sake of seeing how it presents its options -
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FANTASTIC NEW Roland PRODUCTS NOW IN STOCK!
ROLAND SRV2000 STEREO

DIGITAL REVERB £1199
INCREDIBLE SOPHISTICATION UNBELIEVABLE PRICE

MIDI Controllable - Totally Programmable - 99s Delay!
Rolands new SRV2000 Digital Reverb offers a unbeatable new market leader in digital
reverberation! With the worlds first MIDI controllable unit. Look at these features and

compare the competitors price! 24 memories! Parametric EQ control for room size PRG
delay. Gate/Damping, Rev time MIDI + 6 integrated display, stereo otput of up to

99 seconds! Many other features!

IN STOCK NOW!!

anamemenasinis
osammussousses

IN STOCK NOW!!
£465

TR727 DIGITAL
MIDI

PERCUSSION
COMPOSER

Rolands new TR727 continues their
fantastic success in low price, a high quality rhythm
unit featuring real and step time, 69 patterns, MIDI,

graphic display, independent outputs, memory expansion
cartridge. New TR727 percussion sounds include Bongos, Conga,

Timbace, Agog, Cabasa, Maramba, Whistle, Quisada and Tubular Bell!!

MKB1000 - MKB300
MIDI KEYBOARD

CONTROLLER

MKB1000 & MKB3000
WITH FREE STANDS (AND

FLIGHT CASES WORTH
OVER £300

"' SPECIAL OFFER!!

MKS80
SUPER JUPITER
MIDI 8 VOICE MODULE

£1589

MKS20 PLANET
POLYSYNTH MODULE

£769

BOSS MICRORACK SERIES
Range Includes.
ROD -10 Digital Delay £175
RCL-10 Compressor limiter £110
ROF-1 0 hanger £110
RPM -10 Phaser E110
RGE-I 0 Graphic EQ £110
IN STOCK NOW!!

KEYBOARDS
All Keyboards Include free stand.

JX8P stand £1150
JX8P PG800 i stand E1299
£X3P i stand £599
JUNO 106  stand 0999
JP8 stand £1999
SH101 MGS1 £225
JUNO 60 £599
JP6 £999
MKB 1000 master MIDI controller £4399
MKB300 roaster MIDI controller 135990

AX1S remote keyboard £395!,

SEQUENCERS
JS060
MS0700
HS0100
9040
CMU800
CM1.1802
16303

DRUM MACHINES

FA!!
£829!!

£399
£399!!

£99
£491!
0175

TOCra E165
14808
TH727
70606

01113000

005000
PP1110

1,191(100 019

NEW Electronic £1395

E250

E299
£249
£125

ROLAND DIGITAL DRUM SYSTEM
NOW WITH FANTASTIC NEW SOUNDS

State of the Art Sounds and
performance DDR30 drum
module has PCM sound,
sophisticated editing + MIDI in
and out. All pads natural feel
and fully touch sensitive.

IN STOCK NOW!!
£1395

BOSS DSD2 DIGITAL
SAMPLER/DELAY

IN STOCK NOW!!
£175

Continuing BOSS's remarkable market
domination. The new DSD2 offer the
worlds first portable battery powered
sampler delay in a compact pedal.
Equally versatile as a sampler or delay
featuring 200 to 800 milliseconds in
sample MIDI with pitch variation and
overdub facility! Incredible!!

Li
ROLAND PIANO PLUS 50/100

MIDI ELECTRONIC PIANOS
Wands New Series of HP100/50 Electronic Pianos offer 4 superb

new sounds with the MIDI connection! 76 keys stereo, key
transpose, built-in speaker, chorus and with touch sensitivity and

MIDI channel program assigns capability make an ideal budget MIDI
keyboard controller, as well as a piano

IN STOCK NOW

AMPS
JC120 iacr chorus..

JC50 044 chorus
JC 71 run chorus
CUBE 60K keyboard

SUPERCUBE 40 lead
SUPERCUBE 60 lead
SUPERCUBE 100 And
SPIRIT 25A lead
CUBE 40 Chorus
CUBE 60 chorus

PA & EFFECTS

£475
0299
rrto
£275
£199
F239
£329
E139
E199
£259

50E1000 095

SOE2500 new MIDI F299
All above available including Delta Sound
Sample hardware fitted PHONE!!
SST40 PA speakers C1499
SS760 PA speakers F186!!
58180 PA speakers £199!
SRA2000 dl5ilui leverl, 01399!!

GUITAR SYNTHS
G0300 GR303

GR300 1 GR808
G13300 t 6207
613300 i G505
GR300
50700
G707

G707 GR700 package

JUNO 106 POLYSYNTH

THE WORLD'S BEST SELLING ANALOG SYNTH!!
NOW ONLY

£699!!
MIDI - 128 MEMORIES

£7501!
07951!
E595!.
EBBS!.
3955

f1395!,
£550u
E1 799

BOSS BARGAINS
002 £135
18110 £125
CE3 £75
CE2 E75
8F2

DM3 .£99
HM2 £49
PC2 £49
HA5 £69
0S02 samn,e, leia, £175

SUPERDEALS! ALL
EX -DEMO OR S/H

JX8P - PG800 m dem E1195
JUNO 106 sot 8595
TR909 £250
18808 0250
MS0100 sequence, ex 'CO £350
JS060 sequence, us
MC48 £399
RM1200 mom £495!
RM1600 mum £695!

CALL FOR
EXTRA SPECIAL

SUMMER PRICES

JX8P TOUCH
SENSITIVE POLYSYNTH

Rolands Brand New Digital Analogue Polysynth with optional
PG800 Programmer

AVAILABLE NOW JX8P £1165

SPECIAL PACKAGE OFFER

vii0  ev

ROLAND GUITAR SYNTHS
- GR707 & G700

The worlds 1st and only MIDI guitar system"
With a choice of 5 guitars or custom 51 you,
own guitar. Fitted by experts. Call for

LIMITED OFFER £1795

SPECIAL PACKAGE
OFFER

G303 + G707

£595!!
ONLY A FEW LEFT

GR300 GUITAR SYNTH
FLOOR UNIT £295!!

TR606/TB303
PACKAGE £299!!

MC202 £175!!
MIDI MC4B + OP8M

£399!!

i+i4+44,4i4B

*
warimimminiimi
ellinutOlkikfiln

TR707/TR727
PACKAGE £925
INC FREE CATALOGUE



YAMAHA GRADE 1 HIGH TECH DEALER
DX21 IN STOCK NOW £599
128 Pre-programmed
voices - 32 performance
memories - MIDI
-8 note polyphonic

DX5 IN STOCK NOW £2999
Digital programmable synthesizer. State of
the art performance yet affordable! 76 Key
velocity sensitive with aftertouch 16
Note Polyphonic (dual) or 2 note Poly
(single) 128 Memories, 6 x 2
operators 32 Algorythms!
Split channels! MIDI 8

parameter digital EQ!

QX1 MEGA
SEQUENCER
Incredibly sophisticated state of
the art data storage, the most
powerful yet! 8 Polyphonic
channels, built in disc drive with
one megabyte storage (80,000 notes!) Extremely sophisticated
editing. Best Yet!

QX7 DIGITAL
SEQUENCE RECORDER
Yamaha continues the fabulous X7

range with an incredibly cheap poly.
MIDI sequencer! 2 track, 16 MIDI

channel sequencing in real or step

time! MIDI in and out! Storage! Editing!
Just like a multi track but with digital

PHONE

PHONE

1

TX7 FM TONE
GENERATOR

DX7 half price!! Almost! All the
functions of the worlds best
selling synth in a compact
keyboard controlled through
MIDI! 6 Operators, 16 note

,

polyphonic, 32 memories, LCD display! Low Price! PHONE

RX21
IN STOCK NOW!

£249!
9 Voices - 56 Programmable 8

44 Preset Pattern Memory
- MIDI Compatible - Cassette Storage

*essmi - -

REV -7 IN STOCK NOW £1199
Yamaha break the price price
performance barrier with the

brand new REV -7119" rack mount unit with remote, simulates any reverb
characteristics! New LSI chips give up to 15 early relections and 99.9
milliseconds of initial delay. Parametric EQ. MIDI, 30 x presets, stereo,
60 user memories!!!

KX88 REMOTE MIDI KEYBOARD
Yamaha invent the ultimate in MIDI remote keyboards! Light and
portable yet full of features! 88 notes wood keys, beautiful feel!
19 different control effects 192 parameter change possibilities.
THE ULTIMATE

PHONE

TX816/TX812 FM TONE
GENERATOR SYSTEM
System of the future now! 8DX7s in a
rack creating unbeatable versatility.
32 voices per module individual MIDI
channel assign. TX8 12 ideal starter
with two modules and rack expandable with additional TF1 modules!

PHONE

MT44D 4 TRACK
Yamaha have completely redesigned the popular MT44 system with
sharp new looks and many new
features, LED Display, 6 input mixer,
new patchbay etc.

PHONE

202 NEW KINGS ROAD, 10 BADDOW ROAD, 104-106 ELM GROVE, 85 ST MARY'S STREET, NEW STORE!!
FULHAM, LONDON SW6 CHELMSFORD, SOUTHSEA, PORTSMOUTH, SOUTHAMPTON, HANTS. 173 KENTISH TOWN ROAD,
OPP PUTNEY BRIDGE TUBE ESSEX HANTS. Tel: 0703-26798 LONDON NW5

Tel: 01-731 5993
01-736 4771

Tel: 0245-352490 Tel: 0705-820595

INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE

NR KENTISH TOWN STATION
Tel: 01-485 14481E31 11)

RX11
PCM DRUMS

£599

RX15
PCM DRUMS

KX5
REMOTE KEYBOARD

PF10
PIANO

YAMAHA CX5 MUSIC COMPUTER
NOW WITH NEW SOFTWARE!! RX EDITOR!!

REAL TIME RECORDER!! DISC DRIVE!!

PRINTER!! PLAY CARD READER!!

AND MUCH MUCH MORE!!

DISC DRIVE
£399

SUPER NEW LOW PRICE!

CX5 MUSIC COMPUTER WITH

YKO1 KEYBOARD PLUS 2

PIECES OF SOFTWARE £299!!

PRINTER
£269

YAMAHA SPECIAL OFFERS

D1500
MIDI DIG. DELAY

R1000
DIGITAL REVERB

£399

TX7/QX7
PACKAGE

£999

SG300
GUITAR

SUPER NEW LOW PRICE!!

CX5 MUSIC COMPUTER WITH
YK10 KEYBOARD PLUS 2

PIECES OF SOFTWARE £349!!!!

SE200
GUITAR

£115

SG1300T
GUITAR

£345

SG200
GUITAR

£145

SG1000
GUITAR

£289

PLAYCARD
£79



MEM oPO CZ5000 NOW IN STOCK £899
IN STOCK!! THE SOUND SENSATION OF 85!! £1695 CZ101 A
INCREDIBLE FEATURES! SUPER PRICE C a sio's world

Ensoniq introduce the Mirage the first integral touch sensitive sound sampler at a realistic
beating CZ1000price! Look at these features:

* Five octave velocity sensitive keyboard * 8 voice polyphonic * 16 different samples
across the keyboard * Up to 8 second samples * 4 user samples split across the
keyboard * On board MIDI sequencer * On board 3.3" floppy disk drive * 4 sounds per
disk * MIDI in/out

ENSONIQ MIRAGE

N STOCK NOW!!!

now available
with full
size keys

SZ1 DIGITAL
SEQUENCER
Real or step time
MIDI, RAM cartridge
4 track 1800 notes

A A A AAA

CZ101 £345 * CZ1000 £495
WITH FREE AS10 KEYBOARD AMP

£245

DW6000 PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL
WAVEFORM SYNTHESIZER

KORG'
A digital synthesizer that responds like a musical instrument, Korgs new

OW6000 offers advanced digital sound quality with easy to use analog
processing and control,. MIDI interface. Look at these features! 6 voice
69 mernooes complete sound generation through harmonics synthesizer

encoded in 2x256 ROM chips 2 oscillators with 8 waveforms each.

INCREDIBLE PRICE £699!!

DW8000 8 -VOICE POLYSYNTH
64 MEMORY
VELOCITY SENSITIVE

£1199!! .agig
£399

KORG POLY 800

SOD -1 MIDI
RECORDER &

61.1i- QUICK DISC
£599!!

04,

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS
COMING SOON!

PROPHET 2000 DIGITAL SAMPLING KEYBOARD

£1995!

16 splits - touch sensitive weighted keybord - formats own disk -6 second
sampling at 21KHz bandwidth - 10 second at 15KHz - MIDI

Introducing TOM. The
state-of-the-art digital

drum machine

£499!!!

The powerful new
MULTITRAK, fully touch

sensitive polysynth, on board

powerful sequencer

£695

INCREDIBLE FUTURE MUSIC
SUMMER SALE PRICE ON

SEQUENTIAL! MAX £395!
SIXTRAKS £495!

ORUMTRAKS £595!
LIMITED OFFER!

AKAI'S FANTASTIC RACK SOUND SAMPLER
NOW IN STOCK!

=Ma.    ;5
NEW SOUND SAMPLE LIBRARY

- IN STOCK!!

AKAI MG1212
The incredible 12 channel integral reverb on

1/2" cassette tape SMPTE version soon

NEW LOW PRICE

*Up to 8 seconds sample time
*6 note velocity sensing
thru MIDI

*Quick disk storage system
*Pre recorded sound library

IC
:SIMMONS,

FANTASTIC NEW PRODUCTS FROM THE WORLDS
LEADERS IN ELECTRONIC PERCUSSION!

SDS9 COMPLETELY REDESIGNED 5 PIECE
KIT WITH MANY NEW FEATURES

*Snare drum has two pick-ups gives rim
shot on cross stick as well as 3 digital snare
sounds
* MIDI in and out

SDS series 1000
SDS200
SDS400
SDS800

Add a Simmons system to your kit! Now with
SDS Series BOO you can add a 4 piece kit at
fabulous affordable prices.

SDS64 All new software for programming Simmons
from Commodore 64 into trigger inputs
terrific graphics_

£59

ALSO IN STOCK

SDS1 SDS7
Simmons Motel drum The worlds leading digital
complete with choice of drum synth complete with
EPROM £249 Library sounds stands With free BD pedal of
£24 your choice £1995

SDS8
BARGAIN!

£549

SDSEPB
Simmons revolutional digital
sound sampler for SDS1 and
SDS7 £390 '-
6 pack EPROM £99
Eraser £39



JUST IN!! THE FANTASTIC NEW FOSTEX A80 SYSTEM!

Fostex
A80 8 TRACK

FUTURE MUSIC SCOOP
PURCHASE!!

£499!! FOSTEX A2 STEREO
MASTER MACHINE

LIMITED OFFER

FOSTEX B16 16 TRACK SYSTEM
PACKAGE!! B16 + SECK 18/8/2

Join the personal multitrack revolution with Future Music
16 track package deals!! The worlds most successful
16 track recorder on 1/2" tape. Call for up to date current
deals on the Seck package and 8 other B16 mixer

packages!!!

FOSTEX X15 £279!

202 NEW KINGS ROAD,
FULHAM, LONDON SW6
OPP PUTNEY BRIDGE TUBE

Tel: 01-731 5993
01-736 4771

-111111111111MIMr.

A
111-

10 BADDOW ROAD,
CHELMSFORD,
ESSEX

Tel: 0245-352490

FUTURE MUSIC SCOOP
PURCHASE!!

£499!! FOSTEX A2 STEREO
MASTER MACHINE

LIMITED OFFER

LOOK AT THESE INCREDIBLE NEW FEATURES!!

* REDESIGNED COSMETICS WITH BARGRAPH METERS

* SMPTE TIMECODE TRACK * DOLBY C
* IMPROVED SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO + 20DB
* RECORD ON ALL 8 TRACKS LIVE

* MIDI INTERFACE FOR CONTROLLING SYNTHS ON

450 MIXER
* COMPLETELY REDESIGNED COSMETICS AND ROUTING SYSTEM

* BAR GRAPH INTEGRAL METERS

* PRE AND POST 3 BAND PARAMETRIC E0

* IN LINE MONITORING * INPUT SOLO
* 2 AUX SENDS * PHANTOM POWERING

FUTURE
MUSIC

SCOOP
PURCHASE!!

FOSTEX
350 MIXERSNOW AT HALF

PRICE £399

4050 AUTOLOCATOR 4030 SYNCHRONISER

4030 SYNCHRONISER

4035 SYNC

CONTROLLER

For use with A80, A20 and B16 models!!! Incredible features!!
* Autoloctor has digital LED display and is totally programmable
(minutes, seconds, bars, notes!!) Tempo change in realhme
* SMDTE time code * MIDI * Computer interface synchroniser
will lock AVD10 to audio or audio to video! Optional 4035
controller!! All new and unbeatable value!

104-106 ELM GROVE,
SOUTHSEA, PORTSMOUTH,
HANTS.

Tel: 0705-820595

INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE

85 ST MARY'S STREET,
SOUTHAMPTON, HANTS.
Tel: 0703-26798

!DI

NEW STORE!!
173 KENTISH TOWN ROAD,
LONDON NW5
NR KENTISH TOWN STATION
Tel: 01-485 1448

HOME RECORDING & PERSONAL MULTITRACK
* FOSTEX * REVOX * AKAI * YAMAHA * SECK * RAM * SOUNDTRACS * ALLEN & HEATH *

RECORDERS

FOSTEX MODEL A80 £1574.00

FOSTEX 250 £720.00
FOSTEX A8 £137500
FOSTEX 1316 r4000.00
YAMAHA MT440 £39900
AKAI MG12I2 £5399.00
REVO01377 £899.00

MIXERS
DYNAMO% 16 8 2 £995.00
RAM RMGO £699.00
FOSTEX A850 E535.00
ACES 1082 E399.00
AHR 16 8 2 £1595 00

ASIR CMG 24
FOSTEX 450

BOSS 08800
BOSS 130000
BOSS BX400
YAMAHA 851602
SEGE 1882

MONITORS
TANNOY Stations
!ANNOY OxIons

YAMAHA Kist 0
YAMAHA 5108
YAMAHA 5209

POWER AMPS
DOM) MC

02750.00
£699.00
C325.00
£125.00
£85.00

E249.00
01493.00

0145.00
cxxs.os
£199.00
£89.00

£110.00

C179.00

OUAD 405
ROLAND SRAI200
ROLAND SRA2400.
ROLAND SRA4800

DIGITAL REVUE
YAMAHA RI000
YAMAHA Hey 7

YAMAHA Rev I
ROLAND SRV2000.

SPRING FEVERS
GS IRMO 1719.80
AGGF_SSIT Slered Rev £13200
FOSTER 3180 Stow £340.00

BOSS 8X100 0125.00
KORG GR7 C299.00

BOOR 00
£399.00
£725.00

£1450

£475.00
E1199.00
£7588.00
£1375.00

NOISE GATES
ACCESSI1 Noise Gate £52.00
DRAWMER Noise Gate £335.00

COMPRESSOR/LIMITERS
DRAWMER Compressor Limiter

£395.00
FOSTER 3070 CompAYM

£249.00
YAMAHA CG2020 0229.00
ACCESS]; Compressor £52.013
BOSS Micro Rack
Com0Artn/Exp7Gat £115.00

DIGITAL DELAYS
ROLAND SD13000 £795.00
ROLAND SOLIDI:In £395.00

ROLAND SDE25000 MIDI
158500

YAMAHA D1500 MIDI £500.00
BOSS 0E200 075.00
BOSS CE300 CHORUS £230.00
IRONEZ HO 1000 0325.00
BOSS MICRO RACK DIG DELAY

£179.00

GRAPHIC 10
FOSTEX Dual 10 band £199.00
ROLAND 5E0331 31 band

£345.00
ROLAND SE0315 2.15 band

E395.00
YAMAHA 02031 2. 31 band

£399.00

YAMAHA C01031 31 band£72

ROSS Micro Rack Ed

115.00

MICROPHONES
AUDIO TECHNICA
BEYER

AEG

ELECTRovoRL

TAPE SYNC
ROLAND CHU802 Tao. sync

£49.00
ROLAND 39(80 Syrs hin

£895.00
SYNC 24 Mils sMis s

CALL

FOR
PRICES

* TANNOY * JBL * QUAD * ACCESSIT * BOSS * ROLAND * DRAWMER * BEYER * AKG *

441;1010(441.1.0E
ELECTRIC GUITARS
3Gt.b,so.,n 11/108,0003.10P:u dnons;sCh

Yamaha S3000
Ibanez Musician
New Squire St rats New!!............
New Sower Vintage Tale New!!....
Fender Bullets
Kramer DMZ -2000

Ibanez AFL 100 st
Squier 62 Precision Bass...
Marne, Sernr Fretless Bass
Aria SEISpecsal II Bass
Washburn Force II
Washburn Vulture 0 Bass ...........
Fender Scheeler Tele sib ............
Lado Custom ENctric
Ovation Steel Slung /Mous

Fender Malibu Acokm
Fender Sgmer 52 Premmon Bass
Fender El. Rio Acous
Washbrn Scent IEIAcous
Fender Jan 0299 S
!banes 750 Bass 6210 S
Ibanez FIB 921 Bass. E249 P

£450 C
£499 C
E595 A
E399 C
£215 C
Ens C
£149 A
E199 C
£150 C
£199 C

0189 PS
£249 C
0245 C
£175 C
E195 C
1249 C
£499 C
£275 C
E125 C
E135 C

E185 PS
0235 CF

Hondo Formula II...._........_.........£109.00 S
Fender USA Sire £299.00 S
Arm Pro II Zumass £115.00 S
Probe 'Shot' £119.00 S

S/11 And LP Copy __EIMER

Quest Atak 2
Weston Concord I.

Profile Seal Copy-.
Hondo Formula I .....
Ibanez f15130
Omar Seat Copy
Roland G707 Controller
Vintage Squid Telecaster.

SUPERSALE!! ALL ITEMS EX -DEMO OR S/H!
023500

099 NEW S
£89 NEW S

£249 NEW S
£99 NEW S

f:249 NEW S
099 NEW SP
099 NEW S

0125 NEW SP
099 NEW SP
6399 NEW S

0189 AS NEW S

OUTBOARD EQUIPMENT
Boss DM -300 Chorus Delay £155 C
Poste, Digital Delay Ex. Derr £130 F
Roland RE -201 Space Echo nil, £195 C
Roland SOE-2000 Digdal Delay 11,RAnd Nit000d

£495 C
Yamaha H 1000 £499 A
Casio AS -1050¢ k E58 F
Ashly Compressos New!!........ . E345 F
Ashly Nome Gate New 0295 F
Washburn Solid Acous F225 C
Yamaha Montana Acous £85 C

SEQUENCERS

Roland JSO-60

Simmons SOS -6 Ex Demo

Oberheim DSX New°
Roland Digital Sequencer Pli 800....

6999 C
0395 A
£599 F
£149 F

KEYBOARDS
Rhodes 138 yeth amp....... .. . .E0Iters C
Hohnef Clayinet ............................ .EOttors C
ARP. OMNI Strings etc .£01lers C
KongonZliosic,o Preset ............................. ..E75 DO C

E15.00 C
Obenuem ODIC £18900 C
Crime! Piano ............ Etlflers C
SH101 £175.00
Moog Prodigy. used 0175.00

Yamaha MX100 123900 S
Yamaha P55 0459.00 S
Paland 3508 £99.00 S
Gas. G6000 £099.00 S
Oberhoem )(pander £2999.00 C
Technics Digital Piano £493.00
WurkDer Piano 57299.00 P
Hammond Xr I CAB £799.00 F
Casio 511000 E14900 F
Casio M145 £85.00 F
Oscar New 6475.00 S
Roland 0E201 £245.00 S

£199 S
Kong MM -25 Micro Monitor . £75.00 S
Custom Sound Cub revert, 30. £79.00 S
Siono.:.8 SEE 5 with soft pods ea demo DEFERS

Technics SK240 £349 USED S
Moog Prodigy.._....£175 USED S

0495 NEW SP
Yamaha PF15........ [799 S/SOILED S

£450 NEW S
E950 AS NEW S

£299 NEW S

COMPUTER MUSIC
RPO Opus Dove PAR SoloRare n, dor

£499
Rommodote 64 0,014 Dove MUSK sOlvoare

£395 C
Roland MC All £395 A
Yamaha CX 5 ilapanose yersmol £299 A
Roland DG DRY 100 Plotters £199 A

DRUM MACHINES
Digtal Drums 120000 ex demo E395 C

Drumeaks Newer £799 F

Roland CR9000
Rolend111-606
Rom DOM-220 Percussion

Korb h BDM-220
Yamaha RX 15
Kora ISPR77
Korg1015513
Nag NPR 7/
Drumulator

ELECTRONIC KITS
Snows 5115 5 New.,
Simmons SOS
Simmons SOS- 6 Sequencer
Simmons Cyrn. Mod . .

Illiimate K2% Kli
led Dessnund Modules single
Ted Dmisound Modules duo
Simmons SOS -5 I Served New.,

E225 C
£185 C
£175 A

E75
0499 CP

£425 A
£399 A

E150.00 S
[225 NEW
£150 USED
E399 NEW

£750 C
0545 A
C999 C
£POA C
E695 A
£99 A

EIS A
MSS S

AMPS
Badges Mtnuet £8.5 C
Badger Downbeat £07 C
Badger Keyboard 185 C
ender 15" Bass Cab E149 C
ender Sicekick 30 lead - raw.. 6149 CSP
ender Bassman Compaci - new 0249 S
ender Sidekick 30 Bass £125 CS
erodes Sidekick 50 Bass - F109 CSP
ender Harvard Rey II new.... £149 CPR
ender Sleds° Lead. E275 C
ender Yale Rev E225 C

Ohm Tramp Bass 095 C :,4
Ohm mowae £85 C .-
Ili Watt 100 Top sit__ E99 C

C

Y 10011 Cave........ U5 C
Maine 1 ZOW Combo... £195 C
Kustom I x15 Bass Bins wilts Electroyoice
Ada . E399 C
Ohm SA -125 Slave £139 5

Session 1012 New.. 0239 A
Yamaha JX506 bass_ 0165 NEW S
Y Amp 60w bass combo £89 USED S
HM bass machine 100 amp cab E225 EX OEM S
Roland Spin? 30 bass £119 EX DEM S

Cartsbro Procab 1015 RH......... ERNI NEW, a pale S

Carlsbro ADRI eche revels..................£250 NEW S
Wem Songbird 30011 PA spkr............... £246 04011 S

F =FULHAM SHOP C -CHELMSFORD P=PORSTMOUITI 5 -SOUNIAMPTON A -ALL SHOPS



t doesn't seem like six months since
we started the musical instrument
world's most comprehensive - and
most outspoken - buyer's guide to
gear. Just to remind you of the

formula, we split the hi -tech hardware and
software field into three sections, with each
section getting an airing once every three
months. This month it's the turn of
electronic percussion, which means a
rundown of all the drum machines and
electronic drum systems currently available
in the UK, from companies big and small,
British and foreign.

We list the typical selling price and basic
facilities of each product, and also include
some of our own comments (positive,
negative and conclusive) if it's passed
through the hands of our reviewing team
at some stage.

Three months ago, when we listed
1 electronic percussion devices for the first

DRUM MACHINE

AHB
Inpulse One - £1095 Eight -voice digital drum
machine. Eight pads for live performance, 99
programmable patterns, 15 songs, trigger in-
puts, individual voice outputs; 16 -voice basic
sound library includes bass drum, snare, hand-
claps, timpani, gunshot, conga, claves, hi -hat..
Build quality, ease of use, promise of expanding
voice library; 1 some sonic disappointments,
difficult to get hold of;;. a fine machine that
combines editing facilities with real-time play -
ability, sadly underrated.

ANVIL
Anvil Percussion Synthesiser - £4995 16 -
channel programmable drum machine with
analogue and digital sound sources, built-in
sound -sampling, real-time sequencer, MIDI and
external trigger connections, disk -drive for
storage of samples and sequences. Available
January. To be reviewed.

BOHM
Dr Bohm - £669 (kit), £949 (built) 24 -voice
digital drum machine. 180 pre-programmed
patterns, 36 programmable rhythms, 8 separate
62.

time, we mentioned in the introduction
that the market was the subject of a
downward price spiral fiercer than any
other in what is a fast-moving market at
the best of times. That's still true as summer
turns to autumn, as importers and retailers
try to rid themselves of surplus outdated
stock in order to make room for newer
gear. And that isn't in any way a bad thing
for the musician, because it means you can
find a slightly older, less -fashionable pro-
duct (a Drumtraks, say, or an original
Drumulator) that offers more than a

contemporary competitor for rather less
money.

It's a tough old world out there, so you
might as well grab it by the scruff of the
neck and make the most of it. Don't take
our prices as gospel, and haggle if you
sense the dealer is anxious to make a sale.

Next month, it's back to polysynths,
expanders and remote keyboards.

outputs; 2 bass drums, 3 snares, 2 rimshot snare
rolls, 12 toms, 2 bongos, woodblock, 2 congas, 4
closed hi -hats, 2 open hi -hats, 4 cymbals, 2
tambourines, 2 maracas, claves, cowbell, hand-
clap. El Vast range of built-in sounds, kit
package Ives the soldering -iron crowd a real
bargain; a bewildering control layout, lack of
decent interfacin facilities, ready -built price -
tag slightly high; a bit of an oddity these days,
but pre-programmed patterns are useful build-
ing blocks for inexperienced programmers.

BOSS
Dr Rhythm Graphic DR110 - £125 Six -voice
analogue drum machine. Built-in LCD, mono
output; bass drum, snare drum, open & closed
hi -hat, cymbal, handclap. a Superb display
makes writing and editing patterns a doddle,
unbeatable analogue clap sound; Q balance
control offers only limited adjustment of voice
levels; al successor to the immortal DR55 and
justifiably popular, proves analogue technology
still rules the roost at bottom end of electro-
drum market.

CLEF
Master Rhythm -£129 13 -voice analogue drum
machine. 24 programmable patterns, mono
output; 2 cymbals, rimshot, brushes, claves,
snare, 4 toms, 2 bongos, conga, bass drum. U
Wide range of voices for the money; Q doesn't
sound as good as DR110, and isn't as easy to
use; 1:1 if the voices are the ones you want,
there's simply no alternative.

IIMENIZIEM
Drumulator - £985 12 -voice digital drum
machine. 36 programmable patterns, 8 songs,

cassette storage of programs, sync (24, 48, 96
ppqn); basic sounds include bass drum, snare,
clave, cowbell, handclaps, rimshot, open &
closed hi -hat, 3 toms, cymbal - alternative
sound chips also available'. 181 Digital voices still
sound good next to Japanese competition,
excellent range of additional ROM -based
voices; 111 falling behind in both price and
composing facilities; al low High Street prices
make this a decent bet despite its age, though
it's now overshadowed by Emulator SP12.
Emulator SP12 - £2999 24 -voice (16 preset, 8

user -sampled) digital drum machine. 100 seg-
ments chainable into 100 songs (minimum
capacity 5000 notes), MIDI (In, Out, Thru) and
SMPTE equipped; bass, snare, electronic snare,
rimshot, 4 toms, 4 electronic toms, hi -hat, crash
& ride cymbals, claps, cowbell.. Wonderful
digital sound quality thanks to 12 -bit resolution,
user -sampling equally impressive, easy to use,
first US drum machine to offer genuine real-time
programming' 111 high demand means limited
availability; probably the best drum machine
available anywhere, completely without rival (at
least for the time being) and easily upgradable
through hardware/software updates.

HAMMOND
DPM48 - £499 23 -voice (15 programmable)
digital drum machine. Seven programmable
patterns, MIDI (In, Out, Thru) equipped; 4 toms,
3 bass drums, 3 hi -hats, 3 snares, 3 c mbals, 2

cabasas, clap, 2 agogos, rimshot. U Sounds
good despite home organ origins, MIDI retrofit
makes interfacing facilities complete;1lacks the
informative display facilities of more recent
models; 11 recent 1200 price drop makes
Hammond's only pro instrument irresistible: if
only they'd come up with more...

KORG
DDM110 - £225 Nine -voice digital drum
machine. 32 programmable patterns, LED dis-
play, real- and step -time programming, pro-
grammable trigger out, stereo output, sync
(48ppqn); bass drum, snare, rimshot, 2 toms,
open & closed hi -hat, cymbal, handclaps..
Cheapest digital drum machine on the UK
market, links neatly to MIDI (and tape) with
optional KMS30 interface; 1 you don't get
impeccable sound quality for this money, so
some sounds bettered by analogue equivalents;

another justifiably popular machine, even
with (unavoidable) digital noise problems.
DDM220 - £225 Latin Percussion version of
DDM110, spec as above except for voicing; 2
congas, timbale, wood block, cowbell, agogos,
cabasa, tambourine. Marvellously realistic
approximations of Latin drums that really do
sound different; 0 nothing at this price, except
non -Roland standard sync; al the first drum
machine to offer more than the usual rock
percussion set-up, and they're not charging the
earth for it.
MR16- £44919 -voice digital drum machine for
connection to pre-existing MIDI software, indi-
vidual and stereo outputs. Voices identical to
those of DDM110/220, hence pretty good; 11
some dodgy ergonomics, not cheap when
combined with essential SQD1 sequencer; a

sound enough idea that now has an excellent
sequencer (Korg's own SQD1) to go with it,
though there's still no specifically drum software
to perform specifically drum tasks.
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LinnDrum - £2650 23 -voice digital drum
machine. 42 preset and 56 programmable
patterns, 49 songs, individual and stereo out-
puts, cassette storage of programs, alternative
sound chips available; 2 bass drums, 3 snares,
sidestick, 3 hi -hats, 3 toms, 3 cymbals, 2
cabasas, 2 tambourines, 2 congas, cowbell,
handclap. 0 The original still sounds excellent,
open-ended voice structure, healthy service
back-up the world over thanks to instrument's
popularity; Q now looking very expensive
against recent competition; 1:1 like the Rolls-
Royce, outclassed and outdated, but a lot of
people still ask for it by name...
Linn 9000 - £4675 18 -voice digital drum
machine and MIDI sequencer. Individual and
stereo outputs, 2 programmable trigger outs,
MIDI (In, Out, Thru), tape sync facility, 32 -track
polyphonic keyboard sequencer, disk and cas-
sette storage of programs; bass drum, snare, hi -
hat, 4 toms, 2 congas, 4 cymbals, cowbell,
handclaps, cabasa, sidestick, tambourine. 0
Superlative drum sounds, elegant all -in -one -box
design concept; al horrendous price -tag, lack of
step -time input and other crucial recording
facilities, no sampling yet; :I without its
promised hardware and software updates (step -
time input, editing, sampling), an expensive
dinosaur.

MFB
512 - £299 Nine -voice digital drum machine.
Eight song, 64 programmable patterns, trigger
in, trigger out, individual (DIN) and stereo
outputs; bass drum, snare, 3 toms, handclaps,
cymbal, open & closed hi -hat. 0 Wonderful
sounds for the money, light and compact;
terrible ergonomics, thus difficult to use;
Germany's little digital gem, though made in
small quantities so you don't see many about.

MPC
Music Percussion Computer- £299 Nine -voice
analogue/digital hybrid drum machine. 26
programmable bars, 25 programmable sequen-
ces, eight pads for live playing, real- and step -
time programming, individual and mix outputs,
tape sync facility, ZX81 interface; bass drum,
snare, open and closed hi -hat, 4 toms, handclap,
cymbal. 0 A marvellous idea (like a cheap
Inpulse One, though the MPC came first)
backed up with some presentable sounds; Q no
MIDI, Sinclair software not very friendly; 111 a
pioneer coming to the end of its useful
commercial life, though it's still a worthwhile
machine, and new MPC pricing policy makes it
something of a bargain.

MXR
Drum Computer - £995 12 -voice digital drum
machine. 100 programmable patterns, 100
songs, sync to and from tape, individual and
stereo outputs, cassette storage of programs;
bass drum, snare, rimshot, 3 toms, bell, open &
closed hi -hat, cymbal, claps, block. 0 Punchy,
dynamic sounds, well laid -out controls; lacks
decent tuning and interfacing facilities; 1:1

another golden oldie (two years!) made cheaper
by increased competition.

OBERHEIM
DX- £157518 -voice digital drum machine. 100
programmable patterns, 50 songs, LED display,
individual, stereo and mono outputs, real- and
step -time programming, instrument sync
(96ppqn) and sync to and from tape facilities,
alternative sound chips available; 3 bass drums,
3 snares, 3 hi -hats, 3 toms, 3 cymbals, 2 shakers,
handclap. 0 Usual Stateside virtues of good
sounds and easy chip replacement for voicing
varietyLe usual Stateside vice of relatively high
cost; I an underrated machine with price -tag

that's ensured a low profile in UK, but updated
version with MIDI as standard available soon,
price TBA.
DX Stretch fTBA Hardware add-on for DX
giving additional voices and MIDI facility. To be
reviewed.
DMX - £2975 20 -voice digital drum machine.
200 programmable patterns, 100 songs, real -
and step -time programming, individual, stereo
and mono outputs, sync (96ppqn) equipped,
cassette storage of programs; 3 bass drums, 3
snares, hi -hat, gunshot, 2 toms, noise, conga,
timbale, tambourine, rimshot, shaker, hand-
claps, cowbells, clave, 2 cymbals, punch. 10 As
for DX, lus usefully large range of onboard
voices; again, mainly the price; I the original
Linn -beater, but like its rival, feeling the pinch
from more cost-effective competition.

ROLAND
TR707 - £525 12 -voice digital drum machine.
64 programmable patterns, liquid crystal dis-
play, real- and step -time programming, indi-
vidual and stereo audio outputs, MIDI (In, Out)
and Sync 24 equipped, cartridge and cassette
storage of programs; 2 bass drums, 2 snares, 3
toms, rimshot, cowbell, handclap, tambourine,
open & closed hi -hat, 2 cymbals. Q Marvellous
sounds, DR110-like display makes program-
ming a piece of cake once you're suitably
acclimatised, cartridge storage is great relief
after tape, useful set of separate outputs; al not
nearly as well-built as Roland's old TR808
analogue flagship, idiosyncratic programming
technique, no individual voice tuning; -.despite
its limitations, the best middle -market drum box
available - if you like Roland's programming
system.
TR727 - £525 15 -voice percussion version of
TR707: facilities as above except for voicing. 2
bongos, 3 congas, 2 timbales, 2 agogos, 2
whistles, quijada, cabasa, maracas, star chimes. C>

`THE ISLAND LOGIC MUSIC SYSTEM'
(FOR CBM 64)

REVIEWED IN THIS ISSUE WILL BE AVAILABLE FROM
FIREBIRD SOFTWARE FROM END OF OCTOBER '85.

PRICED AT 239.95 FOR `TMS ADVANCED' AND
214.95 (CASSETTE) OR 217.95 (DISC) FOR THE

CONCISE `TMS', READERS OF E&MM CAN CALL THE
TMS HOTLINE NOW TO RESERVE THEIR COPY.

CALL TONY GIBSON ON:
01-379 6755 Ex. 214

FIREBIRD SOFTWARE, WELLINGTON HOUSE,
UPPER ST MARTIN'S LANE, LONDON WC2H 9DL. TEL: 01-379 6755/5626
Firebird and Firebird logo are trademarks of British Telecommunications plc.
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All the 707's attributes, with an equally
marvellous selection of sounds; Q 707 and 727
together cost too much; if onl Roland believed
in replacement voice chips; 0- like a big -budget
Korg DDM220 and every bit as useful - if you
like Latin sounds.
TR909 - f425 11 -voice analogue/digital hybrid
drum machine. 96 programmable patterns, real -
and step -time programming, LED display, indi-
vidual and stereo outputs, MIDI (In, Out, Thru)
and sync 24 equipped, cartridge and cassette
storage of programs; 2 bass drums, 2 snares, 6
toms, rim shot, handclap, open & closed hi -hat,
2 cymbals. Mainly -analogue sounds will
retain charm so long as TR808 remains in
fashion...; 0...but sound weak next to Roland's
own digital fare;Moutdated machine now out
of production, too, but haggle with the dealer
and you've got yourself a bargain.

TOM - £795 Eight -voice digital drum machine.
99 progammable patterns, programmable tun-
ing and volume, reverse play of sounds, real -
and step -time programming, MIDI -equipped.
Basic sounds are pretty good, more sounds
available on cartridge, unique sample reversal is
a great gimmick;01 lacks separate voice outputs,
not as well built as Drumtraks;:confirmation of
Sequential's electro-drum prowess, though lack
of individual outputs should ensure continued
success of Drumtraks as well.
Drumtraks - £995 13 -voice digital drum mach-
ine. 99 programmable patterns, LED display,
programmable pitch and volume, individual and
mono output, MIDI (In, Out), sync (24 or 48 out,

24ppqn in) equipped, cassette storage of
programs, alternative sound chips available;
bass drum, snare, rimshot, 2 toms, 2 cymbals,
open & closed hi -hat, claps, tambourine, cow-
bell, cabala. Q Superb sounds, tuning and
editing facilities unrivalled at this price, sound
chips interchangeable with Linn's; not as well
laid -out as later TOM, though it's not that tricky
to use anyway; 10 in terms of programming and
tuning flexibility, still very hard to beat.

DP50 - f595 25 -voice (15 programmable)
digital drum machine. Stereo outputs, MIDI (In,
Out, Thru), 7 programmable patterns, 4 preset
patterns per programmable voice; program-
mable sounds: bass drum, snare, 4 toms, 2
congas, tambourine, handclaps. II Well built,
some excellent (but non -programmable) exotic
percussion sounds; 0 complicated to use, no
proper song storage or output facilities, preset
patterns take up vital memory s ace, program-
mable sounds lack definition; -0 too flawed for
professionals to take it seriously - unless they
work in a cocktail bar.

YAMAHA
RX21 - f249 Nine -voice version of RX11 and
RX15. 56 programmable and 44 preset patterns,
real- and step -time programming, built-in LCD,
stereo outputs, MIDI (In, Out), cassette storage
of programs; bass drum, snare, 3 toms, open &
closed hi -hat, crash cymbal, handclaps. Q Same
strong sounds as its more expensive RX breth-

75.r
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ren, disarmingly cheap; 10 same programming
difficulties as RX15/11, stereo outputs are
restricting, suspect build quality in places; 111
excellent value for money if stereo outputs
aren't an insurmountable problem - spells big
trouble for the rest of the big drum machine
guns.
RX15 - £499 15 -voice version of RX11; spec as
below except: stereo only outputs, cassette only
storage; bass drum, 2 snares, rimshot, 3 hi -hats,
3 toms, 2 cymbals, handclaps, cowbell, shaker.
U Fine sounds, good range of editing facilities,
informative (if limited) LCD; linot the easiest
machine to use, lacks individual voice tuning; 10
Yamaha's first venture into programmable drum
machines is a real success, especially in the
context of an X -series MIDI system.
RX11- f799 29 -voice digital drum machine. 99
programmable patterns, real- and step -time
programming, liquid crystal display, individual
and stereo outputs, MIDI (In, Out) and select-
able sync outputs, cartridge and cassette storage
of programs; 3 bass drums, 8 snares, 2 rimshots,
5 hi -hats, 4 toms, 2 cymbals, 2 handclaps, 2
cowbells, shaker. Q As RX15 only more so,
separate outputs make it a studio user's dream;

more complicated than RX15, hence even
trickier to use, range of sounds lacks imagi-
nation;: serious competitor for Roland TR707,
once you've overcome its user -unfriendliness.

ELECTRONIC DRUM

ddrum - f295 Single -pad digital unit using
ROM cartridges. Different duration sample

miss an issue
rl 14'AA'
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There's nothing worse than rushing round to your local newsagent, hard-earned EI.20 in hand, only to find that a load of other musicians have
beaten you to the store's allocation of E&MMs. You scour the bookshelves for hours, you ask the girl behind the counter if there are any at the
back of the shop, you even try the Swedish magazine importer round the corner - all to no avail.

The reason for this is simple. Only one musicians' magazine has been looking at music technology thoroughly, accurately and objectively for
over four years. Only one musicians' magazine has the reputation for carrying the most authoritative appraisals of new music hardware and
software. And only one musicians' magazine has consistently inquiring, informative interviews with the people that are applying new technology
to today's music. That magazine is the one you're holding in your hands now, but as anyone who's lived through the above story will know,

getting it there isn't always that simple.
But fear not. You can save yourself this monthly agony by subscribing to E&MM direct. That way, you stand a good chance of getting each

month's issue in your hands before it even reaches the bookshelves, let alone disappears from them again. So say goodbye to the newsagent
Grand Prix: clip the coupon now.

No an in mum im IIIIIII MN MIN Ell 1111 MI In II

Please send me the next 12 issues of E&MM, beginning with the issue.
I enclose a cheque/postal order/bankers' draft* for L15.50/L16.20/£23.50/07 .50*, made payable to Music Maker Publications.

My name is

My address is

Postcode

Send to Mail Order Department, E&MM, Alexander House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB -1 11'Y.
UK& Eire £1 5.50; Europe & Overseas (surface mail) £16.20; Europe (airmail) £23.50; Overseas (airmail) £37.50. Paymentfrom overseas

subscribers (including Eire) should be covered by a bankers' draft in pounds sterling.

*Please delete as applicable
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BOinInEIRS
12A GROVE ROAD,

0323 639335
EASTBOURNE,

(6
,i -TAY

lines Telex)
EAST SUSSEX

'Roland riA
Ik,

0 A

Main Dealer Hi-Tec Dealer Key Centre
DRUM MACHINES

We carry a comprehensive range of Drum
machines and Rhythm units including

Yamaha RX15, RX11 and RX21 Roland
TR707 and TR727, Boss DR110, Drum-

traks, Korg DDM110, DDM220 and TOM

.4.

,,

.----
--- ,

KEYBOARDS IN STOCK
YAMAHA HI -TECH DEALER FOR E. SUSSEX
YAMAHA DX5 New Model £P.O.A.
YAMAHA DX7 Not due for replacement 1987 £P.O.A.
YAMAHA Kt -88 Comprehensive M/Keyboard £P.O.A.
YAMAHA DX21 £P.O.A.
YAMAHA TX -7 MIDI DX7 FM Expander £P.O.A.
YAMAHA QX I Digital Multi -track sequencer £P.O.A.
YAMAHA ICX-5 Remote MIDI keyboard 8199
YAMAHA TX -816 Rack Mounted FM
Expander £P.O.A.
YAMAHA TX -1 Single Expander Modules £P.O.A.
YAMAHA PF15 & PF10 FM Digital Pianos £P.O.A.
YAMAHA RX21 Drum Unit £P.O.A.
YAMAHA 81000 Digital Reverb Units £P.O.A.
YAMAHA D1500 16 Memory MIDI Delay Unit £299

CX5-ME MUSIC COMPUTER
YAMAHA CX5-ME Computer with YKO1 Keyboard and
YRM-101 Music Composer Programmer £POA
YAMAHA YK-10 Full size keyboard IN STOCK

YAMAHA DX21 IN STOCK
-

....... _,............, .....,......... .....-- . ..,.., ,......,.. .. ._ .....
Sound Source FM Tone Generator: 4 operators x 2
(A,B), 8 Alogorithms. Simultaneous Note Output

Polyphonic: 8 notes (SINGLE), 4 notes (DUAL), 4+4
notes (SPLIT) Monophonic: 1 note (SINGLE, DUAL),
1+ 1 note (SPLIT). Internal Memory 128 ROM voice

memory. 32 RAM voice memory. 32 RAM performance
memory.

£699
YAMAHA YRM 102, 103,104 and accessories IN STOCK
YAMAHA Real Time, Sequencer
ROM SEPTEMBER
YAMAHA RX Programmer ROM SEPTEMBER
ROLAND MAIN AGENTS FOR E. SUSSEX
ROLAND JX-8P Synthes
ROLAND Super Jupiterizer £P.O.A.
ROLAND PG -800 Programmer £P.O.A.
ROLAND Juno 106, Synthesizers £P.O.A.
ROLAND MU 1000 Mother Keyboard £P.O.A.
ROLAND MKS -l0 Piano Expander £P.O.A.
ROLAND MSK-30 Poly Synth £P.O.A.
ROLAND AXIS Remote £P.O.A.
ROLAND MSQ 700 Digital Recorder £P.O.A.
ROLAND MSQ 100 Digital Recorder £P.O.A.
ROLAND TR707 Digital Dnuns £P.O.A.
ROLAND SDE 1000 Digital Echo's £P.O.A.
ROLAND SDE2500 MIDI
ROLAND SRV2000 MIDI rdelayeverb IN

IN STOCK
STOCK

ROLAND SH-101 Synth + Hand grip £225
ROLAND DR110, R/Units £P.O.A.
ROLAND JC Amplification £P.O.A.
ROLAND Cube & Spirit Amplification £P A

CASIO CZ101 AND CZ1000
-

Casio's world
...

beating CZ101 now
:- available with full

size keys
CZ101 £345 * CZ1000 £495
WITH FREE RAM PACK.

CZ5000 NOW IN STOCK £899

SZ1 DIGITAL
SEQUENCER

Real or step time MIDI,
RAM cartridge 4 track 1800

notes

£235

1'11=r11-iIrm
-..._.-- E - .---=_. ...-

DIGITAL

*
polyphonic

across

Five octave

* Up to
keyboard

board

THE

* 16
8 second

3.3" floppy

SAMPLER

SOUND
velocity
different

IN STOCK

SENSATION
sensitive

samples
* On board

disk
* MIDI

KEYBOARD

keyboard
samples across

* 4 user
MIDI

drive * 4 sounds
in/out

NOW £1695

OF 85!!

the
samples

sequencer

----

* 8 voice
keyboard

split
* On

per disk

.O

KORG KEY CENTRE FOR E. SUSSEX
KORG DW6000, New Model £699
KORG MPK-130 New MIDI Bass Pedals IN STOCK
KORG Poly 800 Synthesizer 8399
KORG EX800, MIDI Expander Modules £199
KORG SDD-1000, Digital Delay with Sampling IN STOCK
KORG DDM-110 Digital Drum Rhythm Units £P.O.A.
KORG DDM-220, Digital Latin Rhythm Units £135
KORG SDD-2000 MIDI digital delay with
sampling IN STOCK
KORG ICMS-30 MIDI Syncronizer Box IN STOCK
CASIO MAIN DEALER

AKAI'S FANTASTIC S612
SAMPLER IN STOCK!
* Up to 8 seconds sample time * 6 note veocity
sensing thru MIDI * Quick disk storage system
* Pre recorded sound library optional.

£99511111111111111COMPLETE

CASIO CZ101, 32 Memory Poly Synth MIDI £P.O.A.
CASIO CZ1000, Full Size Keyboard Version £P.O.A.
CASIO CZ5000 Synth £P.O.A.
CASIO CT6000 Full Size Keyboard MIDI £P.O.A.C
CASIO SZ-1 Sequencer £P.O.A.
CASIO CT430, New Model Stereo £P.O.A.
CASIO CT310, Full Size Keyboard £P.O.A.
CASIO CT610 Stereo Model, Full Size K/b £P.O.A.
CASIO CK500, Keyboard & Cassette Deck £P.O.A.
CASIO CK100, Programmable, plus AM/FM £P.O.A.
CASIO 10C-101, Keyboard, Cas & Radio £175
CASIO MT -100, 768 Variable Acc/ments £P.O.A.
CASIO MT -210, With Stereo Speakers 1399
TECHNICS DP50 digital drums 8599
TECHNICS PVIO PCM MIDI digital keyboard £399

(RRP £899)
ROLAND JX3P (used) £549
YAMAHA SK30 (used) £395

PROPHET
IN STOCK

2000
£1995

ROLAND SRV2000
Stereo Digital Reverb

INCREDIBLE UNBELIEVABLE PRICE
MIDI Controllable - Totally Programmable - 99s Delay! Roland's
new SRV2000 Digital Reverb offers an unbeatable new market

leader in digital reverberation! With the worlds first MIDI
controllable unit. Look at these features and compare the

competitors price! 24 memories! Parametric EQ control for room
size PRG delay. Gate/Damping. Rev time MIDI + 6 integrated

display, stereo output of up to 99 seconds! Many other features!
IN STOCK £1250

 £200 to £1,000 No Deposit, Interest free instant credit 0% APR Subject to status - on most equipment.
 FREE UK DELIVERY - IMMEDIATE DESPATCH
 MAIL ORDER - ACCESS BARCLAYCARD VISA AMEX DINERS sales can be conducted over the
'phone. Bank drafts, Building Society cheques and postal orders will take 5 working days to clear
before goods can be sent.
 FULL 12 months parts and labour warranty
 All prices include VAT (overseas buyers exempt)

ADDITIONAL discounts for DX Owners Club members, please quote your
membership number on all correspondence. Being a club member will
automatically entitle you to many benefits.



chips available, battery powered, pitch con-
trol, trigger in. 0 Magnificent sound quality
thanks to sample recording care on factory's
part, vast (and expanding) range of sounds
both conventional and unconventional;
almost absurdly expensive, digital noise intru-
des on some samples, not everybod I likes the
idea of hitting a small, square pad; 11- the Rolls-
Royce of digital drum units and similarly
pricey, thus not very widely distributed.

ddrum Rack System - £2023 Five -channel,
rack -mounted digital electronic drum kit com-
prising ddrum electronics and set of Remo
heads, expandable to eight channels, indi-
vidual outputs. To be reviewed.

Percuter - £550 Eight -channel digital elec-
tronic drum kit. Interchangeable digital mod-
ules, individual and stereo outputs. Big Brain -
£795 16 -channel drum sequencer. 50 pro-
grammable songs, 100 user -programmable
patterns (50 optional preset or program-
mable), cassette storage of programs, MIDI
(In, Out, Thru), Sync In & Out.
Boomer - £725 Digital percussion sound -
sampler. Trigger in from pad or sequencer,
editing facilities.
Digital Hit - £125 Single -voice digital percus-
sion module. All Dynacord electronic percus-
sion machines to be reviewed.

HOHNER
CDX9 - £TBA Eight -voice, seven -pad, digit-
ally -sampled electronic drum kit. 2U rack -
mounted voice unit, overall tuning facility,
individual and stereo outputs.
CDX11 - £TBA As above, but with five voices
and rimshot.
CLX1 - £TBA LFO unit for CLX2.
CLX2 - £TBA Individual drum voice module.
Pad/MIDI triggering.
CQX3 - £TBA Real-time drum sequencer.
66

MIDI (In, Out, Thru), external input from pads.
All Hohner electronic percussion machines to
be reviewed.

KLONE

MultiKlone - £399 Five -channel analogue
drum kit. 5 identical sound channels, 5 Trigger
Ins, 5 Audio Outs, auto flam facility. 18 Flexible
budget electronic drum kit, useful as either an
add-on to an acoustic kit or in its own right; I:
only one preset and one user -programmed
sound simultaneously available for each chan-
nel; IM remarkably good sounds for very little
money, deserves to rule the budget roost for
quite a while.
Dual Percussion Synthesiser - f299 Two -
channel analogue electronic drum add-on.
Basic spec as Kit 2. 8 Again, it looks good and it
sounds OK, plenty of scope for 'weird' sound
effects in addition to conventional percussion
voices; 0 drum sounds lack bottom, feel; I:
useful addition to either a MultiKlone or
(better) an acoustic set-up.

MAXIM
Electronic Drum System - £500 Five -channel
analogue electronic drum kit. Mix, stereo and
individual outputs, one factory preset, two
user -programmable presets, one live setting,
FX send/return, provision for two extra mod-
ules. To be reviewed.

DSM1 - £199 Non -programmable electronic
drum module. Sensitivity, decay, pitchbend,
pitch, noise and click controls. Can be trig-
gered by MPC Standard or Super Pads.
DSM8 - £199 Auto -tom unit producing tom
roll from single pad strike or sequencer trigger,
incorporates voicing circuitry and sequencing
electronics. a Certainly very clever, and pretty
cheap for what you get; el has to be powered
from MPC drum module, built-in tom sounds
are hardly revolutionary; el decent budget

sequencing machine for the lazy and/or in-
competent.
DSM32 - £299 128 -memory analogue elec-
tronic drum module. Sec as for DSM1 plus
modulation control. 0 Excellent analogue
sounds, mod control widens sonic vocabulary
to include FM -like synth timbres, program-
mability well worth having; Q dynamics not
programmable, single decay control; IN a very
neat analogue kit, especially when triggered
by same company's Super Pads (f299 for five
with stands).
Programmer 8 - £199 Eight -channel drum
sequencing software for ZX81, Spectrum or
Commodore 64 computers. is Superb graphics
display similar to Roland TR707/Yamaha RX
software, hardware can be triggered by just
about any electronic percussion device;
Sinclair models lack sync facility, have software
stored on tape; II well -considered package
that makes drum programming a cinch and is
capable of remembering an entire set's worth
of rhythm patterns. All MPC products sus-
ceptible to price reductions following com-
pany's decision to deal with customers direct
on mail order basis.

PEARL

DRX1 - £1020 Five -pad analogue electronic
drum kit with eight user -programmable kit
sounds. 0 Superb, responsive pads are among
best available, unique Overtone control makes
Latin Percussion sounds a possibility; 111 basic
drum sounds lack character, kit a little pricey,
needs overall volume control; 1:1 more than
many, a drummer's electronic kit - or what
you'd expect from an acoustic drum manufac-
turer.

ROLAND

DDR30 - £1950 Digital electronic drum kit.
Six -voice rack -mounted sound module, eight
memories per voice, 32 kit memories, MIDI In
and Out, individual and stereo outputs. To be
reviewed.

SIMMONS
Clap Trap - f75 Single percussion unit for clap
and similar sounds, not in second (digital)
generation, internal trigger source, triggers to
footswitch/mic/tape.
SDS1 - £250 Single pad digital module/pad.
Derives sound from EPROM, battery power,
external trigger.
SDS6 - £1435 Eight -channel programmable
drum sequencer. Programmable dynamics,
250 patterns per sequence, MIDI -equipped. U
Marvellous (and much -copied) LED pattern
display, new-found MIDI compatibility; Q a
little bit expensive, all things considered; IM a
custom sequencer that makes an awful lot of
sense for existing Simmons owners.
SDS7 - £2156 Five -channel analogue/digital
hybrid electronic drum kit. Expandable to 12
channels, each channel has individually -con-
trollable analogue, digital and noise sound
sources, 100 different 'kit' programs. 0 Un-
rivalled sonic flexibility thanks to variety of
sound sources, handy 'pad' program selector,
impeccable pad design; 0 if you can afford it, I>
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Micro PA, digital music production,
as well as the very latest multitrack. We
call it Rocktober
All through Rocktober
there's something extra
at the Turnkey Shop.

As well as the best deals
in multitrack and walk-in
PPG demos, we will be
promoting the concept
of Micro PA.

Advances in mixer,
speaker and amp design,
have downsized PA to
realistically carry
away sizes.

Micro PA is for vocals,
keyboards, small groups
or sound reinforcement.

We've devoted a
whole section of the
Turnkey Shop to let you
check out and compare
the very best.

Live
SECKs
SECK stereo
mixers using
the latest circuit
and mechanical
design. Just over
an inch thin, they
are fully screened
in metal. A wide input
range feeds sweep equalis-
ers, long faders, and accu-
rately peak metered outputs.

Both 6 and 12 channel types
are on demo at the Turnkey
Shop in Rocktober. These
are the most advanced,
most compact live sound mix-
ers you can buy for precision
live sound control.

Giant Micro
Yamaha's EMX series

include probably the finest
power amps in any integrated
unit. Their MX150 delivers
astounding clarity top specs
and has built-in everything.

The 250X speaker features
dual carbon cone woofers
which refuse to show even a
hint of muddiness even with
sharp percussive sources.

Hear and check Yamaha
micro PA during Rocktober.

Choose the system that
suits your needs best.

In the Post
You can buy the products
featured on this page directly
by mail. Phone or send your
order with Visa or Access
number, or ask for a free copy
of our 72 page catalogue. It's
an invaluable guide to pro-
ducts and techniques.

Also ask for a free copy of
our new 48 page signal pro-
cessing catalogue. Full of the
latest innovative American
products - plus reviews.

These micro
PA systems
offer all the

facilities with
no hassle.
We match

a system to
your exact

needs at
a very

realistic
price

from 100
to 1000
watts.

During
Rocktober
we've got
all of the

mega deals
in micro PA

MOS
FET

H.I.T
Harrison amps

have a long
and enviable
reputation for
high quality.

Now their
compact PA
mixer/amps
boast some

new features
which make

them ideal for
micro PA.

Reliable MOS-FET
power with full mixer features
including cue, presence, plus

reverb and echo -
chorus effects built in.

Check out the HIT
range at the Turnkey

Shop in Rocktober.
We can put together

packaged priced
systems all this month.

Write to;
ey by Mail

Brent View Road
London NW9 TEL

Telephone; 01-202 4366
Telex; 25769 A/B TKBAN

The Turnkey Shop, 14 Percy Street, LONDON W1P9FD
Instant Finance of up to £1000 is available to personal

PP B
TOA Emerge

Not a new name in sound
but only now building a full
spectrum of products with the
music business in mind.

From their massive range
we've chosen compact yet
powerful speakers and mixer/
amps that suit micro PA.

Like the RS20, 400 watt two-
way, compact speaker sys-
tem. And the MX106 amp with
delay, graphic, patchbay and
bargraphs.

Test the stunning new TOA
during our Turnkey Shop
Rocktober micro PA month.

WALK-IN WEDNESDAY
Try PPG's latest Wave digital music
production system right in the heart of
London's West End.

Throughout Rocktober we have all
these hands-on -Wave 2.3, digital
synthesizer - Waveterm B, 16 bit sam-
pling controller - PRK FD keyboard -
EVU, expansion voice unit.

Usually seen by appointment only
but during Rocktober a qualified
operator will give continuous
demonstrations every Wednesday

from 10.30am till 5.00pm
no appointment needed

just walk in!

Uve Lynx
Tannoy Fidelity in a
road proven PA rig.

This innovative
design enables a pair
to be used as stereo
seperates, each with
passive crossovers or
linked together as a power
unit with two bass drivers and
two HF compression drivers.

Tannoy's dual concentric
twelve inch driver is at th
heart of this highly
versatile 'Wildcat'
series product.

Check out the
Tannoy PA range at
the Turnkey Shop in
Rocktober.

0(/*
GoorP ovlic°

V06
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You are
e come to visit the Turnkey

Shop any weekday, from 9:30
till 5:30, till 4:30 Saturdays.

Our expert sales staff are
musicians too, and will be
pleased to advise you on the
creative as well as technical
aspects of recording.

You will discover the widest
e of the latest in recording

pro4ts, and all the help and
frienr}".;.advice you need. Visit

Britain's foremost
showcase of

Pro-Audinci
soo

Uffnkey
Underground station, Tottenham Court Road. sho

o hold a valid Major Credit Card.



D. nothing; el rapidly becoming to the electronic
drum world what the LinnDrum is to the drum
machine market, and deservedly so: MIDI
coming soon.
5D59 - £1199 Five -channel analogue/digital
hybrid electronic drum kit. Interchangeable
PROM sounds, 20 user -programmable kits, 20
factory -programmed kits, auto -trigger facility,
tape storage of sounds, individual outputs,
MIDI -equipped. Software -generated bass
drum, sampled snare, cross -stick and rimshot,
3 analogue toms. C Packed jam full of feat-
ures, all of them useful, well packaged and
above all, extremely good -sounding; 111 not
particularly cheap, doesn't make the tea; 1:1
has just about everything a modern drummer,
studio owner, or session programmer could
want from an electronic drum kit.
SDS200 - f360 Twin -channel analogue elec-
tronic tom synth. Individual, stereo and mix
outputs. To be reviewed.
SDS400 - f550 Four -channel analogue elec-
tronic tom synth. Individual, stereo and mix
outputs, run generator feature. To be re-
viewed.
SDS800 - £630 Four -channel analogue elec-

11111111.00 401111111P' ,

tronic drum kit. Bass drum, snare, two tom
channels, individual, stereo and mix outputs,
built-in run generator. To be reviewed.
SDS EPB - £392 EPROM blower to be trig-
gered by SDS7 and SDS1. Blows 8K and 16K
EPROMs from onboard RAM, variable sample
speed. IN Quick, easy way of making your
electronic drum kit sound like no-one else's,
fits in neatly with Simmons scheme of things;

no avoiding the fact that sampling quality
could be better; 1:1 pioneer product that serves
its purpose while leaving room for subse-
quent improvement.

TAMA
Techstar TS500 - £930 Five -pad, six -channel
analogue electronic drum kit. One preset and
one user -programmable voice per channel,
trigger inputs, individual and stereo outputs.0
Generally good (if derivative) sounds, excel-
lent pads, neat rimshot facility; MI like so many
imitators, it lacks character; 0 serviceable
Simmons alternative from the first acoustic
company to go hi -tech - with more products
on the way in the near future.
Techstar TS600 - f989 Six -channel analogue
percussion synth. Four toms, synth and hand-
claps, details as TS500.

TED
Digisound -£115 (single -sound), £149 (dual)
Sampled -sound percussion machine triggered
by built-in switch or external source. Sounds
stored on EPROM.0 High sound quality, ever-
growing factory library of EPROM voices, now
dynamic as well; a teeny bit expensive, dual
bass -and -snare model a bit silly as sounds
can't be triggered together; 11 a neat electro-
percussion add-on for non -drummers fed up

with their drum -machine sounds.
Digimemory - fTBA Universal EPROM ver-
sion of Digisound. To be reviewed.
The Winner - fTBA Microprocessor -con-
trolled EPROM blower/programmer, built-in
MIDI and serial computer interfacing. To be
reviewed.

ULTIMATE PERC
UP5 - £555 Five -pad analogue electronic
drum kit. Eight preset kit voicings, individual
and stereo outputs. Q Fine analogue sounds,
follows Simmons philosophy of deliberately
restricting range of sounds available; Q noth-
ing, save that it doesn't have Simmons written
on it; II so long as you don't want access to a
wide variety of drum sounds, the best way of
getting into electronic drums.
K2 - £745 Analogue electronic drum kit. To be
reviewed.

WERSI
CX5 - fTBA Electronic drum system com-
prising digitally -sampled drum sounds, five
triggering pads, drum sequencer with 27 drum
sounds, 64 pre-programmed rhythm patterns
and one user -programmable song. To be
reviewed.

Unit 119. 62 TRITTON ROAD.
LONDON SE21. 01-761-6568

ne 0
KEYBOARD

COMBOS

SONG BIRD 300
SELF POWERED KEYBOARD/P.A. REPRODUCER

A self powered version of the already acclaimed normal
SONG BIRD 300. 12' Driver of 300 watts R.M.S. handling
capacity (and the high power is NOT achieved at the
expense of bass range performance) Treble horn with
acoustic lens.
Rear mounted amplifier with 150 watt power section,
Reverb and pre amp with 6 inputs on 3 channels, each
channel with Volume, Bass, Treble Reverb on -off. Four
band equaliser. Master volume. Master Reverbline out.
This rugged little powered reproducer will drive another
un-powered box if required. Price £387.

SONG BIRD 200
A full range, self powered reproducer with
10" Driver of 200 watts RMS capacity plus
treble horn with acoustic tens.
Un-powered SONG BIRD reproducers are
time tried and tested and are market leaders
in their own right. The powered Song Birds
match up to these existing standards.
Brilliant and powerful reproduction for
keyboard and P.A. even though of small size
and light weight. Surprising levels of bass
performance are noted.
Powered by 100 watts Mos Fet amp. with 4
inputs on two channels, each channel with
Volume, Treble and Bass controls. Four Band
Equaliser. Will drive another passive box if
required. Price £297.

FOLD BACK WEDGE
"You'll never know how you lived without
foldback until you get fold back" as the
saying goes.
This WEM foldback reproducer, however,
is a wedge with a difference. Of small
size and light weight, it is armed with
the impressive "IMPACT" 10" Driver
with a free air resonance of 35 Hz and
a R.M.S. handling capacity of 300
watts! 6" X 2' Horn provides treble,
and clarity, and because of the
unusually flat response, high
volume levels can be achieved
without feed -back problems - even
when working under the most difficult
stage conditions. Price £155.
Send for catalogue of other WEM products.

HIGH
POWERED
COMPACT
SYSTEMS

SONG BIRD 300
(Un-powered)

Pair £322

SONG BIRD 200
(Un-powered)

Pair £275.

- - - - - - - - - -
SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE

Name

Address
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CONNECTED

To make it to the':
top, you need th
right connections:

So connect with
Passport MIDI soft-
ware and gain access

to the most powerful
MIDI recording studios

available. Access to
either four or eight
channels with drum,
tape and MIDI syn-
chronization. Access
to advanced editing
with auto correct,
punch in, punch out,
fast foward, rewind

and more. Access to
complete recording, edit-

ing and printing system.

MI01/4 plus & MIDI/8
Performance software
from the people who set
the standard. Passport has
been bringing people, com-
puters and music together
for over four years. When
companies like Yamaha Inter-
national, Korg/Unicord, Seiko
and Hat Leonard choose the
Passport industry standard
MIDI Interface, you know
we're well connected.

s MIDI/4 plus and MIDI/8, two
more fine programs from the
Passport Library of Music
Software. Available for
Apple Ile and Commodore
64 computers.

Passport products are
available at fine music
stores everywhere.
For the one nearest you
call (415) 726-0280.

Passport
625 Miramontes
Half Moon Say, CA 94019

Apple Ile is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc
Commodore 64 is a trademark of Commodore Business Machines
Passport. MIDI/4 plus and MIDI/8 are trademarks of Passport Designs, Inc. PASS
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Auntie's
PLAYROOM

The Way Things Are
cve desk, outboard (Weds sy.slents., BBC Micro -based syncing system, Studer
16 -track tape machine, analogue and digital synths from Elka, ARP and Yamaha

Despite a sky-high reputation and more media
coverage than the rest of Britain's music studios put
together, the BBC Radiophonic Workshop is a place
few people really know much about. We take a trip

to Maida Vale and sort fact from recent fiction.
Words Simon Trask Pictures Matthew V °Abu ,fib
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TBhe BC Radiophonic Workshop
has received more than a fair amount of
journalistic attention over the years, and
much of this has conformed to, and
therefore reinforced, popular perceptions
of what the Workshop is. It's a typically
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British institution - an institution within an
institution, if you like. And institutions are
generally perceived as static, unchanging -
that's why they're institutions. Mention the
two words 'Radiophonic Workshop' to
anyone over the age of ten, and the
chances are they'll respond with a
particular set of images: 'Doctor Who'
(always 'Doctor Who'), weird spacy sounds,
exotic custom-made instruments and
ancient synthesisers, and a collection of
suitably eccentric composers. On my recent
visit to the Workshop I didn't encounter
anyone who could be classed as eccentric,
and the picture turned out to be rather
different from popular preconceptions.
And before we go any further, let's get one
thing into perspective: 'Doctor Who', which
has been described as 'both a milestone and
a millstone' for the Workshop, accounts for
six projects a year out of 200 that the small
group of composers takes on. The
Workshop is theoretically on call for any
radio or television program the BBC makes
- and that includes local radio and the
World Service.

It's precisely because the Radiophonic
Workshop is the subject of so many
preconceptions that I harboured a desire to
go there to find out what it was really like.
In particular, I wanted to discover how the
Workshop was responding to the new
music technology. On the tube on the way
over, a whole host of questions buzzed
through the journalistic head. What
equipment were the composers using? How
were they using it? What were their views
on subjects such as sequencing and
sampling? And what did they see as the
strengths and weaknesses of particular
pieces of equipment? A weighty list, to be
sure, but one to which the staff responded
with rare enthusiasm and generosity- for
which I owe a considerable debt. You can
usually tell how well a piece of reporting
has gone by the number of sets of batteries
the Walkman has got through in the
process, and thanks to the openness of the
Workshop's composers, I think I can safely
go out and buy shares in Duracell now.

History first. Imagine it's the late 1950s.
The advent of magnetic tape has furthered
the development of musique concrete in
Paris and purely electronic music in
Cologne. Back in London, producers and
studio engineers at the BBC are inspired by
what they hear of these two techniques,
and are ideally positioned to pursue these
developments themselves. The new music
appeals to 'Auntie' for its potential
applications in the developing field of radio
drama and comedy, rather than as an
art -form.

The setting up in 1958 of an experimental
workshop for the production of what came
to be termed 'radio phonic' sound and
music is the inevitable end result of this,
and two of its founding members,
Desmond Briscoe and Daphne Oram, are
among the early experimenters. The official
press release marking the opening of the
Radiophonic Workshop draws attention to
the dual approaches to be adopted - the
manipulation of sound using tape and the
generation of sounds by electronic circuits,
the latter referring to simple oscillators and
white noise generators.

That, roughly, is how the studio complex
Bob Moog once described as 'a source of
inspiration and experience, came into
being.

The Workshop's early work centred
around providing imaginative sound effects
for 'obscure radio dramas, to quote the
Workshop's current longest -serving
composer, Dick Mills, and comedy
programmes like the infamous 'Goon
Show'. The next step was the provision of
E&MM OCTOBER 1985
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restricted by what people think they -ivant...Channel I are iiery

advent umus in the stuff they use, but the BBC are terribly
frightened of doing anything way ord.,'

'mood music' for radio drama - the sort of
thing producers could use to reflect the
state of mind of characters.

But it wasn't until its members broke into
working for television that the Radiophonic
Workshop really began to spread its wings.
Even then, the first requirements of it were
to provide effects for science fiction

programmes like 'Quatermass'. Educational
and art programmes followed, then jingles
for local radio, then signature tunes and,
finally, incidental music for just about any
form of TV programme you care to think of.

This variety of application continues
today, so the composers who work daily at
the Workshop's studios have to stay on

Peter Howell CC don't make a habit of throwing IhIngs
0111 when something' new comes along. Only when equipment
can no Iolig'rr be int(' gTated into the studio as lee're using- it

does s1(1) to become redundant.,,
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their toes to survive. Their work schedules
are heavy, the Workshop's order books full
to overflowing. And as the Workshop has
become increasingly ambitious in the scope
of the work it has tackled, so the
'other -worldly' sound effects for which it's
best known have become a relatively small
(though still important) part of its work,
while major TV series such as 'The Living
Planet' and 'The Body in Question' have
benefitted greatly from music provided by
the unit's composers.

I've mentioned that the Radiophonic
Workshop is a typically British institution
but what you can't ignore is the
enormously high esteem in which its work is
held by broadcasters, engineers, musicians
and composers all over the world. Many
overseas broadcasting organisations regard
it as a model to be learned from, and Brian
Hodgson and Jonathan Gibbs (Workshop
staffers both) gleefully recount the tale of
one chief engineer 'from a broadcasting
organisation which shall remain nameless'
who came to them with plans for a studio
along the lines of the Workshop; by the
time he left, head hung low, he was
prepared to go back to the drawing board
and start again from scratch.

The Workshop staff is surprisingly small in
number. There are 11 souls in total, six of
whom are composers.

Head of the Workshop is Brian Hodgson,
who first joined as a composer in 1962, left
for five years (1972-1977) to run his own
commercial electronic music studio (an
experience that proved invaluable), became
Workshop Organiser in 1977, and Head
(taking over from Desmond Briscoe, who'd
held the post since the unit's inception) in
1983. The post of Workshop Organiser (I'll
explain the job later) is held by Jonathan
Gibbs, who joined in 1981 and started off as
a composer before taking up his current
post. The Workshop also has its own
Engineering department, staffed by
long -timers Ray White and Ray Riley. They
take on anything from rewiring a studio to
servicing the Fairlight, a diversity of tasks
which they revel in. That leaves the
secretary (she's called Penny) and the
composers: Dick Mills, Malcolm Clarke,
Roger Limb, Peter Howell and Elizabeth
Parker. For those that have been doing
their arithmetic while we've been going
along, I should say there is one other
composer - but thereby hangs a tale which
will unfold presently.

Incase you're wondering if the
Radiophonic Workshop is some sort of
musical TARDIS (sorry, everybody) travelling
the airwaves, it does actually have a
location: a long, low-lying building which
was once a Roller Skating Palace and Club.
What was once the skating rink is now a
huge studio for the BBC Symphony
Orchestra and the Radio Orchestra who, in
addition to performing conventional
musical tasks, also provide the Workshop
with a ready source of 'conventional'
musicians and musical instruments as and
when required. Running down one side of
the building is what's reputed to be the
longest corridor in the BBC. It has a hushed
calm and an almost reverent atmosphere,
and it's here that the Workshop is to be
found, with a number of small studios
leading off it at either side.

Each composer has their own studio, an
arrangement that allows them to work
with their own personalised equipment
setups, to come and go as they please (each
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composer is left to work in the way that
best suits them), and gives them that most
precious of musical commodities - silence.

But the life of a Workshop composer isn't
an easy one. Their work is usually done at
the final stage of a production which means
there's little leeway- less than that if, as
often happens, the production is running
well behind schedule in the first place.
Hence musical talent is almost taken for
granted when it comes to fulfilling the role
of composer. Or as Jonathan Gibbs put it, 'If
you can't write then you don't even bother
to look in the front door'. Fair enough. The
creativity and ingenuity of the composers is
constantly being put to the test; there's no
time here to wait around for divine
inspiration.

But equally important is sheer stamina.
For a Workshop composer it's not so much a
matter of working through the night to
meet deadlines; you have to be able to
work day in, day out for years and years on
end. Jonathan Gibbs again: 'What the
Workshop needs are people who can be
consistently good, and yet not burn out
after two years'. All of which makes more

'Dick -Miffs t With all due
er -to the latest
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ytirrty' things- the
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remarkable the number of years the
composers have been at it: Dick Mills has
been at the Workshop for all but the first
six months of its lifespan, Malcolm Clarke
joined in 1969, Roger Limb in '72, Peter
Howell in '74 and Elizabeth Parker in 1978.
Which only goes to show that the
Workshop is more a way of life than a
means of paying the mortgage. Then again,
perhaps Workshop composers exist on a
different time -scale to most other people.
Elizabeth Parker: 'I've only been doing this
seven years, which really isn't all that long.
And when you consider how far the
Workshop has come in that time, there are
an awful lot of things for me to find out
about, and which I do intend to find out
about. At the same time you've got to keep
all the work going. And until I get a
programme which requires a certain
approach, it's hard to do any serious
investigation in that direction.' This

combination of a keen sense of discovery
and a pragmatic outlook is something all
the composers seem to have in common.
Personally, I reckon it's a mark of their
professionalism.

Logistically, an important element of the
Workshop's code of practice has always
been that composers have been their own
operators; operational techniques have
always been regarded as part of the
creative process. But what the increasing
complexity of new equipment has
eventually made necessary is the
employment of someone to investigate the
equipment marketplace, familiarise the
composers with new equipment bought by
the Workshop, and trace any hiccups
inherent in new instruments and head
them off before they become serious
problems. This, essentially, is what the
Organiser does, so Jonathan Gibbs is a busy
man.

Brian Hodgson: 'Because the composers
can't afford to spend a month getting to
know a new piece of equipment, Jonathan
is the one who spends the month. Then he's
able to give induction courses for the
composers so that they can pick up a
machine very fast - they get the
information which is relevant to them'.

ut what equipment does the
Workshop have? What marvels of new
technology grace its studios? Well, as the
accompanying extract from the Beeb's
equipment files shows, there's an
interesting mix of the (comparatively) old
and the new, which reflects a refreshingly
catholic attitude towards equipment that
all the composers seem to share. First, the
DX7 has proved indispensable: there's one
in every studio. Moving further away from
what non BBC -financed musicians can
afford, we find the Fairlight 'wanders' from
studio to studio, though Peter Howell
appears to have made most use of it. The
PPG plus Waveterm should theoretically
have similar status, but as Elizabeth Parker
is very keen on it and nobody else
particularly wants to touch it (there've been
complaints of operational hassles and
reliability problems), she's retained it and
built up a large library of sampled and
synthesised sounds for it. But the old VCS3 -
first used by the Workshop in 1968- hasn't
been forgotten; quite apart from its
historical significance, it's still valued for its
white noise generator and ring
modulation.

Effects include Quantec and Lexicon
digital reverbs together with a collection of
plate, gold foil and spring reverbs, Roland
flangers and phasers, Eventide and MXR
harmonisers, DeltaLab delays, Drawmer
and Aphex compressor/limiters, and Roland
and EMS vocoders. Desks are almost
exclusively Soundcraft (there's one Neve
8066) while the preferred multitrack is
Studer (a mix of eight- and 16 -track). Each
studio also has quarter -inch stereo and
twin -track machines (Studer and Revox).

Peter Howell: 'We don't actually make a
habit of throwing things out when
something new comes along. What we're
talking about is a gradual accrual of all sorts
of different techniques and equipment.
Only when something is no longer capable
of being integrated into the studio as we're
using it does it actually start to become
redundant.'

Thus Elizabeth Parker on the Godwin
String synth that lurks next to her PPG: 'I
don't know how old it is, but it's got its own
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sound. It has a sound that no other new
synthesiser has got, and if you use it
carefully and in moderation at the right
points, then it adds something, without a
doubt. And I still use it. Even now, with all
these sampled string sounds, it has a very
individual sound which can be very
beautiful.'

And as for elder statesman Dick Mills, he
finds himself spending more time
manipulating tape loops than standing
over MIDI synths. 'With all due respect to
the latest equipment, I find that for the sort
of work I do it's probably still quicker to do
it the old-fashioned way, if you like, with
tape manipulation or tape copying - or
multitracking, which brings me into the
20th Century.

'Personally I think that things with
keyboards attached to the front lend
themselves much more readily to keyboard
performers...I'm really looking for a
sound -generating synthesiser. I don't mind
the keyboard being there, because it's easy
to hit keys. But I don't get too brainwashed
by the black and white notes; they mean
nothing to me when I'm using the keyboard
to trigger sounds off.'

Of all the Workshop's composers, none
believes in the ideal of the 'all -singing,
all -dancing' box which allows you to
sample, synthesise, and make the tea all at
the same time. Diversity was the key word
back in the 60s, and it remains so today.
Thus not even the Fairlight is ever used
exclusively for a piece. Peter Howell again:
'I've never done anything that's been
entirely on the Fairlight. People always
think that the Fairlight's capable of doing
lots of things all on its own, but I'm not
particularly interested in just one piece of
equipment answering all my questions all
at once. So I don't restrict myself to one
particular thing.'

Still, an upgrade to the new Series Ill
Fairlight will take place as soon as it
becomes available, because as Brian
Hodgson says, 'the Workshop does feel that
it has to keep on that cutting edge of
technology'.

And the Workshop's composers have
plenty of admiration for the CMI, choosing
it in preference to the Synclavier because it
allowed greater control over a sound once
it had been recorded. As Jonathan Gibbs
put it, 'the sample should have an integrity
of its own'.

Peter Howell has some 35 disks of
Fairlight sounds, 90% of which are his own
samples or sounds created within the CMI's
synth section. The only problem he has is
having to think of a name that will identify
a sound without placing any
preconceptions on it. But then again, that's
a dilemma common to all the Workshop's
composers, not to mention just about
everybody who's ever been involved in
electronic sound creation. He's enthusiastic
about the prospect of getting a Series III,
too...

'Obviously the long sample time they're
proposing will make it a revolutionary
instrument. The Fairlight component in the
studio will become a studio in itself, which
will have very interesting implications as far
as tape machines are concerned - especially
for us, as we do a lot of work with pieces of
music that last no longer than 50 seconds.
So you're talking about the possibility of
realising an entire signature tune, say, in a
digital recording form as a voice, which is
very exciting.'

But when Workshop composers want to
make use of acoustic sounds, they use
actual instruments rather than samples of
those instruments, maintaining that the
difference is always noticeable, both in
terms of the sound and the actual

performance. You get the feeling that the
chance to work with outside musicians is
another, equally significant, reason, as most
of the composers' work is done in splendid
isolation, and it must get lonely after a
time.

Then again, working on your own is a lot
easier now than it was five years ago, let
alone back in the 50s when the Workshop
took its first, uncertain steps on the road to
technological enlightenment. The Fairlight,
PPG and Emulator all have onboard

sequencing facilities that can also drive
MIDI equipment (the Workshop Fairlight
has the MIDI card we looked at in E&MM
June '85, though it's been giving problems),
but it's the Yamaha QX1 which is attracting
the most attention at the moment, mainly
because of its inherent flexibility.

Peter Howell: 'I can see this is the sort of
thing that could have a radical effect on the
way you actually write. But what I'd like to
think is that you don't necessarily change
what your original intentions are, it's just
that you're able to realise them in a way
that you can look at them a, id change them
and make decisions about them very much
faster than you would otherwise have
done.' It's the ability to be able to improvise
onto the sequencer, then go back over the
improvisation and work on it in very fine
detail that particularly attracts Howell to
the QX1 - it gives a new sort of freedom he
hasn't encountered elsewhere, so it isn't
surprising the Beeb has another one on
order.

But there are hassles with the big
Yamaha, notteast of which are its limited
information display facilities, which make
working on chord editing a problem, and
cross-referencing between tracks a real
headache Howell: 'With all pieces of
equipment; you've got to get to know their
deficiencies as well as their advantages.
You've got to know the deficiencies first so
that you know it's completely pointless
wasting your time going up that avenue.'

or TV commissions, the
composers work from a video of the
programme which has the time -code 'burnt
into' it. Increasingly, they're taking
advantage of a syncing system that's been
developed in-house by Jonathan Gibbs and
which, for the moment at least, is intended
only for Workshop use. Called Syncwriter,
it's an all-purpose time -code system, built
around the BBC Micro 'more for
convenience than any other reason', as the
Syncwriter software effectively rewrites the
computer's operating system. A further unit
plugs into the computer's 1mHz bus and
handles MIDI, SMPTE and click/trigger
processing. Non -MIDI clocks can be set to
any of the standard clock rates, including
the Fairlight's 384ppqn (for MCL and Page
R), while four different clock rates can be
sent out simultaneously from independent
sockets on the rear of the unit. The result is
a powerful yet easy -to -use system that the

composers have taken to very quickly.
Elizabeth Parker: 'It's absolutely superb.
When you're doing tight television picture
work, Syncwriter has such a major
advantage over working purely with tape
that there's just no comparison. And it's
much more sophisticated than the previous
time -code reader and generator that was
devised at the Workshop.'

Not surprisingly, the challenge of
working with new music technology is seen
by the Workshop's composers as a
particularly stimulating aspect of their job.
For Peter Howell, it meant he stayed with
the Workshop when he might otherwise
have looked elsewhere for a means to
realise his music, though he remains
unconvinced by those who see technology
as more than simply a means to an end.

'I like to think that the originality of ideas
doesn't rely on the equipment you use. It
relies on what you're inspired to do when
you see a picture, a graphic sequence, or
when you get a particular job to do. And
you realise those ideas through as helpful a
range of equipment as you can lay your
hands on. So I'm obviously interested in the
fact that the equipment is developing, and
it would be nice to go into each job with a
slightly different array of equipment that
led you into different areas. But I still think
that the original idea is a completely
esoteric one - it's not something that's
linked to buttons.'

Elizabeth Parker: 'I find all the new
technology incredibly stimulating and very
very exciting. I don't like to be in a room
with equipment that I can't use, so I'm
determined to get to grips with whatever I
can. I don't like to have a piece of
equipment sitting around doing nothing.
The potential of all this equipment is
fantastic, but then again, I do still work
with tape loops sometimes.

'I think that if you can introduce as many
different elements into your work as
possible, then you're never going to sound
the same as anyone else. There's a danger
with all these DX7s around that everyone
could sound like DX7s.. The more variation
you can instil into your work, with
whatever means (I use rhyVoiCetrIbOng
with tape loops and the mdclulaays&vora
100M), the better. Really I just use whatever
I can. I like any piece of equiPMentiThich
doesn't say "you've g to is Ise".
One strength of Jonatha s Syn rites
system is that it's very open-ended; you can
do exactly what you want, and that's why I
like it. I like to start from the principle that
everything can be used in as many ways as
possible. That way, you don't end up going
down the same paths again and again, or
end up sounding like anyone else.'

Malcolm Clarke adds another
perspective. 'What is happening in the
technical world is both exciting and
frightening, because technology is
developing step by step in a scientific way,
not in an artistic way. As soon as one
problem has been posed in technical terms,
it is almost as quickly solved. Technical
progress is shooting ahead in a straight line
whereas art doesn't work like that; it works
in a nebulous, airy -fairy way. As artists, we
don't think in straight lines; we think
laterally and backwards and forwards- all
over the place, in fact. With the pace
modern technology is going at, there is a
very real danger that we can't feel the
framework within which we are working
any more, because it is forever moving
away from us.'

Perhaps, but whereas the current team's
predecessors faced technological dangers
alone, there are now a whole host of
commercial studios that have equipped
themselves to tackle technology head on -
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and ensure that in the long term, music
does benefit. No longer is the BBC
Radiophonic Workshop at the very
forefront of technological development, no
longer is its array of musical equipment
unique in the UK. Mind you, things are a lot
better now than they were in the 70s, when
the technology available to the unit
actually fell behind what commercial
studios could gain access to, and morale
among the resident composers dropped to
an all-time low.

Brian Hodgson feels the removal of the
element of experimentation - or the
decrease in its significance, anyway- is
probably a good thing.

'The composers are no longer the
experimental wizards. There isn't time for
the old-style experimentalism and there
isn't time for self-indulgence. When there
wasn't the equipment, you had to work
that way, but now that the equipment is
here, there's no excuse for doing anything
the hard way.'

In some ways, the Workshop's
detachment from the commercial field has
been a blessing. The Beeb's team can safely
sit back and wait before making a
commitment to, say, digital recording,
whereas pressure from clients might force a
commercial studio owner to take a decision
prematurely.

On the other hand, the Workshop's
previous work has brought it such acclaim
and exerted such an influence over the field
of incidental music, the unit's composers
can find themselves working under artistic
restraints a commercial setup can avoid.

Elizabeth Parker: 'Unfortunately- and
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you have to remember that we are a service
department- we're often restricted by
what people think they want. We can't just
go ahead and do what we want. We're
working to a commission, and quite often
people, and especially the BBC, are quite
conservative in their expectations and their
requirements. Channel 4 are really very
adventurous in the stuff they use, while the
BBC are terribly frightened of doing
anything way out. So if you do something
that is way out, it's quite possible they may
not like it. You have to fulfil the brief. You
can steer them halfway towards something
but you do have to be careful. There's no
point in getting your work constantly
turned down because it's too way out -
we're not hereto do that.

'The sort of modern sound you get on
records these days isn't something we're
called upon to produce very often - which
is why I haven't gone any further than I
have in that field, I suppose. The important
thing is to be aware of what's going on
outside so that you could produce it if you
needed to. It's also important that we don't
become too inward -looking or incestuous -
that would be terribly bad.'

Well, one element that might help to kill
any incestuousness before it gets a chance
to take hold is the appointment of the
mysterious extra composer I mentioned
earlier on. Because for the first time in its
history, the Radiophonic Workshop has
appointed an outsider, one Richard Attree,
who begins work in October. The
traditional method of recruitment into the
Workshop is via 'attachment', a system
whereby BBC employees are seconded to

another department, usually for a
three-month period. All the current
composers apart from Dick Mills came via
this method, and were previously studio
managers within the BBC. However, Brian
Hodgson has decided to break with
tradition in recognition of the high quality
of potential applicants outside Auntie
Beeb, and advertised externally as well as
internally for a new composer to help cope
with the Workshop's increasing workload.

Luckily, it seems likely the present
composers will accept the arrival of an
outsider with outstretched arms. Elizabeth
Parker again: 'Really the time has come
when we should be able to appoint people
from outside, and I think it's very healthy.
Richard's got his own music which I think is
very different to what any of us do here.
Plus he's a very keen advocate of the digital
approach, which I think will help pull us
forward. What you want with anybody new
is new ideas and the impetus to push the
place forward, or at least to stir it up a bit -
and I should imagine Richard will do that,
which can only be a good thing.

'In the end you're still creating music.
Providing the music works, the way you get
to it is important. If the music doesn't work,
the way in which it's achieved is useless -
there's no point doing it.'

More from 'The BBC Radiophonic Workshop:
The First 25 Years', a wonderfully informative
hook published by the BBC itsellf. and costing £7.75
from booksellers. There's also a video entitled vim,
102 59: Five Days at the Radiophonic Workshop',
just produced by the Beeb and, with lurk, assailable
for hire by the lime you read this.
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PRICES
INCLUDE

VAT

EXPORT
PRICES

ARE LESS
VAT

AT 15%

*YAMAHA Telephone:
HI TECH

AUTHORISED DEALER

----POp,\A PO°
RX
YAMAHA

21

ALL IN STOCK

NEW DX21 IN STOCK
NEW RX21 IN STOCK
DX5 BEST PRICE
DX7 BEST PRICE
KX88 MIDI Master K/B £1250
FX15 Digital Drums BEST PRICE
RX11 Digital Drums BEST PRICE
TX7 DX Expander BEST PRICE
QX7 Sequencer BEST PRICE
TX816 Modular DX System In Stock PHONE
QX1 Sequencer In Stock PHONE
PF15 Piano £880
PF10 Piano £499
KX5 Remote £199

104/6/8B Main Street,Bingley,WestYorkshire,B016 2J H.
Bradford (0274)568843/564389/561044.

SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICES
ON THE CX5M MUSIC COMPUTER

PHONE NOW!!

TRACE ELLIOT
NEW EPAS 500 STEREO

Electronic Drum Amplification - Superb

SIMMONS

SDS9 kit .. RING FOR
SDS200 PRICES
SDS400 AND
SDS800 COLOURS

SDS8 Kit
SDS7 Kit

CHOICE
SDS5 Kit w/cases OF £795

£565
£1795

SDS1 COLOURS ...PHONESDS6 PHONE
SUITACASE Pads £95
CLAPTRAP £59

ALSO IN STOCK
DYNACORD Kit £799
DYNACORD DIGITAL Hits £85
MPC Kit £550
TAMA TECHSTAR £699
CACTUS Kits £450

MON
TUE
WED
THUR
FRI
SAT

OPENING TIMES
11.00 am -9.00 pm

CLOSED
10.30 am -5.30 pm
11.00 am -9.00 pm
10.30 am -5.30 pm
10.00 am -5.30 pm

aEouEnziaLci4cuir.1 inc

NEW PROPHET 2000 12 BIT SAMPLING
KEYBOARD 5 OCT VOL/SENS. WEIGHTED
KEYBOARD 12 PRESETS -PHONE NOW

42K SAMPLING RATE
MULTITRAK £750
MAX £499
SIXTRAK £545
PRO600 £995
DRUMTRAKS £699
TOM £499
CARTRIDGES FOR TOM £99
MODEL 64 Interface £129

ensonia I

DIGITAL SAMPLING KEYBOARD

AT THIS PRICE

£1695 IT SOUNDS
TOO GOOD TO

BE TRUE

KORG
NEW DW8000 PHONE
NEWSQD-1 Sequencer PHONE
DW6000 PHONE
MIDI Pedals £299
POLY 800 SPECIAL PRICE
RK100B Remote £365
DDM-110 Drums £199
DDM-220 £175
PSS50 Super Section £325
EX800 - Poly 800 Expander £275
KMS MIDI Sync £139

CASIO
CZ5000 BEST PRICE
SZ1 SEQUENCER BEST PRICE
CZ101 BEST PRICE
CZ1000 BEST PRICE
CT6000 £495

FULL RANGE IN STOCK

KAWAI EP608 PIANO £995

KEYBOARD AMPLIFICATION
PEAVEY KB100 Combo £229
PEAVEY KB300 Combo £345
PEAVEY KB400 Top £459
CARLSBRO K/B 150 Top £239
CARLSBRO K/B 150 Combo £385
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 Combo £253
CARLSBRO Hornet 45 Combo £169
McGREGOR 200 Combo £420
McGREGOR 200 Top £175
McGREGOR RAIDER 100 Combo £285
VOX 100w K/B Combo £239
H/H K100 Combo £285
H/H K80 Combo £199

MM.
INSTANT
CREDIT

NO
DEPOSIT

HP

lk,_2Roland
MAIN DEALER

JUNO 106 £775
JX8P IN STOCK
MKB 1000 Mother £865
MKB 300 Mother £595
MKS 10 Planet P £565
MKS 30 Planet S £499
MKS 80 Super Jupiter
MPG 80 Programmer
KS1000 Stand £85
KS5 Stand £65
JSQ60 Dig. K/B REC £99
SBX 80 Sync Box
M110 MIDI Interface
MD8 MIDI-DCB
MM4 MIDI Thro Box
SH101 Synth £175
AXIS Remote Keyboard
HP 20 Piano
HP 60 Piano
HP 70 Piano
HP 300 Piano £695
EP 6060 £265
TR 808 Drums £299
TR 707 Drums £475
TR 727 Drums £475
DR 110 Drums £115
OCTAPAD - MIDI Pads
PR800 Dig Piano Recorder £199

CHROMA POLARIS
IN STOCK £1195

OBERHEIM XPANDER £2495
OBERHEIM OB8 £1995
OBERHEIM DSX £995

JMS MIDI SYNC £210
POLY MIDI SEQUENCER £335
BOKSE UNIVERSAL SYNC PHONE

£2500

THE BIT ONE £750

DK80 Special Price £499
EX80 Expander £345
MIDI Expander £399
DK600 £775
MK900 £359
PIANO Quatro £735
CRUISE £399
PX PIANO £399

ALL PRICE INCLUDE
VAT & FREE

SECURICOR DELIVERY
(UK MAINLAND ONLY)



The

In a dark corner of EG Records' head offices, avant garde
composer Michael Nyman talks sound textures, film music,

sampling and creative accountancy.
Words Dan Goldstein
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perating a telephone
switchboard isn't a very
inspiring job at the best of
times, but if you happen to be
doing 'it at the offices of a

record company in London, the whole thing
can get completely out of control. Just ask
the girl who answers the phone at EG
Records' head office in still -trendy -after -all -
these -years Kings Road. On a hot, sticky
August day that proved only an isolated
break in Britain's summer of discontent, she
was desperately trying to put the outside
world in touch with the people inside the
building, while keeping one eye on the
journalists and other riff-raff that
occasionally wandered into the reception
area, and another on a well -thumbed copy of
Middlemarch.

'...Hello, EG. Can I help you?..I'll just
see if he's in. May I ask who's calling? Hang
on one moment.' (Click.) 'Hello Bob. Is
Jack there? No7 I've got a caller for him.
Margaret somebody. I didn't catch her
second name.' (Click.) 'Hello. Sorry about
that. Mr Roberts isn't in his office at the
moment. Can you call back later? Thanks,
bye.' (Turn of page.) (Click.) 'Hello, EG.
Can I help you? Oh hello, how are you? Yes,
I'll just see if she's in.' (Click.) 'Hello,
Alison. Johnny from Polydor. OK?' (Click.)
(Turn of page.) (Click.) 'Hello. Who's that?
Ah, well I've got two gentlemen in
reception who've come to interview Michael
Nyman... What paper did you say you were
from...? Electronics & Music Maker. OK,
I'll get them to ait a while. Thanks, bye.'
(Click.) 'They 11 be someone along to help
you in a mome , OK?' (Turn of page.)

Five minutes ater, Michael Nyman
bypasses the ne ork of bureaucracy that's
been so careful constructed to protect him
from having to eet journalists and other
riff-raff withou proper introduction, strolls
idly past the E reception area, and spots
two of the fo r. He looks just like he does
in the photog hs: middle-aged, round-
fa'2ed, and quit unlike any music business
figure you'll ev meet. He looks as out of
place in a recor company office as a bacon
sandwich in a sher butchers - though
come to think it, he'd look perfectly at
home working hind the counter of a kosher
butchers.

'This is my b interview day', he
announces, ex nding a warm, larger -than -
average hand. ' ve just done the Waltham
Forest Gazette. do all the big ones.'

Eventually, e network of bureaucracy
catches up wit s, and we are escorted up a
flight of stairs t a dark, quiet room that
could be an ac untant's office. Its walls
look as though ey're being held up by vast
modern shelf u ts. The shelves are full of
box files with 1 els on their spines that say
things like 'EG arketing AccountsVBrian
Eno Studio Ac ts', and 'Bryan Ferry Dry
Cleaning and dry Accounts'.

The network of bureaucracy (whose name
turns out to be Alison, and who is really
rather lovely) leaves the room to arrange
some chilled orange juice for the travel -
weary scribes, the composer sits in a large
director's chair on one side of a magnificent
oak desk, his interviewers sit facing him,
and some back issues of E&MM are put on
the desk to distract attention from the
editorial Walkman.

'You're the magazine with the cassette on
the front, aren't you?' says Nyman, a
E&MM OCTOBER 1985

fortnight before the magazine with the
cassette on the front closes its doors. 'Oh,
no. You can't be. I've done them already.'

Nyman is visibly tired and at first, finds it
a little difficult to concentrate. The chat
with the Waltham Forest Gazette has worn
him out, but it hasn't robbed him of the gift
of conversation, and by the time Editor and
Music Editor depart EG for Chelsea's
boutiques, the interview has filled the hulk
of a C90, with the composer doing most of
the talking.

Luckily, he doesn't need to give us The
Life and Times of Michael Nyman, as we've
done our homework and know enough not
to need too much in the way of
autobiography. But it seems worth asking
why Nyman opted to leave the competitive
world of being a music critic in An.ir of the
even more competitive world of being a
composer - something that took place seven
or eight years ago now.

'It happened almost overnight', he
remembers. 'I was a freelance music critic,
working for a number of publications like
The Listener and New Statesman and so forth,
and one day it fell to me to write a review 01
a new record by Gavin Bryars. It was on the
Obscure Libel, which was the label I was on,
and I knew Gavin very well, so I didn't
really want to say anything very nasty about
it. It was all very praiseworthy - everything
we did on the label was - but somehow I
kept finding things in its structure that I
didn't like. I kept finding myself wanting to
change things in the music, to take an active
part in its composition. So I thought "if I
can't be a critic full-time, I might as well
give up writing altogether, and do
something I can really put my energies into".
So I did.'

Simplicity itself, though Nyman remains
one of the few men to have proved
themselves capable of crossing the border
between the critic and the criticised with
any credibility. At the time he put together
that Bryars appraisal, he'd had one album,
Decay Music, released by Obscure, the label
set up by Brian Eno as a sort of 'alternative'
focal point for new Brit ish music, financed
in part by resources within the F.13 group.
Bryars, Harold Budd, John Cage, Jan Steele,
Christopher Hobbs and himself were
among the composers whose work found a
welcome and appreciative outlet in Obscure,
and as Nyman recalls, everyone connected
with the label went about their work with a
lot of seriousness and not much time for
frivolity.

'We were all terrihl \ , terribly serious
about what we did. Obscure was set up a

reaction against the commercialism of most
of the modern music of the time, and we
consciously shyedMV,Iy from anything that
would jeopardise our detached outlook. We
wanted to remain separate from the
Illainstre:un, and by and large I think we
succeeded. We sold a few records, but of
course, the economic potential of something
like that is never going to be all that great.'

Too true. I Vcay Music was never likely to
break into the -lop 40, what with one side of
it being taken up by a single piece, '1-100',
that consisted of Nyman recording an
identical sequence of 100 piano chords four
times, without hearing what he'd already
done, and then replaying the four recordings
simultaneously. The results are more
listenable than the process would suggest,
sounding more like a forerunner of Eno's

piano -based ambient work than a Cage -
inspired experiment in alternative methods
of composition.

Whatever, it was a path Nyman chose not
to pursue once he'd decided to compose
music on a full-time basis. Instead, he's
directed his attentions toward producing
what commentators (this one included)
have made the mistake of calling 'systems'
music, a label that uts Nyman's output in
t e same mericans like
Philip Glass an Nyman is a
self-confessed desp Ring (who
isn't?), but his lack of taste r the 'systems'
tag is quite justified. For one hing, the
structure of his work owes m re to baroque
lyricism than arithmetical p gression, and
for another, he writes better unes than any
of the minimalists from acro the pond.

His major claim to fame, o at least, the
closest he's come to becomi a household
name, was writing the soun rack to Peter
Greenaway's cult film succe , The
Draughtsman's Contract. Ny an had worked
with the director before, not bly on an
obscure three-hour epic call The Falls, and
to those that knew such earlicr excursions,
the Draughtsman's music represented a tried
and tested formula: lots of interweaving
melodies played vigorously on a variety of
string and wind instruments, with several
instruments playing parts in 'nison to create
textures that sounded dyna c and
decidedly unacoustic. But th combination
)1 Greenaway's arcane dial( e and lush

photography, and Nyman's stinctive
staccato melodies (performe by his own
dependable acoustic ensemb ) produced a
sum far greater than its cons uent parts.
SUddenly, Nyman was in de and from the
Time Out cognoscenti, and undtrack
album duly followed. But th. was where the
problems started...

'These things invariably i
level of compromise, and th
things about the way Peter u
that I didn't like at all. The
chopped up into little hits, a
and one of the pieces ended
used aemi.'

They're all on vinyl...
'Agreed. But I never calle

soundtrack album as such. T
performances are different, t
al 'red, the recordings are to

rious ways. And I think it
olation,. even though it &
eter's pictures to go with it.
Nyman has in fact contin

Greenaway on a number of
including a suite of pieces fo
forms part of his latest albu
Kiss and Other Movements, a
soundtrack to the director's
length film, A Zed and Two
release this autumn.

'It's set in a zoo, so I thou
my principle of mixing instr

Ave some
e were some
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not being
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D point of, say, having a baritone sax playing a
meiody along with a lion, o: a rhinoceros.
There wasn't the time to do that in the end,
so the soundtrack is quite conventionally
scored. But I will do something like that at
some point - it's a nice idea.'

To begin with, Nyman was intent on
recording the new pieces with an entirely
new set of musicians in Holland, but the
experiment was not a success.

'I realised th I've been spoiled all these
years by my Ba They can do anything I
demand of the and they're not afraid to
blow harder, o rape harder, than they've
ever done befo The brass players in
Rotterdam we remarkable, but the strings
were really rat r disappointing. What
you've got to r ember is that a lot of the
energy you ca ut into a performance
simply isn't notatable on a manuscript. I can
only instil it properly if I'm conducting my
own hand - I know they'll respond.
Otherwise, you can end up with a load of
musicians who don't want to know, or a
conductor who just isn't capable of
conveying all t a at energy. I have done things
with other mu. ians where the presence of
somebody new as sparked off something
really worthw Ie - but the Dutch thing
wasn't one oft em.'

But Nyman oesn't confine himself to
conventional ( chestration. Like many of
his contemrxin ies, he's found electronic
instruments to of great value, in both
composing and irforming terms. Live, he's
used a Roland no 60 to recreate orchestral
timbres, while n OSCar deputised for a bass
guitar at some ( his Band's concerts during
1984.

More adven
soundtrack to
Bristol, using n
played on an E

'The progra.
I3irds, and the
soundtrack cot
So they gave n
and I sampled
effectively ma
approached th
manuscript pa
compose I real
instead of the
'piano', 'violin
'robin', 'hullfi
was very rewar
changed the sa
obviously som
unrecognisahl
ways across thi.
various differe
you could prob
while without

trously, he's just completed a
attire documentary for BB(.:.

thing but sound samples .*
ulator.

me is called The Wor0 of
)ple behind it wanted: a
posed entirely of bird noises.
a load of tapes of birdsong
em into the Emulator -
ng samples of samples. I
writing with a blank piece
ir, and as I started to
sti how odd it all looked:
les on the staves running
'viola' and so on, they ran

'swallow' and so forth. It
ng and really quite fun. I've
wiles quite a lot, and
if the sounds become
f you play them in different
eyhoard. I introduced
elements into the pieces, so
ly listen to them for some

arising what was actually
making the no e.

'I find synthc -kers and computers very
enticing -mainly because they're so
convenient. Y ,can insert your floppy disk

I a tuba sound, and play,
quba chord for which
about four hundred quid if

yed by eight tuba players.
> something rather

or whatever, k
say, an eight -n
you'd have to
you wanted it

'But there is
unsatisfying ab
actually sound. I mean, I know there is such
a thing as "the DX7 sound", but most of the
time, I find myself wanting the presence and
the attack of somebody playing an acoustic
instrument. It would he nice to have access
to synthesiser sounds via some means other

than an electronic keyboard. But somebody
in the band played a lyricon once a little
while ago, and the sound it made was entirely
dependent on the synthesiser it was being
used with; it wasn't really adding any
character of its own. If you played it with a
Korg, it sounded just like a Korg; you might
just as well have played the synthesiser on its
own.

'I've always been interested in mixing
sounds together to produce new textures.
People have listened to something like
Draughtsman's and asked me "what on Earth
is that?", and I've said "well, it's this
combined with this combined this",
and they're completely dumbfounded by it. I
like the idea of having an acoustic
instrument playing a melody simultaneously
with a synthesiser set up to produce an
approximation of that acoustic sound.
That's the sort of mixing of sound that
interests ITIC.

`Changing sampled sounds is something I
could have immense fun doing. This new
Mirage looks interesting.' (Nyman glances
down at an advertisement in one of the
magaztnes in front of him.) 'I had a
demonstration of a Fairlight not long agog
not because I was seriously in the market h
one, but because I was thinking of hiring:
one for some film work I was doing. This
went through some of the disks with me an
sampled a few sounds, hut it seemed to me
all you could do to actually change a sound.
was alter its envelope. If something came
out that had a whole synthesiser section,
something like the old EMS Synthi, that
you could stick on the end of an acoustic
sound, then that really would he
worthwhile.'

Nyman also makes use of contemporary
recording technology in his quest for new
tone colours and new ways of manipulating
acoustic sounds. Here he's been ably assisted
by expert knob-twiddler David Cunningham
(of Flying Lizards fame), who's helped guide
him through the maze of EQ, artificial
revert, delay effects and the rest. And
Nyman finds the whole field fascinating,
even though such ,in ,,reiA-minded approach

no f riends among the arch-
. ts of the music

would w'
triditik
esti ent.

'1 likes no seri,e hi me, no sense at all,
to gt) into a 24 -track studip and just record a
performance. People dit all the time, hut it
strikes me that if you have all that
equipment at your disPoskl, you might as
well try to make some use bf it. Personall
love getting *ind a mixing desk and
mucking abeiiit with the sounds tl se

instruments make. I like giving them
extreme EQ settings, or putting some of
them within different acoustic 'rooms' -
been using the Quantec Room Simulator a
lot. I know I'm tampering with their
naturalness, depriving, say, a saxophone of
halt its timbre by EQing it in an extreme
way. But to me it's just another way of
getting something new out of instruments
that have been around tor a long while now,
and I always retain some element of their
natural attack, because that's very important
to me. It's similar in a way to what I Jo when
I'm scoring a piece, mixing sounds together.
In some ways, it's really an extension of the
scoring process, and just as important in its
own way.

'You can't do it live, so I tend to opt for a

very natural sound over the PA (all Nyman's
concerts are amplified affairs), and let the
scoring and the performances of the Band
members do the rest. I like playing live
because it's hot and there's an audience, and
because people buy you drinks afterwards
and tell you how wonderful they thought it
was - or whatever!

'But I love recording, too. There's all that
busiriskof accuracy in t g and timing,
which I don't like, but t ggest problem
for me is time. Using Davi unningham is
like a short cut for me. I know the music and
he knows the desk, so I tend to follow his
direction to a large extent. If I was left to my
own devices I'd probably learn a lot more,
but there's never enough time, really.
Ideally I'd do a Bryan Ferry and have a
quarter of a million to spend, do it over two
years, that sort of thing. Ac
think I'd ever have to use all
would be nice to know I co
over something as I needed

Would a home studio be
'Oh yes, I think so. I'd lo

studio at home. Not for rec
because that doesn't really i
but just so that I could expe
a little about how everythin
how it could all be used. I'v'
memory for that sort of thin
write anything down, so if I
through a certain delay line
through a certain noise gate
"that's good". I won't reme
so when it comes to doing it

) square one. And that, ag
e.'
ime, or rather the lack o
an's biggest problem.

earning his living from the
and rforms, he finds there
tha wing to complete a c
part ar deadline, only to
doe et used for another

'I an awful lot of ma
than wil ver see the light
Here they're talking about r'
album of mine every two ye
nothing, really. Ideally I'd l'
something like a vinyl equiv
quarterly newsletter, but th
you put out, the fewer of eac

44fe at EG, they have to pu
motional muscle behind
often.
'In a sense it doesn't matt

don't make any money from
anyway. Most of what I earn
film and TV work, and I'm
that.'

Such is the lot of the mod
But whatever Nyman has to
message across, it's better th
behind the counter at a kos
worse, operating the switch
company office.... 
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Standinovation,
To support a set of

keyboards, you need a stand
that's light enough for
carrying and setting -up, and
strong enough to hold up the
heaviest keyboard. Because
of its aluminium tube
construction, the Eurotec
Tubo stand is as sturdy and
rigid as you want. With

instant folding, easy -grip
adjustment knobs and
rubber padded support bars
for width, depth and tilt, set
up and dissassembly is a
doddle! Versatile too - the
Tubo stand is suitable for
keyboards, sequencers and
computers. Give it a standing
ovation!

The Eurotec Tubo stand strong
rigid, but lightweight with individual
crossbar height adjustment.
2 tier stand £120 inc. VAT
3 tier stand £149 inc. VAT
4 tier stand £149 inc. VAT
Send for free brochure now to:

SOLA SOUND
18 Barton Way, Crooley Green, Rickmansworth, Herts. WD3 30A

Tel:0923 771110

School of Recording
and Music Technology

Primary Synthesiser Course -5 Days
Analogue, Digital and FM Synthesis. Sequencers,
MIDI, Interfacing, Sampling.

FM Synthesiser Programming -2 Days
These weekend workshops are for owners ( or
prospective owners ) of FM synthesisers and are
based around the Yamaha DX and TF Systems.

Topics include FM in Theory, FM in Practice, Multi
Stage Envelope Shaping and Key scaling.
Algorithms, operators and modulators.

These courses are arranged in cooperation with the
Roland and Yamaha corporations and Turnkey.

For further information, phone or write to:
MIKE NELSON

GATEWAY SCHOOL OF RECORDING & MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
la SALCOTT ROAD, LONDON SW11 6DQ

Telephone: 01-350 0340

lotto
.=ir-i=e-ir-iii-3 MIRAGE

DIGITAL SAMPLING SEND S.A.E. FOR FREE
KEYBOARD IN STOCK NOW £1695 DEMO CASSETTE

Roland Main
Dealer

JX8P EPOA TR 606 E148
Juno 106 ES99 JC 120 E475
TR707 £POA MKS 30 £599
mSO 100 s/h £319 SH 101 MGS 1 E209
MSG 700 s/h £639 MC 202 £159
JX 3P E599 JSO 60 egg

MKS 80 £1399

0 YAMAHA DeicTIch
er

X,,,C-
FM POLYSYNTH HAS ARRIVED LIMITED STOCKS
FIRST COME FIRST SERVED -£695
FIX21 IN STOCK 1:299
DX5- DX7 - R1000 - RK15 - TX7 8 816 MODULES -
QX1- D1500 -RX11 - PF10 - PF15 - OX7 -
IC(88 MOTHER KEYBOARD

KORG Key
nt

SDD 200 Sampling Delay £POA
OW 6000 Polysynth £POA
DDM 110 Dig Drums £179
DOM 220 Dig Percussion £POA
Poly 800 Polysynth £POA
PS 550 Supersection £POA
Ex 800 MIDI Expander EPOA
KMS 30 MIDI Sync Box £POA

aEQUEnZiaL Main
CRCUit3 inc Dealer

Multitrak £1075
Tom EPOA
PROPHET T8 DRUMTRAKS
PROPHET V MIDI SIX TRAKS
PROPHET ONE 64 SEQUENCER £79

NEW DRUMTRAKS CHIPS
40 Different sounds including SNOW WIS
electronics and latins. Send SAE for list

TASCAM Main
Dealer

FREE CASSETTES
10 C905 with either Porta One £399
Or 244 Portastudio £695
234 Syncaset £POA
32, 34 and 38 Open reel £POA
Model 2A 6/4/2 Recording Mixer £POA

All Teac punch -ins, cleaners, accessories etc
MULTITRACK Well written, extensive £4.99
PRIMER intro to multitracking inc. P&P

UKs largest sales
& service centre

Strats with locking Trem. Maple 8 Rosewood
Strats with locking Trem 8 Humbuckers
Strats Van Halen style, Single PU
Tele Vintage with binding Colours
Tele Twin Humbuckers, Coil Tap, Locking Trem
PJ Boss, Both Pickups
THE SELECTION OF AMPS IS ENORMOUS

FO5t
X-15
MULTITRACK
SUPER DEAL

£245 Inc. P&P

CASIO Dealer
0% Interest Free Credit
on CZ -101/1000/5000 synths
Call now with your personal details and collect one
of these remarkable digital synths with as little as
E40 per month to pay
101 £345 1000 t 495 5000£955

including

ROLAND MC -202 SYNTHESIZER: Same spec. as
SH-101. Sub Osc. Pulse width
mod., etc., etc.
SEQUENCER: 2729 notes, 2
channels, step, tab and real time,
full edit. LCD display.
TAPE SYNC: Will put down and
run from a sync code on tape.
Separate sync will run, TR606,
707, 808, 909, KPR77, DDM 110,
RX11 + RX15 RRP £399 £159

Inc POP

14 1161 iiil iiiii ' iii:set. 0 0
.  .. rims s

FREE spool type data
cassette and sync heads

HALF PRICE
ALL POA ITEMS ABOVE

Yamaha RX11 Drums
Roland Jupiter 8 £1395

NEW S/H Strats
Yamaha R-1000 2EV £48 1982 Strats
Yamaha D-1500 DEL E298 Boss CE
Fostex X15 income E269 Boss DM
Sequential Multitrek £1075 Boss TLI-12
Boss DE -200 Delay E259 Roland SHIM/MOS-1.
Yamaha DX- £POA
Roland MP -400 £489
Rhodes Chrome EPOA
Isopatch 64 Bay £85 Korg Trident
Korg £5800 Exp.. .......... . E299 Gibson Flying

RAM 10
GREAT

SUMMER SALE
AT JUMBLE SALE PRICES. JULY ONLY

£595 Roland MC202 £159
Mattel! Synsonics Drums inc sticks £59

from .E265 Korg Poly ScI £439
from. £475 Roiand SX3P/PG300 £599

-2 or 3 £73, Gibson LP De C459
-3 egg Rick 4001 Bass. ...... .. ..... .... ..... C395

£43 Wai Custom £4119
eggg G E. L Fretless E425

Roland 0300/505 E459
Memory Moog E1195

SECONDHAND Hohner Clav E129
II .E699 Kawai SX210 E469

V. ...£495 Boss Pedal Board £425

& 16 Ch Mixers
PRICES

DRUMS Inc. FREE drumsticks 8, Arndek £59
Tuning Amp Kit worth E40 inc. p8pMAITEL SYNSONICS

ACCESS, VISA, AMEX, HP, PHONE ORDERS WELCOME
ALL PRICES IN THIS ADVERT INCLUDE P&P UK MoAAAND

f
To:

Name

Address

CALLERS: 18A SOHO SQUARE, LONDON W1V 5FB 01-434 1365

I
Soho Soundhouse Mail Order Freepost 38 London W 1 E 6QZ

Please
I enclose

my

fort'

send me Model No(s)
cheque/postal order/bankers draft/cash in reg.envelope or debit

AccessNisa Account no

24 HOUR SERVICE NO STAMPS REQUIRED
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DELAY
TACTICS

Another month, another MIDI -controllable digital delay line
for our beleaguered reviewing team to get to grips with. The

SDE2500 is Roland's latest. Is it their greatest? Paul White

h = ver the Chinese may
you, 1985 is the year

the MIDI controlled
ffects unit. Already we've

had two wonderful digital
r erb systems from Roland and Yamaha (see

month's E&MM for reviews of these),
Korg's cunning SDD2000 sampling delay,
which have had MIDI fitted to the back

hem in the interests of giving people
e means of selecting effects memories

r otely from a MIDI musical instrument.
There are to be a lot more of these
kable MIDI wonders before the year is

1a

, too. Take this new offering from Roland.
I !lows you to create and store up to 64

y effects, which you can address either by
g the panel controls or by implementing

MIDI patch change information in the range 0
127. As you'd expect, there's a

ulation section onboard for the
eration of all the standard delay -related
cts. And the combination of a 17kHz
dwidth and some rather sophisticated
h -resolution converter electronics means
SDE2500 should be capable of satisfying

st professional requirements.
Curiously though, the delay time at full

bandwidth is a modest 350mS, and increases

1e

y to a maximum of 750mS in the 'Time x
ode, where the bandwidth is reduced to
z. In real life, however, this restriction on

ay time isn't as serious as it might f&st
ar, as most delay effects, including:.

80

straight echo, can be set up using delay times
of 350mS or less. If you want to be more
adventurous than that, look elsewhere.

A glance at the photograph shows all the
normal delay line controls located to the left
of the 2500's front panel. The first of these is
the obligatory and very necessary bypass
button which is a nice, big, easy -to -use affair
with a neat little status LED located just
above it. Again, the input level control works
just as you'd expect, and usefully, your
endeavours in this department are
monitored by a six -section LED meter - so
you've no excuse for giving the Roland more
than it can handle at its input.

The Modulation controls, Rate and Depth,
hold no surprises - the same is true of
Feedback and Delay Level, except that these
actually exist as separate knobs rather than as
increment/decrement buttons or as a single
assignable controller. In this age of
computer -based hardware, it's refreshing to
see that the 2500's designers have gone out
of their way to adapt their machine to the
user, and not vice versa.

With the exception of the input level pot
(which should only need setting up once each
session), all the Roland's controls are linked
to the programming electronics, so all their
settings can be stored and recalled as patch
information - the fact that the level of delay
relative to the direct signal level can also be
stored is particularly welcome.

Bang in the middle of the front panel is a

type of rocker switch labelled 'Memory No',
and this does work in an
increment/decrement fashion to step
through patches or memories. Push down
both sides of this button and the rate at
which the memories step through increases
greatly, the direction of stepping being
dependent on which side you press first. This
button also doubles as the MIDI Omni Mode
on/off switch, by the way.

Further to the right is the display window,
which houses five seven -segment numeric
LED displays. Under normal circumstances,
the first two display the patch number whilst
the last three indicate the current delay time
in milliseconds. But in true Roland style, the
display is dual -function and can also serve to
indicate Omni on/off status and MIDI channel
number. Two additional LEDs indicate delay
on/off status and the LFO modulation rate,
the latter by flashing at the oscillator
frequency.

The right-hand side of the panel takes the
form of a keypad containing nine buttons, and
the first of these is another of those
ingenious rocker switches, which this time
allows the delay time to be altered up and
down. The remaining buttons are arranged in
two rows, the top row for programming and
MIDI functions and the bottom row for
modifying effect parameters. The latter
comprise Time x 2, Delay Phase, Filter and
Hold, and each one has a built-in status LED.
As we've seen, Time x 2 doubles the
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maximum delay time to 750mS, while as you
might expect, Delay Phase gives you the
choice of feeding back signal in normal or
inverted phase. This option only has any
significant effect at very snort delay times,
and really comes into its own when you want
to change the character of flanged sounds;
the difference is clear, as they say.

Filter comes next, and there's more to this
than meets the eye. What it gives you is the

Performance 'The
2500's designers

have gone out of their
way to adapt their

machine to the user,
and not vice versa.'

option of having the high -frequency content
of any fed back signals progressively reduced.
If you set up a straight delay with feedback,
bringing the filter into play produces echoes
which become softer in tone as they die
away. That might not sound too exciting, but
some people reckon it to be a useful and
realistic replica of the characteristics inherent
in tape -loop echo units. And we've all met
some musician somewhere who's preferred
the sound of tape echoes to any other. And
the feature is certainly useful for treating
vocals, where it can make repeat echoes less
obtrusive, and consequently more natural -
sounding, than simple full -bandwidth repeats.

Hold is the familiar feature that allows
anything captured in the machine's memory
to be looped around constantly, giving an
infinite repeat effect. This particular Roland
has no triggering facilities, though, so this
function is of rather limited use. Actually, I
rather expected to find some form of
triggered sampling system on a unit of this
price and sophistication. I guess Roland's
marketing people would say that if you want
the degree of programmability the SDE2500
offers, you'll already have a cheaper delay line
to take care of such mundane tasks as
sampling. Personally, I think they should have
stuck a triggering facility on there anyway.

Having got that disappointment out of my
system, I crept up behind the SDE2500 to
see what else I could or could not find. First
there was MIDI, catered for by In and Thru
DIN sockets. Then there was a switch for
operating level, to match +4dBm or
-20dBm systems, and delay only and mixed
outputs, the inclusion of which is now more
or less common practice.

Having remote jacks for Delay on/off and
Hold is also par for the course, but the
socket labelled Playmate looked more
interesting. Hardly able to contain myself, I
connected my footswitch and waited for the
scantily -clad bunny girl to appear...alas, Mr
Roland is a man of honourable intentions, and
the reality is less smutty than my imagination
could ever cope with. The Playmate function
is really a rather clever timing device that lets
you set your delay time via the footswitch;
the new delay time is the same as the time
that elapses between two consecutive
depressions of the pedal. This means you can
tap your foot on the pedal in time with your
music and automatically set a new delay time
that fits the tempo of the piece. Of course,
the maximum delay time can't exceed the
maximum capability of the unit (750mS), but
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this mode of operation should be mighty
useful in a live situation, or if you're short of
time in a studio and don't want to spend too
long twiddling front panel controls.

Two further sockets allow for the
connection of footswitches which you can
use to increase or decrease the program
number if you're not already using MIDI to
handle this task. Should you opt for this
method, it's probably wise to program your
effects in the order you intend to use them
in, to avoid any unnecessary complications.

Also in evidence is a CV input jack, but
don't get too excited about this. It's designed
to let you control pitch modulation using
something like an external LFO, rather than
as a means for controlling the pitch of a
sampled sound from a CV keyboard.
Inserting a plug into this socket disconnects
the internal modulation oscillator, and
shortly after doing this, you realise just how
useful this external modulation business can
be.

I started this thing off by talking about
MIDI, so I might as well give you a few more
details about how the new Roland
implements the omnipresent digital
communications link. The SDE2500 can be
set to operate in MIDI Omni mode, or to
respond to any discreet MIDI channel in the
range 1-16. When one of the 64 memories is
allocated to a MIDI program number in the
range 0-127, this information is stored as part
of what Roland call a number table. Four such

Operation 'You can
toyour foot on the

pedal in time with the
music - and

automatically set a
new delay time.'

number tables can be stored and recalled, and
when the unit is powered up, the last number
table used is the one that comes into
operation. This is made possible by the
battery backed -up memory system, which is
responsible for preserving all other program
information when the machine is switched
off. The battery is intended to last for at least
five years, by which time MIDI will be the
subject of retrospective E&MM features and
the session keyboard player's equivalent of
old wives' tales.

Unlike Mrs White and her ailing Vauxhall
Chevette, you shouldn't have any trouble
learning to drive your SDE2500 and building
up a productive working relationship with it.
This is mainly due to the wonderfully clear
and comprehensive manual, something that's
worth mentioning at a time when many
Oriental manuals, even some Roland ones,
are less than complete and of little more help
than the original Japanese manuscript.

For those not entirely au fait with exactly
what you need to do to set up different
effects, the manual contains a complete
section on sample settings, all of which are
clearly illustrated with front panel drawings
showing appropriate control positions.

As the essential controls are real knobs
rather than bits of software activated by pairs
of unresponsive buttons, setting up a sound is
really very straightforward, especially if
you've used any kind of DDL before. What's

more, a simple ritual involving the
programming buttons locks your desired
sound into the memory location of your
choice. Existing memories can be edited but,
if you want to have your cake and eat it, you
can first copy the patch into a spare memory
location arid so keep the original intact.

Personali, , I've lost count of the number of
delay lines I've used in the course of writing a
magazine review such as this one, so I know
from experience that it's all too easy to get
blasé about the sort of effects these things
can introduce. But with the possible
exception of the Filter parameter, the
SDE2500 does nothing really new. What it
does instead is to produce all the standard
DDL effects to a very high standard, with
exceptional clarity and a marked lack of
background noise which is an obvious
advantage in any studio environment.

With the unit set to Time x 2, the
reduced bandwidth isn't nearly as
detremental to the sound quality as you
might imagine, and though there's an obvious
difference in high -frequency response, this
isn't going to be too serious for most
applications.

One thing to bear in mind is that the
delayed sound is muted for up to 400mS
whenever you change the program or alter
the delay time, so don't expect to be able to
program a composition that needs one delay
effect to switch instantly to another with
utter smoothness. To keep matters in
perspective, this problem is inherent in the
design principles of DDLs, and is in no way
confined to the SDE2500.

In the SDE2500, Roland have produced a
straightforward, high -quality delay unit
equipped for MIDI control. It has no real
faults, but it does have a few omissions.
There's currently a huge demand for DDLs
which also offer a sampling facility that can be
controlled from a keyboard, but it's a
demand the SDE2500 is going to miss out on.
And regardless of whether or not longer
delay times are actually necessary, maximum
delay time is a strong selling point out there
in the marketplace, and for a unit of this
price, I'd really like to have seen at least a
one -second delay at full bandwidth.

Then again, the SDE2500 is an attractive
performer, with exemplary credentials in the
areas of noise, distortion and dynamic range.

And you wonder why writers have trouble
coming to concrete conclusions about
review equipment... 

DATAFILE
Roland SDE2500

Digital Delay
Specification Delay Time 350mS at I74/I_
bandwidth,. Time x 2, 759mS at 81;11:
bandwidth, 64 proglammahle mourn -Ws
Controls BypaAA, Input /evil, Feedba[k,
Delay Out, Modulation Rate & Depth,
Memory No, Omni On1041,MIDI Channel
No Time x 2, Delay Phase, Filter,
Hold
Interfacing MIDI In & Thru, Delay Out.
Mix Out, +4dlind-20dBm .wlector, CI'
Input, Foots -71'101 jacks for Delay. Hold,
Playmate, Program upldown
Price RRP £600 including VAT
More from Roland UK, Great 1144
Trading Estate, 983 Great West Road.
lirentiord, Midd.t TW8 9D.V 8 01-568
-157S
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PM,TCt4 GENERATOR

SECOND LEVEL
COMPOSITE PR

The amazing musical fidelity of Yamaha's DX range of FM
Digital synthesizers needs no introduction -there can hardly be
a recording studio or professional keyboard player in the country
without a DX7. Now Yamaha have produced the TX7 FM Digital
MIDI Expander, designed specifically to enhance and enlarge the
already awesome capabilities of the DX7.

If you are a DX7 owner, the TX1 should undoubtedly be your
next step. For less than half the price of a second DX7 it more
than doubles your existing creative potential -in real musical
terms. Via MIDI the TX7 combines with your DX not only to
extend its existing facilties but to introduce you to a whole new
dimension of FM programming.

Composite Programming. The first level of FM is the kind of
detailed sounds we are used to hearing from the DX7 and DX9.
The second level opens the door to a whole new set of FM
programming techniques which involve the complex inter -
reaction of different harmonic patterns between DX and TX.

Original sounds are synthesized by breaking them down
into their component parts. A note from an acoustic guitar, for
instance, consists of various elements -the fundamental
frequency, its harmonics, the percussive sound of the nail
plucking the string, the string striking off the fingerboard, the
damping of the string at the end of the note etc. The
combination of DX7 and TX7 vastly increases the wealth of
detail your sounds can capture. This can be described thus.

This is the ideal performance system if you want to use a Yamaha KX1
or KX5 type performance keyboard exclusively. The TX7 proyides a
top-quality FM tone generator, without the need for another complete
keyboard.

TX7 TONE GENERATOR

- OUTPUT

MIDI IN OUT

MIDI OUT

11.1 1 11 IL 11 111

To

SOUND

SYSTEM

ALUM ULM 112U 6[
KX REMOTE KEYBOARD

Think of each operator as a digit in a six -digit combination
lock, then increase the number of digits to 12 to represent the
addition of TX7. You have not merely doubled the number of
combinations but have increased it factorially. Sort of like a
DX72

The TX7, like the DX7, has a 32 -voice internal memory filled
with an exciting new set of factory voices. It also has a tape
storage facility making it possible to create inexpensively a large
library of sounds on normal cassette tapes. In addition to storing
all the standard voice parameters, you can also store all the
performance control settings such as voice attenuation and



FM SYNTHESIS
OGRAMMING

SEQUENCER

TX1

TONE GENERATOR

MIDI IN OUT MIDI IN OUT OUTPUT
TO

/
SOUND

r SYSTEM
MIDI OUT IN THRU OUTPUT

rr T )

z n-tFrri

II II !11.11.111!

DX SYNTHESIZER

note limit (a sophisticated keyboard split).
Pitch bend, modulation wheel, after -pressure and breath

control parameters can all be stored as an integral part of each
preset. On top of this the TX1 has on -board a second set of 32
memories to allow such performance parameters to be stored
with respect to the DX7's presets.

All this means avoiding the horrifying discovery in the
middle of a solo that the pitch bend range is not what it should
be! It's all there in memory for you. And for total performance
control even the volume balance of the TX7 can be assigned to
the data entry slider of your DX7

YAM

DIGITAL SEQUENCE RECORDER

To further aid your performance or recording sessions
Yamaha also offer the QX7, an inexpensive MIDI sequencer which
can be used like a multitrack tape machine to build up synth and
drum machine arrangements, line by line. It will faithfully
reproduce your performance or allow you remarkably simple
step -time programming which will still remember all your
dynamics. The QX7 has a wide range of editing facilities and can
even correct your timing for you. It can control as many as 16
different MIDI instruments or can simply be used as a MIDI drum
sequencer with full velocity sensitivity.

Without the assistance of such sequencers, many
professional musicians would be incapable of producing the
polished performances that we all take for granted. In fact you'll
be surprised how easy it is to make your tracks sound tight and
professional with a little help from the 07

The TX1 and QX7 have both been designed specifically to
work as a unique system with the DX7 although they will also
work with any other MIDI instruments. But, then again, there's
nothing like the real thing.

YAMAHA
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

 MOUNT AVENUE. BLETCHLEY, MILTON KEYNES, BUCKS. MK11JE
ss (0908) 640202 24hr Ansaphone (0908) 649222



The Bit One analogue polysynth was impressive enough, but
now its facilities have been improved, and its price reduced

dramatically. Tim Goodyer
First there was the Bit One, a
fabulous -sounding analogue
polysynth designed and made by a
revitalised Crumar factory in Italy,
and sold in the UK by an equally

revitalised Chase music shop chain. Then
there was the Bit 0 I, a 'Bit One in a rack'
synth module that did without the dedicated
instrument's keyboard but added a number
of useful synthetic and MIDI facilities to the
original spec.

Bearing that history in mind (it's all taken
place in the last year, give or take), the Bit 99
can be viewed as a Bit 01 plus a five -octave
C -to -C keyboard, and the performance
controls relevant to use of the machine as an
instrument in its own right.

Facility -wise, the 99 has two DCOs, a
VCF, a VCA, two LFOs, velocity -sensitivity
and an extensive implementation of MIDI. In
other words, the Bit 99 is the best of the Bit
One plus the best of the Bit 0 I , if you see
what I mean.

Relative to what the original synth offered
in the way of MIDI options (there weren't
many), the 99 gives you a variety of choices
regarding transmitting or suppressing
pitchbend, modulation, release pedal
information and program changes, as well as
control over omni/poly modes, transmit and
receive channels ( I - I 6) and keyboard modes.
These differ from what the expander can do,
too, since seeing as it has no keyboard, it
doesn't have much use for all those
transmission facilities.

Looking briefly at the rear panel, we find
separate Upper and Lower Outputs, a
Phones socket (which mutes the main
84

outputs when used), MIDI In, Out and Thru,
Release and Program Advance footswitch
jacks, Tape In and Out (on quarter -inch jacks)
and a tuning pot effective over a total of two
whole tones.

The two outputs output the same signal
unless you enable the 99's Stereo facility, in
which case upper and lower signals appear at
the relevant output. Interesting, but a little
disorientating, is the way the path of the
synth's output alternates from left to right
every three notes, if you're in Normal and
Stereo modes at the same time.

Parameter control is accomplished in the
now more than familiar manner of digital
access. Depending on your point of view,
you'll see this as either the most
ergonomically elegant layout ever seen on a
musical instrument, or the death of
synthesiser programming as we know
(knew?) it. The Bit 99 has incrementation and
decrementation switches, and a pair of two -
digit displays to show the parameter number
under consideration and its current value
simultaneously, which is more than you get
from some. In fact, these displays are kept
company by a further pair marked Upper
Program and Lower Program. No prizes for
guessing, then, that the Bit 99 works in the
same normal, dual and split configurations as
both its predecessors. And all these modes of
operation are fully programmable, including
the split point, which has to be good news
for the performance -minded.

There are a total of 99 memory locations
in all, which might give us some clue as to
why the Bit 99 has the name it has. Of these,
numbers I to 75 hold conventional patch

information, while 76 to 99 hold split or
layered arrangements of these patches. You
needn't confine yourself to this internal
memory, as a whole synth's worth of voices
can be dumped to cassette tape at the flick of
a couple of buttons; no such hi -tech luxuries
as disk or cartridge storage here, I'm afraid.

The 99 has the same pitch and mod wheels
that graced the Bit One, but sadly, these are
in the same place they were on the earlier
synth, too. Maybe I'm further down the
evolutionary ladder than the design team at
Crumar, but my fingers run in a vaguely
straight line across the end of my hand,
something that makes using such controls
rather easy when they're placed side by side.
Strange, then, that these same wheels are
positioned one behind the other on the Bit
99.

Still on the subject of performance, the
front panel is also possessed of a small rotary
pot designated Keyboard Sensitivity; this
allows you to set the sensitivity to suit your
own touch and consequent control over
oscillator pulse widths, LFO rates, filter
envelope and attack and VCA attack and
amount. This isn't in itself a programmable
function, even though the limits within which
it operates are.

One of the Bit 99's most useful features is
program chaining. I know it's not unique to
this synth, but the ability to string together
up to three blocks of 33 programs and be
able to step through them can be a real asset,
especially during live performance.

Time to actually listen to the synth, I
suppose. Again, the similarities to the 99's
predecessors are inescapable. The pre-
programmed sounds really don't do the
instrument full justice, but that's hardly an
unusual situation for a modern po!ysynth, in
any price range. String sounds are rich and
even richer when layered, percussion is clear
and well-defined until you start getting into
the realms of attempts at Simmons snares,
organs are full and meaty, and there are even
a few fashionably nasty piano sounds, too, so
no worries there.

Unusually for what is basically an analogue
synth, the Bit 99 is also capable of producing
very bright, FM -like sounds, and as with
everything else the synth can come up with,
these can be beefed up nicely using the
split/layer facilities.

Usually, 'performance' instruments
sacrifice programming versatility in the
interests of being easy to play, while those
with complex synthetic possibilities are
almost impossible to use live. The Bit 99
strikes a neat and very welcome balance
between the two - and at its newly -reduced
price, it makes some of the competition look
very silly. 

DATAF ILE
Chase Bit 99

Polysynth
Keyboard 61 note C -to -C; velocity -sensitive
Sound Source 2 x DCOs
Voicing Normal (6 -note polyphonic), Split
(3 -note polyphonic) and Double (3+3 -note
polyphonic) modes
Memory 75 voice memory locations, 24
duallsplit memory locations.
Interfacing MIDI In, Out & Thru
Price TSP £699
More from Chase, 58 Oldham Street,
Manchester M4 1 LE e (061) 236 6794/5
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L it
5 Stockton Road
Sunderland
Tyne & Wear SR1 3NR

110
MCTelephone
0783-78058/655168

lk_Roland
ROLAND JX8P MIDI POLY SYNTHESIZER BEST DEAL MOTHER KEYBOARD SYSTEM
ROLAND PG800 8P PROGRAMMER BEST DEAL ROLAND MKB300 MIDI KEYBOARD LOW PRICE
ROLAND JUNO 106 MIDI POLY SYNTHESIZER BEST DEAL ROLAND MKB1000 MIDI KEYBOARD LOW PRICE
ROLAND SKV2000 DIGITAL REVERB. MIDI, ROLAND MKS10 PLANET P. MIDI PIANO MODULE LOW PRICE
PROGRAMMABLE BEST DEAL ROLAND MKS30 PLANET S MIDI POLY SYNTH
ROLAND SDE2500 DIGITAL DELAY MIDI. MODULE LOW PRICE
PROGRAMMABLE BEST DEAL ROLAND SH101 MONO SYNTHS ALL
ROLAND TR707 DIGITAL DRUMS BEST DEAL COLOURS VERY LOW PRICE
SEND FOR OUR ROLAND INFO PACK FREE"
ROLAND MSQ700 DIGITAL RECORDER BEST DEAL
ROLAND MSQ100 DIGITAL RECORDER BEST DEAL
ROLAND DR110 RHYTHM UNITS BEST DEAL
ROLAND TR606 RHYTHM UNITS VERY LOW PRICE

BCIBB ALL MODELS AT
LOWEST PRICES

Including the BOSS MICRO RACK SERIES

PORTA ONE
4 track machine

Once only price £399

0 YAMAHA RECORDING EQUIPMENT
YAMAHA MT44D

4 track cassette
£389

FOSTEX X-15 YAMAHA R1000 REVERB - £399 YAMAHA D1500 - £299
4 track ultimate DYNACORD DRP-16 £635

micro BEST DEAL DYNACORD EXPANSION CHIP
LEXICON PCM-60

£59
£1880

MXR 01-A £1960
GREAT BRITISH SPRING MK3 £210
ACCESSIT STEREO REVERB £125
ACCESSIT NOISE GATE £49
POSTE( 3070 COMP/LIM £225
YAMAHA GC2020 COMP/LIM £229
ACCESSIT COMPRESSOR £49
YAMAHA G01031 GRAPHIC £199
YAMAHA GQ2031 GRAPHIC £399
TEAC GE -20 £182
ROLAND SBX80 SYNC BOX BEST DEAL
BOSS DE200 PHONE
KORG SDD1000 £319
IBANEZ HD1000 £275
IBANEZ DM1100 £280
IBANEZ DM2000 £295
ROLAND SDE1000 PHONE
ROLAND SDE3000 PHONE
ROLAND SRE555 PHONE
JHS DX777 £159

STUDIOMASTER 12/2C .£682
STUDIOMASTER 8-4 £645
STUDIOMASTER 6-2 .£295
STUDIOMASTER 16 4 2 £890
STUDIOMASTER 16-8-2 f1170
ALLEN & HEATH SERIES 21 16-4-2 MIXER. BEST PRICE
ALLEN & HEATH SERIES 8 16-4-2 MIXER BEST PRICE
ALLEN & HEATH SERIES 8 16-8-2 MIXER BEST PRICE
ALLEN & HEATH SERIES 8 16-16-2 MIXER BEST PRICE
SECK 18-8-2 MIXER BEST PRICE
SECK 12-2 MIXER BEST PRICE
MTR 12-4-2 MIXER £395
MTR 4-4-2 MIXER £225
STAR SOUND 16-8-2 MIXER £1030
STUDIO MASTER 16-8-2 MIXER £1180
PROMARK 8-4-2 MIXER £466
RAM 10-4-2 £550
STAR SOUND 16-8-2 £1032
STAR SOUND 6-2 MIXER £175
MONITORS BY TANNOY JBL YAMAHA EV ETC

YAMAHA DX21 (NEW MODEL) EM POLY SYNTH ONLY £699
YAMAHA RX21 DIGITAL DRUM (NEW MODEL) £249
YAMAHA DX5 (NEW MODEL) BEST DEAL
YAMAHA KX88 MOTHER KEYBOARD BEST DEAL
YAMAHA TX7 MIDI DX7 EXPANDER BEST DEAL
YAMAHA QX7 DIGITAL MULTI TRACK BEST DEAL
YAMAHA TX1 SINGLE EXPANDER MODULE BEST DEAL
YAMAHA PF15 & PF10 PIANOS AMAZING PRICES
YAMAHA RX15 £419 YAMAHA RX11 £599
YAMAHA CX5M MUSIC COMPUTER WITH FREE
KEYBOARD £499

UNIQUE ROM FOR DX7 64 BRAND NEW SOUNDS & ADD
ON CHIP WHICH DOUBLES TO AN INCREDIBLE 128 NEW
SOUNDS PHONE FOR DETAILS

YAMAHA SIGNAL PROCESSORS
GC2020 2 CHANNEL COMPRESSOR LIMIT BEST PRICES
D1500 MIDI DIGITAL DELAY 16 PROG MEM & PASS FOR
INSTANT RECALL £299
GQ1031 31 BAND GRAPHIC EQ HIGH QUALITY BEST PRICE
Q2031 STEREO 31 BAND GRAPHIC EQ AMAZING PRICE
Q1027 27 BAND GRAPHIC EQ A MUST FOR ALL PRO AUDIO
USERS BEST DEAL

NEW NEW NEW
YAMAHA

DX21
£699

YAMAHA RX21 £249

YAMAHA
REV 7
£1199

IMPORTANT NEWS FOR
ALL DX7 OWNERS

Imagine a new ROM cartridge for the DX7 designed to function in an entirely
different way from existing DX ROMS by Yamaha and Itsibashi. Having a
Zero Insertion Force (ZIF) socket into which you plug an eprom containing
64 new sounds. Eproms available that will allow you to build up banks of
sound to use with the existing cartridge, being possible to customize your
own eproms, and if you owned a BBC computer and eprom blower, you
could be provided with the program to do this yourself.

Sounds good? Well you can buy this unique cartridge now. for as little as
£45.50.

Eproms containing 64 sounds are available at £14.50 each. Write or
telephone for sample list of sounds.

MAIL ORDER We can supply any product quickly - over the
telephone via our super efficient mail order department!



IN MEMORY
OF A

FESTIVAL
Over the last two years, UK Electronica established itself as

the premier event in Britain's electronic music calendar.
But this year's show was lacklustre and poorly attended,

and it could turn out to be the last.
Report Dan Goldstein Photographs Tim Goodyer

hen Sheffield University
Students' Union withdrew
their support from UK Elec-
tronica '85, it looked odds-
on that the event would have

to be shelved. In retrospect, it might have
been better if it had been, since a postpone-
ment would have spared the organisers, the
exhibitors, the punters and the players from
having to live through a mundane, unevent-
ful and for the most part unproductive day
in rain -soaked South Yorkshire. And it
could have cleared the way for a bigger,
better event to take place same time next
year.

But as it was, local art dealer Chris Cox
stepped in to save the occasion, and it went
ahead in spite of everything. On the day,
ticket sales were so far down on the previous
year's, some of the artists performing during
the day had to buy their tickets to get into
the evening part of the show. Most of the
manufacturers' and retailers' stands *ere
empty for most of the time, the bar was quite
unbelievably quiet, and on the E&MM
stand, we sold an overseas subscription and
doubled our takings.

The music was variable, but not varied. If
there was a single major factor contributing
to this year's poor attendance, it was that the
bill simply didn't cater for a wide enough
range of musical tastes and styles. OK, so
UK Electronica has always put the emphasis
on the cosmic, the synthetic, and the
Schulzian. But you had to listen hard to find
an artist that strayed too far from those
guidelines at the '85 event, and given that a
total of 10 acts took the stage at either the
Students' Union building (day) or the
fabulous Octagon Centre (evening), that
must count as a major shortfall.

The large -format, refreshingly well -
produced programme said Ashok Prema
combined 'the erotic melodrama of the
Indian film with the synthesizer film'. At
Sheffield, his performance was straight mid -
period Tangerine Dream with a tabla
thrown in now and again for good measure,
so what read like a fascinating fusion of
86

cultures and musics sounded like nothing of
the kind.

Mark Jenkins was better, but then we
expected that. As a journalist who's worked
for just about every musician's magazine
going (just think, it was E&MM who gave
him his first big break), he has access to
more hi -tech equipment than the rest of the
daytime performers had put together - and
his set made no secret of the fact. Powerful
Drumtraks digital percussion, sparkling
DX7 synth sounds, majestic Mirage grand
piano...you name it, it was at Jenkins'
fingertips. The music? Ah well, can't really
remember too much about that - but there
was a laser flying around the hall (and
bouncing off the musician's mirror shades)
to make sure the visual senses were
occupied even when the aural ones weren't.
But as a demonstration of what you can do
with the latest gear and an NUJ pass, the set
was a winner.

Then there was Wavestar, three middle-
aged composers who probably undertook

the most ambitious performing task - using
a complete Digisound modular system on
stage, marrying it to a load of home -built and
heavily -modified gear, playing music of a
semi -improvised kind, and aRthis in what
was their first live performance of any
description. We were close enough to the
stage to hear lines like 'what do I do next?'
and 'where does this go?' from the mouths of
performers various, but to the rest of the
audience, Wavestar's set was crisply con-
structed and smartly executed. Watch out
for them.

In contrast, Land of YRX were heavy
going. Like Wavestar, they got more out of
some fairly antiquated hardware than many
musicians get from state-of-the-art tech-
nology, but their music was uninspired to
the point of annoyance. Predictable, for-
mularised monophonic sequences provided
the backdrop for the sort of hideous heavy
metal guitar soloing you'd expect to find on a
Kerrang! compilation album, and the
audience's reaction was decidedly luke-

Mark Jenkins
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warm. The band had plenty of enthusiasm (a
quality they shared with most of the event's
performers), but sadly, it was misdirected.

Mike Brooks, a synth soloist with the
misfortune to be based in Luton, succeeded
in applying his enthusiasm to a much more
inventive end. This time the programme
didn't lie: Brooks' music was flowing and
simplistic, and a little reminiscent of
Schulze at his more inspired. If there's going
to be a new generation of synth composers to
follow the likes of Boddy, Shreeve and the
rest, Mike Brooks should be among them.
He knows a good tune when he hears it,
arranges his compositions with skill and
carries the whole thing off with an idiosyn-
cratic but appealing style.

It was a member of the above -mentioned
establishment, Ian Boddy, who headlined
the daytime concert, 20 minutes behind
schedule and suffering from lack of time to
make sure everything was working as it
E&MM OCTOBER 1985

Steve Jolliffe

Ashra
should. He needn't have worried. Apart
from the odd logistical error - unnoticed by
the majority of the audience - Boddy's set
went as smoothly as the best of them. In
fact, smoothness was probably the perform-
ance's key note from start to finish.
Everything functioned with scarcely a
hiccup, from the running of the tape
machine to the multitude of Boddy patch -
changes, and the audience loved it. The
Editor loved it, too, especially when Boddy
and second synth player David Berkley
launched into a new piece titled 'The
Necromancer': clever rhythm patterns,
tasty arpeggios, and some splendid, sudden
changes in instrumentation.

The evening bit didn't start too well. A lot
of the exhibitors had become disillusioned
and gone home early, though the man from
Simmons (who'd earlier dropped his demo
SDS9 module and wiped all its programs,
poor chap) had to stay to collect a loan kit off

headliners-Ashra, and provided a bit of light
conversational relief in the Octagon Cen-
tre's bar.

But long before Ashra took the stage, it
was the turn of Steve Jolliffe, ex -Tangerine
Dreamer, headliner of 1984's daytime
show, and as much the star of this year's
event as he was of last year's. His set was
more varied, more emotional, less gimmicky
and less predictable than anybody else's -
not least because in addition to his DX7, he
also played brass and woodwind, and even
directed north and south at microphone for
about 40% of the performance.

There were plenty of the dramatic flute -
cum -vocal tricks which characterised his
'84 outing, but Jolliffe gave us more songs
this time (some of them previously unheard,
at least by these ears), and contrasted these
with the quieter, instrumental meanderings
that have graced his recent vinyl output. By
no stretch of the imagination is Jolliffe an
accurate singer, but he's a lively and
energetic one, and his presentation as a
whole had more vitality than most. Like
Oliver Twist, the audience pleaded for more
at the end of an all -too -brief sitting, but
things were running extremely late by this
stage, and we had to remain content with
wLat we'd been given.

Ashra were the headlinetb, the crowd -
pullers that didn't pull a crowd. Their roots
lie in early -70s Berlin cult outfit Ash Ra
Tempel, founded by Manuel Gottsching and
including in one of its earlier incarnations a
certain drummer by the name of Schulze.
Ashra's current line-up is Gottsching plus
Lutz Ulbrich and Harald Grosskopf, and the
last time they played on these shores was
eight years ago.

They were abysmal. I know it's a matter
of taste (Ashra's set was enthusiastically
received), but I don't reckon the following
formula particularly appealing: tedious,
repetitive keyboard sequences played widi
no dynamism whatsoever; a drummer that
took 15 minutes to find out where his snare
drum was; and the sort of monotonous,
volume -no -object guitar -playing that would
make Land of YRX sound like Hendrix.

We went to the bar, but there was no
escaping Ashra; you could hear them clearly
through a couple of kitchen doors that were
open throughout the band's all -too -lengthy
set. Meanwhile, ambition had got the better
of some of the organisers, and we found
ourselves surrounded by talk of a two-day
hi -tech extravaganza at Birmingham's Nat-
ional Exhibition Centre, to be headlined by a
couple of 'really big names' and to take place
sometime next summer. In '86, the trains
won't be on strike, it won't be pouring with
rain, the event won't take place on a Bank
Holiday weekend - and Ashra won't be top
of the bill.

But I get the feeling there won't be a UK
Electronica at all in '86. That would be a
shame, because the warmth, the creativity
and the friendly atmosphere of the first two
Electronicas was well worth supporting, and
there's no denying the enthusiasm of the
people involved in getting what will always
be an elaborate show on the road. The best
we can hope for is that a lesson will have
been learned this year, so that something
altogether wider -ranging (with correspon-
dingly greater potential in both artistic and
financial fields) can be staged in 12 months'
time.
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OUTTAKES
Whether it comes from a multi -national leisure company or someone's back room, it's still

modern music. And if it's modern music, it probably isn't reviewed by E&MM's resident team of
would-be art critics. Tim Goodyer & Dan Goldstein

VI NIFLTAKES
First off in this month's record reviews is the lastest opus from electro pioneers Tangerine
Dream. It's called Le Parc (jive Electro), and the inspiration behind it appears to be o sort of

'Around the World in 80 Days'journey via some of the globe's most famous parks. The journey isn't

a real one, so don't build your hopes up for a live album recorded in venues many and various. First

stop is the 'Bois de Boulogne', which gets the album off to a promising start Most memorable are

the track's enviably distinctive sounds, and in this respect at least, the promise is fulfilled. There's a

liberal spread of new and inspirational arrangement throughout the album. Thebest examples of

this are percussive, and the best of these is 'Gaudi Park' which is rich in African style Odd,

really, when you consider that the area of green space that inspired this particular venture is in

Barcelona. At the other extreme is the first side's final track, 'Zen Garden'. Gentle, wistful and

emotional, it's the best Le Parc has to offer. As for the remainder, the music is disappointingly

constructed by comparison, though quite listenable nonetheless. So for the umpteenth time, the

Tongs have come up with a collection almost bound to find favour with their established audience.

Uncommitted listeners will probably continue to steer clear.

'A
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Went to a press do in Cavendish Square the other day. Quite a good one, actually.
Plenty of free wine, good company, free wine, good music and free wine. The cause of
this celebration? The Thompson Twins and Here's to Future Days (Arista), their latest
long-playing creation. The band weren't actually there, you understand, but we heard
plenty of the album. About three complete plays, in all. By the time you read this, the
tight, well -constructed single 'Don't Mess With Dr Dream' will have worked its way
onto the jukeboxes of Britain with the same inevitability as previous Twins singles.
Happily, the 45 isn't an isolated gem. The album is a vast improvement on Into The
Gap, and more reminiscent, in many ways, of the earlier Quick Step and Side Kick.
Regrettably, the truly dreadful rendition of 'Revolution' has survived the criticism it
received after the Live Aid concert, and makes a reappearance in all its flat, clumsy, ill -
tuned agony. Also flatly familiar is the earlier single 'Lay Your Hands On Me'. Of far
greater note are 'Emperors Clothes' and 'Tokyo'. Lively, energetic and unrestrained
without being overstated, they're the best the album has to offer. It's all pretty
derivative stuff, make no mistake, but it's expertly crafted pop and boasts the same
clarity of sound and precision of arrangement that characterised the Thompsons'
previous work. P music of hi: h calibre.

There's just no escaping Shriekback in this month's E&MM.
On the cover, in four pages of glorious colour, and now in
Vinyl Takes by virtue of having a new single released this
week(ish). It's 'Fish Below the Ice' (Arista), taken from the
current album release, Oil and Gold. One of the album's
more up tempo episodes, it manages to eclipse its predec-
essor, 'Nemesis', which really didn't do the band justice.
The track has been remixed from the album version and
comes up sounding better for its experience: solid, neatly
formed and as upfront as you can get without falling off the
edge. In complete contrast, the flip -side plays host to
`Coelocanth', also from the album but a shorter, more
atmospheric piece of floating, whispering synths and
melancholy shakuhaci (the latter played by Paul Hirsh).
The only possible reason I can think of for not buying this
record is already owning the album, and that only gets you
off with a caution.



XRI SYSTEMS-MICON ooTLIHO I riOnr:
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PROFESSIONAL KEYBOARDS

MIDI SYSTEM CONTROLLER\
FORA 48K

ZX SPECTRUM
Features include:

 STEP SEQUENCER
with 24000 events  Music Score
 Full Edit Facilities  Input from Synth

 REAL TIME SEQUENCER
with Correct 10 Sequences  Patch Dump
 Recording with Metronome
 External Drum Machine

 SYNC
From MIDI Sync 24 or Internal Micon Clock

 PRICE - Interface and Software - cheques and
PO's payable to XRI Systems

 CASIO EDITOR
 DX7 EDITOR
 JUNO 106 TOOL KIT
 SYNC CONVERSION KIT

£108
£22.95
£24.95
£19.95
£14.95

 ADDRESS - 10 Sunnybank Road,
Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands.
Tel: (021) 382 6048

It is our policy to be as competitive
as possible on all our prices and in most
circumstances we can better, or match
any genuine advertised price

bes

)Rola JX-8P
Fast
becoming
one of our

sellers. SH101, Juno 106, JX-3P,
PG 200 also in stock & on demo.

SEQUENCERS
Casio SZ1 £245
Roland
MSQ100 £425

CASIO CZ5000

cz1000

ELECTRONIC PIANOS

Roland HP20 £249
Roland HP100 In Stock
Roland HP350 £995
Roland HP450 £1190
Roland EM101 MIDI expander
module for Roland pianos .... £295
Yamaha YPR6 £299
Yamaha YPR8 £399
Yamaha PF15 £895
Yamaha Clavinova CVP5 In Stock
Yamaha Clavinova CVP7 In Stock
Technics PV10 POA

DRUM MACHINES
new Roland

TR727 & Yamaha
RX21 In Stock Now

Viscount R64 (preset) £275
Boss DR110 £125
Technics SY-DP50 £575
Roland TR707 In Stock

WEM Powered
Speakerso

Superb new keyboard &
P.A. sound systems. Phone
for details and brochure.

KEYBOARDS
The full range of Yamaha, Casio & Technics mini
and orchestral keyboards including the new
Yamaha PSR50, 60 & 70.

SPECIAL OFFERS
Yamaha PS35 £329
Yamaha PS55 £399
Casio CT810 £325
Incl. stand, adaptor and carrying case. Incl. sustain
pedal and extra ROM pack.

EFFECTS
NEW BOSS MICRO RACK SERIES

RPH10- Phaser RBF10-Flanger RDD10- Delay
RCL10-Comp/Limiter RG10 - E.Q.

New Boss DSD-2 digital sampler/delay

19" RACK
Boss CE300 super chorus In Stock

Yamaha R1000 digital reverb
Yamaha E1010 analogue delay E265

New Roland SDE2500 MIDI digital delay

3/5 KINGS RD SHALFORD Nr. GUILDFORD we `"" a 'a effic'en'

SURREY GU4 8JU Tel Guildford (0483) 570088 AccessMAll_
O 1,18,13EnSV

Barclaycard
ICEwlcome

ATTENTION Ac
X5

L5 YOA MNAEHRAS

DIGITAL FOSE 11-TriTir1111i -ill L! C.
NOW PRESENT THE

ULTIMATE SOFTWARE PACKAGE
* 8 Track Realtime Sequencing

Recorder (Monophonic &
Polyphonic)

* Track Assignment to Internal Voices
or External MIDI Synths

* Step Time or Real Time Pitch
Correction

* Playback from any Specified Bar

* Quantising Error Correction
Available from your local YAMAHA HI -TECH Dealer

Or Mail Order Direct from

DIGITAL MUSIC SYSTEMS LTD
182 Wilmslow Road, Heald Green, Cheshire SK8 3BG, England.

Telephone: 061-437 4788
(CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY)

* Master Transpose Facility

* MIDI Clock for Tape or Drum
Machine Sync

* Built -In Mixer Facility

* Disc Compatable
* Fully Menu -Driven with Help

Screens

* 100 Preset Voice Library
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There's unlikely to be a Cavendish Square press do for This Kills That, the second album o
instrumental electronics from solo artist Sinister Dexter. The label in the middle is Sinister's own, but
the trouble with operations like this is that, as most of the promotion is also a solo affair, things tend to
take a long time to get moving. So it isn't surprising that This Kills That has dated badly in the two years
since it was conceived and dedicated to tape. Musically it's a cross between the Ultravox of I982 and
early Tangerine Dream, and this is especially true of the sounds. Why there are even some of Billy Currie's
over -modulated Odyssey solo noises in there somewhere. It's not old -hat, though. Fairlight and PPG Wave
2.2 systems put in regular appearances, the former being put to good use recreating a plethora of animal
sounds in the 17 minutes of 'Heart of Darkness'. This is the album's climax in every way, and succeeds in
making a gentle, gradual and tasteful transition from 'natural' acoustic noises to synthetic melody and
rhythm. Proves a little subtlety can go a long, long way.

And so to a band who've been together - and had a record deal -
for a number of years, now but have only just put the finishing
touches to their first LP. The trio in question are Colourbox, and
their eponymously -titled debut (on 4AD) has been well worth the
wait. Musicians Steve and Martyn Young are accompanied by the
raunchy, characterful voice of singer Lorita Grahame, and the music
she sings over is up -front and varied. There's the reggae of 'Say You'
(a cover of the U Roy song of the same name), the modern ballad of
'Arena', and the romantic piano meandering of 'Sleepwalker'. But
the co-stars are a truly raucous, up -tempo dance ditty called 'Manic',
which fades all too briefly into a stark, full-frontal rendition of 'You as -p
Keep Me Hanging On'. Like the rest of the album, it combines clear,

Also taken from its relevant current album
release is 'P:Machinery', the latest 45rpm
platter from ZTT's 1985 answer to the
Hanseatic League, Propaganda. Remixed
and extended from the version on the LP, the
12 -inch especially has plenty of power, pace
and aggression. As you'd expect, there are
lots of computerised goings-on in this Steve
Lipson production, but a fair bit of acoustic
activity to prevent the song degenerating into
a mass of sampled gloop. And once again,
Claudia Brucken's seductive vocal isn't far
short of devastating.

On to a belated 45 cut from Yello's recent and excellent Stella
album, 'Desire' (WEA). It's not the LP's best by any means, but it's still
moving, catchy, and eloquent enough to warrant serious attention. The
I 2-incher has all the neat touches of studio trickery that made the album
such tremendous fun, only more so. All of which makes the Swiss band's
continuing failure to attract a popular following all the more upsetting.

t4

Like Shriekback, Yello may have to wait till the history books are written
before the public at large knows how great a talent they represent

expertly crafted synth technology with the raw power of black soul
and reggae. Buy it early and get a free album of dub mixes into the
bargain. MJA

1,E11/1 OTAKES

Our first readers' demo this month is also theirs, if you
see what I mean. The 'they' in queston is a London two-
piece possessed of no collective name, but who are
individually Tony and Akke. Seeing as their endeavours
have been committed to tape on a modest TEAC A 108 and
performed with the help of an MC202 Microcomposer and a
Boss DR! 10 drum machine (not the most sophisticated of
arrangements, in other words), it's encouraging to hear
just how high the recording standard actually is, even if
most of the instruments end up on one channel of your
stereo while the overdubs appear on the other. And the
music? Well, originality is not a strong point here, but the
material is thoughtfully written and arranged, and a little
creative (read expensive) production would probably work
wonders. The tape's big selling point is really Akke's vocal,
the sort of charming French affair that can give a song
appeal even in the absence of a melody. Shame one track's
an instrumental.

-'o many musicians ge o r . - -

first two songs they write in a I6 -track
studio, even if it's in Weston-Super-
Mare. But that's precisely what Jaded
Ettiquette have managed to do. Essen-
tially a two-piece, JE admit to eliciting a
little help from their friends to augment
their own keyboard and bass/vocal
skills, and have opted for a well -pro-
grammed drum machine in favour of
the unreliable, sweaty human alter-
native. As a first demo it's a promising
effort, though there are definite
touches of Duran in there from time to
time. The strengths lie in an all-round
performing tightness, some very taste-
ful bass work, and the sax on the second
(untitled) track; the weaknesses are the
song -writing and an insubstantial vocal.
With a little stylistic re -think and the
addition of a full-time vocalist, Jaded
Etiquette could have an eventful future
ahead of them. Whether they get as far
as wrecking yachts remains to be seen.

This month's Drumatix surfaces in the work of
osie's Worksho and keeps the  uestion-
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...And the CX5Ms continue to infiltrate the holy sanctum that is
DemoTakes, this time courtesy of The Davids. It's in generally
good company here, too, with a DX7, a Pro One, a CS30 and a

couple of guitars to maintain a healthy balance between schools of
instrumentation. The music itself is certainly unusual. The Davids
have their roots firmly in the classical arena, and their tracks are an
unsettling but curiously successful fusion of modern technology and
traditional styles of composition. Some rather Mike Oldfield guitar
goes a long way towards completing the picture, while occasional
vocal work from Jayne Evans finishes it. It all works, so if you're
setting out on an unlikely mélange of your own, here's some food for
thought.

This month's Drumatix surfaces in the work of
losie's Workshop, and keeps the question-
able company of a Jen SX 1000 monosynth, along
with a Juno 106 and a Portastudio looking after
the recording side of things. Man in the driving
seat is Grant Lyons, assisted in his crimes by
guitarist/ vocalist Tom Durnford and singer Alice
Morley. Between them, they've managed to
produce a tape that's singularly doomy - in both
musical and lyrical respects. It's a situation
antagonised by a leaden, despairing vocal style
and some heavy double -tracking. Now, 1 realise
that there are a lot of people out there that quite
like this sort of thing. But even in these troubled
times, there's only so much room for Echo and
the Bunnymen depression. More positively, there
are some excellent sounds in amongst the
misery. They prove that you really don't need all
the latest equipment in order to be creative -
though it is nice sometimes.

Finally, someone currently cherishing
recent memories of studio activities is
Kevin Walsh, who professes to have led a
sheltered life up until now. Walsh does
his writing with the aid of a Casio 1000P,
to receive suitable studio treatment at
the appropriate time. Definitely com-
mercial, a touch sentimental, and
maybe a little outdated in places,
Walsh's songs have decent melodies,
and possess the one quality so many of
E&MM's readers seem to be capable of
producing - thoughtful arrangements.
Once again, the weakest link is the
vocal, which is simply too thin despite
the help of studio effects. But what's
been created here are songs, genuine
and complete, and bereft of the mish-
mash of ideas an excess of high tech-
nology so often brings about. Could
they be a result of keeping things simple
at the writing stage!
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"you must remember this"
E&MM has covered so much ground over the last few years, just
missing one issue can cause large gaps in a reader's knowledge of
contemporary music technology. But if you have missed an issue or two,
don't panic. Help is on hand in the form of E&MM's Mail Order
Department, who can offer you 1984/5 Back Issues at just £1.40
including post and packing. Earlier issues - the ones listed here - are
even cheaper: just £ I . Those prices are relevant to the UK and surface
mail delivery to Europe and Overseas, but if you are overseas, you can
get your missing issues sent air mail by adding an extra £2 per magazine.
And don't despair if you want to read something in an issue that's sold
out. Photocopies of articles from out -of -stock issues only are available
at just 50p each. So, orders please (sterling cheques/POs payable to
Music Maker Publications) to the Mail Order Department at the
editorial address (it's at the front of the mag). Please allow 28 days for
delivery, as the mail order people are a busy lot these days. It's our
intention to run this part of the Back Issues listing (covering 1981-3)
every other month, alternating with a rundown of what we've covered
in '84 and '85. So see next month's E&MM for what's been happening in
more recent times...

MARCH ..,)/(/ Oiti
Music BBC Radiophonic Workshop Appraisal Yamaha SK20 Technology
Using Microprocessors, Advanced Music Synthesis (VCOs, FM), DIY Spectrum
Synth, DIY Hifi Sub -bass Woofer

APRIL
Music Warren Cann (Ultravox) Technology Using Micros Pt2, Program-
ming Micros, Advanced Music Synthesis (PWM), DIY Spectrum Synth Pt2,
Syntom 1 Studio DIY DI Box

MAY
Music Tim Souster Appraisal Apple Music System Technology Using Micros
P13, DIY Spectrum Synth Pt3 Studio DIY Noise Reduction Unit

JUNE
Music David V orhau.s Appraisal Fairlight CMI, Yamaha PS20Technology
Using Micros Pt -I Studio DIY MOSFET Amp

JULY Sold Gul
Music Duncan Mackay Appraisal PPG Wave 2 Technology Using Micros
Pty

AUGUST
Music Irmin Schmidt Appraisal Resynator Synth, Casio VL1 Technology
Harmonics, DIY PA Signal Processor Pt1

SEPTEMBER Sold Ora

Music Kraftwerk Appraisal Linn LM I Technology Using Micros P16, DIY
PA Signal Processor P12 Studio DIY Noise Gate

OCTOBER
Technology Using Micros Pt7, DIY Harmony Generator, DIY Effects Link
FX1 Studio dbx Explained

M1NICIreAN

eLeCVONC"."$)NOVEMBER
Music Landscape Appraisal Casio
MT30 , Roland GR300 and CPE800
Technology Using Micros Pt8,
Speech Synthesis, Phasing, DIY Auto
Swell Pedal

WM 5 I C_-__^.fre rk
tftreatearxre_T_

CS70M, Vox Custom Bass & Custom 25, Roland CR5000 & CR8000, Elka-
Orla X50, Vox AC30, alphaSyntauri Technology DIY Synclock Studio
Fostex 250, ElectroVoice Mics

=

JANUARY
Music Tangerine Dream Appraisal Casio 701, Teisco SX400, Aria TS400,
MCS Percussion Computer, Passport Soundchaser Technology Flanging,
DIY Spectrum Synth Update Pt], DIY Volume Pedal Studio Beyer Mics

FEBRUARY
Music Ike Isaacs Appraisal Korg Trident, Roland TR606, Tokai ST50 and
PB80 Technology Polysequencing on ZX81, Yamaha GS1&2 (FM) Explai-
ned, Digital Delay Line Ptl , Spectrum Synth Update Pt2 Studio Fostex A8,
AKG Mics

MARCH ,S()1(I Otil

Music Klaus Schulze, Robert Schroder, Kraftwerk 'Computer World' Music
Appraisal Firstman SQD1, SCI Pro OneTechnology DIY Digital Delay Line
PC Studio Tascam 124AV, DIY Power 200 Speakers

APRIL
Music Martin Rushent (Human League) Appraisal Korg MonoPoly, Roland
TB303 Technology DIY MF1 Sync Unit Studio Fostex 350, DIY
MultiReverb

MAY
Music Holger Czukay, Depeche Mode Appraisal Moog Source & Rogue
Technology DIY Soft Distortion Pedal Studio DIY Quadramix

JUNE
Music Jean -Michel jarre, Classix
Nouveaux Appraisal Emulator,
Carlsbro Minifex Technology DIY
Panolo, DIY Multisplit

Music Ronny with Warren Cann & Hans Zimmer,J-M jarre 'Magnetic Fields'
music Appraisal Roland Juno 6, Peavey Heritage, Steinberger Bass Tech-
nology DIY Universal Trigger Interface

AUGUST
Music Kitaro,Jon Lord Appraisal Synergy, Korg Polysix, Shergold Modulator
12 -string, Yamaha Pro-FX Technology DIY Guitar Buddy practice amp
Studio Tascam 244 Portastudio, DIY 8201 Line Mixer

SEPTEMBER Sold OW

Music Richard Pinhas Appraisal Yamaha CS01, Jen SX1000, Casio 1000P,
Fender Squier, Carlsbro Stingray, Pearl Effectors Studio DIY Comp -Lim &
Twinpak

OCTOBER Sold OW

Music Kate Bush, Ken Freeman Appraisal Fender Vintage Series, Rhodes
Chroma, Kay Memory Rhythm Technology Performance Controls

NOVEMBER
Music Patrick Moraz, Bill Nelson Appraisal Yamaha PC100, Technics
SXK250, Casio MT70, Hohner P100, JVC KB500, Gibson Firebird 2,
Alligator ATI 50 Technology DIY Sweep EQ, Robert Moog Studio AHB
1221 Mixer

DECEMBER
Music Cliff Richard Appraisal Elka Synthex, Grimm- Stratus, Tokai Basses,
The Kit Technology DIY Canjak Studio Shure PE Mics
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Music Rick Wakeman, Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark Appraisal Yamaha
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JANUARY
Music Richard Barbieri (Japan) Appraisal Westone Bass, BGW 750C Amp,
Korg EPS1, Clef BandBox, Zildjian Cymbals Technology DIY Synblo

FEBRUARY
Music Isao Tomita, Human League Appraisal Synclavier II, MemoryMoog,
Novatron, LinnDrum, Simmons SDS6, Klone Kit, Movement Drum Computer
2, Korg KPR77, Powertran Polysynth, Vigier Guitars Technology DIY
Synbal, DIY Caltune Studio Pearl Mics

MARCH
Music Klaus Schulze, Michael Kar-
oh, Francis Monkman, Bernard
Xolotl, Chris Franke Appraisal RSF
Kobol Expander, Korg Poly 61, BGW
7000 Amp, Ibanez Pedals, Tokai
Flying V Technology DIY Shaper
Studio Aria Mics

Music Naked Eyes, Gabor Presser Appraisal Casio 7000, SCI Prophet 600,
Chroma/Apple Interface, Eko Bass pedals, Vox guitars Technology DIY
Syntom II

MAY
Music Keith Emerson Appraisal Roland MC202, Carlsbro Cobra 90 Kbd
Combo, M&A KI IB Kit Technology Introducing MIDI, DIY MicroMIDI
(interface for Spectrum) Studio Fostex X15, Echo Unit Supplement (13 reviews
incl Roland SDE2000, Fostex 3050, Korg SDD3000), DIY Active Speaker

JUNE
Music Steve Hillage, Arthur Brown Appraisal Synclavier 77, Synton Syrinx,
E -mu Drumulator, Vestafire Dual Flanger, Aria ADO5 Delay Technology
DIY OMDAC Studio Suzuki Mies, Clarion and Cutec four -tracks

JULY
Music Marillion, Hans Zimmer Appraisal Kawai SX210, Aria U60 Deluxe

BBS, Deanvard VA3OK Amp, MXR Omni FX Technology Yamaha DX
synthesisers, Digital Signal Processing Pa , DIY Tap Tempo Studio Milab
Mics, Trident VFM Mixer

AUGUST
Music Bill Nelson, Hubert Bognermayr, Barclay James Harvest Appraisal
Roland JX3P/PG200, OSCar, 360 Systems Digital Kbd, MPC Music
Percussion Computer, Yamaha SG200, Fender 100W Stage Lead, Frontline
FX Technology Digital Signal. Processing Pt2

SEPTEMBER Sold OW
Music Peter Vettese Appraisal
Prophet T8, Oberheim DX drums,
SCI Pro-FX 500, Rickenbacker 360,
12 -string & TR75 GT Combo Tech-
nology Music Composition Langua-
ges Ptl , Sounding Out the Micro Ptl ,
DIY Svnclap

Music John Miles, Andrew Powell Appraisal Yamaha DX1, OctavePlateau
Voyetra 8, SIEL Opera 6, MXR 185 Drum Computer, Ross Pedals, Fender
Elite Precision Bass 1, Steinberger six -string Technology Sounding Out the
Micro Pt2, Speech Synthesis, Digital Signal Processing Pt3, DIY Mains
Distribution Board

NOVEMBER
Music Tony Banks, John FoxxAppraisal Seiko Digital Keyboards, Eko EM10,
UC1 Sequencer for SCI Pro One, Doctor Click, Klone Kit 2, Ibanez HD1000,
Korg KMX8 Mixer, Ibanez RS315SC GuitarTechnology Music Composition
Languages Pt2, Software Envelope Generator (ZX Spectrum), MUZIK 81
(ZX81), Digital Signal Processing P14

DECEMBER Sold Old
Music Gary Numan, Psychic TV, Philip Glass Appraisal Prophet T8, Yamaha
PC1000, Carlsbro AD1 Echo Technology Decillionix DXI (Apple sound -
sampler), DIY Valve Driver

I L__.---2Roland GET IT RIGHT!!
NEW SRV - 2000 MIDI DIGITAL REVERB.
Roland break the digital reverb price
barrier! RRP £1450 MIDI - controllable -
the world's first! At last a realy versitile,
professional 99 second reverb at a price to
suit most 8 and 16 track studio owners. This
will surely enhance your studio sound more
than anything else - at a price that is
affordable.
SBX - 80 SYNC BOX SMPTE/MIDI
The SBX - 80 generates and reads SMPTE,
syncing it to any other time base for locked
control of MIDI sequencers and SMPTE
compatible tape and video recorders.
Essential for the audio-visual music studio.
RRP £950
TR - 707 & NEW TR - 727 DIGITAL DRUM
& PERCUSSION UNITS
Fully MIDI compatible, cartridge RAM
storage, individual outputs, LCD graphic
display, powerful PCM
sounds unbeatable value!

TR - 707 RRP £525
TR - 797 RRP £S2S

BOSS EFFECTS PEDALS & RACK -MOUNTING UNITS
Boss is now the world's largest manufacturer of effects
pedals. They have the widest range and are certainly the
most reliable - at The London Rock Shops we have the
complete range on permament demo. These are the latest
additions to the range: DSD-2 Digital Sampler pedal £245
DD -2 Digital delay pedal £195
CE -30019" rack Chorus unit £230
de -200 Digital delay w/trig. £350

O.

1

Please call in
person for our
very special summer
prices.

SDE SERIES DIGITAL DELAYS
SDE - 1000 : 1.125 secs. (17kHz to 375ms)
4 memories £465
New SDE - 2500 MIDI : Multi memory for
multi MIDI! £600
SDE -3000: 4.5secs. (17kHz to 1.5secs) 8
n---arics CO50 with full digital display and
foot control for s -o -s

JX 8P POLYPHONIC MIDI SYNTH
Velocity & pressure sensitive, 2 x DCO per
note, 2 x envelopes, analog/digital sounds,
64 + 32 internal memories with 32 RAM
pack option, patch chain function,
illuminated alpha -numeric display, full
MIDI spec RRP £1325 Optional PG -
800 easy programmer with sliders RRP
£180

MOTHER KEYBOARD MODULAR MIDI SYSTEM
MKB - 1000 £1665 7 octave weighted keys plus heavy
duty KS - 1000 stand £150
MKB 300 £9906 octave touch sensitive" Mother
Keyboard" MIDI controller
EP - 50 £625 6 octave MIDI electronic piano controller
MKS - 800 £1800" Super Jupiter" polysynth module
RAM pack storage dynamic control
MPG - 80 £395 Optional programmer for Super Jupiter
MIDI polysynth rack module
MKS -10 £950" Planet P" 19" rack -mounting touch -
sensitive MIDI elec. piano
MKS -30 £875" Planet S" 19" rack -mounting touch -
sensitive MIDI polysynth

NEW BOSS MICRO RACK RECORDING SYSTEM
RDD-10 Digital delay £200 RAD-10 rack adaptor holds
two Boss Micro Rack
RCL-10 Compressor/Limiter £125 units in a convention,
19" 1 unit high rack.
RGE-10 Graphic Equaliser £125
RBF-10 Flanger £125 These units are Ideal fora modular
home studio
RPH-10 Phase, £120 set up and can be pined together
for stereo
MI -10 MIDI to CV ,face £275 applications.
MI -30 MIDI channel filter £225
MI -40 MIDI input selector £75
MI -50 output channel selector £95

Please note all pnces qtrot.lare RRP. It is London Kock Shop policy to sell at the most competitive prices in the U.K.Supply and demand controls the ultimate pnce to you
price but come and we us we have the best displays and Information centres in the U.K.

t seil,og umts are almost always under supplied. Please don't nng and ask for our

The London Rock Shops
LONDON: 26 Chalk Farm Road, London NW1 Tel: 01-267 7851/5381/1771 BRISTOL: 7 Union Street, Bristol, Avon Tel:0272 276944



BeeBMIDI Monitor
Introducing a new software package for our BBC -MIDI

interface that intercepts MIDI data from instruments and
displays it on -screen. Next month: the program listing and

how it works. Jay Chapman
elcome to yet
another BeeBMIDI
extravaganza! As
usual, the terrific
technical

pyrotechnics discussed herein can
equally well be applied via a different
MIDI interface, or even a different
micro, given a bit of effort on your
part, so all you Spectrum, IBM PC,
Macintosh, Amstrad, ZX81, Casio
calculator, and abacus owners can
refocus and keep reading.

So, what will the amazing MIDI
Monitor program do for you once
you've worn your highly -sensitive
musician's fingers to the bone typing it
in? Well, in essence, you're going to be
able to create a sort of T -junction in a
MIDI cable, and suck a copy of the MIDI
bytes flowing through the cable into a
buffer area in the BBC Micro's
memory. You can analyse the data
later at your leisure. In this way, you
can record a reasonably large snapshot
of some MIDI communication running
at up to 3000 bytes per second, and
play it back at a speed more conducive
to the functionality of your average
eyeball -to -brain configuration (ie. at a
speed people can actually read).

Why should you wish to do such a
strange thing?

First, simply out of interest in the
communication and to gain familiarity
with MIDI protocol. Obviously, it's
going to be a lot easier to write
programs to control a synthesiser using
MIDI if you understand what the
standard's protocol is. But be warned.
Experience gained by observing what
happens in practice may well cause
your original interpretation of MIDI
theory to mature somewhat. In fact, it
can quite often be the case that the
software you develop eventually does
exactly what you thought you wanted
it to do, but still doesn't work because
you've been labouring under a
misconception all this time. Amongst
other things, you'll see why pitch
wheel and aftertouch data are ignored
whenever possible in MIDI recording -
one pitchbend can result in hundreds
of bytes being sent out over MIDI.

Second, to check that the
synthesiser, drum machine, sequencer
or computer you're working with
really is throwing out MIDI codes in the
format you are expecting. Is running
status being used? Are active sensing
bytes interspersed where you didn't
expect them? Or is the manual right
about which key number corresponds >
94
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Pop -Second generation MIDI
software from Midisoft

Before you invest in a custom MIDI rhythm sequencer, compare the specification of RAP,
Midisoft's Rhythm Activation Program:

Huge ten hour track memory. Rap's advanced programming gives 16 tracks of 1000 measures
built from 200 separately -definable patterns.

Rhythm patterns created on unique easy -to -use colour graphics display. Accents and variable
times signatures for maximum flexibility. Fast forward and rewind through rhythm tracks for
easy composition.

Runs on inexpensive compact 48K Sinclair Spectrum microcomputer with MICON, SIE L,EMR,
JMS, and magazine project MIDI interfaces, using a standard cassette recorder for storing rhythm
patterns and tracks.

Conversion to microdrive instructions included.

Triggers any MIDI drum machine or MIDI synthesizer.

* Fully customizable. Tailoring RAP to your MIDI instruments is easy - no programming know-
ledge is needed.

Controls up to 16 individual MIDI devices.

Will synchronize with an external MIDI sequencer.

Comprehensive training manual to enable even beginners to get the best from RAP.

Only £37.00 including postage and packing from:

MIDISOFT, P.O. Box 43, Romford, RM1 4EG.

the OSe" digital

synt Psiser

Features:

analogue and/or digital
voicing  24 harmonic waveform

construction I 36 sound memory
location s fully programmable  powerful dual

VCF  monophonic/duophonic operation s versatile
performance controls I 1500 event sequencing

 12 sequences and 10 sequence chains  MIDI - In. Out

and Thru  MIDI channel assignment  tape dump & load.

CHROMATIX, OAK ROAD, LONDON W5, ENGLAND, or for further details call 01-567 3623.
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64K DDL & MCS
DIGITAL DELAY LINE & MICROCOMPUTER CONTROLLED

SAMPLER FOR SUPERB MUSICAL EFFECTS
MORE PUBLISHED EFFECTS

Published in Practical Electron,....

Full 64K memory. Up to 67KHz sampling rate. Audio bandwidth over 15KHz. Features special wowless
circuit controlling musical delay range from 4mS to 8 seconds. Maximum special effects delay 65
seconds. Companding ADC & DAC converters with equivalent of 15 bit sampling. Infinite loop sample
storage. Controlling sweep modulator. Internal and external digital and voltage Control. Effects
generation for chorus, double tracking, reverse tracking, echo, flanging, phasing, reverb, vibrato,
looped repeat and pitch variation, microprocessor control, BBC, Apple, Commodore and similar micros,
or stand-alone. Selection of programs available. Mains powered. 19 inch rack unit SET 234RK -
SPECIAL PURCHASE OFFER (Limited duration) £245.00

MINI MCS
MICRO CONTROLLED SAMPLER FOR ECHO,
REVERB AND OTHER DDL MUSIC EFFECTS

Abridged version of the above sampler excluding on -board memory and timing. For direct control from a
micro such as BBC, Apple, Commodore and similar. Includes companding ADC & DAC computer
interface mix, feedback, filter, gain, level, PSU. Set 246-BK £95.00

DDL & MCS published texts can be bought separately at £1.50 plus large SAE. Other texts available
separately at 50p plus large SAE.

Boxes are steel & aluminium with black finish. All kits include PCBs, parts, instructions, boxes, wire,
solder.
For catalogue of over 70 kits send 9 x 4 SAE (for overseas catalogue send £1 or 5 IRC's).
Mail Order. Payment to Phonosonics, CWO. CI -10. PO. Access, Visa. Insurance cover 50p per £50
(obligatory on credit card orders. Details correct at press. E&OE.

MONO STEREO ECHO-REVERB (P.E. Sept. '84) 200ms echo (extendable), lengthy reverb,
multitracking. Kit as published. Set 218BK £57.66
ENHANCED PHASER (P.E. Oct '84) Enhanced phasing with modulated filter shifting. Kit as published.
Set 2268K £42.36
RING MODULATOR (P.E. NOV. '84) Fabulous effects generation. With multiwave form VCO, noise gate
& ALC. Kit as published. Set 231BK £45.58
MONO -STEREO CHORUS-FLANGER (P.E. Jan. '84) Superb dual mode music enhancement. Kit as
published. Set 235BK £59.99
CYBERVOX (E.E. Apr. '85) Amazing robot type voice unit, with ring modulator and reverb. Kits as
published. Set 228BK £44.76
STEREO NOISE GATE & VICA (P.E. May '85) Automatic noise reduction circuit for mono or stereo. Kit
as published. Set 227BK £26.61
SIGNAL GENERATOR & F -V (P.E. Jan. '85) Audio test equipment. Multiwaveform VCO & freq. to
voltage converter & sweep gen. Kit as pub. Sei 233 £46.96
SIMPLE REVERB (E.E. Oct 85) Super little lengthy reverb, mono. SET 232BK £27.35
DISCO LIGHT CONTROLLER (P.E. Nov 85). 3 Chan sound to light, with chasers, auto level & computer
interface (BBC, C64, Pet, etc). SET 245FBK £62.50
MIXER -4 Chan Stereo (P.E. Nov 85). Separate input gain, level pan, filters, echo send, PFL. Voltage
controlled. SET 229S3K £89.95
MIXER -4 Chan Mono (P.E. Nov 85). Separate input gain, level, filter, twin output. Voltage controlled.
SET 229MBK £49.95
(P.E.: Practical Electronics. E.E.: Everyday Electronics)

OTHER SUPER SOUND KITS!
BLOW BOX: Voice operated VCF & VCA for fascinating effects
COMPANDER: Mono or stereo compression -expansion, switchable
ENVELOPE SHAPER: Note triggered ADSR with VCA
FREQUENCY DOUBLER: Guitar octave raiser & tone changer
FUZZ: Smooth distortion retains attack & decay character
GUITAR SUSTAIN: Extends note decay time, with noise gate
GUITAR TO SYNTH INTERFACE: With voltage & trigger outputs
HAND CLAPPER: Auto & manual vanable clap effects
MOCK STEREO: Splits mono signal into stereo simulation
MUSIC MODULO: 8 vanable tremolo & wah guitar effects
RHYTHM GENERATOR: Computer driven, BBC,Apple, 64 & similar
STORM EFFECTS: Auto & manual wind, rain & surf effects
TOM-TOM SYNTH: Sound triggered, multivanable drum effects
TREMOLO: Mono vanable depth & rate modulation
VOCODAVOX: Modular vocoder, 7 chans extendable
VODALEK: Simple robot type voice modulator
WAH-WAH: Auto, manual & note triggered, switchable

SET 214 BK £29.33
SET 238 BK £22.99

SET 98 BK £25.20
SET 98 BK £15.30
SET 209F BK £19.58
SET 222 BK £25.31
SET 173 BK £41.41
SET 197 BK £26.69
SET 213 BK £24.37
SET 196 BK £23.56
SET 185 BK £34.64
SET 154 BK £23.60
SET 190 BK £19.37
SET 136 BK £15.62
SET 152 BK £79.95
SET 155 BK £18.31
SET 140 BK £24.36

Add 15% VAT. Add P&P f1.50 each kit. (Overseas Rates in Catalogue).

BECKER-PHONOSONICS, DEPT MM50, 8 FINUCANE DRIVE, ORPINGTON, KENT BR5 4ED.
TEL: ORPINGTON 37821 (STD 0689, LONDON 66).

IT MAKES

SOUNDDRUMM LIINGKE

HARD WORK

Whether you want to play along to it, do demo's
and record with it, sing along and dance to it or
just enjoy programming it - The Syntron
Digidrum - Get It!
The Syntron Digidrum comes complete with
hardware user port connector, audio out,
trigger out, easy to follow user's guide,
software with the first eight digital
samples including Crash Cymbal,
Snare Drum, Bass Drum, Floor Tom,
Hi Tom, Med Tom, Open Hi Hat,
Closed Hi Hat and programming
functions. The software
contains a complete set of
demonstration patterns
and songs - All this for
just £65.00 Inc VAT.

SyN D/14ROM1CIC

SYNTRON DIGIDRUM
The Syntron Digidrum is an exciting
professional digital drumcomputer
designed to operate with the
Commodore 64.

Using 'live' digital sound samples
which are encoded onto software the
user has a programmable drum
machine with a sound quality many
times the price.

Easy visual grid programming, hear
the sounds you enter, 51 patterns
available in memory plus 10 songs
linking 100 patterns together are
possible with full copy, insert and
delete functions.

There is
already a

new sound sample
set in preparation which
will contain over 40 new

samples including Syn Drums,
Latin percussion, Hand Claps and

many more for only £16.50! All purchasers
of the Syntron Digidrum will receive details
of the new sound samples as they become

available plus a FREE subscription to the SYNDROMIC
USERBASE which includes a membership card and a FREE

quarterly newspaper on computer music and computer
musicians written by leading music and computer journalists.

Please fill out and return the coupon below.

THE BBIG BBBLACK BEAT BBBOX >.< -
I would like further information
on the Syntron Digidrum

I would like to order my Syntron
Digidrum(s)

NAME

ADDRESS

Syntron Digidrum - Disk version @ £65.00 Inc. VAT
- Cassette version @ £65.00 Inc. VAT

Please add £2.50 for packaging/postage/insurance. EMM (2)
I enclose a cheque/postal order - made payable to SYNDROMIC MUSIC - to the value
of
All orders should be sent to SYNDROMIC MUSIC, 35A Grove Avenue, London, N10 2AS

SYNDROMIC MUSIC GUARANTEE
Not to Bank your monies until the Goods are ready for Dispatch.

Please allow 21 days for delivery digi ever hear such a sound?
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figure 3
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synthesizer 's THRLI port.
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Micro acting as
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MONITOR.

t to the snare drum on your secondhand
Gargantuan MegaBongo drum
machine? These are the sort of
questions you can expect Monitor to
help you answer. And if you haven't
managed to obtain a list of the MIDI
code sequences particular to your
synth, you can push buttons on the
synthesiser and get a look -in what gets
sent over MIDI each time.

Third, BeeBMIDI Monitor makes
pseudo -real-time debugging possible.
For example, if you have one synth
controlling another via MIDI and notes
on the controlled synth keep getting
left turned on, you'd be able to insert
the Monitor into the connection
between the synths and search for
evidence of missing or corrupted
key -off messages. If a particular
sequence is of paramount importance,
you could easily modify Monitor to
commence data capture only when
that sequence has been found, or even
to replace one sequence with another,
or perform other forms of filtering
such as preventing some sequences
getting through.

Finally, the recording part of the
Monitor software is interrupt -driven,
and can therefore be configured as a
background task gathering MIDI data
sent out from a BBC micro that's also
acting as a sequencer at the same time.
Useful for debugging your own
software as it's developing.
E&MM OCTOBER 1985
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Figure 1 shows what is quite possibly
the most typical configuration of
computer, BeeBMIDI interface and
synthesiser(s). In it, the computer
might be acting as a sequencer which
tells the synthesiser(s) what to play by
transmitting suitable MIDI protocol
code sequences via the MIDI Out on
the BeeBMIDI interface, which the
synthesiser receives via its MIDI In port.
Further synthesisers could also be
controlled by passing the same stream
of codes on via the first synth's MIDI
Thru port, which simply copies out the
data received via MIDI In.

For real-time recording from the first
synthesiser, the codes transmitted
from its MIDI OUT would be received
via the BeeBMIDI's MIDI In port and
stored (with timing information) in the
computer's memory.

Figures 2a and 2b show how the
BeeBMIDI interface would be
connected to allow the Monitor
software to capture a copy of the MIDI
data flowing along a link. Figure 2a
shows another typical MIDI
arrangement, with one synthesiser
controlling another. In this instance,
the MIDI Out on the controlling synth
is connected directly to the MIDI In on
the one being controlled. Thus the
BeeBMIDI interface and computer play
no part in the communication.

If you wish to monitor the data flow
between the synthesisers, all you do is

connect the controlling synth's MIDI
Out port to BeeBMIDI's In, and
BeeBMIDI's Out to the controlled
synthesiser's MIDI In. If that description
has left you a little confused, the
arrangement is shown graphically in
Figure 2b.

As we'll see later, the Monitor
software running in the BBC Micro
automatically passes any MIDI bytes
received via its MIDI In straight over to
its MIDI Out before storing a copy of
the MIDI byte for its own use. Thus the
only effect of 'inserting' BeeBMIDI into
the original communication path is to
introduce a very short delay. So short,
in fact, that in the vast majority of
circumstances it'll be of no
consequence whatsoever, so the
Monitor function is effectively
transparent. In other words, it does
not affect the communication it's
helping you to observe.

Figure 3 shows a configuration that's
slightly further out of the ordinary. As
experienced programmers, particularly
those of real-time systems, will know,
it's not always the case that a system
performs in the manner you expect it
to. When part of a MIDI control
software package fails to perform
correctly, it can be tempting to pore
over the listing to try and find the
source of the trouble. Sometimes
errors can be spotted fairly quickly, but
quite often, evidence of what the
system is actually doing - rather than
what you think it's doing - can be an
invaluable aid to debugging. If you
have two computer systems (or the
right sort of test gear), it isn't too
difficult to arrange for one system to
monitor the other. However, most
micro -owning musicians have only a
single system on which to develop
MIDI software, so observing software
output can become a little more
difficult.

In Figure 3, BeeBMIDI's MIDI Out is
connected to the controlled
synthesiser's MIDI In in the normal
manner. The MIDI control software
will presumably write a sequence of
bytes to the transmit register of the
6850 ACIA as usual, and with luck, the
synth will respond more or less
correctly. Provided that the synth is
correctly copying everything that
arrives at its MIDI In to its MIDI Thru,
you can monitor the exact stream of
bytes sent by 'looping back' the Thru
output to the BeeBMIDI's MIDI In port.
Every time a byte arrives back at
BeeBMIDI, an interrupt is caused and
the interrupt routine (described next
month) can save the byte into a 'safe'
buffer area.

When the event you're investigating
has occurred, you stop your MIDI
control software and load in an
amended version of the Monitor
program. This just displays the
contents of the 'safe' buffer, ie. it
doesn't record into the buffer itself
before displaying, as the version
shown in the listing does. But then
again, you can't see the listing anyway,
can you? Just one more little incentive
not to miss out on next month's
E&MM, I guess. 
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A GALLERY OF
MIS

We conclude our search through the E&MM archives for hi -tech musical instruments
which, for one reason or another, never quite lived up to the hype that surrounded their

release. David Ellis

If there's one thing that keeps key-
board designers to the grindstone, it's
obstinacy. All over the world, and
throughout the brief history of the
synthesiser, people in research and

development labs have been working under
the assumption that no matter what the rivals
do, they'll be able to go one better. One
consequence of this has been the resurgence
of the 'instrument builder' tradition, rather in
the manner of Stradivarius et al, but applied
to hi -tech keyboards.

But the main thing to remember about the
new musical instrument technology is that
'bigger and better' isn't usually what com-
merce dictates - hence the comparative lack
of large, all -singing, all -dancing synths to
come out of the major manufacturers, outside
the pre -production prototype category.
Usually, the maxim of 'more and cheaper'
acts as an alternative philosophy, and on the
other side of the world, where imitation has
always been the sincerest form of flattery, and
where wily marketing people have never
been slow to latch onto the latest hi -tech
goody, it's proved itself a principle well worth
sticking to.

And as we discovered when we embarked
on our grand tour of hi -tech failures last
month, it's the companies who ignore this
sound advice and stray furthest from accepted
synthetic norms that stand the best chance of
catching a crab and going under.

For our first port of call in these troubled
waters of the Bermuda triangle wave, where
synths are apt to sync without a trace and keys
doomed to forever remain quay -less, we find
there are those who insist on going through
life in a glass -bottomed boat, exposing their
more or less modest endowments to all and
sundry. A Stateside confection by the name
of the Gleeman Pentaphonic Clear was one
such self -exposing flasher. Strip away the
plexiglass case ('clear enclosure and controls
look great and take full advantage of today's
spectacular stage lighting effects... the Clear
was made to be seen, not just heard'), and
you've got a triple-VCO-per-voice, penta-
phonic synth with a 600 -note polyphonic
sequencer, top-notch modulation and filter
options, and a definite predilection to wrap
itself around the necks of stars with wanton
abandon, courtesy of a guitar strap or two.
And the thing did look good in the pages of
the publicity handouts and °vet:the shoulders
of nubile female demonstratdm The only
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problem was that keyboard players didn't
seem to like the idea of having their
instruments' internal workings bared for all to
see. So the Gleeman went back into a more
conventional, opaque box, and as far as the
UK was concerned, out of sight was out of
mind. When was the last time you saw one at
the local High Street music store?

The Clear's more refined brethren prefer-
red to keep their insides to themselves,
placing emphasis on innovations that were
less immediately obvious and, possibly, more
musically useful. For instance, the Beilfuss
Performance Synthesizer attached  great
value to its virtuous 'controllability', and not
to the 'what -does -the -manual -say -is -the -
control -code -so -that -I -can -get -access -to -the
-control-I-need?' factor. Well, that's how
the manufacturers put it with (almost)

Transparently obvious
was the fact that a synth with
all its insides visible wasn't
going to be a clear winner
with many.

infinite subtlety. They were also at pains to
point out that 'the patent -pending multiplex
circuitry is a result of ten years of careful
development'. What they didn't say was
whether that was all their own development
work. After all, the Bell Labs time -multi-
plexing story was pretty much old hat by 1983
(which was when the Beilfuss was first
unveiled).

Still, the machine did project a pretty
impressive image, what with its eight -octave
keyboard and 16 slider 'signal controls'.
Definitely not a machine to be trifled with,
let alone misused for synthesising acoustic
blancmange. Nope, as Beilfuss said, 'the
unique Signal Control allows truly creative
note synthesis with controllability'. It even
had digital filter contours and (wait for it)
MIDI.

,   it
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Beilfuss Performance Synth had masses of helpful knobs and switches at a time

when they were going out of fashion, but they didn't save it from a premature death.



Impressive stuff, but like the Gleeman, the
Beilfuss never made much of an impact
outside its American homeland, and has now
all but disappeared.

The further up the price ladder you go, the
less compromised people's visions of the
future become. Take the Buchla 406 as a
prime example. Don Buchla is something of a
maverick amongst synthesiser builders because
of his insistence on pursuing the split -infinitive
directive of 'to boldly go where no man has
gone before'. He's the accredited inventor of
both the analogue sequencer and (less
significantly) the electric 'cello, but he's also
produced a series of synths whose striking
features include vast numbers of knobs and
sliders, unusual (some would say anachronis-
tic) touch -plate keyboards along the lines of
the EDP Wasp and Synthi AKS, and above
all, a capacity for producing stunningly
transparent sounds.

In fact, the Buchla 406 started off in a
subtracted frame of mind as the Buchla 400,
which had one of those touch -plate jobs as an
excuse for a keyboard. Now, building this
into a $9500 system was a bit of a booboo in
the early 1980s (especially with the Wasp as
part of pop technology's folklore), so the 406
was born instead, with a five -octave, force -
and pressure -sensitive keyboard underneath
to replace the lopped -off, touch -plate thingy.

Which was a good thing really, because the
sound -generating side of the 406 was very
interesting, with six high -quality voices
offering dynamic waveshaping, complex
envelope generation, and sampling options,
all courtesy of digital pipelining techniques.
Similarly impressive were the Buchla's scor-
ing and sequencing options, which included
a real-time score editor (that showed each
part in 'linear time' notation) and SMPTE
time -code capability. But the last we heard of
the 406 was that it was being licensed to
organ manufacturers Kimball. To which I

Maverick designer Don Buchla was man behind the Buchla 400 (which
had a touch -panel keyboard like the Wasp's) and its successor, the more

playable 406. Neither has ever become widely available.

leave you to draw your own conclusions...
Finally, we reach those instruments that

have aspired for the very top, but have been
left teetering on the precipice. So forget the
bank balance and the mortgage: welcome to
the closest the synth world has come to the
Titanic.

Take the McLeyvier, a real biggie of a
hybrid analogue/digital synth, complete with
both seven -octave music and QWERTY
keyboards all in the one box. Apart from a
showing at NAMM (and two subsequent
ones at Frankfurt) and a good deal of self -

publicity on the part of American synthesist/
spokesperson Laurie Speigel, nowt more has
been heard about this Canadian object of
much speculation and hype. It could re-
surface, but if and when it becomes 'commer-
cially' available, I doubt there'll be many
outside govemment-subsidised institutions
who'll be able to give it serious consideration.

Anyway, much speculation was also
attached to the KineticSound Prism, a
digital synth in the dual -keyboard tradition of
the ill-fated Prophet 10 (the poor thing was
forever getting itself overheated), but with all Of.

Canadian McLeyvier has been a regular on the music trade show circuit, but despite a load of publicity hype, it's always
looked too complex ever to become a commercially viable machine.
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KineticSound Prism was impressive -looking digital synth years ahead of its time. But sound creation
awe ills( too complicated for most miisicialo to handle. as was the ten -grand asking price...

sorts of quoted goodies, including wave -
shaping and FM, stereo or quad outputs,
bubble memory for instrument storage, and a
dauntingly large number of controls domi-
nated by a keypad stage centre.

The mistake Kinetic made was in believing
that musicians would be capable of plotting
256 -byte wavetables without seeing them
displayed on a VDU. Mind you, with an
eight -track, 8000 -note sequencer, the Prism
deserved a lot more attention than it got,
even given its hefty $10,000 price tag.

And if your greatest desire in life was to get

Four performance joysticks
and a host of other synthetic goodies
were offered by Adaptive Systems on

their Synthia. It too suffered from
over -complexity and an excessively

weighty price -tag.

your digits doing more than just play a
keyboard, there was the Synthia from
Adaptive Systems, making innovative play
with touch -screen control (predating that
feature on the Fairlight Series III by a good
three years). Trouble was, said screens were
jolly expensive back in 1982 - and that

AIL Adak

translated into a selling price similar to that
of the Prism. More than that, grubby digits
mean grubby screens, which, in turn, means
a small fortune in Windolene. Perionally, I'd
prefer to shout at the thing... Ah, but what
about the Synthia's four performance joy-
sticks, as evidenced by the accompanying
photo? Great stuff, undeniably, but it would
have helped if Adaptive Systems had sup-
plied a couple of extra hands...

Yet even if the bubble burst for most of the
above, things won't stop there. As long as
musicians keep on playing keyboards, and as
long as manufacturers succeed in finding the
necessary R&D capital, new synths will
continue to appear in their hordes. But as the
Gallery of Misfits has shown, producing a
more or less aesthetically pleasing prototype
isn't the sole secret of success. You've also got
to make sure your invention is makeable,
workable, marketable, and above all, play-
able. Because nice though a lot of the
machines we've looked back on have
appeared to be, the people behind them have

all neglected to cater for at least one of the
above considerations.

So is there a formula for getting to the top?
Well, I'd take a page out of someone else's
book, and try something along these lines:
1 Make friends with a boffin in a back-

water, mid -western US university who's
just invented a software algorithm for
recreating the sound of megaton nuclear
explosions by applying Einstein's unified field
theory to the contents of a single wavetable.
Get it filed and patented.

LePersuade the Department of Defence to
finance a project to put the above on a

single VLSI chip, using the argument that
the sound of a megaton nuclear explosion is a
more usable deterrent than the real thing.
Make sure that regardless of who develops the
chip and how they go about doing it, you
retain at least partial control over its
applications.

3 Armed with the newly -developed chip,
take a trip to Japan for a meeting with a

motorcycle cum piano manufacturer interes-
ted in expanding its hi -tech horizons. Argue
that the chip will make their bikes sound as if
they're chewing up the road like a bat out of
hell. Whilst quaffing fake japanoise cham-
pagne and signing on the dotted line in Super
Deluxe Pentel, suggest that the company
might as well put the chip in a few keyboards
whilst they're about it.

4Return to the US. Don a pair of ear -
protectors whilst American simulated

explosions and Japanese motorbikes battle it
out. Sit back and wait for royalties from
keyboard sales to deaf Americans and
Japanese who won't know any better. Sell
patent licence to Italian organ manufacturer,
and sell chip to Andropov (or Chemenko, or
Gorbachev, or whoever it happens to be) and
await simulated World War III. Retire to the
Bahamas to plan chip design for sonic fall -out
shelters...
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Whatever your needs in home
recording, we can help. We
have great deals available
on a number of 4, 8 and
16 -track packages - some of
these are mentioned else-
where on this page.
We pride ourselves on being
able to put together record-
ing packages that are indi-
vidually tailored for YOUR re-
quirements, and of doing so
at the keenest prices around.
REMEMBER - Because we are
recording equipment spe-
cialists - not another music
shop selling it on the side - we
can offer a far wider range of
products than most of our
competitors. And what's
more, unlike them, we actual-
ly have it all in stock, and

working on demo.

LEXICON PCM60
Lexicon have been associated with the
finest studio quality digital reverb systems
for many years. The new low-cost PCM60 is
definitely the most impressive digital
reverb under £2,000 to be found. Easy to
operate, nice and quiet, and a very smooth
delay. Must be heard. DIGITAL REVERE
FROM ITA. Our price: £1,575.

URSA MAJOR MSP 126
A truly unique new product. A whole range
of effects not previously available from one
unit. Stereo simulation, echo, chorus, comb
flanging plus others. Must be heard. SEE IT
FIRST AT ITA. Our price: £2,200.

11111011111M1111111fiAll0

TAC SCORPION
The new Scorpion range of modular
mixers from TAC is a truly exceptional one.
They are extremely robust, high -quality
16 -buss mixers with a wealth of professional
features in a compact unit. Configurations
from 16/8/2 upwards. In stock now. Call us
for a copy of the 8 -page colour brochure.
IN THE SOUNDROOM AT ITA. Our price:
POA.

Fostex PACKAGE
Complete Fostex 8 -track system -A-8 1/4"
8 -track recorder, 350 8/4 mixer with 3060
meter bridge. A neat, elegant and
inexpensive system. Leads and tape
included COMPETITIVE PRICES AT ITA.
Our price: POA.

didoinglillIlifilift:041111011,11110104d;;,.

The best selling BI6 is now available as apackage with a choice ofmixers; the wellequipped Soundtracs
16/8/16, the sturdyAHB System 8 or the fully-professional

TAC
Scorpion (see below).

Our B16 systems areready -to -go with all necessary leads andwill provide the basis of a high-qualitydemo studio.
Call us for best

POA.
BESTCHOICE AT ITA. Our price POA.

Despite recent

will
price rises,

ITA.will be holding
theirprices as  El

advertised,
whilst THEa °SOUFrCIE

stock lasts.

for all your
studio needs

0 YAMAHA 01500
This unit has been a long time coming, but
it's worth waiting for. The world's first
MIDI -addressable DDL, this attractive unit
has all the usual facilities of a good quality
1 sec. delay line (18kHz bandwidth at full
delay), including LED readout, plus 16
memories that will hold all front -panel
parameters. Memories can be accessed
via MIDI. THE NEWEST TECHNOLOGY -AT
ITA. Our price: £499.

THE POWERTRAN MCS-1
The MCS-1 is a DDL with a maximum of 32
seconds delay. You can also use it to
sample and store a sound and then replay
that sound at any pitch using any MIDI or
1 v/oct. keyboard. It can also interface to a
BBC micro, enabling you to store your
sampled sounds on disk. A truly
remarkable device for the price. SEE IT
NOW AT ITA. Our price: £849.

URSA MAJOR
St Gale 323

A better class of reverberation, Amazingly
quiet, this top quality unit has the most
natural -sounding hall and room programs
of any of the cheaper digital reverbs. Must
be heard to be appreciated. ON DEMO AT
ITA. Our price: £2,200.

Fostex tMN15
Still the cheapest recording studio in the
world. Combined with the new MN15 4/1
mixer/compressor, even better value than
ever. GET THEM FROM ITA. Prices: X-15
£260; MN15 £37.50.

TASCAM
PORTA-ONE

The Tascam Porta-One is a sensible
alternative to the X-15 at a slightly higher
price. For that, you get a better range of
facilities; full eq, four meters, dbx, etc. SEE IT
NOW AT ITA. Our price: POA.

Prices exclude VAT & carriage0
where applicable.
MAIL ORDER WELCOME. ACCESS &
BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED, JUST
TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER.
Full in-house service & spares
backup. The selection of used/ex-
demo items always available -
please ask. Extensive Hire Range.
Part -exchange available.
For further information, contact:
ITA, 1 Felgate Mews, London W6 9JT

Tel: 01-748 9009. Telex: 21897

111/
INDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS M'
PRO AUDIO SHOP

MR .m ITA are openff Monday -Friday,
Ar-ua 9.30am-6.00pm
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SELL IT
FOR NOTHING
With a Free Classified Ad in
Electronics & Music Maker

Sales and wants ads from private individuals can be placed free of charge in E&MM's classified section. Which means if you've got some gear you
need to sell, or a particular item you want to track down, all you need do is fill in the coupon below, send it to us on or before the specified date, and
your ad will appear in the following issue. Simplicity itself. So for the price of a postage stamp, you'll reach a bigger audience of electronic music
players than any competing publication. If you'd like your ad to appear for a second month, simply send in the order form again and we'll oblige. (No
phone calls or cryptic messages, please!)

Starting this month, we've put the various sorts of ads we carry under their respective classifications and arranged them in alphabetical order, so
they're easier to read through. We've also extended our field of operations to cover personnel and miscellaneous adverts, and like the musical
instrument ads, these are printed completely free, gratis, and for nothing.

Please note this service is available only to private individuals; companies must use the standard classified order form.

Keyboards
ARP QUARTET great strings
sound, 1 10 ono. Morley Wah/
Volume/Preamp pedal, £45 ono.
2 01-281 1918.
BIT ONE excellent condition,
with MIDI retrofit, £670. No
offers. (Loughton) 01-508
0196 evenings.
CASIO CT202 49 -voice, four -
octave keyboard, perfect, £165.
Bob Coventry (0203) 664736.
CASIO CZIOI £275, Korg
DDM I I 0 £175, Roland MC202
£90, Frontline Multi -Effect £90,
Yamaha MT44D + RM602 Mixer
£490. Et (0908) 569242.
CASIO MT65 keyboard for sale,
auto accompaniment and rhy-
thms, £75. V (061) 434 3484
(sorry no delivery).
CASIO MT400V polyphonic
keyboard, stereo chorus, ADSR,
detachable speakers, 20 presets,
10 beats, autochord, mint, boxed,
manual, £165. Andy 2 Sheffield
(0742) 662089.
CASIO MT400V £150, Roland
MC202 MicroComposer £125,
both boxed as new with power
supply. Pete, Ilford e 01-553
4202.
CASIO MT400V plus Breath

Controller, boxed as new L170.
Casio MT46, boxed as new £80,
or nearest offers. Et (0536)
722906.
ELKA X605 portable organ.
Drawbars, strings, brass, piano,
pedals, synth rack and swell pedal.
£600. V Worthing (0903)
690043.
ETI 4600 SYNTH 40SC with
Maplin 5600 keyboard plus filter
£350 ono. Mike, St Athan nr
Cardiff. V (0446) 751150
FENDER RHODES STAGE
73 Mark I, tuned, excellent, £260.
Korg WT12 fully chromatic tuner,
as new £70. V (0684) 310213.
HAMMOND A100 classic tone
wheel organ, full drawbars, Lesley
sockets, excellent condition. 23
Faversham (0795) 532662.
JEN SX2000 to swap for Boss
DS I or DS2 or DR 1 I 0 or JHS
Rock Box. James V (0480)
62060.
KORG EX800 MIDI expander,
pristine, with two cassettes of
new sounds. £295 or swap for
Casio CZ I 01. Mark Et (0327)
61128.
KORG MONO POLY four -
note analogue polysynth, good
condition, £280. 23 (0454)
260223.
KORG MONO POLY excel-

lent condition, still boxed, man-
uals included. Superb sound £295.
Kay Strat as new £55. e Wolver-
hampton (0902) 738426.
KORG POLYSIX synthesiser in
good condition, has arpeggiator,
chorus/phase/ensemble effects.
Bargain £385 ovno. Roy '' 01-
882 0517.
KORG POLYSIX Excellent
condition, £435 ono. Also Casio
201, 29 presets, £70. Mike Et 01-
348 0544.
KORG POLY 61 £300. KPR77,
£90. 150W PA mixer amp and
separate bass bins, £200. e Wok-
ing (04862) 69469 after 6pm.
OSCAR programmable MIDI
duo synth, brand new, unwanted
gift, £450 ono. Bartlett, Bishop -
stoke Et (0703) 614961.
POLYMOOG SYNTH veloc-
ity sensitive, weighted six -octave
keyboard. Beautiful sound. £300.
Chris Et (0438) 721909.
POLYMOOG SYNTH £900;
Roland Juno 6, £380. Both excel-
lent condition, home use only.
Colin V (0527) 22276 evenings.
ROLAND JP6 with hard case,
£900 ono, Carlsbro Cobra 90
keyboard combo, £200 ono. Rich-
ard Et 01-671 8790.
ROLAND JUNO 6 £310. Korg
DDM110 drum machine, £155.

Casio 1000P complete with man-
ual, £150. Andy V Catterham
(0883) 48150.
ROLAND JUNO 6 absolutely
immaculate, never gigged, £350
ono. ' (06053) 2548.
ROLAND JX3P + PG200 and
TR707 drum synth. 4/8 months
old, as new, boxed. £925 ono. 2
Dorking (0306) 885968 evenings/
weekends.
ROLAND JX8P as new, 3

months old, main dealer supplied
and guaranteed, home use only,
£890. Et Tunbridge Wells (0892)
46986.
ROLAND RS09 polysynth,
organ/ strings, chorus, mixer.
Mint, £200 ono or swap TR808.
Jon V 01-734 4257/8 daytime,
01-603 4907 evenings.
ROLAND SHO9 Monophonic
synth, immaculate condition,
home use only, ideal for new
synthesist, £120. Chris V 01-481
9917 daytime, (0908) 604082
evenings.

ROLF SH 101 with mains
adaptor and Boss DR I 10 Graphic
drum machine, mint condition and
boxed, £300. Paul Et Dean (0594)
43319.
ROLAND SH101 still under
guarantee, also PSU, £150. East
Grinstead (0342) 313475, Horley

E&MM FREE CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM

Fill in the form to a maximum of 20 words (one in each box),
and send it to: E&MM Free Ads, Alexander House, I Milton Road,
Cambridge CB4 I UY. Please print clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS. The ad
must reach us on or before Friday, October 4, for inclusion in the
November issue of E&MM.
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(0293) 785699 X254 daytime.
ROLAND SH101 low mileage,
very good condition, £120, or
swap for Roland TB303 Bassline.
Adam 23 (0785) 840707, 10am-
8pm.
ROLAND SH101 and Boss

adaptor, excellent condition,
£130. Also Casio MT65, still
boxed, £70. Paul 23 01-809 2841
after 5pm.
ROLAND SH101 Grip, PSU
etc, {140 cash ovno. Creek
Tuner, £95, cash ono. Synsonics,
offers. Jay 23 Wantage (02357)
65056.
ROLAND SH101 + MC202,
£250. Korg Mono/Poly £225.
Crumar Brassman £90. Yamaha
CS60 £500. Roland CSQ600 £80.
Steve a (0203) 394866 5-7pm.
ROLAND SH101 with MGS I
and PSU. Boss DRI 10. All boxed,
manuals, as new. Roland 'The
Synthesizer' four volume set.
£250. Silchester (0734)
700121.
ROLAND SH101 with adaptor
and Casio amp, all in excellent
condition £ 160. Paul 01-809
2841 after 5pm.
ROLAND SH I 0 I with handgrip
and adapter, good condition,
{ 170. Will swop for Moog Rogue
Source, Korg Mono/Poly. '
Nottm (0602) 395426.
SCI PRO ONE £160. Roland
MC202, £130. Korg KPR77 drum
machine £ 130. All good condition.
Chris 23 Leeds (0532) 826965.
SEQUENTIAL SIXTRAK
£425, MAX £325, Casio CZ101
£275, Roland SHO9 £100. All
immaculate, boxed, home use
only. 23 (0787) 475008 evenings.
SIEL MONO SYNTH vgc,
quick sale £95 ono. Barry 23 0I -
590 6284 before 9pm.
SOLINA STRING ENSEM-
BLE still the best, absolute bar-
gain £190, or p/ex for Pro One,
TR808 or consider anything. e
01-949 6331 anytime.
TECHNICS SXK200 poly-
phonic preset keyboard, built-in
rhythm unit, programmable acco-
mpaniment. Includes stand, foot -
pedal and case, E300 ono. 23
(0282) 697116.
360 SYSTEMS Digital key-
board, sampled sounds include
Bosendorfer grand piano and pop
collection. Offers invited. Jeff e
01-952 8562.
TRANSCENDENT 2000
£100, Crumar Composer £350,
Transcendent Polysynth £290,
Hohner Planet/ Clavinet £300. All
in excellent condition. e (05642)
3527 after 6pm.
YAMAHA CSI 5 monosynth,
2x VC0s, 2x VCFs, 2x VCA,
2 x EG. Powerful lead sound, must
sell, £ 189 ono. 23 (0970) 8441 I .

YAMAHA CSI 5 monosynth,
vgc, giveaway at £150. Nigel

e (0533) 835455 after 6pm.
YAMAHA CS7OM £600.
Yamaha CS60, £350. Paul Todd 23
(0723) 370540/2.
YAMAHA DX9 {575 ono inclu-
ding case, sustain pedal, breath
controller, manuals, etc, vgc,
home use only. 23 01-853 4675
anytime.
YAMAHA MKI00 personal,
programmable keyboard, almost
new, £200. Casio MT65, with
case, £70. Andrew a Hemel
Hempstead (0442) 212300.
YAMAHA PS20 Portable key-
board, immaculate condition £220
ovno. Doncaster 23 (0302) 61672
after 6pm.
YAMAHA PS55 keyboard plus
adaptor, stand, volume pedal.
One-year old, vgc, £529 new, sell
£380. 23 IOW (0983) 882043.

Drums
BOSS DRI 10 drum machine. Six
sounds, preset and programmable
patterns, vgc, £85 ono. Pete, 16
Cranmore Road, Solihull, West
Midlands, B90 4PT.
BOSS DRI 10 graphic rhythm,
mint condition, £75.23 01-994
9415.
BOSS DR55 drum machine £35,
DM2 Delay £45, BF2 Flanger £50.
All mint and boxed. 23 01-882
7283.
CLEF MASTER RHYTHM
£40.23 Lancaster (0524) 733103.
KORG DDMII0 drum machine,
£160. Home studio (four channel
R -to -R, mixer, patchbay, reverb),
£250. Roger, Essex 23 Horn -
church (04024) 40897.
KORG DDM I 1 0 Digital drum
machine, boxed, guaranteed, only
five months old. Excellent sound
£190. Chris 23 (0438) 721909.
LINNDRUM MK III latest
software, cost £2600. £150 of
alternate sound chips, flightcase.
Home use only, immaculate.
Offers. Ian e 01-519 0972.
MXR DRUM COMPUTER
with sync to tape, also tunable.
Mint condition. Bargain at £850.
13' Leicester (0533) 881729 after
6pm.
ROLAND TR606 drum mach-
ine, £99. Marshall top MV 50 watt,
£125. Casio MT65, £75. 2x 12
cab, Goodmans speakers, £35. e
Tonbridge (0732) 366223.
ROLAND TR808 £220, MC202

110, Roland TR909 £275, Bass -
line £90, Equalizer £20, Distor-
tion/Phaser £10, Flanger (mains)
£25. IT (06284) /4752.
SCI DRUMTRAKS excellent
sounds (also accepts Linn chips),
£590 or swap Roland JX3P/
PG200 (vgc). Possible London
delivery. 13 (0424) 21871 I.
SIMMONS SDS5 drums for
sale. Hardly used. £850. Excellent

condition, flightcase. ET Deeside
(0244) 810478.
SIMMONS SDS8 program-
mable/ preset, £550 (including
new bass drum pedal). Roland
CR8000, professionally modified
to trigger above, £225. a Rom -
ford (0708) 44404.

Sequencers
ROLAND BASSLINE £90.
Music 500 £!50. BBC B plus
extras £250. All mint. II Rother-
ham (0709) 817648.
ROLAND CSQ600 sequencer,
ARP Axxe monosynth, Crumer
DP50 piano. £400 the lot, or sell
separately. Derek 23 Luton
(0582) 599947 evenings.
ROLAND MSQ700 polyphonic
MIDI sequencer, the only one
with eight separate tracks, six
weeks old, £590. Yamaha DX9
£580. 23 (04446) 42681.
SCI MODEL 64 sequencer (for
CBM64). Still boxed £100. Mal '
Plymouth (0752) 558079 after
5pm.

Computing
ACORN MUSIC 500 with
ATPL keyboard and software
(disk), as new £255 ono. PX
considered. Tes 23' (0203)
412643 evenings.
ATARI 800XL 64K computer
with cassette, joystick, etc. Per-
fect. Will swap or part -exchange
Clavinet or similar keyboard. e
Winchester (0962) 61266.
BBC B £200. Acorn speech
upgrade, 1.2/OS, BASIC -2, books,
magazines, some BeeBMIDI sof-
tware, boxed, vgc, offers? David
'23 Thornton Heath 01-689 8372.
GREENGATE DS3B computer
sampling keyboard, updated soft-
ware, Applewriter, 80 -column
ext, twin drives + extras, £1400.
23 01-609 4156.
YAMAHA CX5N0 Keyboard
composer, voice cartridges, £450.
Will swap for Casio CZ I 000 or
offers? Yatin e (0203) 22740.

Recording
PIONEER SG9800 12 -band

stereo graphic equaliser, long
sliders with LED on each, very
good condition, £120 ono. 23 01-
359 6723.
POWERTRAN DIGITAL
DELAY KIT 0.8 second. Needs
transformer, five chips and assem-
bling, £95 ono, px TR808. 23
(0643) 862152.
TASCAM M30 MIXER 8-4-2
submix etc. As new £500. Also
Korg KPR77 drum machine, ex-
cellent condition £ i 50.23 Swan-
sea (0792) 55545.

UHER CR 1 60AV portable cas-
sette recorder plus leather case,
rechargeable battery, power
supply/charger. Also Acorn Music
500. Offers? e (031) 667 8607.

Misc
CALLING ALL NEURO-
NIUM FANS Join the Neuro-
nium Fan Club. Paul Walker, c/o
Avoca House Hotel, 43 Belsize
Park, London NW3.
METAMORPHOSIS Brilliant
new cassette album by Kevin
O'Neill, £2.75 inc sae for other
titles. 71 Elm Court, Woolaston
Avenue, Cardiff.
NEURONIUM T-SHIRTS for
sale £5, incl p&p, from Paul

Walker, c/o Avoca House Hotel,
43 Belsize Park, London NW3.
PEAVEY MIXER AMP four
channels, 130 watts with reverb,
good for keyboards or PA, £185
ovno. 23 Stevenage (0438)
720143 evenings.
RADIO PROGRAMME dedi-
cated to electronic and new age
music. Info: Musique Du Nouvel
Age, BP 1370, Succ. Des Jardins,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada, HSB
I H3.

VOX STANDARD BASS fret-
ted, one year old, Di Marzio
pickups, immaculate condition.
Plus set of Superwound strings,
£100. 23 Basildon (0268) 23437.

Personnel
MUSICIANS WANTED by
singer/ songwriter to form ser-
ious gigging/ recording band.
Wide-ranging influences. Dagen-
ham area. Lee 23 01-517 3521.

Wanted
ARP 2600 swap, p/x Yamaha
DX9. 23 Chepstow (02912)
71761.

ARP 2600 USER'S MANUAL
original or photocopy. Contact
Mark Pawley, 20 Lavender
Avenue, Figges Marsh, Mitcham.
BACK ISSUES of E&MM,
Home Studio Recording, Electro-
nic Soundmaker, Studio Sound
and Sound Engineer required.
Cover price paid. 13' London 01-
250 1910.
MIXER Any type of 8-4 or 10-2
mixer. Patrick IT (0234) 213223
X134.
PROPHET 5 or Jupiter 8

(MIDI'd?) to swap or p/x with cash
for my immaculate Yamaha DX9.
23 (04446) 42681.
STRATS, SG, Les Paul, 244,
MT44, Marshall MVs. For sale:
DX7, H&H VS Combo, Juno 6,
D 1500 delay, TR707. 23' (0395)
278709.
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FOR SALE

STUDIO FOR SALE Teac 38 £1100. Dynamix
16/8/2 £600. GBS DDL synths, guitars, drums,
pedals, boxed, as new. Telephone: Kes (0502)
86854, evenings 716500.
EXCITER D: TO MAKE THE SOUND COME
ALIVE - to build up natural space dimensional
transparency. The professional American Studio -
Exciter D will help you to achieve the expert's
uncomprising and top level sound quality. For
musicians, sound engineers, sound studios,
broadcast/television engineering - the best for
dramatic improvement of recording -technology,
touching up of tape copies, PA and monitoring,
professional Hi-Fi domain. We offer you 2 years
guarantee/right of returning the device within
14 days. Price? Special direct selling offer: £285.
(Normal price £490). Free brochure: Blank
Soundengineering, Bagelstr.139, D-400 Dusselforf/
Germany, 010 49 211 44 68 24.

ATTENTION JUNO 6 OWNERS
Add Polyphonic sequencing to your system with a ready made
DCB interface which fits easily (only two solder joints) and neatly
inside your Juno 6. Allows you to use any DCB Sequencer leg
cheap JSO-60) only £39.95. Also DOM 110/220 OWNERS only
£5,00. For details of separate output modifications (seven
channels) or send it well packed and we'll do it for you for £20.00.

Send cheque/PO payable to:

P. Shipsey, 'Tango -Wood', Southampton Road,
Alderbury, Nr Salisbury, Wilts. SP5 3AG.

Classifieds
phone Tony
(0223) 313722

SOWND
1101.0

01-907 3889
A PROFESSIONAL 8 -TRACK FOR THE
SONGWRITER/MUSICIAN FEATURING

 THE LATEST IN MIDI COMPUTER SEQUENCING
 SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS DIGITAL DRUMS
 3 QUALITY SYNTHS + ELECTRIC GRAND
 DIGITAL EFFECTS AND UP TO t6 SEC SAMPLING
 A HOST OF INSTRUMENTS INCLUSIVE

ALL FOR £5 PER HOUR + TAPE

irCASIO MAGIC
Buy any Casio CZ synth and get a MIDI MUSICIAN

system (NORMALLY E99 RRP)

ABSOLUTELY FREE
Links a SPECTRUM computer to a CZ synth and
Includes the famous MUSIC TYPEWRITER with

superb music graphics and easy music entry.
editing & playing facilities. Send for full details &

Casio colour catalogue.
MICRO MUSICAL LTD

37 WOOD LANE, SHILTON, COVENTRY CV7 9LA
Tel (0203) 616760

APPROVED MAIN DEALER

The following items are all for sale
in a good as new condition, can be seen
working, and sold boxed with manuals.

Yamaha DX7 £1095 - TX7 £575 - QX7 £395
R1000 £425 - Roland SDE 1000 DDL £375

TR909 £399 - Boss DE 200 DDL £225
BX800 Mixer £199 - Bassline £50

Tascam 244 with flight -case £595.

Telephone:

SNAPE (073 888) 8198
(Near Ipswich, off the Al2)

HI -TECH
MUSIC CENTRES

YES, we've got the latest gear you want from
YAMAHA, ROLAND, SCI, KORG etc. like DX -7's,
PF-15's, JUNO 106, Six-trac, Drumtraks, Poly -800
all on demonstration and available at the right prices!
Plus INTERFACES for BBC B and CBM 64
Computers, all MIDIed up and ready for you to try.
Call 01-863 1841 for Catalogues, Prices, and Advice.

City
Music

1111
Phone 01-863 1841
for an invitation to

our next
Midi Synth Show

NORTH HARROW: Pinner Rd. 01-863 1841
TORQUAY: 65 Market St 0803 25488

EXETER: Queen St. 0392 51846
PLYMOUTH: Drake Circus 0752 23011

TRURO: 16 Pydar St 0872 71359
JERSEY: 8 Esplanade 0534 78901

Loudspeaker
Cabinet
Fittings

From Adam Hall Supplies:
Coverings & frets  flight case parts

 Celestion power speakers 
Rean jacks & fittings  P&N stands
Send 30p PO/cheque for Illustrated

catalogue

ADAM HALL
SUPPLIES LTD

Unit M,
Carlton Court,
Grainger Road,

Southend-on-Sea
Essex

Advertisers Index
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Akai UK 22/23 MJL Systems 43
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Carlsbro Sound Centre 11 Passport Designs 69
Chase Musicians 4/5 Phonosonics 96

Chromatix 31/95 Powertran 49
Digital Music Systems 89 Project Electronic Music 9

Dougies Music 39 Rock City Music 12/13
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Firebird Software 63 Skyslip Music 9
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Freedmans 41 Solasound 79
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I.T.A. 101 W.E.M.68
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PAS WAVETERM
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Perform with
technology
others can't
match.

The Waveterm is the central component of the PPG -Music -Compu-
ter -System. Its technology makes your music: 16 bit Sampling and
16 bit Wavetables for perfect sounds. Ultimate standard of sound
manipulation with the new 4 -Channel -Mix -Page, digital fade, digital
delay, digital overdub, digital mixing of loops etc. The easiest of
handling for the most difficult operations: Automatic -loops,
-sustain, -level etc. Event Generator (Sequencer) up to 32 Channels
for 32 sythesized and/or sampled sounds simultaneously. Fourier -
Analysis for Sample Sounds. Immediate access to any Page. High
Speed Loading: 8 Sample Sounds in 16 sec. Dual -Processor -System
with 16/32 bit MC 68000 CPU. For more information about the
Waveterm, the complete PPG -System, the PPG -Sound -Library and
the PPG -Demo -Cassette please contact your local music dealer or
PPG, Palm Instruments GmbH, 2000 Hamburg 70, Wandsbeker
Zollstralie 87-89, Germany, phone 040/68 22 75

cftuF:J[n] e B-TreelenpthVoinewe

01
-2a0di L43o6n6doTneNVilex 92577E6L9.

PAC

ednesda
All through October you can

get a full demo of this new
system at the Turnkey Shop

at 14 Percy Street, London W
No need

to make an appointment.
Every Wednesday,

10.30 until 5.00

%Emkeyshop



M
usic is constantly m

oving, con -
stantly changing. A

nd so are the
needs of today's m

usicians. T
hey are

looking for new
 avenues of expres-

sion, and they're not finding them
 in

yesterday's effects. N
ew

 m
usic re-

quires new
 sounds - enter Ibanez

M
aster Series

Ibanez proudly presents nine all
new

 pedal processors guaranteed
to m

ake you think tw
ice about your

S
O

U
N

D
 IN

N
O

V
A

T
IO

N

present effects system
. E

ach M
aster

Series processor expands the hori-
zons of its predecessor w

ith new
 fea-

tures, new
 circuitry and a new

 chassis
design. E

ach has been m
eticulously

designed and built to deliver the m
ost

m
usically effective sounds available

anyw
here.

B
ut to appreciate all of the M

aster
Series innovations, w

e invite you
to get on dow

n to your Ibanez dealer
and audition' the M

aster Series for
yourself. Y

our new
 sound is w

aiting
for you!

For latest full colour catalogue of Ibanez effects send 30p to Sum
m

erfield (D
ept E

M
M

), Saltm
eadow

s R
oad, G

ateshead N
E

8 3A
J.


